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Abstract 
In this dissertation, I develop a theological account of human embodiment by exploring 

the relationship between the liturgical practices of an Episcopal parish during Lent and Easter 

and church members’ bodies. My objective was to analyze the normative constructions of saved 

bodies at work in seasons that call attention to the body while also emphasizing sin, repentance, 

and salvation. I conducted qualitative research at a church in the American South using 

ethnographic methods of participant observation and semi-structured interviews, and I 

analyzed the body postures, gestures, movements, sensory experiences, and corporeal 

interactions that constituted the community’s liturgical practices as well as members’ personal 

experiences of Lent, Holy Week, and Easter in 2014. By examining the philosophical, 

theological, and social layers of how the church inhabited these seasons, I discovered that 

church members’ participation entailed implicit conceptions of bodies as malleable, as journeys, 

and as sensorially interactive, which are conceptions that tend to conflict with modern Western 

ideals of bodies as solid, whole, and independent from one another as well as from their 

surroundings. Yet rather than seeking to suppress these dimensions of embodiment, the 

church’s practices made bodily malleability, journeying, and sensory interaction normative for 

the bodily shape of salvation.  
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Dedication 
For those still wondering if their bodies matter to God. 
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Introduction  
Few places in the United States today have made embodiment as complicated as 

churches have. Church discourse alone often conveys mixed messages about bodies, lauding the 

church as the body of Christ and its members’ bodies as “temple[s] of the Holy Spirit,”1 while 

simultaneously associating human bodies with weakness, vulnerability, limitations, and sinful 

desires. Bodies may be esteemed as vessels for God’s presence and yet disparaged as obstacles to 

life with God in Christian rhetoric. 

The complications only multiply when church practices come into view. Churches clearly 

value the bodily presence and participation of their members, yet they maintain a host of spoken 

and unspoken norms for how bodies present themselves and act at church worship services and 

events. Certain styles of dress, body postures and movements, manners of greeting other people, 

and ranges of physical response to elements of worship services define bodily participation and 

membership in church communities, even among those seeking to extend hospitality to all. 

Which bodies are permitted in a church and the degree of entrance allowed, which bodies can 

occupy which positions and spaces in worship, which movements and vocalizations are deemed 

acceptable, and which sights, smells, sounds, tastes, and forms of tactile contact are considered 

appropriate in a given setting all serve to inculcate church members’ bodies into complex ways 

of understanding and relating to their own bodies as well as to the bodies of others.  

Not only do these norms for embodying church have social implications, but they also 

express theological convictions about what it means to be a body before God. Church members 

work out their doctrines of God, sin, and salvation through what they do with their bodies at 

church, as well as through how they dress to go to church, through eating practices, through 

                                                        

1 See I Cor 6:19. All English translations of the New Testament are mine from the Nestle-Aland Novum Testamentum 
Graece, 28th revised edition, 2012. I have left the plural in brackets because the text suggests that church members’ 
bodies together form a singular temple, though it leaves open the possibility that Paul is characterizing each body 
individually as a temple of the Spirit, which is probably the more common way for this verse to be interpreted in 
contemporary Christian communities. 
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sexual activity, and through the places they inhabit and navigate. Theologies welcome and 

unwelcome reside in their skin and organs, muscles and bones, blood and breath. These 

messages about who God is, God’s relationship to embodied human beings, and what sin and 

salvation look like speak to church members’ own flesh and to other people. Insofar as these 

theologies resound through socially located bodies entangled in asymmetrical power dynamics 

of gender, race, culture, sexuality, class, ability, and age, they raise the personal and social stakes 

for bodies in enfleshing their faith within the body of Christ. 

What is more, because churches are not always aware of the norms that their discourse 

and bodily practices convey about their life together in Christ, they inevitably fail to perceive all 

the potential gifts and risks in how they form church members’ bodies. By neglecting to attend 

to the sense of belonging or estrangement that bodily engagement in church can engender, for 

example, churches can inflict wounds without realizing it or fail to appreciate how vital bodies 

are to their fellowship, ministry, witness, and faith. They can also mistake racial homogeneity 

for Christian unity or gender inequality for divine providential order by misinterpreting how and 

which bodies matter. And church members can shape their whole lives around being faithful to 

God without ever facing the profundity of God’s fierce love for the bodies that they actually are. 

Theological scholarship has not yet adequately addressed the complications surrounding 

embodiment in churches. Despite the popularity of ecclesiology, on the one hand, and the body, 

on the other, in scholarly theological discourse since the middle of the twentieth century, 

relatively few texts have brought what it means to be church and what it means to be bodies to 

bear on one another theologically. Recent works by M. Shawn Copeland, Marcia Mount Shoop, 

Graham Ward, James K. A. Smith, and Kelly Brown Douglas have helpfully bridged this 

theological divide by reflecting on how bodily experiences can inform church.2 However, even 

                                                        

2 Copeland, Enfleshing Freedom; Mount Shoop, Let the Bones Dance; Ward, Cities of God; Smith, Imagining the 
Kingdom; Douglas, What’s Faith Got to Do with It? 
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these works tend toward broad or abstract treatments of bodies and churches, in which the 

complexities of embodying church in concrete contexts evade examination. 

The growing use of ethnographic studies in contemporary theology has enabled 

theologians to approach ecclesiology from the lived experiences and contexts of particular 

church communities instead of dealing with church abstractly.3 Christian Scharen’s essay 

“Ecclesiology ‘from the Body’” in a volume focused on ethnography for ecclesiological reflection 

goes a step farther to introduce the body as a significant site for participatory knowing into the 

theological conversation around church as it is lived.4 However, the work that theological 

scholars have accomplished by employing ethnography to do ecclesiology has predominantly 

focused on church practices. Embodiment tends to enter into the discussion tangentially in 

service to understanding practices of particular church communities rather than as a primary 

subject of theological study.5 

As a result, theological scholarship has lacked the kind of investigation needed to assist 

churches in discerning the theological role that bodies play in church life. While both theological 

anthropologies and ethnographic ecclesiologies oriented toward lived experiences have argued 

that bodies matter, they have not delved into how bodies matter theologically and socially 

within and outside church walls. The complicated formation of bodies that takes place in 

churches remains largely overlooked in theological discourse, which means that normative 

accounts of embodiment in theology and norms at work in embodying ecclesial life in Christ lack 

sufficient means to engage and inform one another. Ultimately, this incongruence shows that 

embodiment continues to be an unsettled and pressing issue for theological scholarship and 

                                                        

3 See the following recent volumes: Ward, Perspectives on Ecclesiology and Ethnography; Scharen, Explorations in 
Ecclesiology and Ethnography; Scharen and Vigen, Ethnography as Christian Theology and Ethics. See also these 
works as examples of theological scholarship engaging ethnographic research methods: Fulkerson, Places of 
Redemption; Mellott, I Was and I Am Dust; Mitchem, African American Folk Healing; Wigg-Stevenson, 
Ethnographic Theology. 
4 Scharen, “Ecclesiology ‘from the Body’: Ethnographic Notes toward a Carnal Theology.” 
5 A notable exception to the primary focus on practices is John Swinton’s work on redefining human persons, 
embodiment, and modes of knowing to come to terms with dementia from a theological perspective. See Swinton, 
Dementia. 
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church life. Christians and theologians still do not quite know what to make of the bodies they 

are or how to perceive the theological and social implications of being bodies in church and 

being church in bodies. 

This dissertation provides a way of addressing this dilemma by illuminating a variety of 

dimensions of embodiment that give theological and social meaning to church practices. In the 

chapters that follow, I turn to the practices of a thriving church community in the American 

South, which I pseudonymously refer to as St. James Episcopal Church, and reflect on how its 

practices, together with church members’ experiences, define bodily agency and existence. I 

focus on the church’s observance of Lent and Easter in order to unearth the ways the liturgies of 

these theologically climactic seasons in the church year situate members’ bodies in relation to 

normative constructions of sin and salvation. My investigation highlights aspects of 

embodiment not typically considered in theological anthropologies and ecclesiologies, including 

the postures, gestures, and movements that bodies enact in navigating spaces, sensory 

experiences catalyzed by liturgical rites, objects, and rhetoric, and the ambiguities and textures 

of events as these phenomena collide in time and place. By attending to these layers of church 

members’ experiences, I discovered theologically and socially complex negotiations of 

embodiment in St. James’ Lenten and Easter life. In Lent, church members’ engagement in 

personal disciplines and communal liturgies revealed the malleability of bodies. In Holy Week, 

church members’ bodies became a journey of contradiction. And in Easter, church members’ 

sensory experiences showed bodies to be interactive realities of fellowship. Rather than 

characterizing bodies as closed, static, independent entities with clear, impermeable boundaries, 

Lent, Holy Week, and Easter at St. James revolved around bodies as relational, dynamic, and 

interdependent with indefinite, inconstant boundaries.6  

                                                        

6 Throughout this dissertation, I use the terms body and flesh interchangeably while working to develop a theological 
account of bodies specifically. There are different shades of meaning suggested by these words in English, as well as in 
their Greek forms (as plenty of New Testament deliberations have pointed out). To me, flesh emphasizes a material 
component of body, along with bones and other structural components, and body operates holistically to indicate 
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Additionally, instead of seeking to suppress this portrait of embodiment by shaping 

saved life around attaining closed, static, and independent bodies, members of St. James 

actually demonstrated an embrace of the relational, dynamic, interdependent, and even 

contradictory character of their bodies through the normative visions for saved life undergirding 

their practices. Bodily malleability in Lent became a means of enfleshing responsivity to God 

and to others. The contradictory Holy Week journey became a means of participating in the 

crucified body of Jesus as well as in the place in which St. James is grounded. Easter sensory 

interactions became a way of feasting marked by attending to suffering and oppression rather 

than by turning away from such life-denying circumstances. Whether members realized it or 

not, the church effectively displayed a series of normative portraits of what it means to be 

embodied people joined to Christ that ran counter in several respects to the ideals for bodies 

that often govern contemporary culture and society in the United States—ideals that tend to 

privilege whiteness, masculinity, wealth, youth, height, thinness, strength, health, ability, and 

wholeness. At the same time, within the overarching counter-cultural dimensions of these 

portraits, important ambiguities in the particularities of the church’s practices added complexity 

to the potential social implications of these portraits in terms of gender, ability, race, and class 

dynamics. 

                                                        

 

who/what human beings are as particular enfleshed persons. Because this material component is often the feature 
most definitive of how body is conceived philosophically and theologically in Christian tradition, I see sufficient 
overlap in these terms to warrant using both to inform one another.  
   At the same time, unlike Mayra Rivera Rivera and Sharon Betcher, I do not wish to turn to flesh and leave behind or 
devalue body. I am sympathetic with their reasons for gravitating toward flesh—its materiality, its emphasis on 
connection between human persons, and its ambiguities for Rivera, and its expansiveness for redefining persons in 
relation to ability and disability for Betcher. However, I am not willing to surrender body to its problematic 
interpretations and uses within Christian thought because I believe the ways Christians and theologians think of 
bodies can be—and must be—revised. The task of this dissertation is to do precisely that, so that alternative 
epistemological frameworks might enable Christians and theologians to perceive and inhabit bodies in ways that are 
not objectifying, disembodying, or exclusive of certain bodies. For Rivera’s and Betcher’s insightful discussions of 
body and flesh and necessary critiques of how body has been construed in Christian discourse, see Rivera, “A 
Labyrinth of Incarnations: The Social Materiality of Bodies”; Betcher, “Becoming Flesh of My Flesh.” 
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To undertake this study, I conducted qualitative research at St. James from the middle of 

January until the beginning of June 2014, spanning the eight-week season after Epiphany, Lent, 

Holy Week, Easter, and Pentecost Sunday that year. I chose an Episcopal church for my study 

for two main reasons. First, I am a member of the Episcopal Church, and I wanted my research 

to benefit the denomination with which I am affiliated. Second, although the reliance on a 

prayer book and the general formality of the liturgy might seem to signal a privileging of the 

mind and subjection of the body in Episcopal worship, the liturgies actually invite church 

members’ bodies to participate actively in prayer and worship in ways that cannot be reduced 

solely to disciplining bodies. While dancing or clapping to upbeat music may not characterize 

what the majority of church members do with their bodies in many Episcopal settings, the 

liturgies typically prescribe congregational contributions that involve alternating body postures 

between sitting, standing, and kneeling, moving to and from the altar to receive eucharist, using 

their voices to sing and speak, and occupying a worship space containing various liturgical 

objects and elements that engage multiple senses. Additionally, a number of rites used for 

particular occasions in the church year like the Ash Wednesday imposition of ashes or Maundy 

Thursday footwashing are constituted primarily by distinctive bodily practices or centered on 

particular body parts. Bodies are thus vital to Episcopal prayer and worship, and the relative 

subtleties, layers, and ambiguous meanings to bodily participation in liturgy made an Episcopal 

setting a fruitful context for investigating the role of bodies in ordinary church practices. 

The church that I studied had several qualities that drew me toward that particular 

community for this research. It was a fairly large parish, averaging around three hundred people 

attending each Sunday, which enabled me to have a greater number of volunteers to participate 

in interviews than I would likely have had at a smaller parish. Having originated around the turn 

of the 20th century, it was well-established in its neighborhood in the American South, and its 

circumstances were fairly stable insofar as it was not in the middle of a major leadership or 

building transition. St. James also took a moderate approach to its liturgical practices, neither 
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exhibiting a high-church conservative style of worship nor adopting progressive rites or prayers, 

which could give my study the potential to resonate with the wide number of Episcopal churches 

that maintain a similar mainstream liturgical style. Finally, although the majority of members of 

the parish would identify as white, St. James had a substantial number of members who would 

identify as African or African American, as well as several members of Latino, Latina, and Asian 

descent. Several openly homosexual individuals and couples were part of the church as well. 

Church membership was thus neither racially nor sexually homogeneous. 

I made Lent and Easter the focus of my study because these seasons combine following 

Jesus to his crucifixion, death, and miraculous resurrection with ecclesial prescriptions for self-

examination, self-denial, fasting, and repentance. The defining event of Christian faith, the 

death and resurrection of Jesus, charges the Easter season of celebration and the Lenten season 

of preparation with theological power, and this power converges with a distinctively Lenten 

exhortation for church members to adopt personal practices that center on asceticism and 

repenting from sin out of devotion to God. As a result, Lent sets the stage for attention to the 

body to intersect with attention to sin and salvation with potentially high stakes for church 

members’ bodies, especially if self-denial or repentance from sin takes the form of subjugating 

one’s body. Because of the complex, powerful ways in which participating in Lent and Easter can 

generate associations between bodies, sin, repentance, and discipline in church members’ lives 

of faith, these seasons provided a significant setting for discerning how church practices shaped 

members’ conceptions of bodies. 

I collected data for my research in three main ways. First, I attended church services and 

events as a participant observer to study how church members’ bodies engaged in the liturgies 

and activities of St. James during Lent and Easter. I focused on postures, gestures, movements, 

and interpersonal contact between members. I also paid attention to the spaces, materials, and 

objects that situated bodily activities and facilitated sensory experiences, and I made note of 

which bodies participated in which activities and spaces according to liturgical role and marks of 
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identity. My observations included recognizing my own bodily experiences as I inhabited the 

liturgies and other events at St. James in addition to perceiving what others were doing.  

Second, I conducted two sets of semi-structured interviews with almost 25 adult 

members of the church in order to gain insight into their experiences of Lent and Easter. I 

interviewed each of the volunteers for roughly an hour once during the season of Lent and a 

second time during the Easter season. The interviews were one-on-one for all but two members, 

who were married and elected to be interviewed together rather than individually, and 

interviews took place in a variety of settings chosen primarily by each volunteer’s preference. 

Most occurred at the church in a small meeting room, while others took place at restaurants, 

coffee shops, and in the living rooms of members’ homes. I asked similar questions to all the 

volunteers about their church background, their involvement at St. James, their personal 

perspectives on what Lent and Easter mean, the disciplines they practiced for Lent, and their 

experiences of the liturgies and events at St. James during these seasons. The majority of 

volunteers I interviewed were women who would identify as white. A few were women and men 

of color. Most were older than thirty. Some had been members of St. James for a long time, 

while others were relatively new to the parish or even to the Episcopal Church. Participants 

included two clergy along with lay members who were involved in diverse church ministries. 

Third, I examined the liturgical literature used at St. James during Lent and Easter. I 

collected the paper bulletins on which the Sunday liturgies were printed for St. James’ services 

each week. I paid attention to similarities and differences in the variations between the early 

morning spoken eucharist, the more informal eucharist in the round, and the late morning 

choral eucharist with the adult choir. I also compared the bulletins with the 1979 Book of 

Common Prayer. I studied both liturgical instructions for bodily activities and the ways in which 

bodies figured in the liturgical rhetoric. I also investigated the lyrics of the music incorporated 

into the services to see what the hymns and other songs indicated about bodies. 
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I analyzed the data by first sorting it according to liturgical period. I chose to separate 

Holy Week data from the rest of the Lenten season because not only did the liturgy depart from 

the Lenten pattern during that week, but enough data resulted from the diverse church services 

that took place each day at St. James to warrant analyzing embodiment in Holy Week apart from 

the preceding weeks of Lent. Based on the interview responses, the church literature, and 

observing the weekly services and activities for each season, I developed a philosophical and 

theological interpretation of how Lent, Holy Week, and Easter each seemed to construe the 

body.  

I arrived at a key characteristic of the body that served to ground the experiences of 

church members I interviewed, as well as the church’s practices and discourse during each of 

these liturgical periods: malleability in Lent, journey in Holy Week, and sensing in Easter. I 

turned to philosophical and theoretical sources to shed light conceptually on these ways of 

understanding the body. Then I reflected theologically on how these characteristics of 

embodiment intersected with normative conceptions of sinful and saved embodiment implicit in 

the liturgies and interview responses. I engaged various modern and contemporary theologians 

to illuminate the constructions of saved bodies that stem from envisioning bodies as malleable, 

journeying, and sensing. Finally, I concluded my analysis by contemplating the ways in which 

these constructions of saved bodies can take shape on the ground amid power-laden social 

contexts. I identified salient dimensions of identity within St. James’ broader social and cultural 

context that intersected with how the church’s practices portray and engage bodies. Then I drew 

upon a range of historical and theoretical sources to address dynamics of gender, ability, race, 

and economy that can come into play in how St. James and other Episcopal churches embody 

Lent, Holy Week, and Easter. 

The methods of research and analysis that I implemented have advantages and 

limitations that need to be acknowledged. On the one hand, participant observation enabled me 

to perceive patterns of prescribed and spontaneous bodily participation over the course of the 
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seasons of time after Epiphany, Lent, and Easter, as well as variations between practices at the 

weekly services. By attending most of the services, I was able to gain a feel for the bodily 

activities and spaces of the liturgies through my own body, especially because I grew up 

habituated into a markedly different church setting than the Episcopal Church and was thus 

attuned as a relative novice to what people were doing with their bodies at St. James. Being 

present at events outside the liturgies also allowed me to be part of formal and informal 

conversations through which I could listen to how church members organically talked about 

embodiment and their experiences of these seasons. Additionally, interviewing was a fairly non-

invasive and feasible method for gaining insight into church members’ personal experiences in 

Lent and Easter. By conducting two interviews with each volunteer, I was able to focus each 

interview on the season in which we were currently situated while the experiences were fresh in 

participants’ memories and then compare their responses about Lent and Easter. Finally, 

examining the church literature alongside participant observation and interviews enabled me to 

compare the liturgical discourse to what people actually were doing and experiencing in the 

liturgies. 

On the other hand, while the duration of my fieldwork was beneficial for an initial study 

as well as for keeping participants’ time commitments low, the focus on one cycle of Lent and 

Easter limited the scope of the data collected. Either a longitudinal study over several cycles of 

Lent and Easter or a comparative study of a different Episcopal church would add depth and 

potentially shed light on aspects of embodiment that I could not otherwise discern in this 

current project. Second, although I interviewed close to the maximum number of people that I 

could feasibly meet with during a forty-day and a fifty-day season as a sole interviewer, my 

sample size of just under 25 people was still a small percentage of the membership of St. James. 

The data collected from interviews, therefore, is not representative of the congregation or of the 

wider Episcopal Church. Third, while I was able to photograph the church spaces and materials 

apart from people, the parish’s understandable policy prohibiting photography and video in 
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worship services meant that taking pictures or videos of the liturgies was not a viable option for 

data collection. Finally, because church members are not always aware of their own bodily 

experiences and engagements in church services and activities, my inquiries into the meaning of 

such experiences ran the risk of inviting members to attribute meaning to their bodily 

participation that it might not otherwise have had if I had not raised questions about it. The very 

investigation into body experiences could not be accomplished without calling attention to them 

and thereby potentially altering how church members interpreted those experiences in the 

process of calling attention to them. 

Despite these limitations, this dissertation offers a glimpse into how bodies matter in 

contemporary church practices. By interweaving ethnography, theoretical analysis, and 

systematic theological reflection, it bridges the gap between abstract, broad theological 

discussion of bodies and the complex shape of lived embodiment in church. It illuminates 

dimensions of embodiment that do not tend to draw much attention in scholarly studies but that 

give meaning to church members’ lives of faith, and it elucidates the theological and social 

significance of these less explored yet integral body experiences. Ultimately, it gives a 

contextualized theological account of bodies “from the body” and also “for the body” in an effort 

to aid theologians and parishioners alike in facing their flesh.7 

In the next two chapters, I discuss the role of church members’ bodies in the Lenten 

season at St. James. Chapter 1 provides a phenomenological description of the personal 

experiences and communal practices that shaped church members’ embodiment of Lent. It 

identifies several common features of the Lenten disciplines that the members I interviewed 

chose to adopt, as well as several elements of the Lenten liturgies that these members found 

                                                        

7 The first phrase is taken from Scharen’s essay, which he uses to advocate doing ethnographic research in a way that 
enables the researcher’s body to be an instrument of knowing through engaged participation, instead of approaching 
ethnographic research as a disembodied process accomplished through detached objectification of the practices that 
the researcher is studying. Scharen, “Ecclesiology ‘from the Body’: Ethnographic Notes toward a Carnal Theology,” 
65–70. The second comes from I Corinthians 6:13, in which Paul describes the body as “for the Lord” and the Lord as 
“for the body.” 
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meaningful in positive and negative ways. I argue that both the personal and communal Lenten 

practices at St. James were predicated upon understanding bodies to be dynamic rather than 

static. In Lent, church members used their bodies to interrupt and redirect their own agency 

through both personal and communal practices. The change that church members sought in the 

personal Lenten practices had a positive end of constructive self-transformation, while the 

change at which the Lenten liturgies implicitly aimed revolved around the inverse end of turning 

away from sin. 

In chapter 2, I analyze the dynamic conception of bodies at work in St. James’ Lenten 

practices in three ways. First, I draw upon Dale Martin’s philosophical investigation of first-

century Greco-Roman thought on the body in The Corinthian Body and Pierre Bourdieu’s 

theory of habitus in The Logic of Practice to argue that the Lenten body was a malleable body at 

St. James. Then I use Dietrich Bonhoeffer’s reflections on human embodiment in Creation and 

Fall and Luce Irigaray’s feminist psychoanalytic critique of Western patriarchal constructions of 

male and female bodies in This Sex Which Is Not One to show that the vision of the saved body 

implicit in St. James’ Lenten practices embraced the malleability of bodies rather than 

countering it. I demonstrate that the theologically normative portrait of the body at which 

personal and communal practices aimed in Lent took the form of a responsive body. I conclude 

by underscoring the social implications of envisioning saved embodiment as a responsive body 

by considering dynamics of gender and ability in which responsivity can have harmful 

ramifications for women and for people who are differently abled. I offer practical strategies for 

redressing these potential outcomes at St. James as well as in the wider Episcopal Church. 

Chapters 3 and 4 turn to how St. James embodied Holy Week. In chapter 3, I describe 

the key rites that occurred in St. James’ Holy Week liturgies, including the Palm Sunday 

procession and gospel dramatization, Maundy Thursday footwashing and stripping of the altar, 

and Good Friday Stations of the Cross procession and evening liturgy. By highlighting the 

relationship between the discourse and choreography in the liturgies and how these elements 
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develop over the course of the week, I argue that church members’ bodies not only took a 

journey in Holy Week, but became a journey, specifically the way of the cross, through their 

interactions and movements through spaces while inhabiting the gospel stories of Jesus’ final 

days leading up to his execution and entombment. 

Chapter 4 analyzes and theologically interprets the portrait of bodies in Holy Week as a 

journey. The chapter begins by engaging Michel de Certeau’s discussion of the ordinary 

practices of walking and storytelling in The Practice of Everyday Life, along with Mikhail 

Bakhtin’s emphasis on the embodied and dialogical shape of discourse in the essay “Discourse in 

the Novel,” in order to elucidate how bodies can be conceived of as a journey. Then I delineate 

the theological significance of this portrait of bodies as the way of the cross by focusing on the 

relationship between church members’ bodies in the Holy Week journey and the absence of the 

historical body of Jesus. I show that insofar as church members participated in Jesus’ body in 

Holy Week, they embodied a journey marked by the contradiction of embodying sin and 

salvation simultaneously. Finally, I reflect on how this contradictory mode of embodiment can 

intersect with dynamics of race in St. James’ social context by turning to the question of whether 

the Holy Week journey inadvertently propped up whiteness in depending upon the power to 

move. I draw upon Radhika Mohanram’s critical analysis of racial ideologies at work in modern 

Western imperial thought in Black Body to illuminate the complexities of how racial power 

dynamics might come into play in St. James’ embodiment of Holy Week. I conclude by 

suggesting practical actions that churches like St. James can take to address potential problems 

or confusions among members in navigating the theological and social implications of 

embodying Holy Week. 

In chapter 5, I discuss the role that church members’ bodies played in the Easter season. 

I argue that the prominence of sensory elements in the communal liturgies as well as in 

members’ personal experiences of Easter indicates that Easter bodies were sensing bodies. The 

first part of the chapter highlights the sensory components of the Easter Vigil and Easter Sunday 
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at St. James, the sensory dimensions of the liturgies and activities throughout the rest of the 

season, and members’ comments in interviews on the sensory experiences within and outside 

church liturgies that were personally meaningful for how they lived into the Easter season. In 

the second part of the chapter, I turn to recent studies on sensing by David Howes, Constance 

Classen, Sarah Pink, and David Morgan in order to shed light on sensing as a culturally, socially, 

and corporeally constructed way of “mak[ing] sense,” as Howes and Classen say, of one’s 

context.8 Then I offer a theological analysis of St. James’ Easter life in the third section by 

demonstrating that the sensing body was the normative portrait of the saved body in Easter. I 

use the image of feasting as Norman Wirzba defines the practice in Food and Faith to 

characterize Easter sensing as the embodiment of salvation insofar as the Easter feast at St. 

James revolved around full-bodied fellowship with the risen Christ and with all who have been 

joined to him. I delve deeper into how this image of feasting took shape among members of St. 

James by underscoring members’ commitments to remembering people who have endured 

oppression and suffering, hoping in God’s eschatological promise revealed in Jesus’ 

resurrection, and seeking signs of the risen Christ’s presence in situations where new life seems 

impossible. I draw upon Shawn Copeland’s understanding of remembering that re-members in 

Enfleshing Freedom, Jurgen Moltmann’s appeal to aesthetics to describe eschatological 

communion with God in The Coming of God, and Delores Williams’ interpretation of God as 

making a way “where there was no way” for Hagar to survive in Sisters in the Wilderness to flesh 

out these theological dimensions of church members’ full-bodied sensory engagements in 

Easter. The chapter concludes by exploring potential social implications of this portrait of saved 

embodiment in terms of economy and gender. I show how St. James’ modes of sensing in Easter 

suggest an economy of relationships and interactions that runs counter to a classist capitalist 

economy driven by amassing wealth through exploitation. I also address the gender dynamics of 

                                                        

8 See Howes and Classen, Ways of Sensing, 13; Classen, Worlds of Sense, 1. 
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the behind-the-scenes labor that enabled Easter Day to be a full-bodied sensory experience at St. 

James and propose ways for the parish to acknowledge and value that labor as a prophetic 

ministry rather than as a merely domestic activity. 
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1. Forming Bodies: Experiences and Practices of Lent 
Lent is a forty-day season that begins on Ash Wednesday and ends on Holy Saturday, the 

day after Good Friday, in the Episcopal Church. Two features of Lent set it apart from other 

liturgical seasons in the Episcopal Church. First, the Sundays that occur throughout the Lenten 

season are excluded from the calculation of the forty days; they are identified as Sundays “in 

Lent” in the Book of Common Prayer,1 rather than of Lent, like the Sundays “of Advent”2 or “of 

Easter.”3 Second, Lent is the only season of the year for which particular forms of activity are 

explicitly prescribed for church members to practice in their personal lives. As the priest’s (or 

other appointed minister’s) instructions to the congregation in the Ash Wednesday liturgy 

indicate, church members are exhorted to observe Lent by practicing “self-examination and 

repentance; by prayer, fasting, and self-denial; and by reading and meditating on God’s holy 

Word.”4 Because of these features, Lent is the only liturgical season that is constituted primarily 

by what church members do outside the liturgy and church buildings in their personal practices 

between Monday and Saturday, rather than by the church community’s Sunday gatherings for 

worship and eucharistic celebration. 

With this peculiar shift framing the Lenten season, the body’s role in Lent comes into 

view where church members’ personal faith practices intersect with the community’s liturgical 

practices that punctuate the season. At St. James Episcopal Church, members’ personal Lenten 

disciplines and the components of the liturgy that marked the Lenten season coalesced around a 

vision of the body as dynamic and changeable rather than static and constant. Members 

deliberately sought to make substantive changes in their lives during Lent through the 

disciplines that they undertook, and similarly, deliberate alterations to the liturgies during Lent 
                                                        

1 Episcopal Church, Book of Common Prayer, 166–67, 218–19 (hereafter cited as BCP 1979). 
2 Ibid., 159–60, 211–12. 
3 Ibid., 159–60, 211–12, 172–75, 224–26. The omission of these Sundays from the forty days stems from an inherent 
conflict between the liturgical understanding of Lent, the season set apart for “special acts of discipline and self-
denial,” and of Sundays, which are always “feasts of our Lord Jesus Christ.” Ibid., 16–17. 
4 Ibid., 265. 
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effected significant changes in how church members experienced and participated bodily in the 

liturgy together. In both cases, these changes effectively interrupted patterns of life that were 

often integral to church members’ personal and communal agency and redirected that agency 

through the personal or liturgical practices. The main difference lay in the orientation of the 

body’s dynamic reality. Within their personal lives of faith, many church members adopted 

Lenten disciplines in order to transform themselves constructively, while as a community, the 

liturgies of Lent directed their attention negatively toward their entanglement in sin and need 

for God’s mercy. Church members of St. James thus embodied Lent by navigating the dynamic 

tension between addressing sin and seeking salvific transformation. 

In the sections that follow, I show how both members’ personal disciplines and the 

community’s liturgies envision the body as a dynamic—rather than static—reality, while 

highlighting the contrasting orientations that personal disciplines and communal liturgies 

maintain with this dynamic vision of the body: aiming at positive self-transformation, on the 

one hand, and penitential acknowledgment of sin, on the other. Because Lent centers church 

members’ personal practices, I begin by discussing how members of St. James observed Lent 

throughout the week in their personal lives. I describe the various disciplines that they take up 

by highlighting several overlapping themes that contour their experiences of Lent, including 

time, relationships, and challenge. Then I turn to the liturgies that comprise the community’s 

gatherings during Lent and discuss how the elements of Lenten liturgies at St. James create 

conditions for members’ bodies to participate in a distinct configuration of experiences. I focus 

specifically on the rite of the imposition of ashes, the penitential rites and rhetoric that are 

incorporated into the Lenten liturgies, and the material and verbal changes to the liturgical 

space that impose a sense of austerity upon members’ liturgical experiences to underscore how 

members’ bodies tend to be directed as a community toward sin through these liturgical 

components. I conclude by discussing the theological divergence between how members seek to 
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embody transformation through their personal practices and how the liturgy orients the 

communal body to facing sin. 

1.1 Embodying Personal Disciplines  

Variety marked the Lenten disciplines that members of St. James embodied. The 

Episcopal Church’s official prescriptions for Lenten observance only provide general rules 

without concrete instructions on how to apply rules like “self-denial” and “fasting,” which left 

church members free to develop their own interpretations and applications of the normative 

practices. As a result, most members whom I interviewed adopted forms of Lenten discipline 

that deviated in varying degrees from the traditional practices of fasting from certain meals and 

praying and reading scripture daily. They often devised creative disciplines tailored specifically 

to their own bodies and circumstances. 

Sabina, a woman who had studied botany, decided to take a copy of the Book of Common 

Prayer and pray outside when the weather permitted during Lent.5 Marion, who served as a 

children’s catechist at St. James, met with the other catechists during Lent for weekly group 

Bible study and prayer. She also deliberately chose to practice silent, contemplative prayer in 

solitude each day in Lent because that particular form of prayer required her to slow down when 

she was inclined to act in order to fix problems.6 Abby and Garrett each opted to exercise for 

Lent in order to improve their physical health and fitness. Both of them approached this bodily 

discipline as a form of self-care rather than self-abnegation, and for both of these church 

members, engaging in rigorous physical activity helped them connect their relationship with 

God to their bodies.7 Susan, who has been an Episcopalian from birth and had had little 

experience with other Christian communities, decided to visit churches affiliated with other 

                                                        

5 Sabina, Lent interview, April 3, 2014. All names of interviewees are pseudonyms in order to maintain participants’ 
confidentiality. I conducted all of the interviews personally, so they are all cited according to interviewee’s name, the 
season in which the interview took place, and the date. 
6 Marion, Lent interview, March 12, 2014. 
7 Abby, Lent interview, April 8, 2014; Garrett, Lent interview, April 11, 2014. 
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denominations in the area for Ash Wednesday and each of the Sundays in Lent.8 And Chloe, who 

had a deep-seated phobia about singing alone in public, met with a hypnotherapist throughout 

Lent in order to overcome the fear.9 

Amid the diversity of members’ practices, several striking similarities characterize their 

approaches to observing Lent that year. Church members’ various experiences of Lent 

overlapped at three sites: being aware of time, focusing on relationships, and seeking self-

transformation. Although members enfleshed these sites in different ways through their 

particular lives, these three sites together illuminate a portrait of human agency in Lent that 

members effectively constructed in observing Lent. The agency that they embodied involved 

challenging themselves to make a significant change to their lives while remaining attached to 

their place in space and time and maintaining their relationships with others. Rather than an 

individualistic, detached form of agency, they aimed at a dynamic, relational agency through 

voluntary practices that were at once spiritual and corporeal. 

1.1.1 Time 

In altering patterns in their lives through specific disciplines, church members seemed to 

become more attuned to their grounding in time and space. Although Lent is associated with 

forty days, a theologically significant length of time in scripture, I did not expect time and 

location to play a significant role in members’ experiences of Lent. Yet the time of Lent was 

crucial in three different ways for how many of the people I interviewed embodied the season. 

The most common way that time mattered for church members’ experiences of Lent was 

Lent’s concurrence with the seasons of winter and spring in the global north and all the 

accompanying effects on the weather, climate, and nature. More than half of the people I 

                                                        

8 Susan, Lent interview, April 3, 2014. 
9 Chloe, Lent interview, April 8, 2014. 
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interviewed identified this time of seasonal transition as something they associate with Lent.10 A 

few mentioned the specific months of February and March. Several spoke about the length of the 

days and the varying amount of sunlight and darkness that they experience in conjunction with 

Lent. Some pointed to the weather as “gray,” “rainy,” or “cold.” For some, winter was the 

primary seasonal association, while for others, it was spring. And some members identified the 

ecological effects that the time of year had on nature, including Susan, who mentioned that 

plants usually begin to bud during Lent, Daniel, who associated Lent with things not yet 

blooming in nature, and Amanda, who spoke of the beautiful flowers, sounds of birds, fresh 

produce, and renewal of plant and animal life that takes place during the time of Lent.11  

The presence of contrasting perspectives on this time of year and its associations reflects 

the mobility of Lent’s time, which can overlap with winter climate and ecological signs or with 

spring when Lent begins later like the church year in which my study took place (with Ash 

Wednesday occurring on March 5, compared to February 13 in 2013 and February 18 in 2015).12 

This difference also reflects the location of the parish in the American South, where the seasonal 

changes tend to coincide more readily with Lent than in areas farther north in the United States 

in which spring tends to begin later, even after Easter in certain years. A couple of the people I 

interviewed mentioned that their experience of Lent from year to year differs noticeably 

depending on when Lent falls in relation to the transition of the seasons. They perceive Lent to 

be easier to go through when it starts with a later, rather than earlier, date.13 

Two things are striking about the importance of seasonal time and place for these 

members’ Lenten experiences. First, this association connected the meaning of the liturgical 

                                                        

10 Margaret, Lent interview, March 19, 2014; Chloe, Lent interview, April 8, 2014; Liza, Lent interview, March 14, 
2014; Sabina, Lent interview, April 3, 2014. 
11 Susan, Lent interview, April 3, 2014; Daniel, Lent interview, April 7, 2014; Amanda, Lent interview, April 11, 2014. 
12 According to the Book of Common Prayer, Easter Day is determined by the lunar cycle for Western churches: 
“Easter Day is always the first Sunday after the full moon that falls on or after March 21.” BCP 1979, 15. Because 
Easter can fall anytime between March 22 and April 25, Lent as the forty-day precursor to Easter (excluding the 
Sundays during Lent) thus shifts in the calendar in conjunction with when Easter occurs.   
13 This was the case for Chloe, for example. Chloe, Lent interview, April 8, 2014. 
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season of Lent with experiences and changes that take place primarily outside the church 

buildings. Most of these associations tend to be sensed, felt, or encountered when people are 

outside rather than in a church service or classroom. The frequency of comments on this 

dimension of time suggests that the climate, day lengths, and ecology of the outside 

environment made its way into the interior spaces of church buildings and members’ bodies, 

just as seasonal, planetary time permeates Lenten time. The spiritual season became infused 

with the textures of its time and place, and the natural environment became a participant in 

shaping Lent’s meaning through church member’s lived experiences.  

Second, most of the comments associating Lent with the seasonal time and its ecological 

effects were made by female participants in my study. Women were the main agents merging the 

meaning of Lenten spirituality with seasonal time, drawing their lived environmental context 

into Lent and inviting that context to shape Lent’s meaning. Their associations indicate that 

these women have been formed to perceive these connections, rather than ignoring or 

compartmentalizing their grounding in temporal and spatial contexts. Their embodiment of 

Lent involved recognizing that the particular environment they inhabit plays a meaningful part 

in their relationship with God instead of dismissing or overlooking its role. 

Time mattered for a few church members in another powerful way. Several of the people 

I interviewed had experienced life-and-death crises that took place during previous Lents. Chloe 

had survived the untimely death of a mother as an older child in the month of February.14 A few 

years before, Jake had had a heart attack and woke up in the hospital during Lent.15 And Daniel 

had had a catastrophic bicycle accident and managed to survive and fully recover just in time for 

Easter twenty years prior.16  

                                                        

14 Chloe, Lent interview, April 8, 2014. 
15 Jake, Lent interview, March 11, 2014. 
16 Daniel, Lent interview, April 7, 2014. 
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For these members, Lent evoked the powerful memories of these crises each year. Their 

traumatic encounters with human mortality—not only the limited time human lives are given, 

but the unanticipated, painful ways in which that time can come swiftly to an end for oneself or 

a loved one—added a gravity to Lent for each of these members in different ways. Chloe spoke of 

feelings of grief that often accompanied her experience of Lent, attributing emotional weight to 

the spiritually arduous season. Jake and Daniel gained hopeful perspectives on the Lenten 

season because their survival and recovery directed their attention to the miraculous 

resurrection of Jesus from the dead. They interpreted their experiences as a divine gift of new 

life after tragic events, so Lent for them became filled with hopeful anticipation of Jesus’ new life 

in Easter. For all of these members, the timing of their experiences played a major role in the 

meaning that these experiences contributed to Lent, and the kind of experience of time that 

these members had—a surprising, close brush with death—increased the power and 

memorability of the meaning that the experience infused into Lent. 

A third dimension of time that was important for church members was Lent’s place 

within the rhythm of the church year. Several members valued the opportunity to journey 

through the season each year over the course of many years. By returning to the forty-day period 

each year, their understanding of Lent could change and deepen over time. A number of people 

that I interviewed expressed an appreciation for the time it takes to live through multiple Lenten 

seasons and inhabit the rhythm of the church year. A few members said that their perspectives 

on Lent had changed over time, and almost a third of the people I interviewed said that Lent 

becomes more meaningful over time.17 Margaret, a mother of a toddler and preschooler, even 

valued the possibilities that future Lenten seasons could have compared to the present, in which 

the demands of parenting constrained her level of Lenten observance this time around. She 

believed that Lent would gain more personal meaning in the future as she goes through the 
                                                        

17 Alastair, Lent interview, March 27, 2014; Kate, Easter interview, May 27, 2014; William, Lent interview, April 1, 
2014; Marcos, Lent interview, March 24, 2014; Garrett, Lent interview, April 11, 2014. 
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season again later once her children are older and she has the time to take up a Lenten discipline 

or attend more church events during Lent.18 

The actual constructive meaning of Lent for church members’ lives thus derived in part 

from the significance of time. Their experiences of seasonal transition, the timing of crisis 

events, and the repetitive rhythm of the church year over time enabled the meaning of Lent to 

evolve and become interwoven with the situations that permeated members’ particular lives. 

These dimensions of time helped orient church members’ engagement in personal disciplines 

not only over the course of their lives of faith, but also in this Lenten season. Rather than 

ignoring memories from past Lents, foreclosing new possibilities in future Lents, or dismissing 

the ecologies they encounter in the present, church members allowed their time and place to 

shape their personal Lenten practices. For many of the people I interviewed, the time of Lent 

consisted of more than a mere forty days; their embodied experiences deepened Lenten time, 

enfleshing it with grief, hope, rhythm, and the dynamic drama of creaturely life outside the 

church buildings.  

1.1.2 Relationships 

In addition to time, church members’ participation in Lent also directed their attention 

to their relationships with family members, friends, fellow church members, and other people in 

their lives. Although the Ash Wednesday liturgy prescribes self-examination and self-denial and 

the Ash Wednesday gospel text from Jesus’ Sermon on the Mount includes exhortations to pray 

and fast “in secret,”19 members approached Lent with their relationships to others in view. The 

primacy that members gave to their relationships through their Lenten practices suggests a 

theological anthropology in which attending to one’s self is not at odds with attending to others 

in one’s life. Indeed, the church members that I interviewed embodied selves that were 

                                                        

18 Margaret, Lent interview, March 19, 2014. 
19 See BCP 1979, 265; Mt 6:4, 6, 18. 
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fundamentally relational in Lent, and their choice of Lenten disciplines effectively oriented their 

agency toward relationships with others. 

Relationships helped shape Lent for some church members, first of all, because they 

chose to do Lenten practices with other people. Marion, Jake, and Liza participated in group 

Bible study or prayer as part of their Lenten observance, and all three appreciated engaging in 

those forms of spiritual practice with others rather than in solitude.20 For Marion, having that 

opportunity to get to know the other Bible study group members better enriched her experience 

of Lent. Abby valued the accountability of doing a practice with others. She chose to participate 

in an exercise program as a Lenten discipline, and although other participants were not 

necessarily (or likely) doing the program for Lent, she said that exercising with others helped 

her to stay committed to it as a Lenten discipline and to persevere through the exercise activity 

itself.21 Fables chose to fast during Lent with her teenage children rather than simply alone.22 

And Marcos opted to be in the company of friends when watching any TV shows or movies as a 

Lenten practice because he perceived Lent as a journey toward community rather than 

isolation.23 For most of these members, relationship served as a vital corollary and support for 

their personal observance of Lent. 

Other church members drew relationships into the center of their Lenten experience by 

selecting forms of discipline that involved conscious attention to other people. Jake decided to 

use the time of Lent for discerning how to move forward within a particular family situation.24 

Alastair chose to focus on showing greater patience to his toddler child.25 Frances opted to 

prepare and serve food for a meal event during Lent for an Episcopal student group affiliated 

with a local university because she enjoyed cooking for other people and sharing the meal with 
                                                        

20 Marion, Lent interview, March 12, 2014; Jake, Lent interview, March 11, 2014; Liza, Lent interview, March 14, 
2014. 
21 Abby, Lent interview, April 8, 2014. 
22 Fables, Lent interview, April 12, 2014. 
23 Marcos, Lent interview, March 24, 2014. 
24 Jake, Lent interview, March 11, 2014. 
25 Alastair, Lent interview, March 27, 2014. 
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the students.26 Susan attended other churches in the area on Sundays in Lent in order to see 

firsthand how Christians in other denominations come together to worship God.27 Kimberly 

devoted one week of Lent to abstaining from saying anything negative about another person if 

that person was not present. Although her practice was not connected to a particular 

relationship, it prompted her to pay attention to how she related to other people.28 For these 

church members, relationship with other people defined the content of their Lenten practices 

and thus became central to their experience of the Lenten season.  

A third way in which relationships mattered for church members’ Lenten observance was 

in the tension that some experienced between adopting a personal Lenten discipline and 

navigating their familial relationships in order to sustain that discipline. For Sabina, the tension 

manifested as a manageable inconvenience in which she was still able to sustain her Lenten 

discipline. In order to give up eating meat for Lent, she took on additional work to prepare two 

different meals for dinners so that her husband could have meat and she could eat a meatless 

dinner.29 

For several other church members, the tension engendered insurmountable competition 

between personal Lenten observance and family, primarily because they were parenting young 

children. The ongoing responsibilities involved in taking care of their children came into conflict 

with the logistics involved in taking on Lenten practices. While parenting was not the only 

determinative factor, it served as a major factor in these members’ ability to observe Lent 

through personal practices. As a result, some of them ended up not taking on personal Lenten 

disciplines for the season.  

                                                        

26 Frances, Lent interview, March 24, 2014. 
27 Susan, Lent interview, April 3, 2014. During her visits, she became attuned as an outsider to the unspoken codes 
and degrees of welcome at work in each community’s life, and those experiences gave her insight into the possible 
unspoken codes and welcoming practices that outsiders may encounter at St. James.  
28 Kimberly, Lent interview, March 31, 2014. 
29 Sabina,Lent  interview, April 3, 2014. 
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Kate had taken on Lenten disciplines in the past, and this year she had planned to take 

time to journal throughout Lent. The demands of parenting a toddler and working outside her 

home, however, made it too difficult to find personal time for writing.30 Margaret also spoke of 

wanting to participate more fully in the activities of Lent but had not even had time to consider a 

personal Lenten practice because of constantly taking care of two children under the age of five. 

Additionally, she did not know how to talk with her children about the Lenten season because 

the story of Jesus’ crucifixion at the heart of Lent and rites like receiving ashes on Ash 

Wednesday involved abstract and emotionally difficult concepts that she thought they may not 

yet be able to understand. She actually proposed a way of resolving the conflict by finding a 

family tradition for the Lenten season comparable to lighting candles on a wreath during the 

Advent season, but she was not aware of any such child-friendly traditions that she could 

practice with her kids during Lent.31 Her husband William had reflected on the possibility of 

giving up for Lent the glass of bourbon that he would drink some evenings while his wife would 

get the kids ready for bed. Because that glass was part of a significant, brief window of “me 

time,” he believed that sacrificing that ritual would inhibit his ability to be fully present to his 

children and wife in their daily lives. He thus chose not to practice any form of abstinence 

during Lent for the sake of his familial relationships and personal well-being.32 

For all of these parents, an implicit competition lay between maintaining or deepening 

parent-child relationships and participating in Lenten practices. The tension that they 

experienced reveals how profoundly these familial relationships shaped their lives. They show 

that attempts at altering one’s life patterns during Lent affect church members not as isolated 

individuals, but as bodies-in-relation, so that even something as mundane as writing in a 

notebook or skipping a glass of bourbon a few times each week can entail a major 

                                                        

30 Kate, Lent interview, March 27, 2014. 
31 Margaret, Lent interview, March 19, 2014. 
32 William, Lent interview, April 1, 2014. 
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reconfiguration of the familial muscle memory, of how one embodies the life that one shares 

with others in such intimate relationships. As these church members demonstrate, Lenten 

disciplines are not solitary affairs; they are always already social practices.33 

Despite the wide latitude that church members had for discerning how to embody Lent, 

most of the people that I interviewed did not choose to journey through Lent independently. 

Instead they deliberately shaped their participation in Lent around relationships and love. 

Whether serving food to hungry students or tending patiently as a parent to energetic, needy 

children, church members wove their relationships with others into the holy season of Lent. Not 

only did they attribute a fundamentally social meaning to Lent through their attention to others 

in their practices—or even in their abstinence from practices—but they put on display the 

relational character of themselves and their faith. These members demonstrated that Lent 

begins and ends in community. 

1.1.3 Chocolate and Challenge 

Along with time and relationships, a third feature played a powerful role in shaping what 

Lent meant for the church members I interviewed: a desire to embody real personal 

transformation. Ironically, this desire was expressed most frequently through comments about 

chocolate. The practice of giving up chocolate was the most common association that the church 

members I interviewed explicitly made with personal Lenten discipline.34 Outside of interviews, 

I heard more references to chocolate in Lent in casual conversations at St. James than to any 

other form of discipline. In both settings, chocolate had a literal as well as a figurative meaning, 

operating like a synecdoche to encompass all desserts, candy, and sweets. It effectively 

                                                        

33 An interesting exception to how church members felt the potential conflict between family and Lent can be seen in 
Abby’s joyful response to Lent while parenting. When Lent approached each year, Abby said she was happy to have an 
opportunity to spend more time in personal spiritual devotion to God. It was as if Lent gave her permission to take the 
time amid familial responsibilities to nurture her relationship with God through prayer and scripture reading. Abby, 
interview, April 8, 2014.  
34 Nearly half of the people I interviewed mentioned this practice during interviews. No other form of personal 
discipline was named by as many people during the interviews. 
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symbolized a theological anthropology counter to the Lenten vision of dynamic human agency 

that church members prized. Giving up chocolate represented stasis in a season meant for 

changing one’s life. 

Church members tended to use one of several rhetorical strategies when speaking of this 

practice. First, they spoke of giving up chocolate as if it were an inside joke. It was construed as a 

widespread normative practice for Lent that people cited to evoke humor. In these instances, 

church members either laughed at the idea of giving up chocolate for Lent or joked about it as 

the form of discipline they were choosing to practice for Lent this year. In an interview, Susan 

talked about giving up chocolate in this light-hearted joking manner.35 In a discussion outside of 

interviews, several women at a meeting of the Episcopal Church Women on March 3 just before 

Ash Wednesday deliberated about organizing snacks for the next monthly meeting. During the 

conversation, one of the women suggested that the meeting could happen without the sweet 

snacks because it would occur during Lent, and some laughter ensued among the group. At the 

next meeting on April 7, the table was replete with refreshments that included muffins and 

homemade chocolate cake. The presence of sweets at the meeting in Lent confirmed the levity in 

the group members’ prior discussion about giving up chocolate.  

Another rhetorical strategy involved correlating the practice with children and 

childhood. Some church members had adopted the practice of giving up chocolate when they 

were kids. Other members made the correlation at an existential level to connect giving up 

chocolate with a developmental stage that is adequate for children or adults who are relatively 

new to Christian faith—like spiritual “infants,” to use Paul’s language36—to practice, but less 

adequate or even inadequate as a Lenten discipline for mature adults or Christians. Liza and 

Margaret, who had both been raised in Roman Catholic households, talked in their interviews 

                                                        

35 Susan, Lent interview, April 3, 2014. 
36 I Cor 3:1. 
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about giving up chocolate and sweets as children and youth.37 For Liza, the practice became 

almost habitual for her annual Lenten observance until a co-worker helped her to revisit her 

assumptions about eating desserts during Holy Week one year. Through that conversation, she 

realized that Lent did not have to be about denying herself delicious or joyful experiences, even 

on Good Friday.  

Finally, church members cast giving up chocolate as an easy practice. For some 

members, the relative ease of giving up chocolate indicated that this practice missed the 

essential meaning of Lent because it had no real bearing on the life of faith. Among the series of 

weekly fasts that Kimberly chose for Lent, giving up sugar and sweets comprised one week, and 

she chose this expansive abstinence rather than just chocolate because she figured giving up just 

chocolate would not be that difficult compared to giving up all sugar.38 Amanda also said that 

she had chosen to give up chocolate in previous Lents and described the practice as “easier,” but 

this year she decided to sacrifice something more important to her. She did not portray 

abstaining from chocolate as a meaningless or bad practice, but her shift to a different Lenten 

discipline in order to accomplish a deeper personal sacrifice suggests that giving up chocolate 

may have operated as a less meaningful form of discipline for her engagement in Lent.39 Garrett 

echoed this idea in his comments on Lent, but he spoke of the practice as a superficial way to 

fulfill the letter of Lent but miss the spirit. He viewed Lent as a time to prepare oneself to meet 

the risen Lord on Easter, so giving up chocolate was not an adequate practice that could enable 

him to become the person he wanted to be to celebrate resurrection on Easter.40 Jake shared a 

                                                        

37 Liza, Lent interview, March 14, 2014; Margaret, Lent interview, March 19, 2014. Garrett also mentioned giving up 
chocolate as the stereotypical form of discipline for kids to adopt. Garrett, Easter interview, June 4, 2014. Kate also 
said that she tried to give up chocolate during one Lent as a kid, but hadn’t realized that the season was for forty days 
when she had agreed to do that discipline with some friends. Kate, Lent interview, March 27, 2014. After looking back 
on her difficulty in completing her Lenten discipline in the 2014 cycle, Kate joked that next year she should just give 
up chocolate for Lent, suggesting that it would be a discipline she could accomplish amid the busyness of work and 
parenting. Kate, Easter interview, May 27, 2014. 
38 Kimberly, Lent interview, March 31, 2014. 
39 Amanda, Lent interview, April 11, 2014. 
40 Garrett, Lent interview, April 11, 2014. 
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similar perspective in his comments on the possibility of giving up chocolate chip cookies. For 

him, that practice did not fit what the season of Lent was about, and he suggested doing a form 

of discipline that would help somebody else instead, like “spend[ing] time trying to help a kid 

learn how to read.”41 

For these church members and others in the parish, giving up chocolate tended to serve 

as a foil to the true purpose of Lent, which many members perceived to involve arduous, deep 

personal transformation. Underneath many references to fasting from chocolate lay the desire 

for authentic personal renewal during Lent, and those who expressed such a desire also valued 

taking on Lenten practices that posed real challenges to who they are and how they lived. They 

saw Lent as a vehicle for bringing about real change in their lives, and they prioritized this 

change over stasis, even when it involved hard work and potentially pushing themselves through 

discomfort or pain, like sore muscles from rigorous aerobic exercise, abdominal hunger pangs 

from fasting throughout the day until dinnertime, or emotional tug-of-war in taking the time to 

deal with complicated memories or family conflicts. The change could occur in a number of 

ways, depending on the practice, but members seemed to envision two dimensions to this 

transformation as the basis for the challenge of Lent: an improved self (however they might 

define “improved”) and a self more connected or closer to God. Members, therefore, tended to 

frame the challenging component of Lent as necessary and often beneficial. 

The church members that I interviewed offered various images to encapsulate the 

challenge of Lent. Kate compared it to “studying for finals [exams].”42 Sabina described Lent as a 

“time to peel things back” and “shed unnecessary things” like a weight “dragging behind you,” 

and also likened the cultivation of new behaviors to a “grieving process” that “takes time to 

                                                        

41 Jake, Lent interview, March 11, 2014. Alastair expressed similar sentiments about giving up chocolate as 
incongruent with Lent’s meaning. Alastair, Lent interview, March 27, 2014. 
42 Kate, Lent interview, March 27, 2014. 
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change or transition.”43 Amanda appealed to Lenten discipline as “my turn to sacrifice” in 

response to Jesus’ sacrificial death.44 In a sermon on the first Sunday in Lent, Harry used the 

analogy of physical fitness to characterize Lenten disciplines as opportunities to “strengthen 

your spiritual muscles,”45 and a couple members adopted practices involving rigorous physical 

exercise as their Lenten disciplines.46 Because Garrett ministered as an acolyte in Sunday 

liturgies, he connected the Lenten season with the labor of carrying the “heavy cross” that the 

church used during processions in the Lenten season.47 Members’ descriptions of Lent as a time 

for “growth,” “renewal,” “making yourself better,” and “mak[ing] a change in your life” also 

exemplify the theme of embodying Lent in a way that could engender personal challenge and 

transformation.48 

Church members sought such transformation through diverse practices, and a number of 

people I interviewed took on more than one practice for Lent. Marion’s choice of contemplative 

prayer as a discipline was her way of counterbalancing her natural tendency to try to fix things.49 

Chloe took on the challenge of overcoming a phobia that occasionally interfered with her work.50 

Susan’s practice of participating in other churches during Lent was a remedy to feeling “like 

[she] was in a rut” and needing a change in her life of faith.51 Paul adopted the rigorous 

discipline of fasting from daytime meals throughout Lent, eating only in the evening, and Fables 

fasted from one meal each day during the season.52 Several members fasted things that they 

cared about or enjoyed, including digital gaming for Kimberly, a weekend glass of wine for Liza, 

                                                        

43 Sabina, Lent interview, April 3, 2014. 
44 Amanda, Lent interview, April 11, 2014. 
45 Harry, untitled sermon, St. James Episcopal Church, March 9, 2014. 
46 Abby, Lent interview, April 8, 2014; Garrett, Lent interview, April 11, 2014. 
47 Garrett, Lent interview, April 11, 2014. 
48 Susan, Lent interview, April 3, 2014; Margaret, Lent interview, March 19, 2014; Abby, Lent interview, April 8, 2014. 
49 Marion, Lent interview, March 12, 2014. 
50 Chloe, Lent interview, April 8, 2014. 
51 Susan, Lent interview, April 3, 2014. 
52 Paul, personal interview by Jodi Belcher, March 15, 2014; Fables, Lent interview, April 12, 2014. 
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playing the lottery for Amanda, and Starbucks lattes for Daniel.53 And two different members 

took on disciplines to reflect on how they approached sexual intimacy.54 

Church members did not uncritically embrace challenging themselves without limit, 

however, and none spoke of inflicting extreme ascetic or punitive discipline upon themselves.55 

Several people that I interviewed, in fact, talked about discerning sustainable Lenten practices 

that were not too hard or demanding upon themselves. Liza said that she had had to stop a form 

of discipline during Lent in the past when it did not seem to be working, because the practice felt 

only like a burden to her.56 Paul also had experienced difficulty with the practices he chose for 

Lent in the past because they were too strenuous at times, and he realized that he needed to 

situate challenging himself through Lenten discipline within the context of loving himself and 

being loved by God.57 Abby also spoke of the need for God’s love for her to shape her life through 

previous Lents in order for her to take on physical exercise as a Lenten discipline this year, so 

that doing an activity that she had never enjoyed—running—would be grounded in her 

relationship with God and self-care.58 These members recognized a need for attention to 

themselves in determining the kind of challenge that would generate beneficial results rather 

than self-defeating circumstances. And a couple other members, Frances and Marion, 

approached their Lenten practices with an awareness that they would probably fail or make a 

mistake in their chosen practices, but that failure and their need for God’s help or forgiveness 

were also part of the point of Lent. The potential to falter in the challenge was integral to Lent’s 

                                                        

53 Kimberly, interview, March 31, 2014; Liza, interview, March 14, 2014; Amanda, interview, April 11, 2014; Daniel, 
Lent interview, April 7, 2014. 
54 Personal interviews by Jodi Belcher. The names of the people who mentioned this in interviews have been kept 
anonymous in order to honor their openness about such a deeply personal dimension of embodied life. 
55 For a historical discussion of the development of extreme fasting and asceticism in medieval Christianity, see 
Bynum, Holy Feast and Holy Fast, 40–47. For a contemporary example of extreme ascetic practices in Lent, see 
David Mellott’s ethnographic study of the Penitentes in New Mexico: Mellott, I Was and I Am Dust. I did not expect 
to encounter church members who practiced extreme forms of Lenten discipline at St. James, but given how such 
practices have helped shape Christian tradition, I was attentive to the possibility.  
56 Liza, interview, March 14, 2014. 
57 Paul, interview, March 15, 2014. 
58 Abby, Lent interview, April 8, 2014. 
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meaning for them because their failures revealed their dependence upon God and their inability 

to be perfect through their own actions or efforts.59 

The challenge that some church members created for themselves in how they chose to 

practice Lent played an important role in deepening Lent’s meaning for their lives. Lent did not 

remain abstract or ideal to them, but entered into the depths of who they were. They used the 

invitation to observe a holy Lent to beckon and push themselves to become changed persons. 

Lent served not only as their mirror, but as a personal therapy in an expansive sense, enabling 

exfoliation, growth, and healing, so that they could emerge on the other side different than they 

were before the forty days. Meeting, persevering through, and overcoming personal challenge 

was a necessary and beneficial means toward personal renewal, and this renewal was 

simultaneously bodily and spiritual for church members. Additionally, the challenge of Lent 

brought members close to God, sometimes specifically through failure. In not meeting the 

challenge, members were able to encounter God’s love, compassion, and forgiveness. The 

experience of challenge, therefore, opened ways for members to connect with God personally in 

Lent and to be made new through success as well as failure. 

1.1 Conclusion 

The ways in which most members I interviewed at St. James approached Lent in their 

personal lives reveal a common vision of human embodiment that was vital to their 

participation in the forty-day season. Many of these members perceived Lent as a time to change 

their lives, and they sought to embody such change by adopting Lenten disciplines that involved 

challenging themselves. Members deliberately placed their bodies in unfamiliar situations and 

environments, repositioned their bodies within their current situations, kept certain foods and 

drinks out of their bodies, and altered the rhythms, patterns of speech, and activities into which 

their bodies had become habituated. By giving flesh to their various personal disciplines, church 

                                                        

59 Frances, Lent interview, March 24, 2014; Marion, Lent interview, March 12, 2014. 
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members effectively used their bodies to interrupt and redirect their own agency in Lent. They 

thus depended upon and enacted a vision of the body as a dynamic, rather than static, agent. 

Yet church members’ interest in self-transformation in Lent did not suggest an 

understanding of the body as an isolated, individual agent. They coupled a desire to change 

themselves with attention to their relationships with others as well as to their contextual 

grounding in time. On the one hand, the priority that church members gave to relationships 

precisely in the prospect of interrupting and redirecting their agency through Lenten disciplines 

reveals a relational vision of bodily agency at the heart of their participation in Lent. On the 

other hand, the meaning that time had for church members’ personal experiences of the season 

illuminates an affirmation of contextual continuity within the discontinuity of becoming a 

changed agent. Rather than presuming that they were isolated, independent selves, capable of 

making a change in their lives that affects only themselves or brings about a complete break with 

past events and present surroundings, church members embodied Lent in their personal lives in 

such a way that they depended upon their contexts and others in order to accomplish the 

changes they sought. Church members thus not only needed the body in order to be transformed 

bodies, but their personal practices and experiences offer a portrait of the body as a dynamic, 

relational, and contextually grounded agent. Their approaches to Lent did not aim at undoing 

this portrait of the body, but actually brought it to life through their pursuit of personal change. 

While members’ personal practices constituted the official forty days of Lent, their 

experiences of the season were also shaped by their participation in the liturgical life of the St. 

James community. The liturgies that took place during the Lenten season played a role in how 

members embodied Lent personally and communally, and these liturgies added a distinct 

soteriological dimension to the theology of the body at work at St. James in Lent through the 

prominence they ascribed to sin. In order to understand how the body figured in the community 

of St. James, I will turn to an examination of the body within the church’s Lenten liturgies. 
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1.2 Embodying Lenten Liturgies  

St. James introduced a number of changes into its liturgical life for the season of Lent. 

Only a few of these changes were required according to the Book of Common Prayer; many were 

voluntary alterations that the community made to its liturgical discourse, materials, and spaces. 

While the changes at St. James were not uncommon for Episcopal parishes, they gave a 

particular texture to the Lenten season within the worship spaces and among the members of St. 

James because the power of these liturgical alterations came to light in their embodiment. 

Changes that may otherwise seem minor, like placing the communal confession of sin at the 

beginning of the liturgy instead of in the middle or omitting the organ accompaniment for the 

liturgical chants, transformed church members’ bodily participation in the liturgy. The 

configuration of postures, movements, material objects, and sensory experiences that had 

oriented the bodies of church members in the liturgy before the Lenten season was disrupted by 

the use of different rites, music, prayers, and colors, so that members had to renegotiate the 

liturgy with their bodies during Lent. 

This process of reorientation involved more than simply adapting to liturgical changes, 

however; the discursive and material alterations in St. James’ Lenten liturgies effectively set the 

community on a distinct theological trajectory for the season. What gave the different rites, 

music, prayers, and colors power for church members’ bodily participation in the Lenten 

liturgies was how these changes were infused with a theological reorientation toward facing 

human vulnerability and sinfulness. As church members participated in the Lenten liturgies, 

they placed their bodies in a different array of practices and experiences through which they 

gave flesh to awareness of their finitude, penitence for their entanglement in sin, and austerity. 

Like the construction of the body in church members’ personal Lenten disciplines, the liturgies 

in Lent effectively constructed members’ bodies as dynamic realities, rather than static, which 

took part actively in interrupting and redirecting their own bodily agency. However, the 
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theological vision of the body that came to life in the Lenten liturgies at St. James contrasts with 

how members observed Lent in their personal lives in two key ways. On the one hand, church 

members’ bodies participated in a communal process of reorientation in the liturgies. On the 

other hand, the liturgies directed members’ bodies toward the opposite end of the soteriological 

arc, so that instead of focusing on positive renewal and transformation, members’ bodies were 

focused on sin in their personal lives and communal life together. 

To elucidate the body’s role in the liturgies in Lent at St. James, I will discuss three major 

components of the Lenten liturgies: the Ash Wednesday rite of the imposition of ashes, the rites 

and rhetoric that center on penitence, and the forms of austerity installed into liturgical space 

and discourse during Lent. Most of these components were optional liturgical changes that St. 

James chose to implement. They also comprise the elements of the Lenten liturgies that 

mattered most for the church members I interviewed. Finally, these components did not simply 

put different words in church members’ mouths, but drew their bodies into a distinct set of 

experiences through the postures, movements, material objects, and sensory influences integral 

to these three features of the Lenten liturgical life of St. James. 

1.2.1 The Imposition of Ashes 

The first major liturgical association that church members made with the Lenten season 

was the imposition of ashes on Ash Wednesday. The rite is actually an optional practice, 

according to the Book of Common Prayer, but it is so common that receiving ashes tends to be 

treated as the main event of Ash Wednesday, not only within Episcopal churches, but in the 

Christian culture that subsists within the United States.60 The rite occurs in the service following 

                                                        

60 See BCP 1979, 265. Incidentally, the growing involvement of Episcopal clergy in the “Ashes to Go” phenomenon 
serves to demonstrate the strength of this perception. “Ashes to Go,” a practice that apparently began on Ash 
Wednesday in 2010 among a few Episcopal parishes in Chicago, often consists of just the imposition of ashes upon 
individuals who pause for the brief rite on their way to wherever they are going, and it is usually performed in public 
places outside of church buildings, like bus and subway stations and sidewalks. Some Episcopal clergy expand “Ashes 
to Go” to include more of the Ash Wednesday liturgy. The common denominator tends to be an explicitly secular 
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an opening prayer, scripture readings, sermon, and recitation of the tradition of Lent with the 

invitation for members to observe Lent through practices of self-examination, repentance, 

prayer, fasting, self-denial, and reading the Word of God. After naming these practices, the 

officiant exhorts everyone to kneel in silence “for a time,” and then the officiant rises and offers 

a prayer over the ashes.61 At the conclusion of this prayer, the priest, possibly along with other 

clergy and lay ministers, imposes ashes on each person with the words, “Remember that you are 

dust, and to dust you shall return.”62 

Remarkably, the Book of Common Prayer does not specify what “imposition of ashes” 

means or how officiants are to execute this practice concretely. It prescribes no choreography for 

this rite. Yet the unnamed bodily activities and experiences of this rite were what tended to 

matter most for church members’ participation in the Ash Wednesday liturgy. The term 

“imposition” even indirectly suggests an event of bodily formation, in which something is 

pressed onto or into the body in such a way that the imprint changes the body’s contours. In 

order to delve into the body’s role, therefore, I will explore the phenomenology of the rite. 

St. James held four Ash Wednesday services; three took place in the main church 

building, and one occurred in the large worship space for children in the parish house next door. 

At each of the three services in the church sanctuary, one of the priests, serving as the officiant, 

stood up after the period of kneeling in silence, offered the prayer over the ashes, and then 

invited the people in the pews to get up, proceed to the altar rail, and receive the ashes. Those 

who wanted to participate rose from their knees (or seats, if they were sitting instead of 

kneeling), stepped out of their pews, and went to the altar rail, forming a line as they waited for 

a vacant space at the rail once others left. Congregants either stood or knelt at the rail in silence. 

                                                        

 

location for the rite outside of church walls.  For more on this rite, see “Ashes to Go: Taking Worship to the Streets,” 
<http://ashestogo.org>. 
61 BCP 1979, 265. 
62 Ibid. 
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As feet shuffled on the carpeted aisle, the aged wood floors and pews occasionally creaking in 

tandem with people’s movements to and from their seats, and the ministers murmured to each 

person, “Remember that you are dust,” the sound of Psalm 51 reverberated through the room. In 

the services held during the day, a lay reader recited the lament, and in the evening service, the 

choir sang a medieval Latin setting of the psalm a cappella.63 At the altar rail, a priest faced each 

person in turn, rubbed a finger into a small bowl of charcoal-colored ashes, and then pressed 

that finger onto that person’s forehead, making the sign of the cross with the ash, top to bottom, 

then left to right. While performing this motion, the priest solemnly pronounced, “Remember 

that you are dust, and to dust you shall return,” and then turned away and addressed the next 

person. 

For those being imposed, the initial experience was tactile. When I received the 

imposition of ashes at the altar rail, I could not see the mark that the priest made on my 

forehead, but I could feel the touch of the finger, the dry, dusty texture of the ash, and the 

motion of the cross. Two of the church members that I interviewed, Karen and Marion, noted 

that the ash felt gritty on their skin as the priest applied it.64 Karen also described the ash as 

messy because it often falls into people’s eyes or onto their noses or clothing.  

With the tactile came the aural experience of hearing the priest’s words. As my forehead 

received the ashen cross, my ears received the call to remember that I am dust, “created…out of 

the dust of the earth,” as the prayer over the ashes says, and to remember that I will return to 

dust.65 While the exhortation to remember suggests a call to contemplate mentally one’s 

mortality as a finite creature, the combination of tactile and aural experiences also suggests that 

feeling the ashes on the forehead is part of the act of remembering. By coming into contact with 

this ashen dust of the earth, remembering becomes a bodily performance, rather than a mental 

                                                        

63 Miserere (setting by Gregorio Allegri). 
64 Karen, personal interview by Jodi Belcher, March 8, 2014; Marion, interview, March 12, 2014.  
65 BCP 1979, 265. 
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flight into abstraction from the body’s present situation. Being joined to ash draws the body into 

the work of remembering because it makes one’s creatureliness present, lingering on one’s skin, 

through a gritty, messy, dusty substance. The feeling of the ash reminds the body where it came 

from and where it is going by grounding the body in this transient moment. 

After the imposition of ashes, the bodily experience gains a crucial visual dimension. 

Once I got up, turned around, and began walking back to my pew, I noticed that some of the 

people I passed who were waiting in line or already seated in the pews were looking in the 

direction of my forehead. Although I could not see my forehead, other people could see the 

mark, and noticing their perception of that mark instigated an aesthetic experience of bodily 

awareness.66 I recognized that I was being seen. More than that, I felt like the “I” being seen was 

different because I was being seen with and through the ash on my forehead. Conversely, I could 

see the ashes on other people’s foreheads, though they could not see their own. The experience 

of seeing others’ foreheads changed how I saw them, and the experience of wearing ashes and 

being seen by others changed my awareness of my own body. At least two church members I 

interviewed, including Marion and Liza, also spoke of feeling “marked” after receiving the ashes 

in the middle of the day and then returning to their workplaces. As they interacted with co-

workers, their colleagues and friends reminded them that they had ash on their foreheads 

through unusual looks or explicit comments about the marks.67 Not only did these interactions 

bring the Ash Wednesday service and experience back to mind for them, but for these members 

and others who received the imposition of ashes, the presence of ash on one’s forehead also 
                                                        

66 This experience may intersect to an extent with Lewis Gordon’s idea of three dimensions to embodied perception as 
described by Shawn Copeland in Enfleshing Freedom. In reflecting on what he calls “black invisibility,” Gordon says 
that embodiment involves “seeing,” “being seen,” and “being conscious of being seen by others.” Quoted in Copeland, 
Enfleshing Freedom, 16. An Ash Wednesday experience of being perceived as marked is by no means analogous to 
experiences of being perceived as racially marked. Yet the presence of a mark on one’s forehead in the Ash Wednesday 
rite can create conditions for an experience akin to Gordon’s description for church members whose bodies have 
already been designated socially as marked by race, gender, class, sexuality, or nationality. My own socialization as a 
white woman, for example, likely helped facilitate my increased awareness of being marked and seen with ash on my 
forehead. See also Young, On Female Body Experience for a discussion of how gender formation can correlate with 
resonant threefold experiences of embodied perception, especially insofar as girls and women learn to be aware of 
being objectified. 
67 Marion, interview, March 12, 2014; Liza, interview, March 14, 2014. 
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served to transform the visibility of the whole body. Through being seen as marked, one’s body 

becomes bound to oneself so that there is no escaping the body. One’s identity is firmly located 

in, with, and on the body. At the same time, this experience of being seen reveals one’s body to 

subsist in the relationship between oneself and the other who sees. The body does not stop at the 

boundaries of one’s skin but resides in and through that relationship of being seen and seeing.  

The visual perception of the imposition of ashes has another important angle to consider. 

The ash is inscribed on each forehead with a crossing motion, imparting the semblance of the 

cross in the dusty, charcoal-colored marks. As congregants look at one another after being 

imposed, they may not simply be struck by the sight of an unusual mark on others’ foreheads, 

but they may also be paying attention to—even trying to discern—the cruciform shape of the 

mark. Conversely, in seeing a cross on others’ foreheads, one may wonder what the cross on 

one’s own forehead looks like, if others can discern that shape in the ash. The experience of 

being seen and seeing becomes joined to the meaning of that symbol, so that when congregants 

look at one another, they can see one another as inscribed with the sign that evokes the death 

and resurrection of Jesus. Through their ashen marks, their bodies thus bear witness to one 

another not only of their creaturely mortality—that their bodies came from dust and will return 

to dust—but also of the good news of redemption in Christ, whose cross demonstrates that death 

does not have the final word over human bodies. The priest’s exhortation to remember becomes 

a communal performance in being seen and seeing one another as bodily proclamations of the 

human predicament and the salvific work of God. The imposition of ashes thus transfigures 

congregants’ bodies into visible prophetic agents that declare both what it means to be human, 

facing death, and what it means to be saved, facing the cross. 

The aesthetics of receiving and bearing ashes visibly upon one’s body gained a third 

theological dimension at St. James through the sound of Psalm 51 that enveloped the rite. The 

Book of Common Prayer prescribes Psalm 51 to be “sung or said” after the imposition of ashes, 
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but the liturgy of the Ash Wednesday services at St. James made Psalm 51 concurrent with the 

rite of imposing ashes.68 As church members felt the ash pressed onto their foreheads, heard the 

priest’s imperative to remember that they will die, and saw the cruciform ash marks on others’ 

faces while their own marks were being seen by others as they returned to their seats, they also 

heard the psalmist’s first-person lament to God for the sin and wickedness that marked the 

psalmist’s life. The cadence of a confession of sin infused what church members felt, heard, and 

saw, so that their attention to their mortality and to the cross in these experiences was also 

directed toward sin. With sin marking the soundscape, the rite of the imposition of ashes 

became a bodily theological performance of facing death and facing the cross in light of sin’s 

presence. The rite’s theological anthropology wed the portrayal of human beings as dust to the 

psalmist’s vision of being wicked and sinful from birth,69 and the symbol of the cross became 

defined not simply by human mortality, but also by the psalmist’s pleas to God for merciful 

cleansing from sin.  

Consequently, the choreography of the rite essentially created conditions in which 

church members could interpret their bodily experiences through the hermeneutical key of sin. 

Through the gritty inscription of ash on their foreheads, sin could become tactile. Through the 

utterances of the priest amid the recitation of Psalm 51, sin could become audible. Through 

being seen by others and seeing the cruciform ashes on their foreheads, sin could become 

visible.70 

The bodily experiences that shaped the imposition of ashes at St. James thus made the 

rite meaningful for church members. The feelings, sounds, and sights that saturated the event 

connected the theological themes of human mortality, the cross of Christ, and sin’s presence to 

                                                        

68 BCP 1979, 265–66. 
69 Ps 51:6. 
70 This visual dimension is particularly significant in light of the way in which Psalm 51 intertwines optic and 
relational imagery to depict both the psalmist’s and God’s awareness of the psalmist’s sin and evil deeds. The psalmist 
says, “My sin is ever before me. / Against you [God] only have I sinned and done what is evil in your sight,” and 
petitions God to “hide [God’s] face from [the psalmist’s] sins.” Ps 51:3–4, 10. 
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members’ bodies through ashes. While these bodily experiences mattered for church members’ 

personal engagement in the rite, they also served to shape members as a community. Each of 

these feelings, sounds, and sights was a social experience, catalyzed by communal interaction. 

Church members’ bodies generated these experiences together by enabling one another to feel 

the ash, to hear the truth of death and sin, and to see and be seen through the cruciform symbol 

of mortality, sin, and salvation. Through the rite, they bore bodily witness to one another of the 

soteriological drama from human creatureliness to the cross that defines their common life. 

Church members’ experiences were thus embodied because they were communal, and 

communal because they were embodied. 

Additionally, this communal rite made attention to the body concurrent with attention to 

sin. With Psalm 51 enveloping the imposition of ashes, members’ bodies shared and brought 

forth for one another a moment for facing the reality of sin. Even if members did not consciously 

conflate their perceptions of bodies with sinfulness, they enfleshed together a rite in which the 

call to acknowledge their mortality merged with sin discourse through their ash-marked 

foreheads. In light of the aesthetic and social dynamics of this practice, their bodies thus 

effectively engaged in a dual theological performance as a community: Members’ bodies became 

prophetic agents to one another as well as confessing agents with one another before God. 

1.2.2 Penitence 

The second major liturgical association that the church members I interviewed made 

with Lent was the prominence of penitential elements. The theme of penitence recurred 

throughout the liturgies in the Lenten season at St. James through four main components: vocal 

music with lyrics that petition God for mercy in response to sin, two different litanies that 

emphasized sin and repentance, the use of the Penitential Order for the eucharistic liturgy on 

the Sundays in Lent, and the bodily posture of kneeling. Together these Lenten liturgical 

elements drew members as a community into the labor of acknowledging sin, seeking God’s 
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merciful forgiveness, and pursuing repentance. While liturgical discourse was the primary 

source of this penitential orientation, members’ bodily engagement in these discursive elements 

through hearing, speaking, singing, standing, and kneeling gave the penitential words flesh. 

Penitence gained prominence, first of all, in the church’s Lenten music. During Lent, St. 

James incorporated a number of songs appealing for divine mercy into the liturgies. This 

penitential emphasis began with the choir’s singing of Psalm 51 during the evening Ash 

Wednesday service. Choir members chanted the psalm a cappella as congregants received the 

imposition of ashes. Although the Latin lyrics did not enable those present to hear the English 

words, “Have mercy on me, O God,”71 the musical performance nevertheless had the power to 

evoke the lamentation of the familiar psalm through its vocal arrangement, structure, and 

melody. The music moved slowly with spacious silences and minor chord progressions. The 

chant alternated between choir members, shifting from the full four-part choir to a unison 

baritone register to a four-part quartet in which the soprano’s voice soared and gradually fell 

through the minor notes of an unresolved phrase. The choir’s performance exhibited remarkable 

intonation and vocal dynamics. As Karen described the song in an interview, the music had a 

“haunting” sound, and Abby summarized the singing as “transcendent.”72 Additionally, the choir 

sang while standing in the side chapel area instead of near the altar at the front of the church. 

Their atypical location not only served to draw attention to their presence and performance, but 

it also positioned choir members closer to the congregation in the pews, where congregants 

could potentially experience the texture and nuances of the music with such proximity. Although 

congregants may have only recognized the song’s penitential literary message by reading the 

English translation in their paper bulletins, the choir’s performance gave a haunting, somber 

sound to Lenten penitence. 

                                                        

71 Ps 51:1. 
72 Karen, Lent interview, March 8, 2014; Abby, Lent interview, April 8, 2014. 
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Some of the service music for the Sunday eucharistic liturgies in Lent at St. James also 

shifted from acclamations of praise to God to petitions for divine mercy. In place of the Gloria, a 

song of worship that occurs at the beginning of the service after an opening prayer, the 

congregation sang or said a version of Kyrie, the prayer “Lord, have mercy, Christ, have mercy, 

Lord, have mercy” (or “Kyrie eleison, Christi eleison, Kyrie eleison” in Latin).73 Additionally, at 

two of the three eucharistic services on Sundays, the fraction response, the words recited or sung 

after the priest breaks the consecrated bread at the altar, changed from Pascha nostrum74 to 

Agnus Dei, which says, “Jesus, lamb of God, have mercy on us, Jesus, bearer of our sins, have 

mercy on us, Jesus, redeemer of the world, grant us peace.”75 The lyrics in both cases changed 

from praising and worshipping God in celebration of who God is and what God has done in 

Christ to pleading for Christ to be merciful toward the congregation, specifically in response to 

their sin. 

The liturgical placement of these service music substitutions effectively deepened the 

theological significance of their penitential rhetoric because these songs served to position 

church members toward penitence as they received the Word and the eucharist. After reciting or 

singing the Kyrie, church members heard the scripture lessons read aloud, and after uttering or 

chanting the Agnus Dei, they ate consecrated bread and drank consecrated wine. Participating 

in this penitential music not only constructed the congregation as sinners before God in need of 

mercy, forgiveness, and redemption, but also established a penitential framework for the 

congregation’s reception of the Word and eucharistic sacrament. The liturgical progression from 

penitential petitions to hearing the scriptures as well as to consuming the bread and wine 

created conditions in which church members’ acknowledgment of sin still ringing in their ears 

                                                        

73 BCP 1979, 356. 
74 The lyrics of the Pascha nostrum usually consist of the call-and-response: “Christ our Passover is sacrificed for us; / 
Therefore let us keep the feast.” BCP 1979, 364. In all seasons except for Lent, the word Alleluia introduces and 
concludes the response, so that the celebratory exclamation frames the entire utterance. 
75 BCP 1979, 364. 
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and their pleas for divine mercy still palpable in their mouths could contour their experience of 

both sacraments. The Kyrie potentially poised their ears to listen for words that underscored sin 

or salvation in the scripture lessons, and the Agnus Dei potentially shaped their palates to taste 

the bread and wine as merciful, even atoning, offerings. The theological orientation of the 

service music in sin, repentance, and salvation thus had the potential to extend beyond the 

musical performances and into the sacramental events that immediately followed as church 

members inhabited the liturgy. 

Along with the music, two major litanies in the Book of Common Prayer, the Litany of 

Penitence and the Great Litany, gave a penitential trajectory to Lent at St. James. The Litany of 

Penitence was part of the Ash Wednesday liturgy, taking place after the reading or singing of 

Psalm 51, and the Great Litany was used at the beginning of the eucharistic services on the first 

Sunday in Lent. Although the litanies have different theological functions and were enfleshed in 

different ways at St. James, the theme of penitence reverberated through both.  

The Litany of Penitence functioned as an amplified confession of sin on Ash Wednesday. 

Like the normative prescription for the rite of confessing sin corporately throughout the Book of 

Common Prayer, the rubric for this litany indicates that everyone, clergy and congregants, is to 

kneel while reciting it.76 The litany begins with an opening general confession of sin, spoken in 

unison by the clergy and congregants, with rhetoric that echoes the ordinary confession of sin 

included in morning and evening prayer, as well as in eucharist services. Then the litany shifts to 

a call-and-response format between the priest leading the service and the congregation. In 

contrast to the succinct labeling of sin as a failure to love God and neighbors that constituted St. 

James’ normative confession rite,77 the litany requires the priest to recite a detailed catalog of 

sins, using first-person plural pronouns to speak on behalf of the whole congregation, and the 

                                                        

76 See BCP 1979, 41, 62, 79, 116, as well as 319–20, 330, 352, 360, for both explicit and implicit prescriptions for 
kneeling during corporate confession of sins, and see ibid., 267 for the instruction to kneel in this litany. 
77 See BCP 1979, 360. 
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congregation responds after each statement, “Have mercy on us, Lord,” “we confess to you, 

Lord,” or “accept our repentance, Lord.”78 The sins named include traditional vices like “pride,” 

“hypocrisy,” “impatience,” “self-indulgent appetites and ways,” “intemperate love of worldly 

goods,” and “dishonesty,” as well as actions, inactions, and dispositions that are not always 

labeled as sin, including “our exploitation of other people,” “our anger at our own frustration,” 

“our blindness to human need and suffering,” “our indifference to injustice and cruelty,” “our 

prejudice and contempt toward those who differ from us,” “our waste and pollution of your 

creation, and our lack of concern for those who come after us.”79 At the end of this litany, the 

priest rises from kneeling and announces God’s pardon for “those who truly repent,” followed by 

a petition that God will grant everyone “true repentance” and the “Holy Spirit,” so that the 

people will live different, “holy” lives from this point forward.80 

For church members who participated in this litany on Ash Wednesday, the lengthy, 

detailed confession on the first day of Lent helped frame Lent as a season for acknowledging and 

repenting from sin, as well as for embodying a pattern of life aligned with the Holy Spirit rather 

than with sin. It instilled a soteriological arc in the Lenten season for the church as a 

community, as well as for its members, so that church members’ observance of Lent inevitably 

involved not just coming to terms with their bodily finitude or challenging themselves to become 

better people, particularly in relation to others, but wrestling with sin and seeking salvation 

together. In fact, because of how all-encompassing the litany is in naming sin, as Kimberly 

pointed out in an interview,81 it underscored how profoundly people need God’s forgiveness and 

salvific work in order for these sinful situations that permeate their lives to be transformed.  

At the same time, the litany enabled the community to express a desire for such 

transformation to be made flesh in people’s lives in the present through the work of the Holy 

                                                        

78 BCP 1979, 267–68. 
79 Ibid., 268. 
80 Ibid., 269. 
81 Kimberly, interview, March 31, 2014. 
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Spirit, so that their agency and actions might be different, actually living into God’s salvation 

even now. Although the recitation of this litany could be perceived as requiring people to wallow 

in how wretched they were for this abundance of sin, inducing self-condemnation and feelings of 

guilt among church members, its rhetoric and performance inscribed the community into 

theological practices of truth-telling about its situation in this world and of placing trust and 

hope in God to enable church members to inhabit a different way of living together.82 In this 

way, the Litany of Penitence directed the community to acknowledge sin’s breadth and depth in 

their lives before God. 

The Lenten liturgy at St. James also featured the Great Litany on the first Sunday in 

Lent. One of the oldest components of Anglican church liturgy, dating to 1544 before the first 

English prayer book was printed in 1549, this litany is a lengthy, call-and-response version of 

the prayers of the people that can be incorporated into any prayer or eucharist service.83 The 

Book of Common Prayer recommends its use “especially in Lent,”84 and it is not uncommon for 

Episcopal churches to begin the liturgy on the first Sunday in Lent with this litany.  

At St. James, all three Sunday services started with part or all of the Great Litany. At the 

first two services of the morning, a portion of the litany was spoken, and at the third service, the 

entire litany was chanted as the choir and ministers processed into and around the church. 

Rather than kneeling, as the congregation did during the Litany of Penitence, everyone stood 

during the Great Litany. It began with prayers to the Triune God to have mercy upon them, 

turned to petitions for deliverance from various sinful and tragic circumstances, and then 

                                                        

82 The litany’s comprehensive performance of confession resonates with Soren Kierkegaard’s comment on the gravity 
of sin and depth of redemption in The Sickness Unto Death: “Christianity, which was the first to discover the 
paradoxes, is as paradoxical on this point as possible; it seems to be working against itself by establishing sin so 
securely as a position that now it seems to be utterly impossible to eliminate it again—and then it is this very 
Christianity that by means of the Atonement wants to eliminate sin as completely as if it were drowned in the sea.” 
Kierkegaard, Sickness Unto Death, 100. 
83 Hatchett, Commentary on the American Prayer Book, 155. 
84 BCP 1979, 148. 
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elaborated extended intercessory petitions following the standard structure of prayers of the 

people, concluding with final pleas for Christ’s mercy.85  

Although this litany functions primarily as prayers of the people rather than as a 

confession of sin, it exhibits a penitential emphasis in the pleas for mercy that bookend the 

intercessions, as well as in the prayers for God to deliver them from various sins and forms of 

evil.86 As the opening words of the liturgy for the first Sunday in Lent, the Great Litany further 

underscored the penitential dimension of Lent at St. James. The litany drew the congregation 

into the Lenten eucharistic liturgy by directing church members’ attention to their collective 

need for God not just as bodily creatures, but as human beings entangled in sin and in need of 

mercy and deliverance. From this theological posture, the congregation proceeded to confess its 

sin, hear the Word, and partake of eucharist. Although the Great Litany did not reappear on any 

other Sunday in Lent, its use on the first Sunday in Lent on the heels of the Ash Wednesday 

Litany of Penitence helped establish a penitential trajectory for the community’s embodiment of 

the Lenten season. 

The third component of the Lenten liturgies that emphasized penitence was the use of 

the Penitential Order for all the Sundays in Lent after the first. This order is an optional 

supplement that can replace the normative initial greeting and prayer at the beginning of the 

eucharistic service. At St. James, the Penitential Order took place immediately following the 

procession of the ministers and clergy (and choir in the third morning service) into the worship 

space. It consisted of the Lenten greeting, “Bless the Lord who forgives all our sins; / His [or 

“God’s] mercy endures forever,” the corporate confession of sin, and the priest’s absolution.87 At 

that point, the service continued according to the standard rubric for eucharist with the Kyrie. 

Basically, the Penitential Order relocated the confession of sin from the middle of the service, 

                                                        

85 Ibid., 148–53. 
86 See ibid., 148–49, 152–53. 
87 Ibid., 351–53. 
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where it usually occurs at the end of the liturgy of the Word and before the passing of peace and 

eucharist, to the beginning, so that the community’s first act of worship together—aside from 

possibly singing a processional hymn—was confessing their involvement in sin. By beginning the 

eucharistic liturgy with this Order every Sunday in Lent, the community of St. James continued 

inhabiting the penitential trajectory throughout the Lenten season. It thus shaped its Lenten 

liturgical life to prioritize acknowledging and repenting from sin—not just once, but each time 

the people gathered together for eucharist—so that remembering the presence of sin in its 

communal life was a major bodily work of the church, involving uttering the words aloud in 

unison and often kneeling while confessing.88  

The final major component of Lenten penitence within the church’s liturgical life was the 

practice of kneeling. This bodily posture does not inherently signify penitence or sinfulness, but 

its use in the Lenten liturgies at St. James served to connect kneeling with the penitential 

dimension of the season.89 At several specific times in the liturgies, kneeling was prescribed for 

“all who are able” in the Sunday church bulletins, including during the long period of silence 

before the rite of the imposition of ashes on Ash Wednesday, during the Litany of Penitence on 

Ash Wednesday, and during the confession of sin in eucharistic services in Lent that took place 

in the main church worship space. What these prescribed times for kneeling had in common was 

an emphasis on repenting from sin. The priest introduced the period of silent kneeling by 

saying, “To make a right beginning of repentance, and as a mark of our mortal nature, let us now 

                                                        

88 This foregrounding of the confession of sin took on another material dimension on the Sunday in Lent on which the 
9:00am service held their monthly Sharing Eucharist, March 16, 2014. The order of the liturgy was no different than 
the standard form prescribed in the Book of Common Prayer; the distinctive features of this Eucharist were the 
materials that the congregation used to confess sin and to offer the prayers of the people. During the confession, each 
person present took a small stone located at their respective chairs and handed it to children who carried them 
forward and placed them in a large blue ceramic bowl in front of the altar table. Then the priest poured water into the 
bowl over the stones and petitioned God for forgiveness of sins. Through the stones, people participated in confessing 
sin not just with their voices, but also with their hands. 
89 An example of kneeling used in a way that is not penitential occurs at the Christmas Vigil. In many Episcopal 
churches, after eucharist is served at the vigil, the electric lights are dimmed, candles are lit, and everyone kneels 
while singing “Silent Night.” In this context, the posture of kneeling correlates with worshipping and honoring the 
newborn Jesus. 
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kneel before the Lord, our maker and redeemer.”90 The bodily practice of kneeling here 

connoted repentance, mortality, and being in the presence of God. It was a posture of prayer and 

even faith, while also demonstrating sinfulness and creatureliness. Before the people uttered 

words of confession in repentance, their bodies already were beginning the work of repentance 

through their knees. They returned to their knees in order to confess their sin in the Litany of 

Penitence, and with each eucharistic liturgy throughout the season of Lent, the people again 

knelt at the confession of sin at the beginning of the service, entering into the eucharistic liturgy 

on their knees in penitence.91  

In addition to these corporate prescriptions, there were three or four other common 

places in the Sunday morning and Wednesday evening eucharistic services in which some 

church members voluntarily knelt. These occasions were during the eucharistic prayer, at the 

altar as they receive eucharist, for a period of time after receiving eucharist once they return to 

their pews (often in silent prayer or meditation with eyes closed or hands clasped together upon 

the back of the pew in front of them), and when entering their pews before the beginning of the 

eucharistic service for a minute or so. Although the majority of people did not kneel on these 

voluntary occasions—except perhaps while receiving eucharist at the altar in the church, where 

people tended to kneel more often than to stand—and voluntary kneeling also took place in 

these instances before and after the Lenten season, generally more people participated in 

voluntary kneeling during Lent. One of the church members I interviewed, Kimberly, said that 

she deliberately chooses to kneel during the eucharistic prayer for the Lenten season and then 

stand in Easter in order to participate bodily in these seasons in ways that reflect their 

contrasting meanings.92 Daniel also knelt intentionally for the eucharistic prayer in the Lenten 

                                                        

90 BCP 1979, 265. 
91 In his instructions concerning Ash Wednesday, Leonel Mitchell actually advocates a period of silence so prolonged 
that it begins to make people uncomfortable on their knees. See Mitchell, Lent, Holy Week, Easter, and the Great 
Fifty Days, 8. 
92 Kimberly, Lent interview, March 31, 2014. 
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season in previous years.93 Interestingly, the moments of voluntary kneeling were not instances 

in the liturgy overtly associated with repentance; rather, kneeling on these occasions seemed to 

signify an awareness of being in the presence of God, divine-human relationship, prayer or 

meditation, and reverence. In this way, the posture of kneeling could serve to draw church 

members’ attention to the liturgy, to the sacraments, and to God, not simply to their sinfulness. 

Their voluntary practice gave additional meaning to the posture in the liturgy. 

There were a couple notable exceptions to these kneeling practices. First, even when 

kneeling was prescribed, not everyone in the congregation was kneeling. Some sat instead; a few 

stood. For some like Liza, the posture of kneeling was too painful for her knees and back to 

sustain, so she opted to sit.94 Others were also physically unable to kneel and maintained seated 

or standing postures.  

Second, the eucharistic services that took place in the fellowship hall instead of the main 

church worship space involved very little kneeling. The posture was neither prescribed for the 

confession of sin, nor did people voluntarily kneel in this space. I saw one or two people kneel 

during the liturgy in the fellowship hall the whole time I was observing St. James. While I do not 

know the reason for the virtual absence of this bodily posture, one factor may be the lack of 

kneeling cushions in this worship space. The church sanctuary had ample kneeling cushions in 

the pews and in front of the altar rails for people to use as needed, but when the fellowship hall 

was set up for the Sunday eucharistic liturgy, kneeling cushions were not placed at each chair or 

in front of the altar table. Because the services in this space did not incorporate kneeling into the 

liturgy, the people at these services entered into the penitential dynamics of Lent with their 

bodies positioned differently, often standing. While some who attended the services in this space 

might have nevertheless associated kneeling with penitence, this service did not directly form 

church members to make such an association. 
                                                        

93 Daniel, Lent interview, April 7, 2014. 
94 Liza, Lent interview, March 14, 2014. 
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While the liturgical use of kneeling during Lent may underscore penitence or a repentant 

body, the meaning of the practice for church members was also informed by their own bodily 

experiences of kneeling and power dynamics that they effectively associated with a kneeling 

posture. Some appreciated kneeling before God, not simply penitentially but reverently.95 For 

Karen, kneeling was a posture that she assumed primarily at church and virtually nowhere else 

in her life, so she valued even the lowliness of the posture in that setting, because it was an act in 

relation to God. The only times she said she might kneel outside of the liturgy were while having 

a conversation with a child so that she could talk with her or him at eye level rather than 

standing over the child.96  

For other members, the posture had less benign associations. Kneeling was physically 

painful for Liza, so she struggled to kneel and often sat instead. Marcos spoke of going through 

the previous Lenten season with frustration over kneeling and the dynamics of self-abnegation 

that he had tended to connect with that posture.97 The physical experience of getting down on 

one’s knees and remaining there for a period of time required bodily mobility and thus physical 

power or strength. Yet, as Liza noted, because that posture lowers the head, it can engender 

feelings of vulnerability or disempowerment. When such experiences intersect with social power 

dynamics, people can link a kneeling posture to subjugation in relation to others that occupy 

positions of domination, so that prescriptions to kneel feel like mandates to assume low social 

status—like children or social outcasts. If such constructions of power are mapped onto the 

relationships that people have with God, kneeling becomes a practice of assuming subjugation in 

relation to a dominating divine other, toward whom this posture demonstrates human 

sinfulness. Thus, while some church members experienced kneeling as a meaningful action 

before God during Lent, others experienced pain or conflict in taking up this posture. For each 

                                                        

95 Amanda, Lent interview, April 11, 2014; Daniel, Lent interview, April 7, 2014; Kate, Lent interview, March 27, 2014; 
Rachel, Easter interview, June 12, 2014. 
96 Karen, interview, March 8, 2014. 
97 Marcos, interview, March 24, 2014. 
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of these church members, though, whether the practice had positive or negative connotations, 

the posture was significant because of how it inscribed members’ bodies into a particular 

disposition in relation to God and in relation to themselves. 

These four features of the liturgy in Lent—music, litanies, the Penitential Order, and 

kneeling—worked to give the season a penitential character for members of St. James. This 

penitential angle to Lent had little to no effect on some church members, who experienced the 

Sunday eucharistic services in Lent as virtually no different than any other Sunday eucharistic 

service, and a significant effect on others, who wrestled with how to embody the penitential 

dynamic of Lent in a way that did not induce self-abnegation, self-condemnation, or punishing 

oneself for all of one’s sins. Frances’ practice of learning to forgive herself when she failed to 

keep up with her Lenten discipline illustrates one response to this conflicting experience of 

Lenten penitence. Garrett and Marcos each had to form new understandings of Lent’s meaning 

in order to overcome associating Lenten penitence with beating themselves up. These members’ 

experiences and attempts in inhabiting Lent differently serve to demonstrate the formative 

power of the penitential elements of the Lenten liturgies for the life of the community during the 

season, as well as for how its members embody the season. Although the effects of this 

formation varied between church members, the fact that some needed to find alternative 

approaches in order for the season to have constructive meaning in their lives shows that the 

penitential connotations of Lent in the liturgy have a distinct, potentially profound power to 

shape church members’ embodied lives of faith, and some members’ resistance to inhabiting 

Lent penitentially reveals the import of how sin and salvation operate at the heart of Lent, not 

just cognitively but bodily. 

1.2.3 Austerity 

Fasting is one of the disciplines prescribed for all members to practice during Lent, and 

the rhetoric surrounding that exhortation on Ash Wednesday implies that church members are 
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to adopt this practice individually in their own personal lives. Fasting is not explicitly advocated 

as a communal practice. In fact, because the Sundays in Lent are in Lent and not of Lent, the 

community’s liturgical life is to be shaped by the eucharistic feast rather than fasting during 

Lent. However, the church services in Lent at St. James incorporated a kind of liturgical fasting 

into the community’s life together, even as the eucharistic feast continued to be celebrated. This 

fasting can be characterized broadly as forms of “austerity.” The term appears in Howard 

Galley’s discussion of Lent in his guide for eucharist.98 His recommendations for austerity are 

based upon an interest in arranging the liturgical space, materials, and practices to reflect the 

simplicity, self-denial, and even penitence of the Lenten season. Thus he advocates a series of 

material and sensory changes to the church worship space and objects in order to convey the 

gravity and austerity of Lent, including removing banners or pictures, omitting flowers, 

replacing fancy candleholders with plain ones, using wooden crosses for the procession instead 

of a metallic or ornate cross, and using simple, “unadorned” linens and vestments. Although St. 

James did not take up all of these recommendations, the community adopted several key forms 

of austerity for its Lenten liturgies, which played a role in shaping church members’ experiences 

of Lent. 

The first and most significant form of austerity that mattered to those whom I 

interviewed was the shrouding of the crosses with purple cloths within the worship space. The 

sanctuary of this parish had four gold-colored metal crosses that were visible at key focal points 

or moments in the liturgy: a large cross on the wall behind the main altar; a second cross on the 

wall behind the altar in the side chapel area; a cross carried by a crucifer that led processions at 

the beginning of the service, before and after the reading of the gospel in the middle of the 

worship space and at the end of the service; and a cross on top of a wooden cover over the 

baptismal font that rested on the floor in a center aisle of the church. Throughout the other 
                                                        

98 Galley, The Ceremonies of the Eucharist, 42–43, 45. See also Mitchell, Lent, Holy Week, Easter, and the Great 
Fifty Days, 16–18. 
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seasons of the church year, these crosses were all visible and uncovered. During Lent, however, 

solid purple cloths were draped over each of these crosses, hiding their shape and shiny metal 

composition from view.99  

About half of the people that I interviewed identified this visible change to the crosses as 

significant for their liturgical experience in Lent. Sabina described the change as a comforting 

sight—the cross—being taken away during Lent.100 Others were struck by the purple color of the 

veils.101 The austerity of veiling the shiny metal of the bare crosses had an affective impact on a 

number of people at St. James. By obstructing the connection that members’ eyes could make 

with the bare crosses, the veils changed what members’ eyes could see. Such a visual change 

even had the potential to alter how people perceived the key symbols where these veiled crosses 

were placed in the space and enactment of the liturgy, including the altar, the baptismal font, 

the gospel book, and the processions. 

The second form of austerity that affected members of St. James was an amalgamation of 

sensory absences. A number of sensory or material components of the eucharistic liturgy that 

were typically present throughout the rest of the church year were either absent or omitted 

during Lent. None of these omissions was mandated in the Book of Common Prayer for all 

churches to do for Lent, though it is not uncommon for such changes to be incorporated into 

Episcopal churches’ Lenten liturgies, depending on the specific customs and particularities of 

parish worship spaces and liturgical objects. At St. James, the sensory objects and influences 

that were intentionally excluded from the liturgy included: flower arrangements on the walls 

behind each altar (there were low arrangements with green leaves only instead); Sanctus bells, 

                                                        

99 The cross carried in the eucharistic processions at St. James was not only veiled in a purple cloth, but a gold-
colored cross bearing a sculpted image of the crucified Jesus replaced the bare cross that was normally used 
throughout the rest of the church year. 
100 Sabina, Lent interview, April 3, 2014. Liza and Jake also mentioned that the sight of shrouded crosses stood out to 
them on Ash Wednesday and throughout Lent. Liza, Lent interview, March 14, 2014; Jake, Lent interview, March 11, 
2014. 
101 Harry, Lent interview, March 25, 2014; Abby, Lent interview, April 8, 2014; Margaret, Lent interview, March 19, 
2014; Marcos, Lent interview, March 24, 2014; Kate, Lent interview, March 27, 2014; Susan, Lent interview, April 3, 
2014; Daniel, Lent interview, April 7, 2014. 
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which were handbells that lay ministers normally rang during the eucharistic prayer; and the 

pipe organ during the singing of service music, which was primarily performed a cappella with 

only a few handbells to sound the opening chords.  

While not everyone noticed the absence of these elements in the worship space, 

especially because they occurred in the main church sanctuary and not in the fellowship hall, 

some members commented on these missing elements as significant in shaping their liturgical 

experience. For some, not seeing, hearing, or experiencing these things signaled the removal of 

celebration from the worship space and cultivated a simple, serious, and even somber mood.102 

The changes to the music were particularly striking to several members, who perceived it as 

simpler, quieter, or more solemn in Lent.103  

The sights, sounds, and smells that they could not experience during Lent made a 

difference in their participation in the liturgical life of the community. It created a kind of 

sensory liturgical fast, or kenosis, within the context of eucharistic feasting for the season of 

Lent at St. James, emptying the sensory landscape of vibrant sounds, smells, and sights (in the 

normally multi-colored flowers) that constructed the nonverbal dimensions of liturgical 

experience. Because these optional, unspoken material components of the liturgy helped serve 

to orient church members within the worship space and the liturgy through sensing, their 

removal required church members to gain their liturgical bearings through a different 

configuration of sensory experiences. 

                                                        

102 Marion, who usually attended the 9:00am service in the fellowship hall, said that the changes were negligible to 
her. Marion, interview, March 12, 2014. In contrast, Jake, Kate, Karen, Harry, and Garrett noticed several of the 
changes and found them significant for their experiences of Lent. Jake, Lent interview, March 11, 2014; Kate, Lent 
interview, March 27, 2014; Karen, Lent interview, March 8, 2014; Harry, Lent interview, March 25, 2014; Garrett, 
Lent interview, April 11, 2014. 
103 Liza and Alastair both perceived the Lenten music as set in a minor key more frequently than music throughout 
the rest of the church year. Liza, Lent interview, March 14, 2014; Alastair, Easter interview, May 27, 2014. Kate and 
Margaret also perceived the Lenten music as different and specifically described the mood that the music evoked as 
“sad” or “somber,” and both noticed the shift from singing the Gloria to the Kyrie. Kate, Easter interview, May 27, 
2014; Margaret, Lent interview, March 19, 2014. 
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The final form of austerity was a verbal omission from the liturgy during the season of 

Lent. In addition to prescribing omitting the Gloria from the eucharistic liturgy, the Book of 

Common Prayer implicitly normalizes removing the word “Alleluia” from all Lenten liturgies.104 

The word is interspersed throughout various Episcopal liturgies, and at St. James, it typically 

was proclaimed at the end of the eucharistic prayer and sometimes at the dismissal. The word 

tends to occur more often in a number of Episcopal hymns and psalms that are incorporated 

into the liturgy. During Lent, not only was “Alleluia” censored out of the liturgical rhetoric, but 

the psalms and hymns that included this word were not said or sung for the season. The word 

was not to occur in the liturgy again until the moment the priest announced the resurrection of 

Jesus in the Easter Vigil.  

St. James actually highlighted the removal of Alleluias in two indirect ways. First, the 

eucharistic liturgy for the Sunday before Ash Wednesday included several congregational hymns 

that repeatedly used the word “Alleluia.”105 The reiterations of Alleluias seemed to parallel the 

traditional practice of a Shrove Tuesday pancake supper the day before Ash Wednesday, in 

which people are to eat all the fat and dairy that remains in their houses so that they have none 

left to consume throughout Lent.106 The Alleluia hymns were comparable to a liturgical Shrove 

Tuesday, except that instead of consuming food in order to prepare for Lenten fasting, people 

were expelling the word from their bodies by singing it over and over, as if to exhaust their 

supply of Alleluias in preparation for fasting from it in the liturgy.  

The second way in which the church brought attention to the omission of Alleluias was a 

children’s activity that took place during their Christian formation session on that last Sunday 

before the beginning of Lent. The kids that attended Christian formation were given rectangular 
                                                        

104 See BCP 1979, 406 for instructions concerning the Gloria, as well as 42, 63, 80, 103, 117, 128, 337, and 364 for 
instructions concerning “Alleluia” in the liturgies during Lent. 
105 This was mostly noticeable at the 11am service in the main sanctuary, in which every hymn except one included the 
word “Alleluia,” including the following: “Christ upon the mountain peak”; “Lord, enthroned in heavenly splendor”; 
“Alleluia, song of gladness”; and “Alleluia! Sing to Jesus.” Church and Music, The Hymnal, 1982, 129, 307, 122, 460. 
106 See Grumett and Muers, Theology on the Menu, 24–26 for further information on the historical and theological 
traditions of feasting and fasting around Lent. 
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pieces of paper with the word “Alleluia” in capital letters across the page. They apparently 

colored and decorated their papers and then went outside with their teachers to dig a hole on the 

church grounds and bury their Alleluias, which they would dig up once Easter arrived. Although 

the practice can be interpreted as instructing kids and adults to repress their exclamations of 

“Alleluia” for the Lenten season, it also can operate theologically to connect the word “Alleluia” 

to the death and burial of Jesus. By burying Alleluias, the children’s practice pointed to the 

imminent death of Jesus as well as hope for his resurrection, performatively foreshadowing the 

conclusion of Lent at its outset. 

The removal of Alleluias from the liturgy, therefore, played a significant role in the 

community’s entrance into Lent at St. James. This form of austerity gained deeper meaning 

through the particular practices that the church chose to embody because they gave flesh to the 

word’s absence by expiring it in song and burying it in the ground. The word was not merely 

deleted from the printed liturgy during Lent; the church’s practices framed its absence in Lent 

with abundant reiterations before Lent began and at Lent’s conclusion in Easter. 

The austerity imposed upon material, sensory, and verbal components of the liturgy 

during Lent at St. James effectively altered the familiar signposts by which church members 

gained their bearings in the liturgy. The sights, sounds, smells, and utterances that were 

changed during Lent—either removed, simplified, or occluded—disrupted the sensory landscape 

of the liturgy in strategic places and times that were laden with theological and sacramental 

symbolism. While church members’ personal responses to these alterations ranged from 

perceiving little change to deeply missing the familiar and comforting presence of the omitted 

elements, the liturgical fast of the community engaged members’ bodies in a dynamic process of 

disorienting and redirecting their participation in the liturgy together. Members’ bodies had to 

develop alternative perceptions and sensory experiences and thereby find new bearings within 
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the liturgies for Lent. By inscribing austerity into its liturgical life for Lent, St. James made the 

process of sensory disorientation and reconfiguration both visceral and communal. 

1.2 Conclusion 

Although members of St. James only participated in the Lenten liturgies once or twice a 

week at most (a relatively brief amount of time compared to daily engagement in personal 

Lenten disciplines that some members took up for the forty days), the church services mattered 

for church members’ experiences of the Lenten season. The distinctive features of the liturgies in 

Lent engendered shared experiences among members that formed their bodies as well as the 

community as a whole during the season. The Lenten liturgies engaged members’ bodies in a 

different configuration of bodily experiences through postures like kneeling, changes to the 

sounds, sights, smells, and textures of the worship space, and rituals like ash imposed on their 

foreheads with the sign of the cross. These experiences were communal because they were 

bodily, and bodily because they were communal. 

The significance of the liturgical changes inscribed into the community’s Lenten life 

stemmed from the dynamic, relational character of the body. St. James altered the liturgies for 

Lent because those alterations could be felt as well as formative for church members’ bodies in 

their life together. The Lenten liturgies depended upon an understanding of the body as not only 

a dynamic agent capable of experiencing the alterations and participating actively in the altered 

rites, postures, spaces, and discourse, but also a social agent that enfleshed these experiences 

precisely with others. The body’s dynamic, relational agency gave the liturgies a dynamic, 

communal reality. 

Additionally, the Lenten liturgies ascribed theological significance to the bodies of 

church members. The distinctive components of the Lenten liturgies coupled the dynamic, 

relational agency of the body with attention to human vulnerability, sin, and salvation. The 

alterations to the music, rhetoric, rites, postures, materials, and sensory experiences during Lent 
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coalesced to create conditions for disorienting and reorienting church members’ bodies toward 

acknowledging and repenting from sin. Their bodies thus became theological agents of 

penitence and prophetic performance with and to one another. Indeed, as such agents, church 

members’ penitent and prophetic bodies provided the new bearings that the community needed 

in order to inhabit Lent together. 

Conclusion 

St. James Episcopal Church embodied the season of Lent in two major ways. On the one 

hand, members of the community observed Lent in their personal lives by adopting diverse 

disciplines. Through their bodily engagement in Lent, church members attended to their 

grounding in time and relationships with others as they challenged themselves in order to make 

substantive changes in their lives. On the other hand, St. James adopted a series of distinct 

elements in its Lenten liturgies that set its Lenten life apart from the rest of the church year. 

These elements instigated an alternative configuration of bodily experiences as church members 

took part in the Lenten liturgies, and these experiences contributed to the meaning that the 

imposition of ashes, penitential rites and rhetoric, and forms of austerity had for the 

community’s liturgical life. 

Both the personal and communal dimensions of how Lent took shape at St. James reveal 

a common portrait of the body as a dynamic, relational reality. The body in Lent was not static 

but engaged in formative processes aimed at embodying real change in the personal lives of 

church members and in the liturgical life they shared together as a community. Members 

depended upon the dynamic agency of the body as they aimed to transform and renew 

themselves through their bodies, and the liturgy depended upon the dynamic agency of church 

members’ bodies to enflesh the changes in postures, discourse, rites, and the sensory landscape 

that distinguished the community’s Lenten life together. 
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Where the personal and communal dimensions of Lent at St. James diverged was in the 

theological orientation of members’ bodies. The Lenten liturgies primarily directed members’ 

bodies toward penitence for sin, while members’ personal practices for Lent primarily aimed at 

embodying constructive personal transformation. As a community, St. James oriented the 

dynamic reality of the body toward facing the situation that negatively defines its life—

entanglement in sin—but its members oriented their dynamic agency toward who they desired 

to be and how they desired to live—embodying salvation. 

The commonalities and contrasts between these layers of Lenten observance at St. James 

illuminate a complex portrait of the body in Lent, involving change and continuity, particularity 

and relationality, and sin and salvation. In order to unearth the significance of this complexity, I 

will turn in the next chapter to offer a way of conceiving philosophically and theologically the 

body’s role in Lent at St. James.
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2. Becoming Malleable: A Theology of Bodies in Lent 
The body that entered the church doors on Easter was supposed to be different from the 

body that entered the church doors on Ash Wednesday. The forty days of Lent beckoned church 

members to change their personal practices and patterns of life, as well as their postures, 

gestures, prayers, and sensory orientations in their liturgical life together. These alterations held 

the promise of transformation as members participated in interrupting and redirecting their 

own agency through Lent. By incorporating different experiences, movements, and practices 

into their flesh, muscles, and bones, church members could make these changes part of who 

they were during the season of Lent. At St. James, many church members actually embraced the 

opportunity to do such formative body work through personal disciplines and the communal 

liturgies. 

What made transformation in Lenten life possible at St. James was a theological 

understanding of the body as malleable. In order to form bodies, Lenten practices and liturgy 

needed bodies that were not only mutable, but able to be molded and to mold themselves by 

adopting disciplines and participating in the distinctive rites of Lent. Additionally, the changes 

that bodies experienced in Lent stemmed from alterations to personal patterns of life and 

communal liturgies that involved an envisioned end. Although those who took on Lenten 

disciplines or participated in the Lenten liturgies may not have consciously recognized or 

intended a particular goal in all the changes they embodied, the changes were intended to have 

real effects that distinguished the Lenten season from pre-Lenten life. The body formation that 

took place in Lent essentially molded members’ bodies away from one vision of the body and 

toward a desired form of embodiment. Malleability, therefore, encapsulated both the ideological 

processes as well as the key characteristic of embodiment during Lent at St. James. 

Remarkably, St. James’ Lenten life sustained an understanding of the body as malleable 

within a logic of salvation that did not reject the body’s malleability, but actually deepened it. 
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Rather than forming bodies to reflect a vision of a firm, impenetrable body as the ideal, saved 

body, St. James effectively envisioned the saved body in Lent as a responsive body that was 

attentive, open, and active in engaging with God and with others. By molding church members 

to embody responsivity in Lent, St. James drew the malleability of the body into the heart of its 

implicit Lenten soteriological understanding. This trajectory of embodiment suggests a socially 

subversive framework for the church’s communal life in Lent insofar as cultivating responsivity 

among members serves to undermine asymmetrical power relationships of domination and 

subordination between members. At the same time, however, the potentially subversive 

implications of bodily malleability in Lent require nuanced reflection because of how dynamics 

of ability and disability figure in Lenten responsivity. 

In this chapter, I present a theological analysis of how members of St. James embodied 

Lent by showing how malleability defined bodily experiences and practices in Lent. I begin by 

describing what I mean by malleability by placing Dale Martin’s work on the body in the first-

century Greco-Roman world in conversation with Pierre Bourdieu’s discussion of the body 

within dynamic social structures. Then I demonstrate how the concept of bodily malleability 

sheds light on the role of the body in church members’ personal disciplines and communal 

liturgies in Lent. Then I discuss how St. James’ Lenten practices drew the malleability of church 

members’ bodies toward the envisioned end of responsivity by using Dietrich Bonhoeffer’s 

theological understanding of human embodiment and Luce Irigaray’s feminist reflections on 

female bodies to reflect on the church’s theological portrayal of the ideal body within Lent. I 

conclude the chapter by tracing the complex social implications of embracing responsivity as the 

end of Lenten body formation, noting both the subversive possibilities in responsivity as well as 

its disempowering potential in relation to implicit ableism in the Book of Common Prayer’s Ash 

Wednesday liturgy.  
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2.1 Malleable Bodies: A Philosophical Analysis 

Malleability may initially sound like a strange way of characterizing the formation of 

human bodies, particularly when applied to Lenten practices. Malleability tends to evoke 

flexible, virtually formless substances like clay that can change shape easily to accommodate 

whatever form is imposed upon them. Yet human bodies have a much more complex, structured 

material composition than clay. They cannot simply be pressed or reconfigured into diverse 

shapes. Furthermore, attributing malleability to bodies in light of their participation in Lent 

would suggest that discrete practices and liturgies adopted for a forty-day season actually have 

the power to alter bodies amid their structural and material complexity. In what sense can a 

forty-day change to a person’s life, like daily fifteen-minute sessions of contemplative prayer or 

fasting from eating meat, for example, be considered body formation that reflects transformative 

possibilities on par with malleability? 

Addressing the question of how malleable human bodies are involves exploring the 

philosophical and theological assumptions that inform our understanding of what it means for 

human beings to be bodies. Although bodies do not have the same mechanical shape-shifting 

properties as clay, they can be altered in ways that reshape their lived embodiment, including 

aesthetically, physiologically, and phenomenologically. Body formation may not always be 

empirically perceptible, but it can nevertheless transform how people inhabit their own skin, 

how they feel and think, and how they interact with their environment. Lived experience makes 

malleability a flesh-and-blood reality. Thus even discrete Lenten practices can do formative 

work upon and in bodies because molding bodies is both phenomenological and ideological. 

In order to show how malleability resonates with how members of St. James embodied 

Lent, I will begin by developing this definition of malleability by drawing upon the work of New 

Testament scholar Dale Martin and social theorist and anthropologist Pierre Bourdieu. Then I 
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will discuss the ways in which the personal and communal Lenten practices at St. James 

engaged members’ bodies as malleable realities.  

2.1.1 Defining Malleability 

I borrow the term “malleable” from Dale Martin’s analysis of the body in the first-

century Greco-Roman world.1 In The Corinthian Body, Martin illuminates the ideological power 

of the human body in the philosophical, scientific, and socio-political imagination of first-

century Greco-Roman culture. According to Martin, the body was understood to be a 

“microcosm” of both Greco-Roman society and cosmology.2 The body’s makeup and structure 

from head to foot corresponded with the hierarchical order of the entire cosmos, as well as with 

the Greco-Roman social hierarchy. These structures not only mirrored one another, but also 

permeated, formed, and informed one another, so that the body, cosmos, and society all served 

to constitute and reinforce one another in the first-century Greco-Roman imagination. This 

ideology was particularly important for the elite, ruling class, because it mapped the social order 

onto the natural world and thereby helped keep the less powerful and more powerful in their 

respective places.3 

Amid this hierarchical perception of nature and society, the body played a crucial role in 

maintaining order. A person’s particular position in society was secured through one’s body, so 

that those of lower social status had bodies that were deemed naturally inferior, while the bodies 

of those with higher status were naturally superior. This sense of social immobility as naturally 

determined by one’s body, however, converged with an understanding of the body as dynamic, 

porous, and malleable.4 In fact, the writings of Greco-Roman physicians like Soranus and Galen 

suggest that bodies existed within a fairly static social and cosmic order as a result of dynamic 

                                                        

1 Shawn Copeland also employs the term “malleable” to describe bodies, but it is not a major focal point of her work 
like it is for Martin’s engagement with first-century Greco-Roman thinking and practice. For Copeland’s use of 
“malleable,” see Copeland, Enfleshing Freedom, 56. 
2 Martin, The Corinthian Body, 15–17. 
3 Ibid., 29–32, 34. 
4 Ibid., 16–18, 25–26. 
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elemental (and thus also social) processes.5 Bodies could be affected and changed by their 

environment as well as by physical and psychological experiences. Weather, disease, food, and 

even thoughts could alter not only the body’s condition, but its very constitution, which could 

ensure or compromise the body’s place in the cosmic and social order. Even a body’s sex was 

thought to be dynamic, affected by the balance of heat and dryness not only in utero but also 

after birth as one grew into adulthood.6 Members of the elite, ruling class, therefore, subscribed 

to various practices to mold the bodies of their children and youth through dietary, bathing, and 

massage regimens so that their evolving bodies would fully reflect the ideal image of an elite, 

ruling class body by the time they reached adulthood.7 A body not only had to be born elite; it 

had to become elite.8 The body’s malleability thus ironically served as the ideological hinge upon 

which the stability of the Greco-Roman social hierarchy turned. 

What is remarkable about this Greco-Roman conception of malleability is how its 

physicality grounds its ideological power. Physicians and philosophers did not perceive 

malleability as an imaginary idea abstracted from concrete flesh; they understood their work to 

be scientific, explaining what the body really was and how it actually worked. Additionally, their 

prescriptions for molding the body through bathing and massage had more than mere 

superficial, cosmetic effects; these practices were thought to transform the very internal 

construction of the body. A ritual of bathing in cold water would make the body of a young male 

adult into a man by solidifying its external appearance as well as its essential, physical 

composition.9 The normative process for becoming the embodiment of aristocratic masculinity, 

the pinnacle of the social hierarchy, in fact, was analogous to the process of curing a person of a 

disease. For Greco-Roman physicians, both required forming and reforming the balance of the 

                                                        

5 Ibid., 25–29, 32–34. 
6 Ibid., 32–33. 
7 Ibid., 26–29. 
8 This is deliberately meant to echo the English translation of Simone de Beauvoir’s infamous statement: “One is not 
born, but rather becomes, woman.” Beauvoir, The Second Sex, 283. 
9 Martin, The Corinthian Body, 28–29. 
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elements that constituted the body until the body reached the desired state: elite social status, 

on the one hand, and health, on the other.10  

For Martin, these cases show how modern distinctions between internal and external, as 

well as between social, physical, and metaphysical, fail to capture how materially interrelated 

these realities were for first-century Greco-Roman people.11 Social order was a material reality 

deeply tied to the physicality of the body and the order of the cosmic elements, just as the 

cosmos was a material reality ordered in a way that was homologous to the social hierarchy. The 

prescriptions for making aristocratic men and for restoring health reveal that the body’s 

malleability was never simply physical or simply social but both. Practices for molding the body 

were physical activities that reconfigured material elements and simultaneously ideological 

activities that altered a body’s social status. To manipulate a malleable body was to manipulate 

the cosmos and the social order at once. 

Although we do not typically speak of such unity between the body, social order, and 

cosmos in contemporary contexts in the United States, this first-century Greco-Roman portrait 

of bodily malleability that Martin provides can shed light on the physical and ideological 

dynamics of the ways that bodies are molded today. Contemporary practices of body 

formation—even those that we may presume to be superficial like wearing makeup or getting 

tattooed—expose not only our assumptions about the body and its malleability, but also our 

assumptions about the social order and its malleability. Changing the body’s appearance today 

can still be a way of gaining social mobility and thereby transforming one’s identity as one 

ascends or descends through the social order. Such processes of molding are always already 

shaped by social norms, yet their ideological nature does not make them immaterial or 

disembodied. They maintain their power through embodiment within the social order. Intense 

reactions to particular modes of bodily manipulation, for example, like performance drug use, 
                                                        

10 Ibid., 17–18, 143, 146–50. 
11 Ibid., 3, 15. 
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limb amputation, cosmetic surgery, as well as alterations of body parts infused with gender or 

racial meaning, betray the profound ideological union that we maintain between the supposedly 

natural and social orders, as well as the body’s powerful role in validating or disrupting that 

union.12 In a real sense, to mess with a malleable body in the U.S. today is to mess with the social 

order and the world as we know it. 

To illuminate further the connections between malleability, body, and society, I want to 

turn to Pierre Bourdieu’s understanding of how practices form and transform the body amid its 

entanglement within social structures. In The Logic of Practice, Bourdieu seeks to elucidate the 

dynamic social operations of the cultural practices in which people participate in a way that can 

make sense of the kind of practical knowledge or sensibilities that people acquire by doing 

activities like walking or eating.13 According to Bourdieu, practices both flow out of and reinforce 

the social “habitus,” which is his term for the particular set of engrained physical, mental, 

affective, and discursive “dispositions” that shape people’s interactions with one another and 

with their environment within their cultural location.14 Habitus is akin to a cultural imagination 

in terms of the way it “structures and is structured by” thought and practice, setting often 

unrecognized boundaries to demarcate the conceptual, discursive, and political identity of a 

group of people.15  

However, “imagination” may not adequately express the fundamentally embodied reality 

of habitus for Bourdieu. It is not simply the thought world of a cultural group that structures 

and is structured by social life and practice; habitus lives in the bodies of the people. Indeed, a 

major part of the point of Bourdieu’s term habitus is to indicate how these dispositions that 

constitute a group’s social formation normally do not even enter into their conscious thought. 

                                                        

12 See Grosz, Volatile Bodies; Althaus-Reid and Isherwood, Controversies in Body Theology for critical analyses on 
aesthetic and violent forms of body manipulation. 
13 Bourdieu, The Logic of Practice, 70 (his examples). 
14 Ibid., 53. 
15 Ibid., 41, 53. 
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These dispositions reside in people’s bodies and emerge through their gestures, movements, 

postures, and experiences, like a pump primed to gush water.16  

Despite the substantial power of the dispositions that constitute habitus for people’s 

social and cultural life, Bourdieu does not view them deterministically.17 These gestures, 

movements, postures, and experiences must be learned and incorporated into the body through 

practice, by doing them and seeing others do them. This process of learning is neither simply 

passive nor intentionally volitional but a complex production of agency within and through the 

social reality. One is not a member of one’s culture without the conscription and induction of 

one’s body into the normative dispositions that govern the culture.18 The body is always already 

a socially habituated agent well-versed in the “numb imperatives”—nodding the head, avoiding 

eye contact, shaking hands, modulating the volume of one’s voice, standing in the presence of 

certain people, for example—required for social interactions among one’s people.19 As he says, 

“What is ‘learned by body’ is not something that one has, like knowledge that can be brandished, 

but something that one is.”20 

Although Bourdieu does not use rhetoric of malleability to articulate his theory, his 

discussion of habitus, body, and practice connects with how I am envisioning bodily malleability 

in several ways. First, Bourdieu’s thought illuminates the role of social construction and 

habituation in body formation. As a generative framework for people’s practices, a culture’s 

habitus serves to define particular modes of molding that people may practice, as well as those 

that members of a group envision, desire, fear, and proscribe. Habitus, in other words, regulates 

and structures possibilities for molding bodies through social norms and the bodily dispositions 

that have come to form the members of that society.  
                                                        

16 Ibid., 56–59, 68. 
17 He argues that the simultaneously “regulated” and “improvisation[al]” operations of habitus “cannot be explained 
either by the extrinsic, instantaneous determinisms of mechanistic sociologism or by the purely internal but equally 
instantaneous determination of spontaneist subjectivism.” Ibid., 54, 57. 
18 Ibid., 58–59, 69–73. 
19 Ibid., 69. 
20 Ibid., 73. 
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At the same time, Bourdieu’s thought suggests that bodies are always already malleable 

and molded. The social formation that takes place through the inscription of dispositions into 

people’s bodies depends on the malleability of the body if bodies are to adopt and become 

habituated in the particular gestures, movements, affective responses, and beliefs that comprise 

cultural identity and belonging. Malleability is thus not only structured and produced by social 

formation, but also enables and produces bodily social formation. A malleable body shows 

evidence of social embeddedness through the particular ways in which malleability is 

constructed, while social formation also shows evidence of bodily malleability as a prerequisite 

for relational life.21  

Third, the deep entanglement of the body and its agency in social formation through 

habitus suggests an intimate relationship between the body and society in and through the 

body’s malleability. The body unites the social and physical dimensions of malleability in such a 

way that physically altering the body is a social process, just as inculcating social behaviors in 

the body is a physical process.22 Additionally, malleability enables the body to belong to a 

cultural group. A body molded by and incarnating a culture’s habitus is made a member of that 

culture. Although a cultural outsider may not be able to attain full membership like an insider in 

certain cultural contexts, the molding of insiders’ bodies that ingrains culturally specific social 

dispositions within them works to sustain their membership within the culture.23 In fact, if the 

body ceases displaying those dispositions or exhibits different ones, its membership in the 

cultural group could be compromised. 

Fourth, while a number of discrete movements, gestures, and expressions constitute 

habitus, their formative power is found in how they coincide and intersect in particular bodies 

                                                        

21 As Bourdieu says, “There is every reason to think that the social determinations attached to a determinate position 
in the social space tend, through the relationship to one’s own body, to shape the dispositions constituting social 
identity (ways of walking, speaking, etc.) and probably also the sexual dispositions themselves.” Ibid., 71. 
22 Ibid. 
23 See ibid., 66–69 in which Bourdieu discusses the social formation that takes place among those participating in the 
practices of a habitus in terms of a second-nature “practical sense,” or “feel for the game.” 
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and situations. A particular configuration of gestures and movements may define women’s 

existence within a cultural group, for example, while a different configuration of gestures and 

movements establishes normative embodiment for men.24 The same gesture or movement may 

be inscribed into both women and men, but its association with an entire configuration of 

accompanying gestures and movements is what infuses it with different meanings for sexually 

and socially differentiated bodies. Consequently, Bourdieu’s thought indicates that the process 

of molding bodies does not isolate and alter one gesture or movement—or even one practice; a 

whole configuration of gestures and movements with particular meaning is affected. In this way, 

the same molding process can yield quite different results for different bodies, as well as for the 

same body in different situations. Additionally, if a member of a cultural group alters one 

gesture or practice, the other gestures, movements, and practices associated with it may also 

change. Indeed, those movements could suddenly feel strange to the body, despite already being 

ingrained into its muscles, because the whole configuration has been disrupted. 

Finally, although Bourdieu emphasizes the breadth and depth of the power of social 

formation through habitus to define and limit personal agency within a cultural group, the 

malleability of the body points to the possibility for personal and social transformation. Because 

a social habitus lives in the bodies of the people, it can change through those bodies. The 

molding of members’ bodies reveals habitus to be a malleable reality as well. In fact, in forming 

people’s bodies into cultural dispositions, a social habitus is actually molding, forming, and 

transforming social reality. The transformation may be partial, limited, or gradual, but 

nevertheless present and even powerful. 

Martin and Bourdieu thus offer compelling frameworks for conceiving of human bodies 

as malleable realities. They both underscore the social, physical, and ideological dynamics at 

                                                        

24 Bourdieu identifies a number of postures, gestures, comportments, and activities that serve to differentiate men 
from women in his study of Kabyle people’s practices in Algeria. No single behavior or action defines manhood or 
womanhood within that culture, according to Bourdieu; rather, the whole array of bodily habituation contributes to 
gender identity, from how women and men eat to how they walk and work. See ibid., 70–72. 
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work in molding bodies by showing how activities as mundane as massage or eating inscribe a 

social order into people’s flesh and their flesh into the social order. Although today in the United 

States we may not articulate processes of molding bodies in metaphysical terms of manipulating 

the basic material elements, these processes nevertheless exert their ideological power over us 

and generate not only phenomenologically perceivable effects upon our bodies, but also an 

ideologically structured framework for how we feel, perceive, and interpret those effects. We 

believe in the malleability of the body.25 We desire and fear it. Malleability is already part of who 

we are and how our social reality is ordered. Our practices of molding our bodies reveal not only 

prior social and physical formation, but also the formation and transformation toward which we 

aspire, whether consciously or inadvertently.26 Both excitement and anxiety over ways of 

manipulating bodies indicate the power as well as the vulnerability of the body within our own 

social habitus. Our flesh is at stake in our ideologies and practices of malleability, and our 

ideologies are at stake in our malleable flesh. 

The work of Martin and Bourdieu thus lays the foundation for exploring how bodily 

malleability can be theological. Engaging bodies in processes of molding draws us theologically 

toward the question of salvation, the site where body, ideology, and transformation converge. 

Forming or manipulating bodies implicitly expresses a narrative of salvation that begins with 

forms of embodiment deemed inadequate, lacking, even damned and ends with visions of 

accepted, perfected, and redeemed bodies. Between the rejected bodies and saved bodies lie the 

processes of molding through which bodies seek transformation. Within these processes, 

malleable bodies offer themselves as instruments for the divine to use in order to save them. 

                                                        

25 Mayra Rivera Rivera expresses a similar idea in her discussion of recent research on the dynamic processes 
involved in materiality when she says, “Even though biological essentialisms have not disappeared, we are believers in 
the transformability of the body, in the power of fitness regimes or meditation practices, drug enhancement or genetic 
modification.” Rivera, “A Labyrinth of Incarnations: The Social Materiality of Bodies,” 194. 
26 Here I have in mind, for example, Willie Jennings’ discussion of racial formation in the United States in the wake of 
European colonization, immigration, and chattel slavery, in which he highlights the processes of evaluation into 
which people are educated bodily to pursue a trajectory away from black identity and toward white identity. See 
Jennings, The Christian Imagination, 242–47. 
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Massages, tattoos, exercise, surgeries, and other formative practices play their part in propelling 

bodies farther from or closer to the redemption they seek. 

While this soteriological narrative can be applied to processes of molding bodies that are 

not normatively characterized as religious, I want to examine how the malleability of bodies 

intersects with this soteriological framework within an ecclesial context in order to discern the 

concrete content of the salvation story that malleable bodies incarnate within Christian 

practices. To unearth the soteriological narrative that church members’ bodies were effectively 

telling through their formation away from certain modes of embodiment and toward others, I 

turn first to discuss how St. James’ Lenten experiences and practices display the malleability of 

bodies. In the subsequent section, I analyze the body soteriology suggested by the formation that 

takes place in the church’s Lenten life. 

2.1.2 Malleability in Personal Disciplines 

The personal Lenten disciplines that church members took on engaged the malleability 

of their bodies in various ways. Fasting from food molded the body by changing its 

consumption, so that foods or beverages that had formerly been incorporated into the body no 

longer entered the body and became part of its flesh. For members who abstained from entire 

daytime meals during Lent, their bodies had to find ways of subsisting without incorporating 

food and accede to an alternate consumption schedule, which effectively reshaped the 

operations of their bodies at a physiological level.27 For those who fasted from particular food 

items or beverages, the fast may have engendered less biologically dramatic processes of bodily 

molding, but the foods or beverages that members chose to give up often signified personal 

tastes or desires that contributed not only to members’ consumption habits, but also to their 

sense of self. By not consuming items that they desired, like a weekly glass of wine, cheese, or 

                                                        

27 See Grimm, From Feasting to Fasting, 8 for a detailed description of how abstaining from food disrupts the body’s 
physiological operations. 
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meat, for example, members altered not just physiological processes of incorporating food into 

their bodies, but also psychological and social processes of body formation by incorporating 

foods or drinks infused with desire into themselves.28 They molded their bodies by reorienting 

their consumption practices away from what they desired and thus away from foods and drinks 

that mattered for their agency and identity formation.  

Bodily malleability may seem fitting for interpreting activities like fasting or exercising 

that involve obvious physical changes but inapplicable to disciplines like prayer that tend to be 

characterized as disembodied. However, the concept actually resonates with how members of St. 

James practiced prayer during Lent. Prayer was a constructive way of forming their bodies 

rather than a disembodied activity. Marion, Jake, and Liza, for example, participated in 

contemplative prayer during Lent because what they were choosing to not do with their bodies—

to move or stand or speak, for instance—engaged their bodies in the work of being still and quiet 

in the presence of God. Through contemplative prayer, they reoriented themselves before God 

by molding their bodies into silence and stillness.29 Sabina’s Lenten prayer practice also 

involved molding her body by praying in a different location: outside, in the presence of plants, 

animals, sun, wind, and clouds. By altering the place she was accustomed to praying, the 

practice formed her body by drawing experiences of that place—singing birds, blowing wind, 

warm sunshine, rustling tree branches and leaves, chirping insects—into her prayers to God. 

Additionally, Garrett approached physical activity as a spiritual discipline for Lent, so that 

exercise functioned like a mode of prayer for him. Bodily malleability was thus integral to 

practices like prayer.  

Amid the variety of ways that bodily malleability took shape in members’ lives through 

their personal disciplines, the three themes common to their approaches to Lent reveal the 

                                                        

28 See Bourdieu, Distinction for Bourdieu’s discussion of the social and class formation that generates taste.  
29 Marion, interview, March 12, 2014. Sarah Coakley critiques the idea that contemplative prayer is inherently a tool 
of bodily repression by showing how medieval contemplatives engaged embodiment in prayer in more complex ways. 
See Coakley, Powers and Submissions, 32–39, 50–54, 73–86. 
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significance of bodily malleability for members of St. James. First, church members depended 

upon the malleability of their bodies to engage in disciplines that were personally challenging, 

and in pursuing challenging disciplines, members pushed that malleability toward bodily 

transformation. Church members essentially believed that they could bring about real change in 

their lives by molding their bodies away from certain activities and patterns and toward 

markedly different ones. Their practices worked their way into members’ habitus, to use 

Bourdieu’s concept, through altered bodily experiences, movements, physiology, and 

dispositions, and by selecting disciplines that effectively aimed at interrupting and redirecting 

their own agency, members’ bodies participated in their own transformative molding. 

The significance of time for church members’ personal experiences of Lent also 

contributed to the processes of molding their bodies throughout the season. Formation and 

transformation intersected with pivotal times in some members’ lives, took time to accomplish, 

and gained meaning over time. Their efforts to change their lives drew their attention to the past 

and present time as well as to the contexts in which they subsisted and which defined who they 

were as embodied persons. The practices could do formative work on their bodies precisely 

because, like first-century Greco-Roman massages as described by Martin, Lenten disciplines 

involved embodied practices in particular places repeated regularly over time. Members’ 

malleable bodies directed their attention to how they inhabit time, and time enabled them to 

mold their bodies in consonance with the particular contexts that sustained them as well as in 

divergence from the shape of their embodied lives in past or present contexts. 

Indeed, the concurrence of introducing challenging disciplines into their lives and 

attending to the temporal and contextual grounding in which members lived exposes the 

dynamic discontinuity and continuity present in their Lenten bodily malleability. Members 

could alter one component of a practice or habit, and because that component belonged to a 

whole configuration of gestures, dispositions, and actions, as Bourdieu indicates, the entire 
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practice could both approximate the previous configuration and require a reconfiguration of 

one’s gestures, dispositions, and actions. Giving up consuming a particular food or drink for 

Lent, for example, often entailed a relatively small dietary change for church members, and yet 

such a small change could still have a significant impact on the practices surrounding that 

discipline. Grocery shopping, cooking, restaurant dining, or getting together with friends during 

Lent could become novel experiences while fasting despite the familiarity of these activities 

because the fast served to disrupt members’ habituations.30 Lenten disciplines thus molded 

members’ bodies by altering the ordinary patterns that contextualized church members’ lives 

and inhabited their muscle memory, potentially making their very flesh feel strange to them as 

their bodies navigate a similar reality in alternate ways. 

Finally, the importance of relationships in church members’ personal approaches to Lent 

indicates the social dimensions of bodily malleability. Because the bodies taking on disciplines 

were relational bodies rather than isolated individuals, the changes that members made to their 

personal lives introduced changes into patterns of life that they shared and navigated with other 

embodied people. For some, molding their bodies through Lenten disciplines facilitated new 

relationships. Some members only accomplished their Lenten body formation because of their 

relationships with other people. Others experienced tension between Lenten disciplines and the 

relationships that constituted their embodied lives. And some members chose disciplines that 

brought malleability into the center of their relationships with others by seeking to transform 

and renew how they related to other people. The process of molding their bodies through 

personal Lenten disciplines effectively directed church members’ attention to their lived bodies 

                                                        

30 For example, Kimberly said that fasting from gluten for one week was a difficult discipline because of the large 
quantity of foods that contain gluten. Kimberly, Lent interview, March 31, 2014. Similarly, Karen mentioned that 
when she gave up buying coffee at Starbucks one year, she noticed the economic impact of that routine purchase when 
that money was no longer being spent. Karen, Lent interview, March 8, 2014. And Liza said that she almost forgot 
about her Lenten discipline when she was at a restaurant during the season and was about to order a glass of wine. 
The almost unconscious act of ordering wine in that setting exposes the importance of the whole social and material 
configuration into which she was habituated, as well as the significance of working to interrupt that habituation 
during Lent. Liza, Easter interview, May 6, 2014. Daniel had a similar experience while abstaining from lattes for Lent 
when he accidentally purchased one after forgetting about his chosen discipline. Daniel, Lent interview, April 7, 2014. 
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as malleable realities precisely because their bodies were relationally formed and forming 

realities. In fact, the ways in which relationships both prevented members from pursuing 

personal transformation in Lent and aided their personal transformation reveal the complex 

social, material, and ideological dynamics that define malleable bodies-in-relation. The practices 

church members chose to adopt or not adopt illuminate the social formation already at work in 

their embodied lives, as well as the social formation that they sought to embody or no longer 

embody. 

Time, relationships, and personally challenging disciplines together bring the 

malleability of church members’ bodies into view during Lent. Church members used their 

bodies to reconfigure their patterns of life through disciplines that challenged their dispositions, 

habits, physiology, and modes of interacting with others. They posed these challenges to 

themselves by engaging time and attending to who they are as bodies-in-relation through their 

approaches to Lent. The transformation that they sought was not as isolated agents, but as 

people in time, grounded in particular contexts, and already formed by relationships with others 

and with God. In fact, the meaning that time, relationships, and challenging disciplines had for 

many church members’ lives indicates an understanding of personal Lenten transformation that 

depends upon being malleable bodily agents whose formative and transformative possibilities 

only take place amid and through the time, contexts, and relationships constitutive of their lived 

flesh. 

2.1.3 Malleability in Lenten Liturgies 

Malleability also illuminates church members’ bodily participation in the Lenten 

liturgies at St. James. Just as members’ personal disciplines engaged their bodies as malleable 

realities in a labor of formation, the components of the liturgies during Lent likewise involved 

members’ bodies in different configurations of postures, movements, sensory experiences, and 

discourse. By inhabiting these liturgical alterations, church members molded not just their 
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personal bodies, but also the communal body that they constitute together. The key to this body 

formation process within the liturgies at St. James was penitence. While members’ personal 

practices exhibited a focus on constructive personal transformation, oriented to the bodies that 

they desired to be on Easter, components of the Lenten liturgies directed members toward 

acknowledging their entanglement in sin so that a negative portrait of embodiment—that is, the 

bodies that members desired not to be personally and communally—drove liturgical formation. 

The rite of the imposition of ashes molded members’ bodies through the amalgamation 

of feelings, sounds, sights, and utterances that their bodies navigated. Through the rite, 

members engaged in processes of body manipulation by placing their bodies in a liturgically 

distinct set of postures, gestures, movements, sensory experiences, and social interactions that 

transfigured their bodies before one another into ash-marked flesh.31 With something as 

ordinary as ash introduced into the liturgical space and pressed into their foreheads, members’ 

bodies participated in a shared labor of formation in which they facilitated different bodily 

experiences for and with one another, and they became fleshly proclamations of mortality, sin, 

and the cross through and for one another by engaging bodily in the rite. Through the rite, they 

heard the truth of their mortality and sin and then saw this truth inscribed on the bodies of 

every other member of the community while also exposing this truth for others to see through 

the marks of ash on their own bodies. Members thus molded their bodies by participating in the 

                                                        

31 The only rite that had affinities with the imposition of ashes at St. James was the anointing for healing rite that took 
place once a month at the Wednesday evening eucharist services. The priest would invite everyone to come forward 
who wanted to be anointed for healing, for themselves or on behalf of someone else, and people would leave their 
pews, go forward to the altar rail, and either stand or kneel. The priest would recite a prayer over a person while 
laying hands on that person’s head or shoulders and then would use a finger dabbed in oil to make the sign of the 
cross on that person’s forehead. 
   Although the anointing rite generates several similar bodily experiences at similar sites of the body, it diverges 
significantly from the imposition of ashes in rhetoric and sensoriality. The prayer for divine healing, which includes 
petitions for God to “fill you with his grace” and for the recipient to “know the healing power of [Jesus’] love,” stands 
in stark contrast to the exhortation to “remember that you are dust.” Episcopal Church and Standing Liturgical 
Commission, The Book of Occasional Services, 151; Episcopal Church, Book of Common Prayer, 265. The cruciform 
oil on the forehead also has a different texture when applied and does not have the same visibility as ash on the 
forehead. See Episcopal Church and Standing Liturgical Commission, The Book of Occasional Services, 147–54 for 
the full liturgy, entitled “A Public Service of Healing.” 
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bodily molding of one another, and this molding took the form of facing the truth of their bodily 

lives that no one wanted to be true: they were sin-entangled bodies who would return to dust. 

The music, rhetoric, and postures associated with penitence in the Lenten liturgies also 

exhibited an understanding of the body as malleable insofar as they directed church members 

toward embodying a different theological habitus, to borrow from Bourdieu. Pleas for divine 

mercy entered members’ ears and emerged through their mouths in the Lenten service music. 

Similar pleas resounded through and between their bodies as members participated in the 

litanies on Ash Wednesday and the first Sunday in Lent. With each subsequent Sunday eucharist 

service, members began the liturgy with the confession of sin flowing from their lips. And during 

many of these penitence-oriented moments in the Lenten liturgies, members placed their bodies 

in the uncommon, often uncomfortable posture of kneeling while they prayed for mercy and 

confessed sin. These liturgical components created conditions in which a set of “numb 

imperatives” could work their way into and through members’ bodies. As church members 

enacted the penitential music, prayers, confessions, and postures, they molded their bodies into 

a theological disposition centered on addressing their entanglement in sin. Indeed, their 

malleable bodies were potentially formed in two ways by embodying penitence: on the one hand, 

their senses, utterances, and postures were directed toward acknowledging sin, which could be 

formative for members not already oriented toward confession, and on the other hand, the 

attention to sin also implied the possibility of being formed away from sin through the 

confession, so that molding their bodies into penitential dispositions could function to mold sin 

out of their bodies so that they might embody sinlessness. Both of these modes of formation 

simultaneously operated at the personal and communal levels, so that church members’ bodily 

participation with one another in shared penitential practices shaped the communal body 

toward acknowledging sin and reforming the body away from sin. The malleability of members’ 
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bodies thus facilitated a transformation of their personal and communal theological dispositions 

through the penitential liturgical elements of Lent. 

Finally, the malleability of the body comes into view in the forms of austerity in the 

Lenten liturgies. The veiling of crosses in translucent and opaque purple cloths along with the 

removal of colorful, fragrant flowers, sonorous tones of the organ and bells, and acclamations of 

“Alleluia!” altered the material and sensory landscape through which church members navigated 

the liturgies. With these changes to the ways in which church members could bodily experience 

the liturgical space through time, the forms of austerity created conditions for members to 

become disoriented from alterations to familiar liturgical signposts, so that they had to gain 

their liturgical bearings in new ways during Lent. The altered material and sensory landscape 

thus potentially molded members’ bodies through the dynamic interaction between the bodies 

that inhabited the liturgical space and the formative role of that space in grounding and 

sustaining members’ bodies through the Lenten liturgies. 

Malleability, therefore, serves to shed light on how Lenten liturgies effectively envisioned 

the body and engaged church members in body formation. The Lenten liturgies depended upon 

the malleability of church members’ bodies in order to be enfleshed, and they drew members 

into various processes of molding through the bodily experiences that the liturgies facilitated. 

The imposition of ashes inculcated members as bodies-in-relation into a communal process of 

molding, so that members’ body formation came about through communal formation, and the 

communal molding took place through bodily molding. The penitential components of the 

Lenten liturgies enabled members to enflesh “numb imperatives” aimed at attending to and 

disentangling sin from their bodies, so that the habitus they embodied underwent molding. And 

the austerity inscribed into the material and sensory landscape of the Lenten liturgies molded 

members’ bodies as contextually grounded realities by altering the signposts of the liturgical 

space in such a way that members’ bodies potentially had to gain new bearings for how they 
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navigated liturgies during Lent. Through these modes of body formation, the Lenten liturgies 

established a multi-dimensional portrait of church members’ bodies as malleable agents. 

Additionally, the processes of molding that the Lenten liturgies effectively prescribed 

revolved around two key factors. First, the features of the Lenten liturgies provided 

opportunities for molding that had the potential to generate substantial change to members’ 

bodily experiences, which suggests that bodily transformation was an implicit goal of members’ 

participation in the liturgies in Lent. Ashes, litanies, confessions of sin, kneeling, and sensory 

fasting all converged to create conditions for members to use their bodies to change their 

embodied lives in their communal life together. Second, because these molding processes 

concurred with a liturgical emphasis on penitence, the body formation in which church 

members participated through the liturgies was oriented to acknowledging and moving away 

from sin. The trajectory of bodily molding in the Lenten liturgies thus operated negatively, 

shaping members to not enflesh a portrait of the body as entangled in sin. 

2.1 Conclusion 

St. James believed in the malleability of the body in Lent. Church members approached 

the season as a time to make changes that could reform their embodied lives personally and 

communally. Although the processes of molding in which members engaged through personal 

disciplines and Lenten liturgies were not always visible, they nevertheless inscribed alterations 

into how members inhabited their own skin, muscles, and bones. Lent catalyzed different 

configurations of bodily experiences for church members, and as many of these experiences 

recurred regularly over the time of the forty-day season, they had the potential to become part of 

members’ flesh, ingrained in their internal physiological operations, sensory associations, 

muscle memory, patterns of life, or dispositions in social interactions. Even changes that may be 

perceived as minor often had substantial meaning for church members’ Lenten experience 

because of how those changes disrupted their sense of identity within the personal lives or in the 
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liturgical life they shared together. Members’ personal disciplines and participation in the 

liturgies altered the foods, beverages, practices, habits, liturgical materials, songs, and prayers 

that tended to provide signposts for who they were, where they were, and how they related to 

others and to God. By making these changes at sites of identity formation, then, church 

members effectively inhabited a practical understanding of their bodies as malleable realities. 

By believing in bodily malleability, members of St. James placed their bodies on a 

soteriological trajectory anchored by implicit visions of the bodies they desired to be and not to 

be in their lives of faith. They were not seeking to save themselves or simply to improve 

themselves; rather, their bodily participation in Lent illustrated a salvation story. Although 

personal disciplines and communal Lenten liturgies both displayed a similar logic of salvation in 

their body formation, members tended to approach their personal disciplines with a positive 

vision of the bodies they desired to become, while the components of the Lenten liturgies tended 

to orient members’ body formation in the opposite direction with a negative vision of the bodies 

they desired not to be. The processes of molding in which members engaged through their 

personal disciplines thus aimed to reflect saved, transformed embodiment, while the molding in 

which Lenten liturgies engaged members’ bodies directed them to acknowledge and confess the 

sin in which their bodies were enmeshed. 

In light of this logic of salvation correlative with bodily malleability in Lent, the question 

of what saved embodiment was supposed to look like at the end of the forty days must be 

addressed. I turn now to analyze and assess the envisioned telos of Lenten body formation at St. 

James. 

2.2 Making Bodies More Malleable: A Theological Analysis 

The changes that members of St. James made in their personal lives and in the 

community’s liturgical life during Lent were not random. Although church members may not 

have realized or deliberately sought to enflesh a soteriology through their participation in Lent, 
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their practices indicate normative visions of sin and salvation. Amid the diversity of personal 

disciplines that church members took up and the array of liturgical elements that were 

meaningful to members of St. James, the church’s Lenten practices converged in a logic of 

salvation aimed at responsivity: A saved body is a body formed to be responsive to God, to 

oneself, and to others. Both the personal and communal dimensions of St. James’ Lenten 

observance thus involve the malleable bodies of church members in a process of theological 

formation directed toward making their bodies more attentive, open, and engaged in relation to 

God, to their own bodies, and to the bodies of others within and outside the community. The 

liturgical components constructed responsivity as the desired end in tandem with an implicit 

vision of sinful bodies as non-responsive bodies, and though church members did not explicitly 

speak of their personal disciplines as ways of repenting from sin or seeking salvation, their 

practices correlated with this trajectory from non-responsive to responsive embodiment. 

This section begins by describing what I mean by responsivity by juxtaposing Dietrich 

Bonhoeffer’s theological anthropology with Luce Irigaray’s feminist psychoanalytic account of 

female bodies. Then I turn again to the liturgical and personal practices of church members in 

Lent in order to show how responsivity illuminates the envisioned telos of Lent at St. James. 

2.2.1 A Theological Understanding of Responsivity 

My idea of responsivity, first of all, stands in contrast to the trajectory of malleable 

bodies in first-century Greco-Roman social hierarchy. According to Dale Martin, members of the 

elite aristocracy engaged in rituals of body formation like massage and bathing in order to make 

their malleable bodies into fleshly microcosms of social power. The signs of their high social 

status had to be clearly perceptible on their bodies, so from infancy through young adulthood, 

aristocratic bodies underwent processes of molding to secure their status in their flesh. These 

processes were particularly crucial for elite boys and men because their male bodies alone could 

ascend to the pinnacle of the social hierarchy. The path to the pinnacle was masculinizing their 
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malleable male bodies, which meant forming them to be solid, firm, and impenetrable bodies. 

Molding practices thus placed aristocratic male bodies on an upward social trajectory by 

decreasing their malleability until they became firm, stable embodiments of Greco-Roman elite 

masculinity, and thus of social, imperial, and supposedly cosmic domination.32 

Responsivity, however, is the result of body formation that runs counter to such a 

hierarchical ideology. Rather than closed, solidified bodies, responsive bodies maintain and 

even deepen their malleability. Responsivity entails inhabiting bodies-in-relation whose lives are 

open and attentive to others as well as to the material contexts that sustain these bodies. Activity 

and passivity are inextricably linked in this dynamic, relational form of bodily agency because 

openness to being shaped by others and by one’s surroundings concurs with participating in that 

shaping. Responsive bodies are neither pure object nor subject but alive and living through the 

simultaneous power and vulnerability of their fluidity, porousness, and interdependence.33 

This understanding of responsivity stems from the work of two thinkers on human 

embodiment. First, I am drawing upon Dietrich Bonhoeffer’s theological anthropology in 

Creation and Fall, which provides a way of envisioning the relational dynamics of responsive 

bodies. In this theological commentary on Genesis 1–3, Bonhoeffer delves into what it means for 

human beings to be creatures created by God by underscoring the relationships that constitute 

bodily human existence. For Bonhoeffer, human creaturehood is fundamentally embodied 

relationality with God, with other human beings, and with the earth and its inhabitants.34 These 

relationships at the core of human life reveal human beings to be dependent upon God, one 

another, and the rest of creation in order to survive and thrive, and this dependence defines 

human freedom, according to Bonhoeffer.35 As he says, human beings are free “in relation” 

                                                        

32 Martin, The Corinthian Body, 26–34.  
33 I derive the idea of “power in vulnerability” rather than in opposition to vulnerability from Sarah Coakley’s 
discussion of the feminist theological and New Testament debates over Christ’s kenosis and its significance for human 
life in Christ. See Coakley, Powers and Submissions, 3–39. 
34 Bonhoeffer, Creation and Fall, 3:67, 78–79. 
35 Ibid., 3:62–64. 
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rather than through independence because their freedom consists in embracing the “limit” of 

living as dependent, relational creatures unable to subsist in themselves.36 While this freedom of 

dependence makes human beings vulnerable (like all of creation), Bonhoeffer characterizes this 

relational structure of human existence as a divine “gift” that frees human beings to be who they 

are as creatures.37 

At the center of this limited life-in-relation is the body. The relationships definitive of 

human creaturehood that are presented in the Genesis 1 creation narrative are revealed to be 

flesh-and-blood realities in the Genesis 2 creation story. For Bonhoeffer, bodies are not 

“exterior[s]” that human persons “have”; rather, “a human being is a human body.”38 As he says, 

“the body belongs to a person’s essence.”39 God “fashioned” human beings as relational 

creatures precisely by creating bodies, forming them with God’s “own hands”40 from the earth, 

breathing life into them with God’s own breath, the Spirit, and making them for life together 

rather than to be alone.41 Human beings’ fundamental relationships to God, to one another, and 

to the earth are inscribed onto and into the bodies that they are so that human flesh is relational 

existence.42 Without the presence of God’s spirit, without other human bodies, or without the 

earth, human beings as embodied creatures cannot survive. Thus, for Bonhoeffer, attempting to 

“reject” one’s body or one’s dependence upon the relationships that give life to one’s flesh is 

tantamount to refusing to be who one is.43 

                                                        

36 Ibid., 3:63, 85. 
37 Ibid., 3:85–87. Bonhoeffer portrays God’s perspective in this way: “Adam, you are who you are because of me, your 
Creator; so now be what you are. You are a free creature, so now be that. You are free, so be free; you are a creature, so 
be a creature.” 
38 Ibid., 3:76–77. 
39 Ibid., 3:76. 
40 Ibid., 3:75–76. 
41 Ibid., 3:78–79. 
42 Human embodiment encapsulates how Bonhoeffer defines the image of God. He says, “[Humankind] is the image 
of God not in spite of but precisely in its bodily nature. For in their bodily nature human beings are related to the 
earth and to other bodies […]. As such creatures human beings of earth and spirit are ‘like’ God, their Creator.” Ibid., 
3:79.   
43 Ibid., 3:77. 
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Bonhoeffer’s understanding of human creatures as relational and embodied offers a 

fruitful theological starting point for how I envision responsivity. Just as Bonhoeffer depicts 

human beings as free in their dependence upon God, others, and the rest of creation, I see 

responsivity as a form of agency-in-relation that is generated by and generates interdependence 

among embodied people. Just as Bonhoeffer appeals to the body as the site of this relational 

human existence, I understand responsivity to be bodily in such a way that the body both 

grounds and participates actively in the relationships that constitute its life. Additionally, just as 

Bonhoeffer’s theological anthropology functions descriptively and normatively in characterizing 

human creaturehood as a bodily, relational life to be embraced rather than rejected, responsivity 

entails a normative portrait of embodiment aimed at affirming and inhabiting the body that one 

is rather than rejecting the body in its malleability, relationality, and vulnerability. 

The other thinker whose work informs my concept of responsivity is Luce Irigaray, 

whose feminist psychoanalytic philosophy of feminine bodies offers a way to conceive of the 

material and social dynamics of embodying responsivity. In This Sex Which Is Not One, Irigaray 

critically elucidates the androcentric ideology of sexual formation that has driven Western 

thought by discussing how sexed bodies intersect with gender imaginaries. For Irigaray, this 

ideology constructs a hierarchical social order determined and figured by the male body, so that 

Western, European masculinity—the “phallus,” as she says—dictates how both male and female 

bodies are imagined, perceived, and inhabited.44 Within the masculine imaginary, female bodies 

are deemed lacking in their difference from male bodies with subordination inscribed into their 

supposedly “receptive” sexual organ.45 Consequently, the masculine imaginary fashions these 

apparently unequal female bodies into “mirror[s]” to reflect masculine power and desire back to 

itself, “commodities” to be exchanged between men, and fertile “receptacles” for reproducing 

                                                        

44 See Irigaray, This Sex Which Is Not One, 23, 34–48, 60–62. 
45 Ibid., 23–26. 
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more male bodies.46 This masculinist way of perceiving female bodies cannot imagine women as 

agents with their own forms of desire, as bodies whose boundaries cannot be defined by the 

male gaze, or as subjects able to subsist in relationships without commodifying others.47 

In order to undermine the Western masculine imaginary, Irigaray proposes a counter-

imaginary for the feminine derived from female bodies.48 Rather than allowing the male body to 

dictate the shape of female subjectivity, Irigaray argues that the female body exposes the limits 

of the masculine imaginary through its sexual difference and thus through its flesh.49 The 

fluidity, openness, plurality, and depth that characterize female bodies and sexuality always 

already escape and subvert the grasp of masculine power.50 Therefore, according to Irigaray, 

women can embody an alternative form of agency and an alternative ethics by taking their cues 

from the bodies that they are rather than from the masculine imaginary that would seek to insert 

itself in between women and their own embodiment.51 

Irigaray’s turn to female bodies to depict a feminine imaginary is helpful for envisioning 

responsivity as a bodily reality that circumvents power relations of domination and 

subordination. Although she appeals to fluidity, openness, plurality, and depth as features of 

female embodiment, I believe that these features characterize human bodies, not just female 

bodies. Whether female, male, or intersexed, bodies do not subsist as solid, closed entities. 

Fluids, openings, and pores are what enable all bodies to survive because bodies live by 

interacting with and participating in their surroundings. The body’s relational, interactive 

                                                        

46 Ibid., 30, 64–66, 84–85, 101, 170–91. 
47 Ibid., 23, 97, 179, 182. 
48 Ibid., 28, 30, 33, 164. 
49 For Irigaray, this difference is not a negative determination, in which female bodies’ difference would simply 
revolve around being not male. Instead, she understands sexual difference to have positive content. Female bodies 
have their own modes of sexuality, relationship, and existence. See, for example, “When Our Lips Speak Together” in 
ibid., 205–18. 
50 Ibid., 26–31, 76–78, 96, 111–12, 196–97. 
51 Ibid., 134, 152, 205–18. Irigaray’s work does fall prey to the problem of binary conceptions of sex and gender, 
despite the fluidity that she sees in female embodiment, so while her thought may be helpful for considering social 
dimensions of responsivity, the binary structure of her thought excludes bodies that do not fit categories of female or 
male. Consequently, in drawing upon her philosophy, I am not affirming her binary framework in how I conceive of 
responsivity. 
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subjectivity as a living, breathing, thirsty, hungry, and sexual being is fundamental to 

responsivity.  

Additionally, because these characteristics of human embodiment have been charged 

with ideological social force, as Irigaray points out, the normative function of her feminine 

imaginary to evoke a sexual and social ethics without masculine domination sheds light on 

responsivity as a norm. While responsivity defines what it means to be embodied human beings, 

it also indicates a way of navigating human embodiment that accepts, embraces, and even 

delights in the openness, fluidity, and dynamic relationships that constitute fleshly life rather 

than seeking to mold the body into a commodity or to close the body off from its surroundings. 

Embodying responsivity, therefore, requires more than just being a human body. It entails 

interrupting or circumventing instrumentalizing and commodifying processes of body de-

formation that seek to intervene between human beings and their bodies.   

When the work of Bonhoeffer is juxtaposed with Irigaray’s thought, a vivid portrait of 

responsive embodiment comes into view. Responsive bodies are relational flesh whose agency 

flows from and toward the relationships of interdependence that sustain their lives. These 

relationships are marked by the features that define the bodies that they are, including 

openness, attentiveness, and fluid, interactive subjectivity. As both the concrete shape of fleshly 

existence and a normative vision to be embodied, responsivity requires embracing the body that 

one is, as well as the bodies that others are, without inscribing power operations of domination 

and subordination into these bodies-in-relation. Rather than subjugating, commodifying, or 

rejecting bodies, responsivity is a bodily way of affirming and even delighting in the freedom-in-

dependence, openness, and fluidity of embodiment. Responsivity thus suggests a way of life that 

runs counter to envisioning saved bodies as solid, impenetrable, independent subjects and 

instead portrays saved bodies as free to be bodies-in-relation to God, to one another, and to the 

earth. 
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To discern how responsive embodiment encapsulates the effective goal of Lenten bodily 

malleability at St. James, I turn now to explore the ways in which the church’s communal 

liturgies and personal disciplines point toward responsivity in their processes of molding 

members’ bodies. 

2.2.2 Responsive Bodies as the Goal of Lent 

The goal of responsivity surfaces, first of all, in the Lenten liturgical discourse, beginning 

on Ash Wednesday. Just before the priest invites everyone to observe Lent through the list of 

prescribed practices, she or he is to recite an account of the long-standing tradition for Lenten 

observance as provided in the Book of Common Prayer.52 This explanatory narrative identifies 

three bases that Christian communities constructed for approaching Lent as a season of 

“penitence and fasting.” First, Lent was a time for churches “to prepare for [the days of our 

Lord’s passion and resurrection]” out of “devotion.” Second, it was a time for people who were 

not yet members of the church to prepare for “Holy Baptism.” Third, it was a season for 

reconciliation between the church and former members who had been excluded because of 

“notorious sins.”53  

These three dimensions to the tradition for Lent emphasize preparation for Easter, the 

day on which baptisms would occur, and new and renewed relationships within the church 

community. Easter promised to be a time for celebrating Jesus’ resurrection as well as a time of 

communal transformation through the reconciliation and incorporation of outsiders into the 

body of Christ. In baptism, Easter would disrupt the boundaries of the communal body and 

reconfigure the relationships between its members in order to knit new and formerly estranged 

members into the body.  

                                                        

52 BCP 1979, 264–65. 
53 Ibid. 
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The season of Lent thus became a time for the communal body to prepare for this 

transformative event by engaging members’ bodies in the work of addressing sin and attending 

to God through fasting and repentance.54 In this way, Lenten practices serve to make members’ 

bodies more malleable so that they will be ready to be joined to new members and to share in 

the fellowship of the communal body with them. The objective is not simply for current 

members to become receptive to new members on Easter, but for insiders and outsiders to 

become responsive to one another as fellow members participating with one another in the body 

of Christ. 

The goal of responsivity also surfaces in the Lenten liturgical discourse around sin and 

its remedy. The confession of sin used most often at St. James defines sin broadly as “not 

lov[ing] [God] with our whole heart” and “not lov[ing] our neighbors as ourselves” through what 

the people “have done” and “have left undone.”55 This construal of sin centers fundamentally on 

relationship, divine-human relationship and interpersonal human relationships, indicating that 

one’s actions and inactions are deemed sinful because of how they impede love in the 

relationships that constitute one’s life. The normative confession thus already hints at a vision of 

saved life as responsivity by enacting love in relation to God and other people. 

This theme becomes even more prominent in how the litanies used during Lent at St. 

James characterize sin. In the Litany of Penitence on Ash Wednesday, a variety of sins are 

named and confessed, beginning with the overarching failure to love God and others and then 

proceeding to diverse aspects of life with God, with others, with oneself, and in the earth. The 

litany does not list the standard sins or vices of the Ten Commandments, like stealing, murder, 

adultery, or idolatry. Instead, the particular sins named point to non-responsive patterns of life 

                                                        

54 Interestingly, it is not just the outsiders—those who will be baptized and those who sinned and were separated from 
the body—who are to engage in this season of preparation; the whole church is to be involved in observing Lent, each 
member preparing herself or himself for new members to join and for severed ties to be renewed with former 
members. The narrative does not portray the church as a pure, sinless body. Insiders also need to acknowledge and 
repent of their sin during Lent. 
55 BCP 1979, 352. 
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in relation to God, to others, to oneself, and to the earth. After admitting the failure to love, the 

priest says, “We have been deaf to your [the Father’s] call to serve,” and then begins listing 

specific situations and dispositions, including “our exploitation of other people,” “our anger at 

our own frustration,” “our negligence in prayer and worship,” “our blindness to human need and 

suffering, and our indifference to injustice and cruelty,” “our prejudice and contempt toward 

those who differ from us,” “our waste and pollution of your creation, and our lack of concern for 

those who come after us.”56 More than half of the sins specified have to do with a lack of 

attention or devotion to God, to other people, and to creation. They also point to a mode of 

relating with exploitative, self-serving ends, grounded in ignoring the agency or intrinsic value 

of other people and the earth. Through the rhetorical motifs of disability, the litany portrays sin 

as being unable to see or hear God or others rightly, so that one’s body cannot be responsive to 

them by listening or looking out for them.57 Sin in this litany is thus a failure to be a responsive 

body in relation to God, other people, creation, and oneself.  

The Great Litany that St. James used on the first Sunday in Lent also suggests a 

movement from non-responsivity to responsivity through its prayers of confession as well as its 

intercessions. In its list of sins and evils from which the people pray for the Lord to deliver them, 

the litany includes “all blindness of heart,” “envy, hatred, and malice,” “hardness of heart,” 

“contempt of thy Word and commandment,” “schism,” “violence…and murder,” which portray 

sin and evil as forms of non-responsivity or rejecting relationship with God and others.58 The 

intercessions in the litany correlate with these depictions of sin by constructing a positive 

portrait of Christian life—saved life—as receiving from God an “increase of grace to hear and 

                                                        

56 Ibid., 267–68. 
57 More will be said in the next section on why this association between sin and disability in the litany is problematic.  
58 BCP 1979, 149. 
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receive thy Word, and to bring forth fruits of the Spirit,” “a heart to love and fear thee [the 

Lord],” and “inspir[ation…in our several callings to do the work which thou givest us to do.”59 

Additionally, as the congregation intercedes for others, it embodies responsivity 

performatively by offering prayers for God to be present and active in the lives and situations of 

those in need. The prayers turn church members’ attention toward “prisoners and captives, the 

homeless and the hungry, and all who are desolate and oppressed”; “all who are in danger by 

reason of their labor or their travel”; “all women in childbirth, young children and orphans, the 

widowed, and all whose homes are broken or torn by strife”; “the lonely,…all who suffer in mind, 

body, and spirit, and…those who are failing and infirm”; and “all who are in danger, necessity, 

and tribulation.”60 Rather than ignoring people in situations of powerlessness, vulnerability, 

oppression, and suffering, the community lifts them up, naming their particularities before God.  

By practicing this litany on the first Sunday in Lent, St. James continued to sustain 

responsivity as the trajectory for the Lenten season that the Ash Wednesday litany instigated, 

and with the Great Litany, the community’s liturgy gave further fleshly definition to the positive 

shape of responsivity in the life of the church. Members of the community together sought 

deliverance from sin that kept them unresponsive to God, to others, and to their own personal 

dispositions. They sought to embody instead a way of life that not only paid attention to others 

and to God, but also interceded to God for people in unjust and vulnerable situations. The Great 

Litany thus drew the community toward responsivity manifested as advocacy. 

The final way in which the liturgical rhetoric at St. James underscored responsivity as 

the shape of saved embodiment is in the eucharistic prayer used during Lent. Like many 

Episcopal churches, St. James changed eucharistic prayers with each new season of the church 

year, and it chose to recite Eucharistic Prayer C during the Lenten season. This prayer involves 

more call-and-response than the other eucharistic prayers in the Book of Common Prayer, and it 
                                                        

59 Ibid., 150–51. 
60 Ibid., 151. 
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emphasizes repentance as a turn from non-responsivity to responsivity in two places. First, after 

describing creation, the priest says, “But we turned against you, and betrayed your trust; and we 

turned against one another” with the people responding, “Have mercy, Lord, for we are sinners 

in your sight.”61 Second, at the conclusion of the prayer, the priest petitions God to “open our 

eyes to see your hand at work in the world about us,” and the people respond, “Risen Lord, be 

known to us in the breaking of the bread.”62  

Sin, or the Fall, is characterized in this prayer as a turning away from relationship, 

breaking of trust, and enmity between people, and the solution is Christ’s reconciliation and 

healing, along with the opening of people’s eyes to attend to what God is doing in their midst in 

this world. Living into salvation, according to this prayer, means participating in restored 

relationships with God and others and being attentive to God and to others around them, rather 

than maintaining “closed eyes” that fail to notice the world and what God is up to in the world. 

Responsivity thus characterizes the embodied life of salvation as it is contrasted with sin in the 

language of the Lenten liturgies. 

Responsivity also can be seen as the goal of Lent in the bodily experiences and material 

components that shaped the liturgies at St. James. Through the tactile, aural, and visual 

dimensions of the rite of the imposition of ashes on Ash Wednesday, church members’ bodies 

became engaged in a practice of molding the body in such a way that the ash pressed upon the 

forehead opened members’ bodies to relational experiences. Members could become attentive to 

God as the ash was inscribed on their faces in the sign of the cross and as they heard the priest’s 

call to remember their bodily finitude and creaturely mortality. The rite also directed their 

attention to their bodies and lives through the liturgical rhetoric as well as through the physical 

experience of receiving the gritty ash and the aesthetic experience of being seen by others as 

marked. The imposed ash also compelled members to engage one another insofar as they 
                                                        

61 Ibid., 370. 
62 Ibid., 372. 
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perceived the mark on one another’s foreheads throughout the rest of the liturgy. The ash 

potentially served to open members’ bodies to one another through the experience of seeing 

each other’s marked foreheads, thereby forming people’s bodies into responsive agents toward 

God, toward their own bodies, and toward others. 

The goal of responsivity may be less directly apparent in the other nonverbal 

components of the Lenten liturgies at St. James, but the material, sensory, and corporeal 

components can be interpreted as creating conditions for church members to become more 

responsive to God, to their bodies, and to others. The posture of kneeling, for instance, does not 

automatically direct everyone who assumes this posture toward greater attention and hospitality 

toward God, themselves, and others. At St. James, people took up this posture as they were able 

at key prescribed moments that centered on repentance, and insofar as this posture coincided 

with confessing sin, kneeling was an act through which people could participate bodily in 

turning away from non-responsive life toward responsivity. For those who spontaneously knelt 

in order to pray, the posture could help direct their whole being toward God in prayer. Kneeling 

is also a posture that often alters people’s attention to their bodies, whether because of the pain 

or discomfort of being on one’s knees, or because it changes one’s perceptions of space through 

the lower physical orientation one inhabits compared to standing or sitting. Thus it could 

prompt responsivity toward members’ own bodies as well as toward God. 

Like kneeling, the musical and other sensory changes in the liturgical spaces at St. James 

did not inherently express or form members into responsivity, but certain aspects of these 

changes could foster more responsivity in interesting ways. The omission of the organ and use of 

a cappella settings with the occasional chiming of bells invited more silence into the liturgical 

space, which created room for responsivity in a spiritual or ethical mode toward God or others. 

But actually a more basic feature of this musical change made it possible to foster more aural 

responsivity among members of the church as they worked to listen to one another in order to 
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sing together. With an organ accompaniment throughout a song, the instrument can do the bulk 

of the work of maintaining the musical key while everyone is singing along, but when the organ 

is omitted and people sing a cappella, they have to do more work to listen to one another and 

breathe more in order to project their voices further if they want to maintain the key and rhythm 

of the song together. Thus the so-called “simplifying” of the music in Lent created an 

opportunity for fostering responsivity among church members at a basic sensory level, simply in 

order to sustain the practice of a cappella singing. And insofar as this music was directed toward 

God through petitions for mercy, their sensory attention to one another musically within the 

liturgical space also functioned as a communal practice before God.  

The veiling of the crosses used in the worship space, along with the removal of the sight 

and smell of flowers from the altar area, also had the potential to do formative work in molding 

members toward responsivity insofar as those sensible elements drew members’ attention 

toward the embodiment of the liturgy within that particular space. The affective dimensions of 

those sensory experiences could prompt members to find alternative ways of interacting with 

the liturgical space, thereby indirectly changing how they related to God, to themselves, and to 

others. Because these material components tended to exhibit greater ambiguity in how they 

functioned, especially in light of the wide diversity of people’s abilities and impairments with 

respect to sensing and perceiving, the presence of these changes created conditions in which 

they could form people’s bodies toward responsivity through the concurrence of these material 

alterations with the penitential Lenten rites. 

The other crucial angle to how responsivity was constructed as the goal of Lent at St. 

James was through church members’ personal experiences and disciplines. The church 

members I interviewed generally viewed Lent as a time for genuine transformation in one’s life 

in such a way that it takes on real flesh, and they gravitated toward practices that posed 

meaningful challenges for them. The challenges that they created for themselves in Lent 
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centered on two key characteristics: first, their disciplines tended to intersect with their agency 

by using their agency to interrupt and redirect it, and second, they engaged in this labor of 

challenging themselves in ways that mattered for how they embodied their own agency often for 

the sake of relationships with God and with others. Most members were not seeking to discipline 

themselves only for the sake of self-improvement; they chose to take up Lenten disciplines in 

order to bring about real transformation in how they related to other people and to God. Their 

aim thus revolved around responsivity.  

Furthermore, this was not a superficial responsivity to God, to others, or to themselves. 

They pursued dramatic responsivity in their lives, deep attention to God, to their own bodies, 

and to other people in such a way that their very agency would be reshaped toward new modes 

of attention, hospitality, and awareness. Remarkably, even the struggles that certain members 

had with the penitential aspects of the community’s liturgical life in Lent demonstrated a desire 

for life-giving responsivity insofar as they became aware of the problematic implications for 

themselves of associating Lent with self-deprecation and self-abnegation. Finally, the 

expectation that some members had of failing in their disciplines revealed a goal of responsivity 

because approaching God and oneself with a need for forgiveness was also a way of deepening 

relationship with God and of caring for oneself. 

Members of St. James thus embodied the season of Lent with the aim of becoming 

responsive bodies, attentive to God, aware of their own flesh, and open to others. They molded 

their bodies toward this end through their participation in the liturgy together, as well as by 

taking up personal disciplines. While all members did not share the same experiences or derive 

the same meaning from similar experiences, they nevertheless engaged their bodies in processes 

of formation that envisioned significant, bodily change for the sake of relationship. Embodying 

responsivity thus entailed repenting from dispositions and actions—the bodily habitus, to use 

Bourdieu—that lacked or destroyed such awareness and attention. With this drama from sin to 
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salvation framing personal and communal Lenten observance, the malleability of members’ 

bodies became even more significant because the kind of responsivity toward which the Lenten 

life of St. James strove was not a disembodied reality but a relational mode of life that was 

bodily through and through. Through Lent, church members effectively endeavored to make 

their bodies open, hospitable, and engaged with God and one another in interdependent, 

interactive relationships. Although the ways in which they pursued this body work, including 

kneeling, singing a cappella together, fasting from gluten, and praying in nature, may not seem 

dramatic or significant, these practices were the formational material that had the potential to 

renew their embodied lives. Through their material, sensory, and physical experiences, 

members sought real change that could reconfigure how they related to God, to others, and even 

to themselves.  

What may be most remarkable, then, is not only that salvation ended up looking like a 

body-in-relation, but that embodying such salvation involved a process that can seem so 

mundane. It may not take much to transform one’s agency, to reorient one’s life toward others 

and toward God, but it does take a malleable body. By embracing that malleability instead of 

shirking, fearing, or rejecting it, church members proclaimed a narrative of salvation that did 

not deny the bodies they were created to be, but affirmed them. 

The portrait of responsive embodiment as the goal of Lent illuminates a soteriological 

framework in which bodies are affirmed rather than rejected in all their relationality, 

interdependence, fluidity, and malleability. Yet this portrait is not complete without attention to 

the possible power dynamics that can bring this reality to life as liberation, oppression, or even a 

complex hybrid of both. In order to address how power intersects with this embodied 

soteriology, I want to offer an assessment of the social significance of this Lenten vision of 

responsive embodiment. 
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2.3 The Power to Subvert Hierarchies?: Implications for Dynamics of Gender, 
Race, and Ability 

Responsive embodiment can be experienced in various ways. For some, engaging one’s 

body in formative processes to become more responsive to others can be an empowering work 

that enlivens their sense of agency. For others, making oneself more responsive to others can 

feel self-effacing to the point of experiencing a loss of identity. Additionally, some embark on 

this trajectory toward responsivity from social locations of relative power through gender, race, 

class, sexuality, or ability, while others begin from a position of relative marginalization or 

powerlessness because of their marks of identity. Within these complexities of particularity, 

identity, social location, and agency, a theology of the body aimed at responsivity cannot 

function as a universal norm for body formation in church during Lent without further 

contextualization. The complexities of embodying responsivity toward God, oneself, and others 

demand attention to concrete social contexts in order for responsivity to be a truly salvific 

portrait in which bodies can live and thrive in Lent. 

On the one hand, a normative understanding of responsive embodiment can serve to 

undermine forms of power that generate social domination. This socially subversive effect can 

be seen in Dale Martin’s discussion of the first-century Greco-Roman context insofar as shaping 

the body to be open, attentive, and responsive to others runs counter to the trajectory of upward 

social mobility that idealizes solid, firm, strong, impenetrable masculinized bodies. By forming 

the body into a trajectory of responsivity, the powerful hold of the social ideology of hierarchical 

domination can be broken as bodies seek alternative social relations of interdependence. A 

responsive body as the saved body can upend the entire arrangement of power within a 

hierarchical social reality, simply by embodying a “no” to that hierarchical ideology of strong, 

dominating bodies. 

At the same time, however, responsivity can serve to sustain power inequalities at the 

expense of marginalized people. While this problematic incarnation of responsivity can take 
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shape through a variety of identity markers, it specifically comes into view in the Episcopal 

liturgies in Lent through ableist rhetoric. The use of impairments like blindness and deafness to 

characterize sin in the Litany of Penitence effectively conflates identity markers of disability with 

a way of life in need of salvation, so that sin can be mapped onto disabled bodies and disabled 

bodies onto sin.63 The rhetorical associations can engender theological and ethical associations 

that result in a vision of salvation that only able bodies can realize, effectively excluding those 

who are blind or deaf—or who experience another form of impairment or disability—from 

embodying salvation. Although this series of connotations may not be intended by the liturgy, it 

nevertheless can create an ableist ideology at the heart of how embodying salvation is 

understood and enacted in Lent. If responsive bodies are the opposite of disabled bodies, then 

envisioning salvation as responsivity is not a salvific theological perspective for those with 

disabilities—and thus neither for those who are able-bodied—because full salvation of the body 

becomes contingent upon bodily ability. 

The practice of kneeling during Lent illuminates both sides of the potential power 

dynamics at work in embodying responsivity. On the one hand, kneeling is a bodily posture that 

can connote subservience and thus can intersect with hierarchical social orders in dramatic 

ways. As Lauren Winner notes in her historical discussion of Anglican practices in colonial 

Virginia, free upper-class Anglicans were “uncomfortable” with kneeling beside enslaved Afro-

Virginians to receive eucharist because sharing that posture indicated “a social leveling that was 

fundamentally at odds with the hierarchies of slave society.”64 If elite slaveowning and enslaved 

Anglicans assumed similarly lowly, powerless postures at church, their bodies might begin 

                                                        

63 In this critical analysis, I am drawing upon an essay by Sarah Melcher on how “impairment” metaphors, like “the 
blind,” “the lame,” and “the deaf,” function theologically in many prophetic texts of the Old Testament. She shows 
how impairments often correlate with divine punishment or “moral deficiency” while healing from these impairments 
correlates with God’s salvation and restoration of Israel. As she says, “The passages discussed above are problematic 
for those who are impaired in our current day, for they craft a relationship between disability and moral lack, they 
emphasize the necessity of healing and YHWH’s power to remove all impairment, and they suggest a social devaluing 
of persons with disabilities.” See Avalos, Melcher, and Schipper, This Abled Body, 115–29. 
64 Winner, A Cheerful and Comfortable Faith, 131–32. 
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believing what they were playing at, to use Bourdieu: They all occupied the same position before 

God, and the power to enslave another is actually a false, un-Christian form of power. In light of 

the social significance attached to kneeling in the context of colonial Anglican churches, 

therefore, the practices of kneeling in Lent at St. James had the potential to disrupt hierarchical 

social orders that perpetuated racial discrimination in its own context as white, black, and 

brown bodies all knelt together in the liturgies. 

On the other hand, kneeling is a bodily posture that can only be assumed by bodies 

capable of getting down into that posture and persisting in that position. The body must be 

sufficiently mobile, strong, and flexible to kneel and keep kneeling. The configuration of the 

space in which one is supposed to kneel can also create coincidental constraints that exclude 

some people from kneeling.65 One’s body, along with the material conditions of the space, may 

make one unable to kneel. In this way, taking up this posture can be a way of reproducing 

inequalities within social relations. If the only people left standing or sitting for the confession of 

sins are those unable to kneel while the majority of the congregation is able to perform this 

practice, then participation in the liturgy at the site of repentance and salvific transformation 

can become a hierarchically ordered event. Ability becomes a standard for full participation in 

the community’s repentance and salvation, to which injured, weak, or impaired bodies must 

aspire or assimilate. 

Because of these complex ways in which power can be embodied through Lenten 

practices, the portrait of the saved body as a responsive body requires negotiation within 

concrete situations among flesh-and-blood bodies. How this vision of salvation takes shape in 

the lives of particular people matters, and how they embark on processes of formation to 

embody responsivity also matters. If such a vision is grounded in actual bodies, it can be rich 

                                                        

65 One possible example from my study was the lack of kneeling cushions in the fellowship hall at the church, in which 
the 9:00am eucharistic service took place each Sunday. Though the absence of kneelers did not necessarily prevent 
church members from kneeling during that service, the hardness of the ground without kneeling cushions may have 
made kneeling more difficult for some members. 
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with life-giving possibilities for framing salvation as an embodied reality, particularly when 

perceived as the telos of Lenten body formation. Church members’ work to mold themselves to 

be responsive, attentive, and open not only to God and to others, but also to bodies specifically—

the bodies that they are and the bodies of others—is a profound work of love and care for flesh, 

blood, skin, and bones. When members of a church community engage in such work as a 

spiritual discipline, they can not only develop new insight into who they are as bodily creatures, 

but also learn with and from one another how to embrace their bodies at the site of repentance 

and salvation. 

In light of these possibilities, a few practical proposals must be made to shape Lent as a 

season in which responsivity can be a life-giving, redemptive end for all church members. First, 

responsivity needs to be disentangled from an ableist ideology in how the Episcopal Church 

liturgy portrays sin. Instead of employing disabilities like deafness and blindness to name sin, 

the Litany of Penitence should incorporate alternative metaphors or rhetoric. One example may 

be the term “obliviousness” that Mary McClintock Fulkerson uses to name the way in which 

people in positions of power ignore or fail to pay attention to the particularities of embodiment 

and power in relation to those who are often marginalized, including people with disabilities.66 

Changing the metaphors is vital for interrupting the conflation of sin with disabled bodies at the 

inauguration of the Lenten season. 

Additionally, because responsive embodiment can be a constructive vision for orienting 

Lenten formation in churches, it should help guide church members’ discernment in what and 

how they choose to observe Lent personally. Particularly in light of the perception that some 

members of St. James had of a conflict between attending to their relationships with others and 

taking on a Lenten discipline, it would be helpful for Episcopal churches to engage in 

conversations about how to approach Lent so that members can discern with one another how a 

                                                        

66 Fulkerson, Places of Redemption, 15. 
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relationship-oriented goal can correlate with a personal process of formation. Through such 

conversations, members could reflect more deeply upon the ways in which they mold their 

bodies through Lenten disciplines and consider together best personal and communal practices 

for shaping their lives toward the end of responsive embodiment.  

Finally, responsivity requires that church members become formed and transformed not 

only toward relationality, but to attend to and recognize the power dynamics that are at work 

among the bodies of others, especially within the communal body that they form together in 

Christ. In this way, the aim of responsive embodiment offers a fruitful starting point for church 

members to interrogate together the power inequalities that may be present amid members’ 

differences and particularities, so that responsivity can be a truly socially subversive end for the 

community’s formation processes in Lent. The Lenten life of a church needs to begin by 

acknowledging the differences, inequalities, and particularities that mark members’ lives, so that 

responsivity is not a homogenizing goal. In other words, a community needs to make space for 

members to pay attention to one another as embodied members joined together in Christ. Along 

with recognizing differences, inequalities, and particularities, the community needs to inhabit 

Lent as a time to challenge power dynamics that elevate members with social privilege while 

marginalizing others. These communal practices can serve to reshape the configuration of 

relationships between church members so that dominating or exploitative power is exposed and 

thus emptied out.67 

Conclusion 

The season of Lent illuminates a theological understanding of the body that centers on 

the malleability of human bodies. At St. James, bodily malleability enabled members to develop 

                                                        

67 This idea of the emptying out of dominating power stems from Rosemary Radford Ruether’s discussion of Jesus 
bringing liberation from systems of domination by announcing their “dissolution” through his life. Although she is 
specifically concerned with Jesus’ “kenosis of patriarchy,” her theological reflections can apply to other forms of 
domination and subjugation as well. See Ruether, Sexism and God-Talk, 137. 
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Lenten practices both personally and communally that molded their bodies in ways that drew 

them toward their own flesh, the embodied lives of others, and toward God. Through personal 

disciplines and liturgical experiences, church members participated in their own bodily 

formation and transformation in order to embody real change in their life together. In seeking 

such transformation, they tended to embrace and work with their malleable bodies rather than 

seeking to escape or solidify them, so that the end toward which their Lenten observance aimed 

was responsive embodiment, attentive, engaged, and open to God, to themselves, and to others. 

In this way, church members’ bodily practices in Lent had the potential to shape their personal 

and communal lives toward relationships that subvert dominating forms of power and grapple 

seriously with the differences, inequalities, and particularities that mark one another’s bodies. 

The final days of Lent continued to depend on the malleability of the body at St. James, 

but as Holy Week dawned with Palm Sunday, a noticeable shift took place in the theology of the 

body that the church enfleshed. Another dimension of embodiment took center stage in the 

church’s journey from the celebration on Palm Sunday to the horror of Good Friday. To 

investigate how the theological construction of the body changed in the last week of Lent at St. 

James, I turn in the next chapter to Holy Week.
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3. Bodies on the Move: Experiences and Practices of Holy Week 
On the first day of Holy Week, known as Palm Sunday and Passion Sunday in the 

Episcopal Church, the rector of St. James stood before the congregation during an interlude 

when church announcements were usually made, and he invited everyone to make the church 

their “spiritual home” for Holy Week.1 At least one church service would be held every day of the 

week, and he encouraged church members to be present at as many of these services as they 

could. Yet this week unlike any other in the church year evoked little of “home” as a metaphor 

for a place to dwell and belong. With each service, the church would move closer to Jesus’ 

crucifixion until it commemorated his horrific death on Good Friday. Dwelling in the last days of 

Jesus’ journey to the cross over the course of seven days was enough to sap church members’ 

bodies and spirits of their energy. As a couple members noted at a women’s book club meeting 

at the beginning of Holy Week, participating in all of the services had been an emotionally 

exhausting experience in previous years, and they advocated being selective in attending the 

Holy Week liturgies at St. James in order to make it through the week to Easter.2 In interviews 

after Holy Week, two members confirmed that fulfilling each of their ministerial roles in all the 

services of Holy Week was often so taxing that they took the Monday after Easter Sunday to rest 

and recover.3 Holy Week was a hard week to inhabit at St. James. The cross of Jesus was a 

difficult, painful place to call home. 

The tension between the rector’s words and church members’ experiences in heeding this 

invitation actually exposes a deep theological truth about the body in Holy Week. The journey of 

Holy Week was not a trip that church members’ bodies took; the journey was what church 

members’ bodies became. Bodies in Holy Week were made the journey, and the journey was 

made body. The difficulty did not lie simply in the fact that this journey was the way of the cross. 

                                                        

1 St. James Episcopal Church, April 13, 2014. 
2 Women’s Book Club Meeting at a member’s house, April 14, 2014. 
3 Frances, personal interview by Jodi Belcher, April 29, 2014; Chloe, personal interview by Jodi Belcher, May 6, 2014. 
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What made Holy Week difficult to embody was that bodies-made-journey made the way of the 

cross their dwelling. Members of the body of Christ must go through Holy Week, and this only 

took place as Holy Week went through their bodies. 

In this chapter, I elucidate how the Holy Week liturgical practices at St. James give rise 

to a theological portrait of the body as journey by highlighting the relationship between bodies, 

spaces, materials, and discourse in several major liturgies of the week. I begin by describing two 

key practices of Passion Sunday, the procession of the palms and the dramatic reading of the 

passion narrative. Then I turn to discuss the rites of footwashing and stripping the altars on 

Maundy Thursday. Finally, I focus on the Stations of the Cross procession and dramatic reading 

of the passion narrative that took place on Good Friday. In the next chapter, I will provide an 

analysis of what it means for bodies to become the journey of Holy Week.  

3.1 Palm/Passion Sunday Practices 

The day that inaugurates Holy Week in the Episcopal Church, Palm/Passion Sunday, is a 

liturgical hybrid likely based on two originally distinct traditions.4 A celebratory rite involving 

palms is juxtaposed with a solemn eucharistic liturgy centered on the gospel narrative of Jesus’ 

passion. The Book of Common Prayer rubric for these rites provides the verbal script, but it 

offers little guidance concerning the nonverbal, bodily dimensions of the liturgy.5 Episcopal 

parishes must determine how the liturgy will be embodied in their particular locations and 

through their particular congregations. 

                                                        

4 According to Bradshaw and Johnson, processions with palms defined Palm Sunday practices in Jerusalem and other 
places in the East by the end of the fourth century, but Rome and other churches in the West observed the day as 
Passion Sunday and only later adopted liturgies of the palms. Bradshaw and Johnson, The Origins of Feasts, Fasts, 
and Seasons in Early Christianity, 114–17. 
5 For example, the rubric begins with this instruction: “When circumstances permit, the congregation may gather at a 
place apart from the church, so that all may go into the church in procession.” BCP 1979, 270. Regarding the 
procession, it simply indicates that everyone is to “hold branches in their hands” and sing appropriate hymns, and 
then the procession may pause “at a suitable place” for the praying of a collect. Ibid., 271. The rubric does not specify 
places, routes, or choreography beyond holding branches. 
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The bodily, local, and material dimensions, however, were what gave the Palm/Passion 

Sunday liturgy its power at St. James. The liturgy did not simply retell the stories of Jesus’ 

triumphal entry and passion; it enabled church members to rehearse and embody the stories in 

their own time and place. As members participated in the palms and passion dramas, the liturgy 

acquired a distinct vitality through their flesh. Additionally, because church members moved 

from triumphal entry to Jesus’ cross and tomb through the liturgy, Palm/Passion Sunday 

effectively catalyzed the process of forming members’ bodies into the journey of the way of the 

cross through the processions and gospel dramatizations. To explore how this formation took 

place, I turn now to offer a phenomenological examination of bodily experiences in these two 

key components of the Palm/Passion Sunday liturgy. 

3.1.1 Processing with Palms 

Holy Week started with a walk. The custom of walking in a procession on Palm Sunday 

to commemorate Jesus’ triumphal entry into Jerusalem is not uncommon among Episcopal 

parishes. Congregations often integrate an outdoor procession into the Liturgy of the Palms by 

trekking around the church building, grounds, or neighborhood while waving palm branches 

and singing hymns of praise.6 What distinguished the Palm Sunday procession at St. James was 

its interdenominational character. The congregations of three Protestant churches that shared 

the downtown neighborhood of this mid-sized southern city joined together to celebrate Palm 

Sunday with an ecumenical procession. The walk became an occasion for different communities 

that all identified as Christian to journey together through their downtown neighborhood and 

integrate prayers of blessing for each congregation into their celebration of Jesus’ triumphal 

journey. 

                                                        

6 According to Leonel Mitchell, the Holy Week liturgies became part of common practice in Episcopal churches in the 
middle of the 20th century. Proper liturgies for Holy Week, including Palm/Passion Sunday, were not part of the 1928 
Book of Common Prayer but were added to the 1979 edition of the prayer book. In his recommendations for liturgical 
practice of Palm/Passion Sunday, Mitchell advocates an “impressive” procession to the church to celebrate Jesus’ 
triumphal entry. Mitchell, Lent, Holy Week, Easter, and the Great Fifty Days, 32–33, 36–37. 
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On the warm, sunny morning of Palm Sunday, members of St. James gathered in the 

parking lot of the Presbyterian church, which was one block away from St. James’ buildings and 

grounds. Members of the Presbyterian congregation, along with members from the United 

Methodist church that stood two blocks away, mingled and distributed green palm branches and 

green paper bulletins of the printed liturgy while waiting for the service to begin. Eventually the 

ordained ministers from each church moved to the center and front of the group and explained 

the itinerary for the liturgy. The people then processed on foot—or as they were able—to each 

church building site and offered prayers and blessings for each congregation while standing 

outside on the church grounds.7 The ministers took turns presiding over the liturgy so that they 

each prayed and blessed their neighboring Christian communities rather than their own people 

and places. 

The prayers uttered at the churches were brief. What most constituted the Liturgy of the 

Palms that day were the processions to and from the places of worship. The people walked and 

moved together, frequently in clustered groups, along the sidewalks through the neighborhood, 

passing bus stops, motorists driving by, civil and commercial buildings, and occasional urban 

plants like weeds, trees, and grasses. They moved at varying paces while generally staying 

together. Some used walking canes or a neighbor’s hands to assist their movement. Several 

adults bore children in their arms, and other young children held adults’ hands while moving 

their shorter legs quickly to keep up. Everyone navigated uneven pavement in high heels, 

sandals, loafers, and tennis shoes. They wore various kinds of church clothes, from vestments 

that signified their ministries to skirts and suits that comprised their “Sunday best” and even 

casual pants, shorts, and shirts in accord with the balmy, 70-degree weather. Some walked in 

                                                        

7 While I introduce this section with the term walking because it draws attention to the physicality of feet moving 
along the ground, I rely heavily on the terms processing and trekking throughout this discussion because they grant 
more room for variation and inclusivity in how people participate bodily in this movement according to their different 
abilities. 
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silence while others talked with those nearby. And they performed the trek with strangers, as 

well as with friends and family members, who had all decided to make this journey together. 

The ordinariness of the activity of walking on downtown sidewalks converged with props 

likely to be deemed out of place in this public civil space far from the coast. A gold-colored cross, 

first of all, borne by a cross-bearer led the way for the procession from parish to parish. The 

iconic symbol of Christianity forged the path through spaces not normally perceived as sacred, 

guiding trekkers between holy and unholy grounds while also creating a strange spectacle for 

both participants in the walk and observant passersby. Additionally, congregants held liturgical 

leaflets and palm branches in their hands while processing, thereby introducing non-native 

plants along with non-normative discursive practices like praying and blessing into the urban 

landscape and soundscape.8 These handheld materials not only contributed to the spectacular 

aspect of the scene, but also engendered a distinct set of tactile and kinetic experiences for the 

trekkers who carried them. The palms used in this procession had soft, smooth broad leaves 

connected to firm, branching stems. Although their light weight made them easy to carry, 

waving the palm branches while walking with other people involved continuous spatial 

awareness and bodily adjustments in order to walk and wave the palms simultaneously and to 

avoid hitting someone with the palms in the process.9 Some people held the branches over their 

heads while others waved them out to the sides, and some kept enough distance between 

themselves and the people in front of them to wave them in front of their own bodies. These 

unspoken bodily negotiations of space with out-of-place objects served to ground the rite in 

participants’ bodily agency while also connecting the strangeness of the materials they bore to 

                                                        

88 Mitchell points out that prior to the widespread importing of palm branches for church use across the U.S., 
churches without access to palms in their locations traditionally carried branches from local trees or shrubs for the 
Palm Sunday processions. Mitchell, Lent, Holy Week, Easter, and the Great Fifty Days, 37. Using local plants as 
props would change both the tactile experiences involved in holding and waving them, as well as the out-of-place 
dimension of the spectacle that palms generate. 
9 Because I was carrying an infant at the time, my own spatial and bodily awareness also entailed taking additional 
care while walking not to trip and fall, as well as holding the palm branch and liturgy pamphlet at a distance from my 
baby so she could not grab them. During the walk when I did not need to consult the pamphlet for the liturgy, I used it 
to help shield her head from the sun.  
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their bodies through the spectacle of the performance.10 The cross, palms, and liturgy effectively 

made their bodies out of place even as these components helped create spaces for their bodies to 

sense, feel, and inhabit. 

All of these movements, materials, and spatial navigations coalesced to charge 

participants’ bodies on the move with theological meaning. This was not just an ordinary trek 

through downtown; it was a theological performance. A theological backstory, Jesus’ triumphal 

entry, accompanied participants along the downtown sidewalks through their ordinary and 

spectacular experiences. Symbols of faith that could be seen, heard, uttered, touched, and held 

also attributed theological significance to the procession. Yet these theological elements only 

participated in the trek through church members’ bodies. Their sensory and kinetic interactions 

with the spaces they walked, their walking companions, and the symbols they bore effectively 

knit together the triumphal entry tradition and the present, the ordinary and spectacular, and 

sacred and civil spaces. 

Processing did not cease for St. James’ congregation at the conclusion of this ecumenical 

liturgy of blessing; instead, St. James continued its journey with its own Liturgy of the Palms as 

outlined in the Book of Common Prayer.11 Church members gathered together outside the 

church building along the wide brick walkway that ran between the side of the church and the 

office entrance to the Parish House adjacent to the city sidewalk. The wooden maple-colored 

altar table normally used at the Sunday eucharist in the fellowship hall had been brought 

                                                        

10 I am drawing upon Judith Butler’s concept of “performativity” here. When she speaks of performance, she does not 
mean putting on a show in the way that actors play roles, in which appearance and reality are distinct. Performativity 
is how she understands human agency to function amid power dynamics that are both restrictive and generative. She 
uses performativity to talk about the constructed reality of gender that is nevertheless embodied through actions and 
processes that are repeated again and again over time, like the ways one dresses, walks, talks, and eats. The 
performance is directed toward oneself as much as it is directed toward others, so that one is both the agent enacting 
and the agent produced by the performance. In the case of the Liturgy of the Palms procession, church members were 
involved in a dramatic performance associated with a gospel narrative, but this performance was also an enactment of 
church members’ embodied agency that was layered with theological and social meaning.  See Butler, Gender 
Trouble, xiv–xvi (her comments on performativity in the preface to the 1999 edition). See also Butler, Bodies That 
Matter, x–xi, 1-16. 
11 This procession involving just the St. James congregation actually took place twice, once before each of the two 
Palm/Passion Sunday services that the church held. One of these processions occurred prior to the 
interdenominational trek through the neighborhood, and the other took place after it. 
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outside and placed near the side of the church building. Upon the table, a white linen cloth 

covered bundles of single-blade palm stalks. The priests and deacon stood behind the altar table, 

and everyone else filled the paved area around and in front of the table. Ushers circulated white 

paper bulletins with colorful artwork on the front cover and the Liturgy of the Palms printed 

inside, along with the rest of the liturgy for Passion Sunday. 

The Liturgy of the Palms was brief. The presiding priest issued an opening acclamation 

based on a phrase that appears in the gospel accounts of Jesus’ triumphal entry, “Blessed is the 

King who comes in the name of the Lord,” to which the people responded, echoing the words 

ascribed to the angels at the birth of Jesus in Luke’s gospel, “Peace in heaven and glory in the 

highest.”12 Then the priest offered a short prayer requesting that God would enable the 

congregation to “enter with joy upon the contemplation of those mighty acts whereby you have 

given us life and immortality.”13 The deacon then read the story of Jesus’ triumphal entry from 

the gospel of Matthew, and the priest recited a prayer that followed the sacramental form of 

presenting a material to God—in this case, palm branches—in order that it might be made a 

transformative symbol: “Let these branches be for us signs of his victory, and grant that we who 

bear them in his name may ever hail him as our King, and follow him in the way that leads to 

eternal life.”14 After this prayer, the palm stalks were distributed among everyone, and the 

deacon exhorted the congregation to “go forth in peace.”15 

The physical procession thus began with the crowd of people moving from the paved 

area at the side of the church building to the pavement and sidewalk in front of the church doors 

around thirty feet away. Everyone paused before the closed doors, and the priest took the veiled 

cross that the crucifer was holding, raised the staff, and rammed the end of the wooden staff into 

the door two or three times. Two ushers opened the doors, and then the priest prayed a collect 

                                                        

12 BCP 1979, 270. 
13 Ibid. 
14 Ibid., 271. 
15 Ibid. 
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that emphasized the Son’s suffering and crucifixion taking place before he “entered…into glory” 

and then petitioned God that the congregation, “walking in the way of the cross,” would find the 

way to be one of “life and peace.”16 At that point, the procession continued from outside the 

doors into the church, and the crucifer and choir led the way with a hymn of praise 

recommended in the Book of Common Prayer for this occasion, “All glory, laud, and honor to 

thee, Redeemer King.”17 Everyone was to make their way inside the church, find vacant places in 

the pews, and continue standing while singing the hymn. 

Actually executing this procession, however, required navigating the complexities of 

numerous bodies moving through a narrow space. In order for the large number of people 

present to get through the doorways, everyone had to file in two by two, which essentially 

created a traffic bottleneck in front of the church entrance as the amorphous crowd slowly 

established two lines at the threshold. The gracious dispositions that people in the crowd 

generally demonstrated toward one another likely contributed to the slow movement into the 

church. Rather than pushing their way forward, people signaled to one another with hand 

gestures, nods, facial expressions, and even a few words to give one another space to proceed as 

well as to stay with family members or friends with whom they desired to sit during the service.  

The transition from outside to inside also was not easy to accomplish while singing. On 

the one hand, people tended to look down toward their liturgy bulletins to see the words in order 

to sing the hymn, which often divided their attention between walking and singing and thus 

slowed their pace. On the other hand, although everyone began the hymn in the same key and 

tempo outside, the song progressed at different paces among those singing outside and those 

singing inside the church. The combination of the organ’s guiding sounds only reaching as far as 

the doorway, the bottleneck of people at the entrance, and the way singing voices project sound 

forward while bodies are moving in that direction created a situation in which those waiting 
                                                        

16 Ibid., 272. 
17 Church and Music, The Hymnal, 1982, 154. 
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outside to enter the church could not maintain a constant tempo with those ahead of them who 

were singing inside with organ accompaniment. As a result, within the first two verses of the 

hymn, all of us who were outside were singing at a faster pace than the organ was playing inside. 

When a number of us had reached the stairs in front of the church entrance and heard the organ 

playing the measure of music that we had just sung, several people on and near the stairs 

reacted with laughter. Amid these complications, some outside understandably opted to stop 

singing. 

Upon entering the church, new sights greeted congregants. Along the aisle that ran from 

the entrance to the altar, deep green palm branches arranged in bundles with leaves 

outstretched were perched upon tall burlap-wrapped posts stationed at every third or fourth 

pew, giving the impression of palm trees lining the aisle. In place of the purple linens over the 

crosses, lecterns, and altar, vivid red frontals hung over the altar and lecterns as prescribed for 

Holy Week, and matching red veils covered the crosses on the altar walls, the baptismal font, 

and the crosses that led the procession.18 These visible changes to the worship space served to 

distinguish this Sunday from previous Sundays in Lent, while the palms established continuity 

between the liturgy that took place outside and the liturgy that was to take place inside.  

At the conclusion of the hymn, the priest prayed the collect of the day for the Passion 

Sunday liturgy. The collect invoked the suffering of Jesus as an “example” for the congregation 

and then shifted to a petition that God would enable the congregation to “walk in the way of his 

suffering, and also share in his resurrection.”19 With this collect, the transition from the Liturgy 

of the Palms to the Passion Sunday liturgy was completed. The joyful celebration of Jesus’ 

triumphal entry turned toward the imminent suffering he would endure in crucifixion. At the 

same time, however, the prayer indicated that the walk was not over, but had only begun. 

                                                        

18 This prescription for red-colored linens is not included in the Book of Common Prayer. Mitchell identifies deep red 
as the traditional liturgical color for Holy Week in his guide. See Mitchell, Lent, Holy Week, Easter, and the Great 
Fifty Days, 34. 
19 BCP 1979, 272. 
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The processions with palms thus initiated church members’ bodies into a journey 

through a liturgy that could only be embodied by trekking. While the departure and destination 

sites were charged with theological significance as explicitly sacred spaces for the sacred 

liturgical discourse, the journey between these physical and discursive sites constituted the bulk 

of the rites, so that the ordinary activity of trekking through ordinary, secular spaces together—

albeit with out-of-place materials in hand—was what gave flesh to the liturgy. Church members’ 

negotiations of spaces, materials, and practices of blessing and singing with one another while 

processing along sidewalks were integral to the rites because embodying the journey was crucial 

for blessing one another’s congregations and celebrating Jesus’ triumphal entry. By 

participating in the interdenominational procession, church members’ bodies knit together the 

downtown church sites and their congregations as these congregations trekked with one another 

through sacred and secular spaces. By participating in St. James’ procession in the Liturgy of the 

Palms from outside to inside the church worship space, church members’ bodies connected the 

movement into their sacred space with the plot shift from triumphal entry to passion, thus 

propelling the Holy Week narrative forward by embodying the journey. The Palm Sunday treks, 

therefore, effectively instigated church members’ embodiment of the way to the cross. 

 3.1.2 Retelling the Passion Narrative 

Although the physical procession came to a halt inside the worship space, the 

congregation’s journey continued through the liturgical discourse that they heard and uttered. 

Rather than carrying church members’ bodies through space, the prayers, scriptures, and songs 

moved church members’ bodies through time so that they rehearsed the stories of Jesus’ 

crucifixion. The main way in which this intertwining of words and flesh occurred was through 

the congregation’s dramatic reading of the passion narrative in the gospel of Matthew. 

St. James did not take the dramatization of the passion narrative as far as a dramatic 

reenactment with costumes and props like ancient and medieval passion plays or modern 
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dramatic productions among various churches. However, the congregation did recite the lengthy 

gospel narrative of Jesus’ passion like a reader’s theater performance. One person served as a 

narrator, certain members of the congregation spoke the parts of different characters in the 

narrative, the clergy read the parts of the chief priests, and the congregation as a whole recited 

the lines attributed to the crowd. The narrator stood at the lay reading lectern, a woman who 

played the part of Jesus stood in the preaching lectern, and everyone else rose from their seats 

when it was their turn to say their lines and then returned to their seats. The congregation sat 

throughout the gospel reading until the narrator announced that Jesus was crucified. Then 

everyone stood and remained standing until the reading concluded. 

Several things are striking about how the congregation embodied this dramatization of 

the passion narrative. Readers for the various parts in the drama, first of all, did not always 

correspond to the presumed gender identities of their roles; Jesus’ words, for instance, were 

read by a woman, and a woman and a man together read the words of the chief priests. Second, 

the staging of the dramatization enabled an African-American woman to stand at the preaching 

lectern and speak Jesus’ words. Although this may not have been the first time a woman of color 

embodied that space of authority at St. James, it was socially significant in light of the fact that 

the bodies that had most often occupied that space throughout the church’s history were white 

male clergy. Third, many of the readers spoke their lines with feeling as if playing a dramatic 

role rather than with monotone voices, which served to give the story a vivid immediacy in the 

present. Fourth, every spoken part was read by someone in the congregation, so that even the 

words that issue from the most villainous figures in the Passion were uttered by church 

members. In fact, the entire congregation is expected to participate in the shout, “Crucify him!” 

Finally, no one functioned as an audience outside the drama. Everyone was to play a part. The 

reading was thus a communal performance for the whole congregation to hear and witness 

through and with one another. 
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As members gave voice to the passion narrative by reading different parts, the 

congregation gave the narrative breath and sound, time and space, to palpitate and move 

through the worship space. Although their bodily placement in time and space prevented literal 

time travel, their bodily participation in the gospel dramatization drew church members into the 

story of the past and the past into their present. The words gained life through church members’ 

bodies as they sought to embody their roles through their voices. Diaphragms, lungs, vocal 

chords, tongues, and mouths conspired to tell the passion narrative in such a way that it could 

move the congregation, and the narrative could only be told and heard in its entirety by moving 

through the bodies of all members. 

What is more, the story that church members’ bodies told to and with one another was 

not a story they necessarily desired to embody. Not only was it the story of the crucifixion and 

death of Jesus, to whom the congregation had just ascribed “glory, laud, and honor” in the 

palms procession, but almost everyone in the congregation played the parts of Jesus’ betrayers, 

accusers, and executioners in this dramatization. The experience of shouting “Crucify him!” 

repeatedly alongside fellow members of the body of Christ potentially evoked complex affective 

reactions as a startling, somber, exhilarating, surreal, and terrifying performance. As a 

participant in the congregation, I was attuned to the fact that we were play-acting, and yet we let 

the demand for Jesus’ humiliating death roll right off our tongues with gusto while hearing the 

same words rush from the mouths of our neighbors. The simultaneous electricity and horror of 

the moment lingered in the air as we followed the script. By performing this story in this way, 

church members embodied that which potentially evoked horror, fear, anger, disgust, or shame 

in them at the sound of the passion narrative events. Any bodily reactions prompted by hearing 

the story concurred in the same bodies from which the denying and death-dealing words issued. 

Church members thus gave flesh to the words that were the undoing of Jesus’ flesh. 
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At the same time, however, two key moments in the dramatic reading changed the 

performative position of every church member in relation to the story, even as members fulfilled 

the roles of Jesus’ betrayers and enemies before and after these moments. The first moment 

occurred at the mention of Jesus being crucified when everyone who was not already standing 

stood up as they were able. The second moment was a period of silence that followed the 

narrator’s announcement of Jesus’ death. These ordinary acts at these particular moments in 

the dramatization were not performances within the narrative; they functioned as performative 

liturgical responses to the narrative in the midst of the dramatic reading. By standing and by 

falling silent for a period of time, church members repositioned their bodies in relation to the 

passion narrative to enact the role of church. In these moments, they entered into the 

performance as the community of faith that rose before its crucified Lord and made space for 

silence at the mention of his death. Although the drama continued, and various members 

returned to their roles as betrayers and enemies of Jesus, these simple, nonverbal moments 

enabled church members’ bodies to occupy and move between two places at once: they entered 

into the passion narrative and took on its roles, while also engaging the narrative as a church in 

its own time and place. 

3.1 Conclusion 

The triumphal processions and dramatization of the passion instigated a performative 

Holy Week pilgrimage at St. James, in which church members’ participation in the rites 

expressed a portrait of the body as journey. Members’ bodies were not simply on the move. 

Their navigations of spaces, materials, and liturgical discourse as a community generated 

corporeal, aesthetic, and affective interactions with those spaces, materials, rhetoric, and one 

another, so that church members’ bodies defined and were defined by participating in them. 

They trekked through the downtown journey, as well as through the gospel narrative, and by 

doing so, the geographical and discursive journeys made their way through their flesh. The 
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Liturgy of the Palms and the passion dramatization, therefore, revolved around bodies as 

journeys. 

Palm/Passion Sunday thus began the process of forming church members into the way 

of the cross. Yet this formation did not take place through self-abnegation, humiliation, 

voluntary suffering, or sacrifice—in other words, by involving members in acts that would 

imitate Christ. Instead, church members used their bodies and voices to identify primarily with 

those surrounding Jesus at the moments of his triumphal entry and his trial, execution, and 

burial. Going through the downtown neighborhood on foot and going through the passion 

narrative aloud together were crucial for bringing the way of the cross to life. They did not stop 

with the triumphal entry but continued to tread through the narrative, giving voice to Jesus’ 

betrayers, enemies, and executioners. They walked the way they did not wish to go and thus 

embodied the way of the cross. 

3.2 Maundy Thursday Rites 

Maundy Thursday inaugurated the Triduum, a three-day period treated as if it were one 

continuous day into which all the events of Jesus’ passion were compressed, from the evening 

before his crucifixion to his entombment.20 The service at St. James began and ended in silence 

with no liturgical dismissal, leaving the service unbounded as church members exited the space. 

While the liturgy of Maundy Thursday centered on commemorating Jesus’ last supper with his 

disciples, to which Christian tradition attributes the institution of the celebration of eucharist, 

two practices surrounding this sacrament in the liturgy were integral to how church members 

embodied Holy Week: footwashing and the stripping of the altars. These practices, consisting of 

few words and a lot of bodily activity, continued to forge church members’ bodies into the Holy 

Week journey and that journey into their bodies by drawing attention to their feet, the body 

parts that had facilitated their processions at the start of Holy Week. The footwashing rite 

                                                        

20 See Mitchell, Lent, Holy Week, Easter, and the Great Fifty Days, 34–35. 
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provided a station in which feet supporting these bodies on the move could be cared for by 

drawing church members into the Johannine gospel narrative in which Jesus washed his 

disciples’ feet and instructed them to follow his example.21 In the stripping of the altar rite after 

eucharist, church members were propelled farther into the journey by a transformation of the 

worship space that took place through the clergy’s feet as they transported all the liturgical 

objects out of the area around the altar. With the waystation of footwashing coupled with the 

movement of sacred objects and church members’ bodies out of the worship space, Maundy 

Thursday decelerated and then accelerated members’ embodiment of the journey of the way of 

the cross. 

3.2.1 Washing One Another’s Feet 

The most common association with Maundy Thursday among the parishioners I 

interviewed was the practice of footwashing, even though this is an optional rite to incorporate 

into the liturgy.22 Part of its meaning stems from how non-normative it tends to be in most 

parishes. Contrary to cultural practices of ancient Palestine, footwashing is not an ordinary 

cultural or religious practice for most Episcopalians today.23 Footwashing is not prescribed for 

any other time in the church year, nor is there any other liturgical practice that involves people 

touching one another’s feet. The material objects needed for this practice may not be ready at 

hand in church sacristies; sometimes altar guild members must hunt them down from the 

previous year, or towels, basins, and water pitchers have to be borrowed from church members’ 

                                                        

21 Jn 13:1–17. 
22 The Book of Common Prayer does not offer instructions for the footwashing rite beyond indicating where it should 
take place in the course of the Maundy Thursday liturgy and suggesting words to sing or recite. The Book of 
Occasional Services also lacks instructions on how to practice the footwashing, providing only prefatory remarks that 
can be used to introduce the rite. See BCP 1979, 274–75 and Episcopal Church and Standing Liturgical Commission, 
The Book of Occasional Services, 91–92. 
23 A notable exception to this norm is an Episcopal church in Georgia at which Rebecca Spurrier conducted 
ethnographic research that had a weekly footwashing ministry. In a paper presentation entitled “From Funky 
Fingernails to Faith Claims: Beauty and the Works of Disability” at the 2014 national meeting of the American 
Academy of Religion, Spurrier mentioned that the priest gave a sermon on Maundy Thursday in which she explicitly 
pointed out that “Maundy Thursday…come[s] once week” through the foot clinic at this parish. As a result, novelty 
was not a key characteristic of the parish’s Maundy Thursday footwashing. 
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homes.24 Additionally, when the time came for the footwashing in the liturgy at St. James, the 

priest presiding had to give the congregation instructions for how to participate in the practice 

because people did not already necessarily know what to do in order to take part in the 

footwashing. Little about this practice is thus ordinary. It requires special preparation and 

attention to the arrangement of the liturgy, and its unfamiliar feeling for most people often 

prompts greater consciousness of their bodily actions within the rite.25 

At St. James, the footwashing rite occurred after the sermon. It began with a call-and-

response recitation between the priest and congregation of excerpts from the footwashing and 

last supper scenes in John’s gospel. The priest recited Jesus’ words instructing the disciples to 

follow his example and to love one another, and the congregation responded with Jesus’ 

statements about leaving the gift of peace with his disciples. Then the priest encouraged 

everyone to participate in the footwashing and gave directions to the congregation about the 

order and process for the rite: 1) the clergy and choir would begin the practice, and then 

members of the congregation could follow by forming a line in the aisle; 2) each person would sit 

in one of the two chairs located on the floor in the space between the first pew and the altar area 

and be the recipient of footwashing, and then would kneel in front of the chair in order to wash 

the feet of the next person in line, which made the rite non-reciprocal; and 3) the footwashing 

was only to involve one foot per person because, as the priest said in the service, “it is a symbolic 

washing.” The process of church members washing one another’s feet then got underway and 

took a substantial amount of time to complete. Once the choir was done participating in the 

                                                        

24 During my study, I overheard some of the altar guild members at the church talking about finding and arranging 
the footwashing items for the Maundy Thursday service.  
25 This possible experience of heightened awareness of what one is doing with one’s body stands in contrast to 
Bourdieu’s idea of having a “feel for the game,” the metaphor he uses to indicate the unconscious “practical sense” 
that people display as they participate in habitual practices. For Bourdieu, the “feel for the game” and conscious 
attention to one’s bodily activities in a given practice stand in inverse relationship to one another, so that becoming 
well-versed in a practice involves becoming less aware of the series of movements, alterations, and interactions that 
one’s body enacts in that practice. See Bourdieu, The Logic of Practice, 66–68.  
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practice, it led the singing of a hymn-like anthem during the rite, in which the congregation was 

invited to sing the antiphon following each verse that the choir performed. 

What made the footwashing most meaningful for church members I interviewed were 

the bodily experiences that permeated the practice. First of all, the rite involved an array of 

sensory experiences mediated by feet, body parts that can be highly sensitive to touch, 

temperature, and texture. Most congregants used their feet to walk forward, stand in line, and 

then proceed to a chair to receive footwashing, and then their feet became the sites of the initial 

sensations in the practice. Another church member’s hands touched their bare foot, holding, 

supporting, or steadying the foot mid-air above a large white bowl. Then water flowed over the 

foot from a pitcher in the church member’s hand, evoking experiences of the water’s 

temperature and movement as well as of the sound of the water coming into contact with the 

foot and the bowl. After being rinsed, the foot felt the textured towel in the hands of the other 

person wiping away the water. Then the foot supported the body’s movement from the chair to 

the floor in order to wash the foot of the next person in line.  

Along with these sensory experiences for the recipient of footwashing, the foot facilitated 

sensory experiences for the agent of footwashing. The textures of the foot’s surfaces, as well as 

the weight and temperature of the foot, could be felt on the palms of the person washing the 

foot. The exposed foot could also be seen and potentially smelled by the one washing the foot 

during the process. 

In conjunction with the sensory dimensions of footwashing, the rite tended to evoke a 

range of affective experiences stemming from the social nature of the bodily interactions that 

took place with the feet. A number of members appreciated and even enjoyed the rite, and yet 

this appreciation was entangled with feelings of discomfort for some.26 As Marion said in an 

                                                        

26 Liza, Garrett, and Abby all mentioned appreciating or enjoying the footwashing rite but did not say that the rite 
evoked discomfort for them. Liza even said that she tends to be concerned about germs but does not have that 
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interview, while she likes the footwashing rite, she tends to feel “nervous” when participating in 

it because it “makes [her] feel awkward.”27 Kimberly and Karen both noted that the rite can 

make people feel “vulnerable.”28 In fact, Kimberly said she preferred to wash other people’s feet 

more than letting other people wash her feet because it was uncomfortable to have someone 

serve her in that way.29  

The responses of these members point to the fact that footwashing could expose and 

generate complex asymmetrical power dynamics that operate in interesting ways among 

Christians, especially with a non-reciprocal structure. First of all, the bodily contact that took 

place between the foot of one person and the hands of another could suggest a dynamic in which 

power lies in the hands of the footwashing agent. However, the contrasting postures that each 

person assumed in this rite would indicate that the body positioned as having more power was 

the recipient of footwashing who sat in a chair elevated above the agent of footwashing, who 

knelt on the floor before the feet of the recipient. On top of this ambivalence of power exhibited 

in the body parts, movements, and postures of the agent and recipient, the non-reciprocity of 

the rite effectively infused each bodily interaction between church members with this 

ambivalence of power by circumventing the possibility of establishing symmetry. At the same 

time, the position of the footwashing agent could be interpreted as the site of power precisely in 

the act of service within a Christian context because the agent of footwashing occupied the 

position that Jesus assumed in relation to his disciples. 

Additionally, the bare foot as the point of contact between two bodies exposed an array 

of cultural and social norms that charged feet with meaning. In the United States, for example, 

                                                        

 

concern at the footwashing. Liza, Easter interview, May 6, 2014; Garrett, Easter interview, June 4, 2014; Abby, Easter 
interview, June 10, 2014. 
27 Marion, Easter interview, June 2, 2014. 
28 Kimberly, Easter interview, April 24, 2014; Karen, Easter interview, May 24, 2014. 
29 Kimberly, Lent interview, March 31, 2014. 
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feet are not normally highly regarded parts of people’s bodies, yet a number of unspoken 

normative expectations about presentability surround this body part, including when and how 

feet are covered, when and how feet are adorned, their apparent health and cleanliness, their 

size, and their odor. The aesthetics of one’s feet can also be read onto the whole body so that 

judgments about this part of one’s body become overdetermining of one’s appearance, identity, 

and even morality, especially if one’s feet do not embody the social norms for presentability. 

Moreover, these expectations are ideologically determined and weighted so that they hold 

people in marginal social positions to higher standards and result in more severe social 

consequences for such people when the standards are violated. The feet of women, people of 

color, older people, and poor people, for example, tend to be policed more stringently than those 

of men, white people, young people, and wealthy people. Therefore, when one church member 

touched and washed the foot of another on Maundy Thursday, these cultural and social power 

dynamics also could encroach upon church members’ sensory and affective experiences in their 

bodily contact, potentially shaping perceptions of beauty, health, morality, or offense that may 

emerge in this footwashing encounter. The foot as the focal point created conditions in which 

cultural and social dynamics of power may be reified or undermined through how the agent 

performing the footwashing perceived and treated the foot of the recipient. 

Hierarchical power dynamics were not the only way in which the footwashing rite could 

mediate relationship, however; the nonviolent physical contact that took place through the bare 

foot could create an experience of intimacy between church members. The awkward and 

disarming feelings that the rite evoked for some church members may have derived as much 

from this possibility of sharing an intimate bodily moment through a practice of care as from 

cultural and social power dynamics entangled in this interaction. Members like Liza and 

Kimberly valued the dimensions of interpersonal intimacy and care in the footwashing rite, and 

Karen said that footwashing had been instrumental in helping a church to which she had 
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belonged in the past resolve a significant conflict among members because of the ways members 

were able to show love to one another through Maundy Thursday footwashing.30 Although the 

intimacy of one person touching and washing another person’s foot could evoke sexualized 

meanings associated with feet in contemporary American culture, it could also enflesh a 

subversion of cultural and social hierarchical power as bodies that were not supposed to interact 

with one another actually touched and created an intimate, caring moment together. 

The ways in which two church members whom I interviewed talked about their 

experience of participating in the footwashing point to this possibility of intimacy across power-

laden racial divisions in the United States. Chloe was cognizant of the fact that the young 

African-American man who washed her feet in the service would historically have been 

forbidden to touch a white woman like herself under Jim Crow. In light of this legacy of 

structural racism, she said she appreciated that they could participate in this rite together and 

his washing of her foot could be a free act rather than a submission to norms dictated by white 

supremacy.31 

Fables’ experience also illuminates the power of racial dynamics and the potential for 

footwashing to interrupt them, but it does so in a contrasting way. She said that she was used to 

washing feet as a nurse, but she had never participated in the footwashing before and wanted to 

have that experience. Yet the scene unfolded for her in an unexpected way. When it was her 

turn, she washed the foot of the white woman sitting in the chair, and then Fables got up, sat in 

the chair, put her foot in the basin, and waited for someone to wash her foot. She said that a 

white man was standing behind her, but he did not step forward to wash her foot. The moment 

felt tense and interminable to her, and she did not know why the man was hesitating. She 

interpreted his reaction as showing obvious discomfort and wondered if that discomfort 

                                                        

30 Liza, Easter interview, May 6, 2014; Kimberly, Easter interview, April 24, 2014; Karen, Easter interview, May 24, 
2014. 
31 Chloe, Easter interview, May 6, 2014. 
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stemmed from the strangeness of washing feet, a practice that she was used to as a nurse, or 

from the fact that he was white and she was African.32  

Because she was near or at the end of the line of participants in the rite, the man whom 

she was expecting to wash her foot may have been an usher waiting for the rite to conclude in 

order to assist with moving the footwashing objects out of the worship space. Consequently, the 

awkward quality of the moment may have derived from logistical uncertainty about how to bring 

the rite to a conclusion when it proceeded in this non-reciprocal manner. Yet the concerns about 

racism that Fables expressed as she described the event from her perspective reveal the social 

significance of bodily contact in this rite, which can interrupt racial divisions when white and 

black bodies touch in these moments of care for one another’s bodies, but can reinscribe the 

power of those divisions when that moment of touch either does not take place or is couched in 

body language that can be perceived as ambivalent, uncomfortable, or even adverse, regardless 

of anyone’s intentions or potential extenuating circumstances unrelated to racial realities.33 In 

other words, the fact that race became a question for Fables in this rite indicates the potential 

power of the rite to interrupt the question, as well as the power of racial formation with 

American white supremacist culture to make this a question in the midst of this rite. 

Another layer of meaning pervaded footwashing as a social bodily practice at St. James: 

It was a visible rite that took place in the presence of the whole community that had gathered. 

The footwashing site was in an open space visible to congregants in the pews as well as to 

liturgical ministers seated in the chancel area near the altar. Although most people were sitting 

and may not all have been able to see the activities and bodily interactions that occurred in the 

footwashing practice, participating in the footwashing before an audience gave the rite a 

spectacular, performative dimension. Those who washed the feet of others and exposed their 

                                                        

32 Fables, Easter interview, April 12, 2014. 
33 Body language is particularly significant in this rite because words are not normally exchanged between church 
members as they participate in this rite. Recipients and agents of footwashing have to rely on one another’s body 
language and facial expressions in order to discern one another’s experiences in the rite. 
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feet for others to wash participated under the conditions of visibility to the rest of the 

congregation, so the bodily experience of participating in the practice potentially included the 

feeling of being seen. In contrast to the conspicuousness of ash-marked foreheads on Ash 

Wednesday, the visibility of this rite involved exposing a body part to others’ gazes that does not 

tend to be a central focal point in American social interactions broadly or in church liturgies or 

spaces specifically. The potential experience of feeling oneself as being seen in the middle of an 

awkward, socially charged, and even intimate moment of bodily contact through bare feet could 

compound the vulnerability and strangeness of the rite. 

One group of church members took particular joy, however, in participating in the 

footwashing: children. They smiled, laughed, and had fun in washing other people’s feet and 

having their feet washed in church, especially in the children’s Holy Week service, as Abby and 

Chloe noted.34 They tended not to display the same kinds of reservations about participating in 

footwashing that adults exhibited or vocalized. Many of the children present at the Maundy 

Thursday service seemed eager to step out of their pews and go forward to pour water over 

someone’s feet and then take their turns sitting in a chair while another person poured water 

over their feet. Whether because of the uncommon opportunity to experience water in a church 

liturgy or the use of that water on people’s feet, children often seemed simply to enjoy 

footwashing without concern over being seen or potential social messages that their feet might 

communicate. Garrett said he enjoyed seeing the children participate in the footwashing because 

their involvement had a “sweet” and “precious” quality that brought distinct joy to him.35 Chloe 

said that she was “moved” by the children’s enthusiasm at the children’s Holy Week service as 

they smiled while having their feet washed.36 

                                                        

34 Both Abby and Chloe attended the children’s Holy Week service and talked about it in their interviews. Abby, 
interview, June 10, 2014; Chloe, interview, May 6, 2014. 
35 Garrett, interview, June 4, 2014. 
36 Chloe, interview, May 6, 2014. Sabina also mentioned that in previous footwashings at another church she 
attended, “it didn’t occur to…children to be uncomfortable,” in contrast to adults that showed discomfort at taking off 
their shoes or having people touch their feet. Sabina, interview, May 26, 2014. 
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A final feature that contributed to the meaning of the Maundy Thursday footwashing was 

where it took place. The rite occurred in the main sanctuary of the church, a space regarded as 

sacred. Within this cross-shaped space, the stations for the rite were positioned in an area 

between the lay reader lectern and the preaching lectern along one axis and between the primary 

altar area and the pews along the perpendicular axis, which located the rite near the material 

symbols of the liturgical focal points for every eucharistic service, the places where the word was 

proclaimed and the eucharist was consecrated and served. This proximity to sacramentally 

charged spaces within a space deemed sacred attributed a degree of sanctity to the footwashing 

rite, creating conditions in which all the bodily experiences and activities, along with the social 

dynamics and ambiguities, of church members washing one another’s feet could be infused with 

spiritual significance through their participation in that space. The theological meaning attached 

to the space could thus interact with the sensory and social dimensions of the rite and shape 

church members’ perceptions of their experiences of footwashing in complex ways. The rite 

could evoke a sense of dissonance, for example, between exposed feet and implicit norms for 

bodily comportment governing the sacred space of the sanctuary. Conversely, because the 

bodily, social, and practical ambiguities that attend footwashing occurred in a sacred space, 

members’ experiences could generate confusion about the spiritual meaning of the footwashing. 

Church members’ bodily participation thus charged the Maundy Thursday footwashing 

with diverse layers of meaning and ambiguity at St. James. The brief moments of bodily contact 

between one member’s hands and another member’s feet in the middle of the worship space 

through this ritual of washing facilitated interpersonal experiences in which power dynamics, 

norms for presentability, intimacy, and the example of Jesus became entangled. This was not 

just a liturgical ceremony; it was a rite of communal bonding made possible by non-violent 

bodily touch as one member’s hands held and tended to another member’s foot. Precisely 

because the rite revolved around these bodily interactions and their bonding potential, it 
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simultaneously had the potential to evoke diverse feelings, thoughts, and concerns connected to 

social and cultural norms governing bodies and their relationships amid racial, gender, class, 

national, and sexual divisions. Members’ vivid memories of how awkward the footwashing felt, 

of who washed their feet and whose feet they washed, or of how disconcerting or disarming the 

moment became demonstrated the power of the bodily contact that constituted the rite. In these 

brief moments, church members’ bodies could enact a series of small, mundane gestures, 

comportments, and movements toward and with one another either to interrupt or to reinscribe 

social and cultural norms between their bodies. And the theological impetus for the rite imbued 

these micro-level bodily interactions with theological significance as well, so that members 

effectively embodied Jesus’ instructions for his disciples in their footwashing with one another. 

Their micro-level bodily interruptions or reinscriptions of social and cultural norms thus 

became a theological performance of Christian discipleship.37 

3.2.2 Stripping the Altar 

The other major practice that is unique to the Maundy Thursday liturgy is the stripping 

of the altar, which takes place after everyone is served eucharist. While footwashing and 

eucharist could be seen as analogous to the events portrayed in the gospel narratives on the 

night before Jesus dies, stripping the altars does not have an obvious scriptural analogue. It 

serves as a dramatic device to foreshadow Jesus’ impending death insofar as it recalls his 

declaration at the Last Supper that he will not drink again until the day of his Father’s 

kingdom.38 If the Maundy Thursday eucharist is intended to evoke Jesus’ Last Supper with his 

disciples, then the stripping of the altars seals the end of this supper and of any more feasting. 

                                                        

37 In the next chapter, I will provide a theological assessment of this convergence. For now, I am simply highlighting 
the fact that the theological and social dimensions of this rite become inextricably tied to one another through the 
bodily interactions that take place, so that there is no theological meaning of the footwashing apart from its social and 
cultural dimensions, nor do the social and cultural aspects of the rite operate in a non-theological way. 
38 See Mk 14:25; Mt 26:29; Lk 22:18. 
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As Chloe described it in an interview, every possible sign that Jesus had been there gets cleared 

away.39 

The practice of stripping the altar at St. James was fairly straightforward: Every liturgical 

object in the chancel area not bolted to the floor or wall was removed by the two priests and the 

deacon. They cleared away all vessels, linens, liturgical books, candles, chairs, crosses, and even 

the kneeling cushions along the altar rail. They took multiple trips to carry each object out of the 

sanctuary and into the sacristy until the only things left were bare wooden and metal lecterns, a 

bare wooden altar, a bare wooden wall behind the altar, the pews in which the choir normally 

sat, and an empty and open tabernacle, the wooden box near the altar in which leftover 

consecrated bread and wine could be stored after a eucharistic service.40  

The relationship between bodies, choreography, material objects, and space in the 

stripping of the altar deepened the meaning of the rite, particularly in the theological context of 

Holy Week. First of all, the clergy conducted the entire activity of stripping the altar while 

wearing long, plain black robes instead of the red and white vestments they had worn 

throughout the whole Maundy Thursday liturgy up until that point. Just before beginning the 

rite, the clergy went into the sacristy off the side of the sanctuary and took off the vestments that 

not only symbolized their ordained offices but also had correlated with the celebration of the 

eucharist earlier that evening. They exchanged those festal robes for the black robes and then 

proceeded to perform the rite in silence with solemn facial expressions without looking at the 

congregation. This change of clothing accompanied by their bodily comportment in the rite 

effectively connected their bodies to their practice. Removing their festal vestments 

accomplished on their bodies what the priests and deacon were about to accomplish in relation 

                                                        

39 Chloe, interview, May 6, 2014. 
40 St. James actually had two altars, one considered a “high altar” in the chancel area of the sanctuary and a second 
that stood against the wall in the side chapel area of the sanctuary. The side chapel altar was not stripped during this 
process, however, presumably because it had been converted into a garden area for the vigil that church members 
could keep over the course of that night. 
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to the altar and its surroundings so that their bodies became fleshly signs of the stripping of the 

altar. The end of the feast and the clearing away of evidence of Jesus’ presence were displayed 

on their bodies as well as on the altar. 

While the clergy performed the rite, the congregation sat or knelt and witnessed the 

activity. They saw (as they were able) the altar space transformed from a place of feasting into a 

place of virtual emptiness. The sanctuary lights were dimmed to create semi-darkness during 

the stripping of the altar, and in this low light, church members watched the objects that had 

oriented the community’s liturgical practices and the symbols of its faith, not just on this night 

but throughout the church year, get taken away. While the entire sight of the altar being stripped 

could be a jarring experience, seeing items removed that could otherwise be considered ordinary 

or less sacred—like chairs that look like they could belong in a house dining room set, for 

instance—could be equally—if not more—startling as watching the altar linens being folded up 

and carried out of the space. Once the rite got underway, church members could anticipate the 

rest of the materials that demarcate the space as holy to be removed, but as the rite continued 

with the extraction of all the presumably subsidiary objects like chairs and cushions that could 

otherwise go unnoticed, the sight could generate a sense of foreboding finality for congregation 

members. Moreover, because these particular objects served as signs of invitation to church 

members’ bodies to sit, kneel, and linger near the altar, their removal with the signs of the holy 

suggested that the space was no longer sacred and church members’ bodies no longer belonged 

there.  

As the congregation observed the stripping of the altars, two members of the choir 

recited Psalm 22 aloud. They spoke rather than chanting the psalm, and instead of reading in 

unison, they took turns reciting alternate verses of the psalm. The pace of reading was slow with 

long pauses of silence between each verse, which correlated with the gravity of the psalm’s 

words of protest, pain, and grief. Their reading brought these sounds of lament into the quiet 
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worship space, so that the silent activity of the clergy amid the stillness of the congregation was 

punctuated by utterances associated with Jesus’ cry from the cross, “My God, my God, why have 

you forsaken me?”41 

The recitation of Psalm 22 added several layers of meaning to this liturgical drama. First, 

it raised the specter of Jesus’ crucifixion and death—events that would take center stage the next 

day—in this rite sandwiched between commemorating Jesus’ last supper and recalling his time 

in the garden of Gethsemane. In this way, the psalm foreshadowed Good Friday and even 

facilitated a blurring of boundaries between Maundy Thursday and Good Friday. Second, as the 

psalm progressed, it conjured two starkly contrasting scenes, neither of which mapped neatly 

onto the rite of stripping the altar. In the first twenty verses, the choir members gave voice to a 

portrait of a desperate person crying out to God for deliverance, using graphic descriptions of 

gang violence inflicting harm on his or her body with the prospect of death imminent. By 

contrast, the ten verses that followed portrayed presumably the same person proclaiming 

acclamations of praise to the Lord while surrounded by a community of faith also engaged in 

worship. These contrasting scenes had the potential to evoke a sense of dissonance with the rite 

while nevertheless generating a dynamic, complex range of affective responses as the sound of 

the vivid imagery interacted with the liturgical drama unfolding before the congregation. The 

psalm in the context of the stripping of the altar and the rite in the context of the psalm could 

catalyze feelings of sadness, fear, anger, shock, or disgust, along with feelings of comfort or 

hope, through the arcs of these interwoven plots. Third, church members’ experiences of the 

psalm had the potential to vary in relation to how they participated in the rite of stripping the 

altars. For members of the congregation occupying stationary positions in the pews, the psalm 

could be heard and interpreted as a commentary on the activities they were witnessing in the 

altar area. The sound of the psalm could thus add meaning to their experience of seeing the 

                                                        

41 Ps 22:1; see also Mk 15:34 and Mt 27:46. 
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stripping of the altar. For the clergy performing the stripping of the altar, the psalm could 

operate like background music, providing a soundtrack to their movements, so that the words of 

the psalm infused their bodily interactions with the altar space and its materials. 

After the altar was stripped and the psalm concluded, most congregants gradually rose 

and exited the church. Some who remained in the church stayed to keep vigil in prayer 

throughout the night as a commemoration of Jesus’ night in the garden of Gethsemane. The 

space designated for the vigil was the side chapel of the sanctuary, in which the altar area had 

been overlaid with an abundance of foliage, white flowers, and lit ivory-colored votive candles 

from ceiling to floor to create a garden-like environment in the church. Some who stayed for a 

time of vigil sat in the pews of the side chapel facing this garden of “repose,” as the priest called 

it. Others would return at various hours throughout the night to keep watch for a stint. 

Although this garden scene was visible throughout the Maundy Thursday service, the rite 

of stripping the altars created conditions in which church members’ experience of seeing the 

garden of repose could evoke different sensations or affective responses after the rite than before 

the main altar and the surrounding space were left bare. The abundance of flickering flames and 

flowers streaming from ceiling to floor in the small side chapel altar stood in stark contrast to 

the darkness and emptiness of the stripped altar in the more expansive chancel area. After their 

eyes had taken in the bare altar, this garden of repose could appear inviting and intimate to 

church members, despite its association with “dark Gethsemane,” as the last hymn of Maundy 

Thursday described it.42 

The stripping of the altar thus hastened the end of Maundy Thursday and the coming of 

Good Friday through the movement of church members’ bodies and material objects in the 

worship space. Although most members’ bodies remained grounded in one place and one 

posture throughout the rite, the clergy’s treks in and out of the worship space facilitated a 

                                                        

42 Church and Music, The Hymnal, 1982, 171. 
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communal journey by changing the altar that had helped orient the community. As the priests 

and deacon carried almost everything out of the worship space before everyone’s eyes, they 

essentially propelled the worship space forward in time and thus transported the entire 

congregation farther along the journey to the cross without lay members’ bodies going 

anywhere. The clergy’s bodily performance in this rite enabled the altar area to become a space-

made-journey, and as a result, church members’ bodies grounded in that space continued their 

journey with the space even while their bodies remained stationary. 

3.2 Conclusion 

Maundy Thursday at St. James continued the Holy Week construction of bodies as 

journey by engaging church members’ bodies in two rites that decelerated and then accelerated 

their journey on the way of the cross. The footwashing rite created a waystation along the 

journey where church members could tend to one another’s feet, the body parts most directly 

involved in the Holy Week processions. This multi-layered rite of potent bodily interactions 

turned members toward their travel companions before they continued their trek together. The 

entanglement of various power dynamics in this communal practice of care served both to 

illuminate and to occlude the social landscape through which their Holy Week journey wound. 

The stripping of the altar rite propelled church members from the waystation and toward the 

cross through the convergence of lay members’ relatively static bodies, ordained members’ 

walking bodies, and the removal of objects near the altar within a common worship space. As 

clergy stripped the altar while lay members witnessed the process, the space that they occupied 

together was transformed in such a way that it no longer bore most of the material symbols and 

signposts that had oriented the congregation’s liturgical life for the rest of the church year. The 

rite essentially inscribed the space with and into the journey of the way of the cross, so that 

those inhabiting this space-made-journey were likewise inculcated into this journey to the cross. 

Through these evocative Maundy Thursday rites, replete with bodily interactions, sensory 
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disruptions, and affective complexities, the fleshly, social, and theological dimensions of church 

members’ Holy Week journey deepened. 

3.3 Good Friday Liturgies 

For both those who kept vigil and those who did not, the way to the cross continued in 

full force the next day as Good Friday dawned. The horrific event that had loomed over the 

entire week since Palm Sunday finally entered the spotlight. The process of embodying the 

journey at St. James culminated with two rites centered on Jesus’ crucifixion and death: the 

Stations of the Cross and the Good Friday liturgy. These rites directed church members’ 

attention to the passion narratives in the gospels as well as to the immediate context of St. 

James in its neighborhood by overlaying these different times and places on one another. The 

church did not simply gather together to remember an historical event; its remembering took 

shape bodily in turning toward the past by turning toward its present and trekking through its 

surrounding spaces. Church members’ bodily participation in these rites, therefore, consisted of 

traversing these contexts through one another, so that their bodies went through Good Friday by 

journeying through the passion narrative within their own time and place. 

3.3.1 Following the Stations of the Cross 

The Stations of the Cross liturgy in the Episcopal Church is an optional processional rite 

that essentially bookends with the Liturgy of the Palms procession and brings to a close the 

journey of the triumphant Messiah to the humiliation of the cross.43 The liturgy traditionally 

invites participants to meditate upon scenes of Jesus’ crucifixion, death, and burial from the 

gospels as well as from legends in church tradition, and it consists of moving between physical 

stations associated with those scenes and pausing to read and pray as a community at each 

station. Because the rite allows for wide variation in practice, depending on the kinds of stations 
                                                        

43 The rubric for this liturgy is located in the Book of Occasional Services rather than the Book of Common Prayer. See 
“The Way of the Cross” in Episcopal Church and Standing Liturgical Commission, The Book of Occasional Services, 
54–71. 
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used and the physical environment in which people navigate the stations, it gains texture as 

congregations embody the rite within their particular contexts. 

St. James joined with the downtown Presbyterian and United Methodist congregations 

for the Stations of the Cross as they had done on Palm Sunday for the interdenominational 

Liturgy of the Palms. The liturgy began in the sanctuary of St. James. Around one hundred 

members of the three churches all made their way inside the parish, receiving liturgical bulletins 

from the greeters at the door, and filed into the pews. At noon, the ordained leaders started the 

service with opening prayers and the hymn “O Sacred Head, Sore Wounded.”44 Then the 

congregation followed the leaders out of the side doors of the church and into the outdoor 

courtyard, where a large cross stood in the center. At this station, as well as at subsequent 

stations, the priests and pastors of each congregation took turns leading the prayers and reading 

the scripture passage associated with the station. The stations included in the rite were the eight 

derived from the gospel narratives, beginning with Jesus being condemned to death and ending 

with his burial in the tomb, so that the six based on legends in church tradition were omitted. 

After the readings and prayers at each station, everyone progressed together to the next station 

and repeated the process. The liturgy concluded in the sanctuary of the Presbyterian church with 

the final station of Jesus’ burial, the singing of the hymn “My Song Is Love Unknown,”45 and a 

prayer. At the end of the prayer, everyone left the church quietly. 

What was remarkable about the way these congregations practiced this liturgy was that 

almost all of the stations were performatively created outside in the downtown neighborhood 

that all three churches occupied. Stations of the Cross practices often entail moving between 

permanent stations that are either set up inside the church or on the grounds through artistic or 

iconic portrayals of the passion scenes, and in some cases, holy sites in the area serve as fixed 

stations. Members of St. James and its neighboring Protestant churches, however, journeyed to 
                                                        

44 Church and Music, The Hymnal, 1982, 168. 
45 Presbyterian Church USA, The Presbyterian Hymnal, 76. 
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sites intentionally chosen to foreground the fact that “the world isn’t the place God created it to 

be” and “that [their] Lord’s cross is still central to a creation in need of salvation,” as the preface 

to the liturgy stated in the bulletin. These sites were located all around the two adjacent blocks 

where St. James and the Presbyterian church resided, so that as congregants walked the 

perimeter of these blocks together, they constructed stations across the street from the city’s 

health and social services building, across from low-income housing near a community shelter, 

at the corner of a non-profit center for food and clothing distribution, across the street from a 

local affiliate of a national TV network and public library, and across the street from commercial 

buildings on the side of downtown that was beginning to undergo urban revitalization. Church 

members took turns carrying a large wooden cross as they trekked and then placed the cross on 

the ground at each site to make it into a station for meditation upon a gospel scene from Jesus’ 

crucifixion, death, and burial. Thus, for example, the corner of St. James’ yard across the street 

from the health and social services building became the station for the cross being laid upon 

Simon of Cyrene. 

The performative nature of this practice was significant in several ways. First, it directed 

church members’ attention toward signs in their shared downtown neighborhood of economic 

and social disparity. Instead of meditating on artwork or iconography depicting Jesus, these 

churches chose to process outside where members would see and be present at local sites 

associated with economic and social vulnerability, illness, hunger, and homelessness not far 

from sites associated with growing economic and social privilege. 

Second, it juxtaposed these signs of disparity with the sight of the cross and the sound of 

its narrative from the gospels so that church members’ engagement with the cross took place 

amid these neighborhood signs and spaces, and their engagement with these signs and spaces 

took place amid the cross. By bringing the cross into contact with the food and clothing 

distribution center, the TV station affiliate, and low-income housing, the rite created conditions 
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for a complex array of theologically and socially charged interpretations to surface among 

congregants. In seeing the cross positioned at these sites, church members could potentially 

discern their own “complicity with and participation in those things that corrupt and destroy 

God’s creation,” as the bulletin’s preface suggested. In hearing the narrative of Jesus’ suffering 

and the call to follow his example, church members could potentially associate the places that 

evoked economic and social vulnerability with his suffering and death. Ultimately, this 

juxtaposition served to forge a connection between a theological practice with theologically 

meaningful symbols and a social and economic landscape marked by inequality, thereby making 

the contemporary social reality theological and the theological rite social. 

Third, this performance took the form of a journey. Church members did not simply view 

a series of permanently fixed stations as observers; they trekked through the neighborhood 

while bearing the cross for the stations. They constructed each station by processing on foot 

while carrying the cross to each chosen site and then gathering around the cross at that site. As 

they had done on Palm Sunday, church members navigated uneven pavement, narrow 

sidewalks, inclines and declines, grass and gravel and dirt, and occasional pieces of trash. On 

this overcast day, however, a number of umbrellas and the large cross replaced palm branches in 

people’s hands, and the solemn spiritual “Were You There When They Crucified My Lord?”46 

issued from church members’ mouths while they processed in place of the celebratory hymn “All 

Glory, Laud, and Honor.” Few words were spoken among congregants beyond the prescribed 

readings and prayers; their primary bodily activity was trekking. By taking this journey through 

the neighborhood, church members grounded the rite in their physical context and in their 

bodies. The Way of the Cross became more than a story through their performance; they gave it 

flesh, space, and time by journeying through the rite in their neighborhood, and through the 

neighborhood in the rite.  

                                                        

46 Church and Music, The Hymnal, 1982, 172. 
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Finally, through the confluence of members’ bodies and the cross on the move through 

mostly public spaces, the rite became a bodily performance of the Stations of the Cross. As 

members gathered around the cross at each site and then migrated with the cross to the next 

site, they did not simply follow an itinerary; they embodied the itinerary. Their gatherings at 

each site in the presence of the cross made those sites into stations, and their trek around the 

neighborhood while carrying the cross made the journey into the way of the cross. Their bodies 

thus became visible, tangible manifestations of the Stations of the Cross, both to one another as 

well as to potential eyewitnesses in the neighborhood observing this ritual performance. 

The Stations of the Cross liturgy, therefore, was a rite that church members embodied by 

journeying together. The journey took them through spaces and scenes marked by power and 

material inequalities, which placed them in close proximity to realities that people of economic 

or social privilege do not normally witness, experience, or choose to occupy. As a joint 

congregation made up of members across the economic spectrum, however, church members 

chose to follow this route through their neighborhood as the way of the cross. They encountered 

the sight of the cross—along with its feeling and weight for those who carried it—and the sound 

of the stories of Jesus’ condemnation, suffering, and death while trekking upon the urban 

terrain together amid sites that announced hunger, illness, homelessness, and vulnerability, on 

the one hand, and social influence and growing wealth, on the other. The journeys and stories 

from the past in Palestine and the present in this southern city converged in church members’ 

bodily performance of the Stations of the Cross. In this way, their bodies effectively became the 

journey through the rite. 

3.3.2 Turning and Returning to the Cross 

The other Good Friday service that took place at St. James was the Good Friday liturgy 

held in the evening in the church sanctuary. The liturgy consisted of a dramatic reading of the 

passion narrative from the gospel of John, a homily, prayers, hymns, and a procession of the 
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cross from the back of the church to the altar area. Material components of the liturgy were 

absent or sparse: the service did not include eucharist,47 crosses that had not been removed from 

the sanctuary the evening before were draped in solid black cloths, clergy and choir wore 

similarly solid black robes, the altars remained bare, candlelight did not illumine the space, and 

the garden of repose had been cleared away. The service thus functioned as a discourse-centered 

Liturgy of the Word focused on Jesus’ crucifixion, death, and burial.  

Apart from overlapping narratives, the Good Friday liturgy and Stations of the Cross rite 

seemed to have little in common in terms of church members’ bodily participation in the 

services. Unlike the Stations of the Cross, the Good Friday evening liturgy was confined to the 

indoor worship space. In contrast to the procession through the neighborhood, the evening 

liturgy entailed little bodily movement among church members; members of the congregation 

remained within the space of their pews for the duration of the service, and the only person who 

processed with the cross was the deacon.  

Yet the Good Friday liturgy drew church members into a journey not only through the 

narrative of Jesus’ death, but also between the narrative and their contemporary situation by 

placing church members in various points of view in relation to the passion narrative. In fact, 

the liturgical prescriptions for church members to change their bodily postures from sitting to 

standing to kneeling throughout the service created a physical corollary to the discursive 

repositioning into which the readings, prayers, and hymns incorporated church members 

through the service. By moving church members between multiple perspectives in relation to the 

crucified Jesus as they shifted body postures, the Good Friday evening liturgy effectively 

continued and consummated the Holy Week process of constructing members’ bodies as the 

journey of the way of the cross. 

                                                        

47 This omission accorded with the Book of Common Prayer’s designation of Good Friday as a major fast day. BCP 
1979, 17.  
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The service began by positioning the congregation in the opening collect as God’s 

“family” for whom Jesus died.48 Then the congregation sang “Ah, Holy Jesus,” a hymn 

designated for Holy Week that uses first-person singular pronouns to identify the singer as the 

“guilty” one who “denied” and “crucified” Jesus, whose death atoned for the singer.49 Although 

this hymn would seem to have placed the congregation in the roles of Peter—who denied Jesus—

and then the Roman soldiers—who executed the crucifixion—the allusions to atonement, divine 

intercession, sacrifice, payment, oblation, and offense in the first-person claims of denying and 

crucifying Jesus served to evoke Christian traditions of interpreting Jesus’ death as redemptive 

for human sin. The hymn actually placed the congregation in the position of an “I” who is 

engaging in a theological interpretation of Jesus’ death as a Christian believer by symbolically 

identifying with those who denied and crucified Jesus on account of his or her sin. Thus the 

congregation moved from the identity of God’s “family” to occupy the role of saved sinners made 

theological interpreters of Jesus’ death as atoning for their own sin. 

Following this hymn, the service continued with several scripture readings that also 

shifted the congregation’s point of view. First, a church member read aloud the Suffering 

Servant song of Isaiah 52 and 53, which described the servant of the Lord as “marred” in 

“appearance,” “despised and rejected,” “wounded for our transgressions,” and “oppressed,” 

among other characterizations.50 While the reading began from a first-person singular 

perspective presumably from God’s position, declaring, “My servant shall prosper,” it changed to 

a first-person plural perspective of people who were not attracted to this servant of the Lord but 

who were “healed” by “his bruises.”51 In this way, the Old Testament reading located the lay 

reader initially with God’s point of view, and when the reader shifted to “we,” he effectively 

                                                        

48 BCP 1979, 276. 
49 Church and Music, The Hymnal, 1982, 158. 
50 Is 52:14; 53:3, 5, 7. 
51 Is 52:13; 53:1–5.  
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brought the whole congregation into the passage by identifying everyone present with those who 

were healed by the servant’s bruises. 

Second, the choir and congregation sang portions of Psalm 22, which started with the 

words that Jesus uttered from the cross in the gospels of Matthew and Mark, “My God, my God, 

why have you forsaken me?”52 By reciting this psalm, church members entered into the 

perspective of the crucified Jesus, as well as into the point of view of the psalmist uttering this 

lament. They thus occupied a position of addressing God from a state of despair, vulnerability, 

suffering, and apparent Godforsakenness. 

Third, after the psalm, another lay reader read part of Hebrews 10, which returned the 

congregation to a post-crucifixion point of view. The reading drew church members into a 

theological and ethical interpretation of Jesus’ death that was centered on the saving 

significance of his blood and priesthood. It portrayed his sacrificial death as opening a “new and 

living way” for church members to enter into the presence of God because of its cleansing, 

redemptive power.53 This New Testament lesson thus moved church members out of the 

crucified Jesus’ perspective and into a vantage point of those who have been cleansed from sin 

in the wake of his death. 

The hymn that followed this lesson, “When I Survey the Wondrous Cross,” generally 

seemed to sustain this post-death point of view, but two of the verses gave it specificity in 

different ways.54 The second verse involved language that alluded to Paul’s letter to the 

Galatians, in which he swears never to “boast” except in “the cross of Christ.”55 Through this 

allusion, church members essentially took up Paul’s post-conversion perspective in this oath, 

repeating his commitment to boast only in Christ’s cross. In contrast, the third verse turned to 

zoom in on the crucified body of Jesus, beginning with an imperative to “see” his “head,” 

                                                        

52 Mt 27:46; Mk 15:34. 
53 Heb 10:20. 
54 Church and Music, The Hymnal, 1982, 474. 
55 Gal 6:14. 
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“hands,” and “feet,” from which “sorrow and love flow,” and then focusing on the crown of 

thorns. This verse served to take the congregation to the site of his crucifixion as depicted in the 

gospel passion narratives. In this way, the first-person singular “survey” of the cross continued 

the congregation’s discursive journey by moving church members from a long-distance 

theological meditation on the cross to Paul’s point of view to an up-close contemplation of Jesus 

on the cross.56 

The dramatization of John’s passion narrative then took place in the same reader’s 

theater style as the passion narrative reading on Palm/Passion Sunday from the gospel of 

Matthew. Different members of the church read aloud each of the parts, and the whole 

congregation again recited the lines of the crowd, calling for Barabbas’ release and Jesus’ 

crucifixion. Through the dramatization, church members exited the post-crucifixion positions of 

the hymn and entered into a variety of positions within the story of Jesus’ arrest, trial, 

crucifixion, death, and burial. 

After the gospel reading, a priest associate delivered a sermon that raised the question of 

the relationship between Jesus’ death and life. He addressed church members as people living 

after the death of Jesus who had been participating in reflecting theologically on what his death 

meant during the Good Friday liturgy, and then he proposed a dual orientation for the 

congregation to occupy during the prayers that would follow the sermon. On the one hand, 

church members would have the opportunity to pray at length for the needs of the world in 

which they lived, and through these prayers, they would return to their own location. On the 

other hand, by offering these prayers for the world, church members would be entering into the 

position that Jesus adopted as intercessor during his life before his passion.57 As the priest put 

                                                        

56 An additional shift happened in the final verse of the hymn with the use of first-person singular pronouns to 
express the significance of the cross for the singer’s personal life in God. With this final verse, the hymn returned the 
congregation to a post-crucifixion perspective.  
57 The priest may have had in mind the lengthy prayers that Jesus offered in John 17 before his arrest, though the 
priest did not explicitly mention these passages in his sermon.  
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it, church members would “becom[e] Christ for the whole world” in their praying. Through this 

dual perspective, the congregation would shift back to its own time and place while 

simultaneously moving further back in time to Jesus’ ministry before the events of the gospel 

passion dramatization unfolded. 

Following the sermon and solemn collects, the congregation sang “At the Cross Her 

Station Keeping,”58 a medieval plainsong hymn focused on Jesus’ mother Mary at the foot of his 

cross, and then the choir sang a series of anthems for the procession of the cross. The hymn 

served to position church members close enough to Mary as her son was dying on the cross that 

they could discern her “weeping” and even her experience of “anguish” in order to “share her 

sorrows deep.”59 The anthems then returned church members to their post-resurrection point of 

view through acclamations of adoration to Christ for the redemption he effected through his 

cross, and this point of view continued through the final prayers of the service. In the closing 

hymn, “O Sacred Head Sore Wounded,”60 the position of the congregation oscillated once again 

between an up-close meditation upon the crucified body of Jesus and the perspective of a post-

crucifixion and post-resurrection “I” expressing thanksgiving for Jesus’ salvific death. In singing 

and hearing these songs, then, church members journeyed back and forth between the site of the 

crucifixion and their own time and place. 

These discursive treks through various points of view were accompanied by a series of 

body posture changes that church members performed throughout the liturgy. At the beginning 

of the service, everyone stood as they were able for the procession of the lay and ordained 

liturgical ministers and hymn, and then sat for the first three scripture readings. Everyone stood 

up again to sing the second hymn and then returned to their seats for the gospel dramatization. 

During the dramatization, many members stood as they read their parts, and then the whole 

                                                        

58 Church and Music, The Hymnal, 1982, 159. 
59 Ibid. 
60 Ibid., 168. 
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congregation stood at the moment of Jesus’ crucifixion in the narration. Following the passion 

narrative, everyone knelt as they were able for a moment of silence before returning to their 

seats again for the sermon. The congregation stood once more for the officiating priest’s 

introduction of the solemn collects and then knelt for the praying of the collects. After the final 

prayer, everyone rose to stand for the plainsong hymn and procession of the cross and then 

resumed kneeling for the Lord’s Prayer, closing prayer, and final hymn.61  

No single posture corresponded consistently with one discursive point of view, and the 

number of transitions between sitting, standing, and kneeling was less than the number 

normally prescribed for a Sunday eucharist. Yet these postural changes were significant as 

physical corollaries of the discursive journey that church members took through the Good 

Friday liturgy. Standing, then sitting, then standing, and then kneeling repeatedly incorporated 

church members’ bodies into a process of repositioning that echoed the discursive repositioning 

in which the liturgical texts engaged church members. In this way, the journey in which church 

members participated in the Good Friday liturgy was not simply discursive or imaginative; it 

was bodily as well, enfleshed along a vertical spatial plane rather than a horizontal plane. 

A final feature of the Good Friday liturgy that also potentially contributed another 

sensory dimension to the journeying that took place through discourse and posture shifts was 

visual art of the passion narrative hanging along the walls of the worship space. Some members 

of the church, along with a few people from another church, created a series of artistic 

depictions of the passion narrative. They used backgrounds of various sizes and textures with 

ink, charcoal, oils, and other media, and each painting or drawing offered a different perspective 

of Jesus’ crucifixion, death, and burial. One piece of art portrayed one of Jesus’ hands with a nail 
                                                        

61 The posture sequence was this: stand – sit – stand – sit – stand – kneel – sit – stand – kneel – stand – kneel. The 
pattern is similar to the sequence of a typical Sunday eucharist at St. James, except the Good Friday liturgy alternated 
standing and kneeling during the second half of the liturgy, rather than alternating standing and sitting like most 
eucharists do. The inclusion of more kneeling in the Good Friday liturgy may be related to the other key prescriptions 
of kneeling in the liturgical year: to confession of sin, to Lent and its penitential connotations, and to the Christmas 
Vigil, in which everyone kneels after eucharist to pay homage to the infant Jesus. Kneeling on Good Friday can 
demonstrate both penitence and honor to Jesus, especially insofar as the gospels depict Jesus dying as king. 
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driven through it. Another showed a mournful woman embracing another figure whose back 

was toward the viewer. Another depicted a tomb scene. A description of the art series that was 

inserted into the bulletins for Good Friday indicated that the drawings and paintings were 

intended to function like a Stations of the Cross series, even though every piece of art did not 

formally correspond to every traditional station. The 15 passion pieces not only introduced vivid 

colors and iconic scenes into a relatively bare worship space, but also created conditions for 

church members’ eyes to travel through snapshots of the passion narrative as they inhabited the 

worship space and moved between a variety of positions in relation to the crucifixion of Jesus. 

Although the Good Friday liturgy did not involve church members in a geographical 

journey like the Stations of the Cross rite earlier that day, it nevertheless engaged the 

congregation in a journey that took place discursively, bodily through vertical space, and 

visually. Rather than following a linear progression through time or space, this journey wound 

its way back and forth and through multiple perspectives and positions in time and space in 

relation to the crucified body of Jesus. The enactment of the prayers, songs, sermon, and 

scripture readings facilitated the journey by drawing church members in and out of different 

points of view upon the crucifixion, and church members’ bodily alternations between sitting, 

standing, and kneeling constructed a corporeal corollary to this discursive trek. Through the 

discursive and bodily performance of the Good Friday liturgy, therefore, church members’ 

bodies continued to be made journey as they moved in and out, to and from, and through the 

crucifixion of Jesus. 

3.3 Conclusion 

St. James’ Good Friday liturgical practices consummated the Holy Week journey to the 

cross. Church members embodied both the Stations of the Cross rite and the Good Friday 

evening liturgy by not only participating in that journey, but by becoming the journey. In the 

Stations of the Cross, this journey took the shape of a performative, chronologically and 
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geographically linear procession through the passion narrative scenes and through the church’s 

downtown neighborhood. In the Good Friday liturgy, the journey involved a discursive 

meandering back, forth, and through diverse narratival and theological perspectives on the 

crucified body of Jesus, and this non-linear discursive journey occurred in tandem with church 

members’ shifts between several body postures in which they moved back and forth and through 

different positions in vertical space. The type and trajectory of the path enacted within each rite 

differed, but both effectively engaged church members’ bodies as journeying—and thus 

enfleshing—the way of the cross. 

Although the Good Friday liturgies brought the journey to its end before the cross, 

church members’ bodily and discursive participation in the evening liturgy continued to trek 

around and through the cross from multiple angles. This movement between various points of 

view and positions actually revealed the way of the cross that church members’ bodies enfleshed 

to be an ongoing journey of turning and returning to the crucified body of Jesus. Thus even after 

the death of Jesus was announced in the Stations rite as well as in the gospel dramatization at 

the evening service, these bodies-made-journey were not done trekking. 

Conclusion 

Holy Week at St. James was a week full of movement. Church members had 

opportunities to journey each day to the church for a service, as well as opportunities to 

participate in journeys within several of the Holy Week liturgies, including Palm/Passion 

Sunday, Maundy Thursday, and Good Friday. The treks that church members took through the 

Holy Week liturgies were not incidental, but integral to the theological and social significance of 

the liturgies because they drew church members’ bodies into the journey of the way of the cross 

that spanned Holy Week. By processing with palm branches, pausing along the way to tend to 

the feet of their travel companions, and constructing stations of the cross by walking and 

gathering around a cross, church members embodied the journey of the way of the cross. By 
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moving back and forth and through the passion narrative several times throughout the week, 

church members’ bodies journeyed through the stories of the cross and gave them flesh in 

church members’ own time and place. Although members of St. James may not have desired to 

move through all the stories, experiences, and spaces they traversed in Holy Week, they engaged 

their bodies in the journeys through them nevertheless and thus inhabited Holy Week as bodies 

made the journey of the way of the cross. 

Yet in what meaningful way can we speak of bodies becoming a journey? In what sense 

can this journey be called the way of the cross? And how is such a form of embodiment to be 

understood theologically and socially? To address these questions, I turn in the next chapter to 

offer a philosophical and theological analysis of this Holy Week construction of bodies as the 

way of the cross. 
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4. A Journey That Cannot Be Embodied: A Theology of Bodies as 
the Way of the Cross 

Bodies and crosses contradict one another. Crosses, deadly manifestations of human 

creation, proclaim that bodies do not belong in their world, and bodies, living manifestations of 

God’s creation, declare that crosses do not belong in their world. They cannot but displace, 

undermine, and bring destruction upon one another. The way of the cross cannot be “the way of 

life and peace,” as the priest prayed in the Collect on Palm/Passion Sunday.1 

Yet, as James Cone’s The Cross and the Lynching Tree helps demonstrate, bodies have 

hung other bodies on various crosses in enough times and places that the way of the cross is the 

way of life in this world.2 This contradiction lies at the center of bodily existence in a world 

created by God and compromised by sin, the personal and social undoing of God’s creative work. 

Bodies have become so entangled in overlapping structures of oppression enforced by death-

dealing social mechanisms that these crosses shape their lives.3 

What is more, God entered into this contradiction. By becoming incarnate in Jesus, God 

in flesh got entangled in a social and political context ordered by crucifixion and entered into the 

center of that death-dealing mechanism to become a crucified body. Because Jesus united his 

body with the cross and thus drew God into the heart of that union, his body is now with all 

other bodies, and his cross is with all other crosses.4 The crucified body of Jesus, in fact, 

                                                        

1 BCP 1979, 272. 
2 Here I am drawing upon the connection that James Cone highlights between Jesus’ cross and the lynching of African 
Americans in the 19th and 20th centuries under American white supremacy. He argues that the cross and lynching tree 
must be understood through and with one another in order to come to terms with “the brutal legacy of slavery and 
white supremacy,” as well as with the hope and liberation that Jesus’ cross proclaims. Cone, The Cross and the 
Lynching Tree, xiv–xix, 161. 
3 This way of understanding oppression appears in the work of several feminist theorists and theologians. bell hooks, 
for example, refers to the “ideology of domination” in order to speak of interlocking forms of oppression by race, sex, 
and class. hooks, Ain’t I a Woman, 194–95. Elisabeth Schüssler-Fiorenza uses the term “kyriarchy” to denote 
“multiplicative forms of oppression” that exceed patriarchal sexism. Schüssler Fiorenza, Jesus, 14. And Iris Marion 
Young outlines what she calls the “five faces of oppression,” which include exploitation, marginalization, 
powerlessness, cultural imperialism, and violence, to delineate different, yet often interrelated social manifestations 
of oppressive power. Young, Justice and the Politics of Difference, 39–65. 
4 Cone’s theology of the cross centers on this idea of God’s solidarity with the victims of lynching in the crucified body 
of Jesus. See Cone, The Cross and the Lynching Tree, 155–62. Here I also have in mind Wonhee Anne Joh’s 
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disentangles embodied human life from the way of the cross, revealing that these two do not 

belong together. His resurrection offers a glimpse into how bodies may live when sin is undone 

and crosses no longer maintain order. 

For bodies living between the resurrection of his crucified body and the eschaton, 

however, coming to terms with his cross creates a theological and social situation brimming with 

ambiguity and uncertainty. What does his crucified body mean for all other crosses and bodies 

when he reveals their unity and disunity simultaneously? And what does his crucified body 

mean for bodies praying that they may find the way of his cross to be a way of life and peace 

when they are living amid structures that continue to thrive on the oppression and crucifixion of 

bodies?5 

In this chapter, I analyze the way in which bodies became journey in St. James’ Holy 

Week practices. I argue that walking the way of the cross engaged church members together in 

the contradiction of embodying unfaithfulness to the crucified body of Jesus—and thus sin—

precisely in order to embody faithfulness to him—and thus salvation. Embodying this journey, 

therefore, entailed embodying sin and salvation simultaneously. This paradoxical predicament 

exposes the inescapable truth of church life insofar as churches cannot but go through the cross 

as the body of the crucified Christ. However, enfleshing sin and salvation simultaneously 

generates ambiguous social implications that demand critical theological evaluation so that 

churches do not inadvertently reify sin in the name of faithfulness to the way of the cross. 

                                                        

 

postcolonial theology of the cross as the site at which the Korean concepts of han (which she translates as suffering 
and abjection) and jeong (which she describes as a powerful bond of love) converge. The cross reveals God’s embrace 
of both han and jeong, which Joh sees as salvific precisely because han is not erased or repressed. God’s solidarity in 
Jesus’ crucifixion is the means by which all who have endured various forms of han can be remembered and 
redeemed. Joh, Heart of the Cross, 111–15. 
5 I hear questions like these in Cone’s theological and racial reflections on the cross. As he says, “The cross is a 
reminder that the world is fraught with many contradictions—many lynching trees.” Cone, The Cross and the 
Lynching Tree, 159. 
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I begin by drawing upon the theory of Michel de Certeau on the practice of walking and 

the work of Mikhail Bakhtin on discourse to offer an epistemological framework for coming to 

terms with how the church’s Holy Week practices effectively engaged members’ bodies on a 

journey and as journey. Then I discuss the theological significance of embodying the particular 

journey of the way of the cross by reflecting on the centrality of Jesus’ body in Holy Week and on 

the contradictory shape of the church’s embodiment in relation to his body in conversation with 

the christological works of Graham Ward, Dietrich Bonhoeffer, Karl Barth, Morna Hooker, 

James Cone, and Shawn Copeland. Finally, I address the social significance of bodies as journey 

in Holy Week by turning to Radhika Mohanram’s theoretical insights into the relationship 

between race, place, and bodies to consider the racial implications of Holy Week.  

4.1 Bodies as Journey: An Epistemological Analysis 

Journey is not a novel characterization of Holy Week, in which pilgrimage and 

procession practices have deep historical roots. However, interpreting bodies in Holy Week as 

flesh-made-journey defies how people’s eyes have been trained to perceive bodies in 

contemporary American contexts. When many people in the U.S. envision bodies, they tend to 

objectify bodies as enclosed, substantive entities whose skin demarcates their boundaries and 

separates them from their surroundings. From this point of view, bodies can take journeys as 

self-enclosed, self-contained entities that move through space, but they cannot become journeys. 

Conceiving of bodies as journeys would entail a profound dynamic relationship between bodies 

and spaces in which bodies could be constituted by their interaction with spaces through 

movement, but maintaining such a perspective would seem to flout the empirical truth that 

people’s eyes tell them in favor of an abstract idea. 

The real problem, however, lies in this objectifying mode of discernment. Perceiving 

bodies as enclosed, contained entities defined by clear boundaries entails presuming that bodies 

are not relational entities who are connected to and dependent upon their environments. This 
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way of thinking presumes that bodies can move through spaces without bodies and spaces 

affecting one another through that movement. It presupposes, in other words, a 

decontextualized, abstract body from the beginning, even as this mode of discernment deems 

such a body concrete. 

In order to explore journey as a meaningful construction of bodies in Holy Week at St. 

James, therefore, I want to propose an alternative epistemological approach based upon 

Certeau’s and Bakhtin’s thought that can illuminate how bodies relate to places and spaces. Both 

of these theorists challenge perspectives that assume a detached, objectifying distance from 

embodied life by calling attention to the dynamic processes at work in embodied activities from 

within the thick of the action. From this engaged perspective, Certeau’s insights into the 

interactions between bodies, spaces, and stories within everyday practices and Bakhtin’s 

reflections on the lived texture of discourse together provide a helpful way of understanding St. 

James’ Holy Week liturgical practices as dynamic enactments embodied as journeys.  

4.1.1 Defining Journey 

In The Practice of Everyday Life, Michel de Certeau seeks to shed light on everyday 

practices amid modern social, cultural, and economic structures. According to Certeau, ordinary 

practices, like cooking and reading, tend to be overlooked or marginalized in investigations into 

the social, cultural, and political dynamics of human existence because power and meaning 

seem to reside in the structures that form social reality. These quotidian activities deserve 

attention, however, because they actually expose how life is lived, how power works, and how 

people “use” variabilities rather than merely assimilating to dominant norms.6 Although 

everyday practices are structured by a “dominant cultural economy” that seeks to organize and 

reduce relationships among people, places, and things according to production and 

consumption, Certeau argues that people navigate these structures in diverse ways as they 

                                                        

6 Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Life, xi–xiii. 
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engage in such practices.7 The “ways of operating” that people enact within this economy in 

everyday practices use the limits and materials that are imposed or available to subvert, 

appropriate, and transform them for purposes “that are neither determined nor captured by the 

systems in which they develop.”8 People shopping in a grocery store, for example, are not 

passive consumers simply succumbing to the store’s determinations of products, value, or 

desire, nor are they agents who determine products, value, or desire; their shopping activities 

involve more complexity and ambiguity than either of these designations allows. People “make 

do with what they have,” as Certeau says, in ordinary practices, and their compliance with the 

constraints of social and cultural order through their practices simultaneously enacts 

“diversion[s],” “mutation[s],” or destabilizations within the presumed order.9 

Certeau employs two main analogies to illustrate how everyday practices work within 

structures of power. First, he turns to the field of rhetoric to compare practices to speech acts. 

Just as a speech act uses already established vocabulary and syntax to effect a linguistic 

performance in a particular situation, everyday practices operate within already established 

structures, materials, and places to make or do something with them.10 These uses do not 

transcend the given structures but create spaces within them in which language and everyday 

life gain textured meaning. Just as the same words enact different discursive events when used 

for legal discourse, a joke, or prayer, a practice like walking facilitates different ways of 

interacting with places depending on the path, terrain, pace, time, and history. For Certeau, 

then, everyday practices are spatial performances akin to a speech act’s linguistic performance.11 

The other analogy that Certeau constructs involves a militaristic distinction between 

“strategy” and “tactics.”12 The ordinariness of the practices with which Certeau is concerned does 

                                                        

7 Ibid., xiv. 
8 Ibid., xiii–xviii. 
9 Ibid., 18, 27–28, xxi. 
10 Ibid., xiii. 
11 Ibid., 97–102. 
12 Ibid., xix, 29-30. 
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not render them power-neutral, nor can they be unilaterally deemed powerful or powerless. 

Rather, everyday practices function like “tactics,” which exhibit small-scale, opportunistic 

modes of power through their enactment. While a strategy attempts to assert power through 

domination, specifically by imposing a new order upon an arrangement of relationships, a tactic 

“manipulate[s] events in order to turn them into ‘opportunities’” within an imposed order.13 

Tactics operate like “ruses” and “trickery,” actions that lack stability or permanence but elude 

domination by “improvising” within concrete situations and redirecting them toward different 

ends.14 Although a practice like cooking may not seem all that tactical, it takes place within a 

power-laden social, cultural, and economic landscape and involves using the materials within 

that landscape to create a meal. While social, cultural, and economic structures charge that meal 

with meaning, its significance cannot be reduced to these constraints because it also sustains life 

amid them. 

A key practice on which Certeau focuses substantial attention is walking in a metropolis. 

He begins his discussion of walking, using New York City as his example, by contrasting people’s 

movements along the streets with voyeuristic gazing from above that seeks to freeze a city and 

its people with an imposing glance. Whether tourists, architects, or people with power, voyeurs 

adopt a comprehensive, panoramic perspective on the city and construct their knowledge of it 

from this abstracted standpoint in terms of static structures, places, and norms. For Certeau, 

voyeurs perceive the city in a way that resonates with strategizing, pretending detached 

existence above and beyond municipal regulation. From this position, they thus fail to know the 

place and its people, even as they presume to know through their panoptic gazing, because they 

are entranced with what Certeau calls the “‘theoretical’ (that is, visual) simulacrum.”15 

                                                        

13 Ibid., xix. 
14 Ibid., 22–24. 
15 Ibid., 93. 
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Walking, however, engages people in a different way of relating to the city. Grounded in 

the streets, walkers assume their embeddedness in the movements and flows of the city’s 

spaces.16 Unlike voyeurs who gaze upon the city, walking requires a kind of unseeing, according 

to Certeau, because it involves navigating urban space through time. As he says, walkers allow 

their “bodies [to] follow the thicks and thins of an urban ‘text’ they write without being able to 

read it.”17 Walking shapes city spaces with one’s body over time, thereby turning the “planned 

and readable city” concocted by voyeurs into “migrational” and “lived” space.18 

Bodily experience, in fact, is a key dimension of walking for Certeau, even though explicit 

references to embodiment appear sporadically in his discussion of the practice. In addition to 

engendering a limited visual experience of the city, walking involves “tactile apprehension and 

kinesthetic appropriation” through the interactions that one’s feet have with the ground.19 The 

steps that one takes carve a path together through the city between various places, and this 

bodily movement “spatialize[s],” transforming static places into dynamic spaces of 

engagement.20 Bodily contact and movement on the streets simultaneously compress the city as 

an abstract whole into concrete particularities encountered in the actual route and expand these 

particularities by linking them through time.21 One’s bodily presence and experiences on the 

move thus essentially bring city spaces to life for Certeau.22  

In order to describe how walking creates navigable spaces, Certeau interweaves his 

linguistic and militaristic analogies. Walking, first of all, is a form of nonverbal “enunciation,” 

according to Certeau, that makes use of the materials, places, and structures available, just as a 

speech act uses vocabulary and grammar to communicate a particular utterance.23 As a 

                                                        

16 Ibid., 92. 
17 Ibid., 93. 
18 Ibid., 93, 96. 
19 Ibid., 97. 
20 Ibid. 
21 Ibid., 101, 103. 
22 Ibid., 98–99. 
23 Ibid., 97–99. 
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performance, walking is an activity that is directed toward an other and facilitates relationships 

between oneself and others, between “a here and a there,” and between oneself and the places 

with which one interacts by one’s bodily presence and movement in and among them.24 Certeau 

likens this relational dimension of walking to issuing “a series of ‘hellos’” through one’s 

footsteps.25 

Yet this enunciative engagement with other people and places is not a neutral activity for 

Certeau. Walking takes place within pre-determined, power-laden structures and limits, like the 

grid layout of city streets, for instance, but its performance does not simply shore up the power 

of the structures, as if simply reciting the grid. Because walking entails “lacking a place,” a static 

position belonging to oneself from which one can perceive or define the whole surrounding 

landscape, the practice enables the enactment of tactical power by “temporarily appropriat[ing]” 

and unfreezing fixed places through one’s body on the move.26 Walking disrupts the power of 

strategies like mapping a city by creating a deeply contextualized way of knowing and inhabiting 

the city.27 Although these disruptions lack permanence, they nevertheless open up spaces in 

which people can live and move amid constraints, while also revealing the limitations of how 

systems of “imposed order” operate in relation to the daily rhythms and flows that “create an 

urban fabric.”28 

Certeau’s attention to the practice of walking is helpful for conceiving of bodies as 

journey in Holy Week because he grounds his discussion of the practice in lived experience. 

Though he is concerned more with the act of walking than with the agents of the action, his 

understanding of the practice hinges upon the concrete reality of footsteps, the dynamic tactile 

contact that bodies forge with the places they encounter. Through walking, bodies particularize 

                                                        

24 Ibid., 99. 
25 Ibid. 
26 Ibid., 103. 
27 Ibid., 102. 
28 Ibid., 105–7, 103. 
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and contextualize spaces, creating interactive relationships with them, and the simple act of 

moving through these spaces while being grounded in them enables bodies to inhabit them. In 

this way, bodies engaged in walking not only create journeys through space, but also live in 

those journeys and spaces. Walking thus embodies as well as spatializes; it enunciates spaces by 

enfleshing them. 

In addition to discussing walking, Certeau elaborates on the role of stories and 

storytelling in describing how people interact with spaces. He sees walking and storytelling not 

just as analogous practices, but as concurrent, mutually formative modes of embodied 

engagement with space. A story, according to Certeau, is fundamentally a movement from a here 

to there—in short, a walk, or a journey—so storytelling is a process of evoking spaces. Although 

stories operate in discursive space while walking operates in physical space, Certeau 

understands the two practices and spaces to be interconnected. Not only is walking a form of 

storytelling and storytelling a form of walking, but stories mediate walking and other embodied 

practices by “open[ing] a legitimate theater for practical actions.”29 Certeau says that “stories 

make the journey, before or during the time the feet perform it,” which suggests that walking as 

a practice of navigating lived space necessarily entails encountering myths, legends, and 

histories that have organized interactions within that space in the past, as well as performing or 

pursuing new stories through those encounters.30 Stories may demarcate “boundaries,” establish 

“bridges,” incite conflict, or facilitate unity because they help situate embodied interactions in 

lived spaces. Consequently, bodies do not inhabit and navigate spaces apart from stories, and 

stories do not inhabit and navigate spaces apart from bodies. 

To investigate further how discourse intersects with bodies and particular contexts, I 

want to turn to Mikhail Bakhtin’s understanding of discourse because he takes the “materiality 

                                                        

29 Ibid., 125. 
30 Ibid., 116, 102–3, 106, 108. 
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of language” as his starting point.31 For Bakhtin, words express and acquire meaning as they are 

uttered. Words are not immutable signs with stable core meanings that speakers or writers 

simply cite as if translating reality into discourse. Instead, Bakhtin argues that words are 

“inhabited” as they inhabit particular voices.32 Meaning develops as words enter and exit the 

mouths of people—fictional or real—situated within particular social contexts, which infuse 

words with the “taste” of one’s socially located perspective and the sound of one’s “accent.”33 

Bakhtin further intertwines the eating and residing imagery to portray speaking as a process of 

“tak[ing]” words out of “other people’s mouths” that are “populated” with their “intentions” in 

order to “make [them] one’s own” and give them the flavor of the social contexts in which one 

dwells.34 When people draw words into their mouths, allowing the words to inhabit their voices, 

bodies, and social contexts, they simultaneously enter into the words, occupying and navigating 

the social realities that those words already house. Utterances are thus incorporative events in 

which words and flesh interact through embodied voices. 

This dynamic relationship between embodiment, words, and social contexts gives 

language three main characteristics in Bakhtin’s thought. First, language is “dialogic” rather 

than monologic.35 For Bakhtin, “dialogic” indicates the interactive, interpersonal way in which 

language operates. Words are always received from and directed toward others, even if those 

words do not occur in a dialogue format. Discourse entails a relationship between more than one 

voice. It is a social performance “aimed at responsive understanding,” as he says.36 Second, 

language is “heteroglot” rather than “unitary,” according to Bakhtin.37 “Heteroglossia,” a 

fundamental concept in Bakhtin’s thought, refers to the “diversification” and “stratification” that 

                                                        

31 Bakhtin, The Dialogic Imagination, 324. 
32 Bakhtin, Problems of Dostoevsky’s Poetics, 202. 
33 Ibid.; Bakhtin, The Dialogic Imagination, 293–94. 
34 Bakhtin, The Dialogic Imagination, 294. 
35 Ibid., 279. 
36 Ibid., 276–80. 
37 Ibid., 270, 288. 
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take place in discourse because of its social and ideological texture.38 Words do not convey a 

singular meaning or voice because they are uttered by particular people in particular contexts in 

which multiple dimensions of social reality intersect, ranging from profession-specific discourse 

and marks of identity to “languages of the day.”39 Utterances engage these various dimensions 

like light traveling through water, so that the meanings expressed in the utterances become 

“refracted” and “dispers[ed]” in their contextualized performance.40 Finally, language is not 

neutral but charged with ideologies, intentions, and histories. Utterances are thus dynamic, 

power-laden engagements between voices and their contexts, involving “appropriat[ing]” words 

from others and one’s own intentions being “expropriated” through language’s refractions.41 

Through this process, the power of particular embodied voices and words comes to light as 

certain words “stubbornly resist” appropriation by certain voices.42 

The life of language for Bakhtin, therefore, reveals a complex discursive reality grounded 

in embodiment in which voices are not in control of words that they utter and words do not 

establish or maintain singular meanings. Language lives in its convoluted movement between 

and through utterances, in which voices resound and refract through words appropriated and 

dispersed as social contexts collide. As words move between voices, not only do the meanings of 

words develop ambiguities and socially charged particularities, but their utterances both 

multiply and mobilize voices. One voice speaks through the voice of another while also giving 

voice to another, and this dialogical process of vocalization, which Bakhtin refers to as “double-

voiced discourse,” takes place as words and voices move in and out of one another through 

diverse social interactions.43 Although the refraction of one’s voice into two may seem like an 

                                                        

38 Ibid., 272. 
39 Ibid., 289–91. 
40 Ibid., 299, 277. 
41 Ibid., 293, 289. 
42 Ibid., 294. 
43 Bakhtin discusses the technique of double-voiced discourse as a literary characteristic/feature of modern novels. 
Because of the diverse ways in which double-voiced discourse can become manifest in a novel, Bakhtin privileges this 
genre as particularly fitting for exploring the rich meanings at play in and between the voices that are present. 
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obstacle to communication, double-voiced discourse actually enables voices to speak because 

they are not thereby stripped of their flesh, detached from their contexts, or interrupted on their 

journey with the words they utter. Language thus depends upon double-voiced discourse to have 

meaning for embodied people. 

While Certeau and Bakhtin approach discourse from different angles, both nevertheless 

highlight its performative, moving, and relational dimensions. Speaking or writing is an 

embodied social enactment in which a journey between and through words and their contexts 

takes place. When one speaks, one embarks on a pilgrimage by navigating the rhetorical 

complexities as well as the social, cultural, and historical textures at play in the words uttered. 

As Bakhtin indicates, the journey involves the movement of words between mouths, in which 

embodied voices encounter the embodied reality and power of other voices. Through their 

utterances, they refract one another’s voices and simultaneously enable one another to speak 

through those refractions. For Certeau, utterances evoke stories, which not only sketch journeys 

discursively but also organize lived spaces in which bodies live, move, and interact with their 

environment and with one another. Ultimately, discourse both situates and mobilizes bodies, as 

Certeau’s work suggests, and bodies both situate and mobilize discourse, as Bakhtin 

demonstrates, because discourse and bodies subsist in spatial and social interactions. 

Certeau’s and Bakhtin’s insights into practices and discourse together provide a helpful 

epistemological backdrop for conceiving of bodies as journeys through St. James’ Holy Week 

liturgical practices. Certeau’s work, first of all, challenges voyeuristic, detached perspectives on 

bodies by underscoring the dynamic interactions that constitute lived embodiment in particular 
                                                        

 

Nevertheless, I think similarly fertile soil for double-voiced discourse can be found in theological texts, especially 
insofar as a divine voice is presumed to be present, active, and participating in, with, and even through a human 
voice. Several theological scholars have turned to Bakhtin’s concept of double-voiced discourse to develop 
interpretations of Christian texts, including Elisabeth Gössmann’s examination of several medieval women mystics’ 
writings and Elizabeth Anderson’s study focused on medieval mystic Mechthild of Magdeburg. See Gossmann, “The 
Image of God and the Human Being in Women’s Counter-Tradition”; Andersen, The Voices of Mechthild of 
Magdeburg. 
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spaces among social, cultural, and economic systems. He exposes the epistemological 

inadequacy of perceiving bodies as objects and points to an alternative approach that begins and 

ends with up-close, located engagement. Through such an engaged approach, by occupying a 

contextualized perspective within the thick of the action, bodies can be perceived as relational, 

situated, and moving realities rather than as objectified entities. 

Second, Certeau’s reflections on walking and storytelling shed light on the performative 

character of practices consisting of journeys, or spatial navigations. Because journeys are 

enactments constituted by bodies, spaces, and stories inhabiting and moving through one 

another, they are more than routes traced on a map; they are enfleshed movements, activated 

spaces, and founding stories. Through this multi-dimensional, in-process depiction of walking 

and storytelling, Certeau offers a way of understanding journeys as part of bodies, spaces, and 

stories, which serves to show not only how the journey of Holy Week as a whole is made body, 

but also how bodies become journeys in the particular spatial navigations that occur in the Holy 

Week liturgical practices. The connection that he establishes between physical and discursive 

journeys is especially helpful for attending to the journeys of Holy Week because of how the 

gospel narratives pervade the physical journeys that church members embody in the liturgies. 

Their bodies journey through the stories by moving through physical spaces, so that the physical 

and discursive journeys take on flesh through one another. 

Finally, Bakhtin’s work serves to highlight the embodied, contextualized shape of 

discourse. Because words give expression to diverse voices, intentions, and social contexts by 

moving through and between these voices, intentions, and contexts, their meaning and power 

are grounded in bodies. Discursive utterances evoke multi-layered social contexts and thus live 

in and through embodiment. Moreover, insofar as discourse is a social performance grounded in 

bodies, its meaning arises as it generates relationships by refracting voices and contexts through 

one another. Discourse forges a journey in which meaning multiplies, becoming opaque rather 
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than transparent and polyphonous rather than monotone. Bakhtin’s elucidation of these 

dialogic, heteroglot, and bodily dimensions of how discourse operates, therefore, suggests that 

the discursive performances within the Holy Week liturgies contributed to church members’ 

bodies becoming journeys by facilitating dynamic interactions between words and voices 

through and between members’ bodies. The liturgical discourse of Holy Week made its way 

through members’ bodies and the space they shared as members gave voice to the narratives, 

songs, and prayers. The discourse thus gained flesh and meaning as it moved, multiplied, and 

engaged different voices and contexts through members’ utterances. 

4.1.2 Body as Journey in the Practices of Holy Week 

The journey that members of St. James embodied over the course of Holy Week hardly 

qualifies as ordinary from the standpoint of Certeau’s thought. The liturgical practices of the 

week did not recur regularly throughout the church year, and the liturgies generally conformed 

to standardized rubrics and traditions of the Episcopal Church. Moreover, the authoritative 

nature of the discourse uttered during Holy Week would seem to oppose Bakhtin’s 

understanding of discourse as heteroglot and dialogic because the liturgies entailed reciting 

words and maintaining a discursive tradition.44 However, beneath these apparent 

contraindications, Certeau and Bakhtin serve to bring to light the vital role of church members’ 

bodies in St. James’ Holy Week practices. By examining the lived texture of practices and 

discourse from an up close, engaged perspective in the thick of the action, Certeau and Bakhtin 

provide ways of attending to the interactions that united church members’ bodies to the journey 

they trekked. 

Certeau’s understanding of walking and storytelling, first of all, illuminates how the 

physical and discursive dimensions of the church’s liturgical practices overlapped in Holy Week. 

                                                        

44 Discourse that is deemed authoritative cannot be double-voiced by definition, according to Bakhtin, because its 
power lies in being “a thing in its own right.” It can only be cited like a “dead quotation.” Bakhtin, The Dialogic 
Imagination, 344. 
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The processions for the Liturgy of the Palms and Stations of the Cross engaged church members’ 

bodies in the community’s downtown neighborhood. Church members interacted with and 

made use of the spaces through which they trekked in ways that city planners would not have 

intended, and they did so by bodily contact with the ground, trekking as a community, and 

bearing materials like crosses and uttering discourse like prayers that would be considered out 

of place in the neighborhood’s public, secular environment. The church’s processions spatialized 

particular places in the downtown neighborhood, infusing them with bodily activity through 

members’ concrete presence and lived experience of the sites they encountered and paths they 

enacted. Moreover, while the processions became incarnate through the ordinary act of 

walking—with and without mobility aids—the stories of the triumphal entry and the crucifixion 

also worked their way through the treks. Consequently, by participating in the processions, 

church members traversed through the gospel narratives precisely in their treks through the 

neighborhood. The discursive journeying within the narrative spaces took place through the 

physical journeys in the neighborhood spaces, so that members’ bodies knit the gospel stories 

and neighborhood spaces into one another, moving through the neighborhood by moving 

through the stories and through the stories by moving through the neighborhood spaces. 

Indeed, the three church communities’ deliberate decisions to situate the gospel stories and 

themselves in their neighborhood through journeys enabled the stories and neighborhood to 

reverberate through one another among their members’ bodies in such a way that church 

members could potentially inhabit their neighborhood and their own bodies more deeply 

through the stories than apart from this entanglement. 

Similar interactions between physical and discursive elements occurred in the Maundy 

Thursday rites of footwashing and stripping the altar. Although few words pervaded the worship 

space during the footwashing, the rite evoked the gospel narrative of Jesus’ washing of his 

disciples’ feet through church members’ bodily performance of washing one another’s feet. They 
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put into practice the story of Jesus’ action and his command to do likewise, and the way in 

which church members united their bodies to this story was through movement, bodily contact, 

and water. Within a fairly stationary rite, church members’ bodies opened a generative space of 

engagement in which the story’s events and contextual dynamics could interface in diverse ways 

with the markedly different social and cultural dynamics of church members’ contexts. At the 

center of this interaction was the tactile contact between members’ hands and feet as church 

members cared for one another’s bodies. This practice intersected with the various formative 

social, geographical, economic, and spiritual journeys and stories already residing in church 

members’ flesh and thus created conditions for multi-layered power-laden connections between 

these stories and journeys and the gospel story through the mere touch of hands and feet. 

The stripping of the altar also involved the intersection of bodily and discursive 

performances. While the rite did not explicitly correspond to a gospel narrative scene, the 

clergy’s body movements concurred with the recitation of Psalm 22. As this rite unfolded, the 

clergy engaged in spatializing the altar area, as Certeau’s thought suggests, by manipulating the 

normative placement of the objects around the altar. They displaced the objects by trekking back 

and forth between the altar area and the sacristy, thereby enacting a spatial story that signaled 

the end of the feast, evacuated signs of the holy, and made room for an otherwise out-of-place 

event to take place. At the same time, the utterance of Psalm 22 filled the space with the sound 

of an inharmonious story set amid human-inflicted violence and Godforsakenness. Because of 

this psalm’s common association with Jesus’ crucifixion, the discursive performance also evoked 

the event that church members would face the next day in the Good Friday commemoration of 

Jesus’ death. As the altar area was emptied out, the scenes of Good Friday were drawn in, so that 

through the bodily movement and labor of the clergy amid the discursive encroachment of Good 

Friday into the worship space, the congregation was propelled further along its Holy Week 

journey to the cross without taking a step. The spatialization of the worship space effectively 
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continued the congregation’s journey insofar as they exited a different space at the conclusion of 

the rite than the space that they entered at the beginning of the Maundy Thursday service.  

Additionally, Bakhtin’s understanding of discourse offers insight into how St. James’ 

discourse-centered liturgical practices in Holy Week contributed to church members’ 

embodiment of the journey to the cross. The dramatic readings of the passion narratives in 

Matthew and John on Palm/Passion Sunday and Good Friday, respectively, enacted 

heteroglossia, a multi-voiced discursive performance, in which church members used their own 

voices to give voice to the various figures in the narrative. Church members’ voices spoke only 

through refraction by appropriating utterances that were not of their own choosing and that 

belonged in the mouths of others. Their performance gave rise to a heteroglot, dialogic discourse 

that moved from voice to voice through church members’ bodies, operating between the context 

of the narrative and their own contexts. Through their vocal interactions, church members 

journeyed discursively through the story of Jesus’ crucifixion and death, giving it space and time 

in their worship space as well as in their mouths to reverberate and linger. They even uttered the 

distasteful words that condemned Jesus to death, so that the truth of the story could be 

expressed in the diversity of voices. 

The Good Friday evening liturgy as a whole also engaged church members in a discursive 

journey that involved a series of movements between voices. The heterglot performance of the 

dramatic passion narrative reading converged with multiple discourses that preceded and 

followed. Not only did these discourses exhibit diverse genres, including prayer, song, narrative 

prose, interpretation, and exhortation, but they drew church members into a variety of 

perspectives and voices in their utterances. By giving voice to these different voices, church 

members moved in and out of multiple standpoints in relation to the crucified Christ. They thus 

enacted a back-and-forth, meandering journey around the cross by means of multi-voiced 
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discourse. Although the journey was not physical trek across horizontal space, church members’ 

bodies nevertheless gave it flesh by giving it voice within the space they shared. 

4.1 Conclusion 

Through Certeau and Bakhtin, the complex shape of the Holy Week journey as a mode of 

embodiment comes into view. Although the journey generally followed the arc of the passion 

narrative, it did not proceed along a straight path, plane, or plot. What took place on 

Palm/Passion Sunday encapsulated the whole progression of Holy Week in one day as the 

congregation moved from commemorating Jesus’ triumphal entry in the procession of palms all 

the way to the announcement of Jesus’ death in the dramatic gospel reading. Then that 

compressed journey was reiterated in expanded form from Monday until Good Friday. 

Additionally, the way in which church members embodied this journey involved continual 

alternations between physical treks on a horizontal plane, postural shifts along a vertical plane, 

and discursive movements among diverse, socially situated voices that yielded a non-linear 

story. The journey meandered, circled, decelerated, and accelerated through multiple spaces, 

times, points of view, postures, and utterances. 

Members’ bodily participation in this convoluted journey brought about complex, multi-

layered interactions between bodies, spaces, stories, and voices over the course of the week. 

Through the Holy Week liturgical practices, members’ bodies thus became inseparable from the 

journeys they inhabited, performed, and vocalized. They embodied the journey to the cross by 

becoming journeys through neighborhood processions, postural alterations, multi-voiced 

utterances and stories, and bodily contact with one another. 

Yet what is the theological significance of these particular bodies, members of the body 

of Christ, becoming this particular journey, the way of the cross, in Holy Week? What 

theological shape did this embodied journey take? To address these questions, I turn now to 

analyze and assess theologically this dynamic portrait of church members’ bodies in Holy Week. 
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4.2 Embodying a Way of Contradiction: A Theological Analysis 

A body like any other was executed publicly, life stolen from flesh in plain view of all, 

bearing the bruises and bloody wounds of violent trespasses, rendered into an object of ridicule. 

Evidence of a power transaction was left all over his flesh as his body was crafted into a spectacle 

of imperial domination and the conquest of evil.45 He had taken up the way that no one would 

want to go, and his body was transfigured, disfigured, into a body that no one would want to 

become. Not just beaten and hanged, his body was pierced as if to extract every ounce of his life, 

every drop of blood, to show who truly had authority here. His body’s boundaries demarcating 

inside and outside were rent in two as breath left his lungs and blood and water flowed from the 

wounds.46 It was enough to make the witnesses sickened, terrified, “tremble” at the horror of a 

living body turned into “strange fruit,” discarded flesh.47 

The powers that crucified the body of Jesus may have sought to make an example of him, 

using his body to send a message to anyone else who would refuse to stay in their assigned 

social, political, cultural, and religious place and disrupt order. All the signs of “de-creation” and 

dehumanization inscribed on his flesh should have provoked everyone to distance themselves 

from him.48 Yet Christians have not let his crucified body remain at a distance. They have told 

and retold the stories about his death by declaring that God was powerfully present rather than 

                                                        

45 See Jennings, Transforming Atonement, 29–31, 40–43; Marcus, “Crucifixion as Parodic Exaltation,” 77–82. See 
also Hengel, Crucifixion in the Ancient World and the Folly of the Message of the Cross for a discussion of the shame 
and humiliation in Roman crucifixion. And see Kyle, Spectacles of Death in Ancient Rome for a discussion of the role 
of violent spectacles in Roman culture broadly, as well as in crucifixion specifically. 
46 Here I am interweaving the imagery used in different gospels for the tearing of the temple curtain that takes place 
at his death, according to the synoptic gospels, and the piercing of Jesus’ side that John’s gospel recounts. See Mk 
15:37–38; Mt 27:50–21; Lk 23:45–46; and Jn 19:28–37. 
47 The connection between terror and Jesus’ crucifixion stems from Copeland’s identification of lynching as “a 
capricious instrument of terror” used to secure “white dominance.” She also cites Kelly Brown Douglas’ comments on 
lynching as a form of “white terror against black bodies.” Copeland, Enfleshing Freedom, 118, 123. The account of 
Jesus’ death in Matthew’s gospel also describes the centurion as “terrified” at the cataclysmic events that occurred 
when Jesus died. Mt 27:54. The quotations are allusions to the lyrics of the African-American spiritual “Were You 
There When They Crucified My Lord?” and to the song “Strange Fruit” (written by Abel Meeropol, first performed by 
Billie Holiday in 1939), respectively.  
48 I am drawing upon Shawn Copeland’s critique of how systems of slavery and colonization undermined God’s 
creation of human beings to characterize the theological anthropological work that crucifixion enacted upon Jesus’ 
body, based upon her own constructive turn to the body of Jesus to reflect on the humanity of black female bodies. 
See ibid., 24–28, 52. 
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distant before what should have been Godforsaken flesh, and they have allied their bodies with 

him in such a way that they have become members of this body.49 

The profound relationship that church members’ bodies have to the body of Jesus 

formed the crux of the mode of embodiment that took place at St. James in Holy Week. Their 

bodies became the journey to the cross only because he embodied the journey. He “set his face 

to go into Jerusalem”50 and kept moving through his betrayal, arrest, and trial until he reached 

the place where he was killed. His body was so bound up with the way he was heading that the 

way to the cross became his body, and his body this way.51 Understanding how church members 

embodied a theological contradiction in their Holy Week journey thus requires reckoning 

theologically with the body in which they participated together: the crucified body of Jesus. 

4.2.1 The Body of Jesus and the Body of Christ 

The crucified body of Jesus stood at the center of Holy Week. The scriptures, songs, 

prayers, and bodily practices that constituted St. James’ liturgies revolved around coming to 

terms with this body, retracing his footsteps, reckoning with his experiences of betrayal, 

suffering, and shame, and retelling the stories that have sought to put the pieces together 

concerning who he was and what he did. Yet as the liturgies called attention to his body, even 

meditating imaginatively on the painful visceral and emotional experiences he endured one 

body part at a time,52 his physical, historical body was not present at any point in Holy Week. 

None of the words or activities that invoked the reality of his crucified body could hide the 

conspicuous absence of that body. If his body was so vital to the church’s gathering together 

                                                        

49 Each of the passion narratives in the synoptic gospels, for example, includes cosmological and supernatural signs 
that point to the power of God at the site of Jesus’ death: midday darkness (Mk 15:33; Mt 27:45; Lk 23:44), the 
tearing of the temple curtain (Mk 15:38; Mt 27:51; Lk 23:45), an earthquake (Mt 27:51), and the resurrection of dead 
bodies (Mt 27:52). 
50 Lk 9:51. 
51 See Jn 14:6. 
52 These meditations took place particularly in the singing of two hymns, “O Sacred Head, Sore Wounded” and “When 
I Survey the Wondrous Cross.” Church and Music, The Hymnal, 1982, 168, 474. 
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throughout Holy Week, what did it mean for this gathering to take place in the absence of this 

body? What did the liturgical performance mean in relation to his body? 

Graham Ward provides a provocative way of addressing these questions. In an essay 

entitled “The Displaced Body of Jesus,” Ward reflects on the ways in which Jesus’ body 

functions in liturgical discourse from Holy Week to Ascension. He recognizes that direct, 

immediate access to the physical, historical body of Jesus is an illusory notion for human beings 

because Jesus’ body is always already situated within a web of power dynamics and 

contextualized layers of meaning.53 In light of this predicament, then, Ward explores the 

discursive transformations that Jesus’ body undergoes in church liturgies as he journeys to the 

cross, receives new life beyond death, and finally ascends to heaven. In his phenomenological 

investigation, Ward argues that Jesus’ body becomes further and further displaced, from his 

embodied life demarcated by his skin, to bread and wine deemed his body and blood at the Last 

Supper, to mere “meat” on the cross, to a metaphysically transformed resurrected and ultimately 

ascended body.54 As a result of these displacements, Jesus is eventually multiply located, his 

presence transcending flesh and permeating various forms of flesh.55 For Ward, his body 

ultimately functions as a placeholder for the life of the church insofar as it is the body of Christ. 

Jesus’ ascent into heaven enables the church to be his “transcorporeal” body.56 

The problem is that Ward’s analysis evacuates Jesus of the body that he is. Rather than 

“expanding” Jesus’ body, as he says,57 discourse reduces the body to how others perceive, read, 

and interpret its word-flesh. The body is not allowed to have meaning, substance, or significance 

                                                        

53 Ward, Cities of God, 97, 115. 
54 Ibid., 100–114. 
55 Ibid., 103, 113. 
56 Ibid., 113. See also the essay preceding “The Displaced Body” in Cities of God, where Ward describes 
“transcorporeality” as an understanding of the body as “fractured endlessly” and also “constantly exceed[ing] itself.” 
Ward sees this term specifically as a way of thinking theologically about human embodiment as a creative gift of God 
that is not stable in itself or a commodity. Ibid., 81–96. 
57 Ward, Cities of God, 112. 
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except as objectified.58 The sheer reality of bodily presence, life, and agency is ignored and cast 

aside. Yet bodily presence, life, and agency are precisely the point and meaning of this particular 

body, the God-made-human-flesh. Undoubtedly, Jesus’ body, like all bodies, is entangled in 

multiple layers of power, but because such power only subsists through flesh, this entanglement 

actually exposes the limits of power’s objectifying operations upon his body. Crucifixion, death, 

resurrection, and ascension do not displace his body; instead, his body displaces objectifying 

discourse and power. 

Instead of prioritizing a discursive frame in order to think through the relationship that 

church members had to the physical, historical body of Jesus, I want to take church members’ 

bodily participation in his body as my theological starting point. As Bonhoeffer argues, his body 

can only be “the center,” the one before whom all other human beings are put into question.59 

When he constitutes the center of human existence as the concrete human (and divine) body 

that he is—the one who was dehumanized in his humanity and exalted in his dehumanized 

humanity—then we human beings do not occupy a position from which to study him as a 

phenomenon, to force a testimony from his flesh, or to fit his identity into our categories.60 

While embodiment may be always already shaped by discourse, church discourse concerning his 

body is always already shaped by participation in his body. Participation does not entail 

replacing his body with the church’s communal body, nor does it put church discourse beyond 

critique. Rather, participation is the inauguration of life in his body, a life that is simultaneously 

one and yet dual. 

Church members’ bodily participation in him was made possible by his initial bodily 

participation in human life. First of all, Jesus embodies the unity of God and human being, 

                                                        

58 This problem is encapsulated in Ward’s claim that “tissue is not text, but there is tissue only because there is text.” 
Ibid., 115. His privileging of a discursive framework in approaching embodiment theologically effectively occludes the 
tissue with which the text is concerned in the first place. 
59 Bonhoeffer, “Lectures on Christology (Student Notes),” 324, 305. 
60 Ibid., 314, 324. 
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which means that his body cannot be dissected into divine parts and human parts. As 

Bonhoeffer says in his “Lectures on Christology,” what it means for God to be God and for 

humans to be human cannot be understood apart from the body of Jesus, the God-human. 

Rather than starting with concepts of God and humanity and trying to figure out how to put 

these together to understand who Jesus is, Bonhoeffer argues that the starting point must be 

Jesus himself. He says, “In the human being Jesus Christ, God is God.”61 Because the unity of 

divine and human in Jesus is what reveals who God is and who human beings are, his body 

incarnates relationship. He enfleshes God with human beings and human being with God. His 

story is not just his story as an individual protagonist; it is God’s story with human beings, and 

human beings’ story with God. Karl Barth expresses this helpfully with his image of Jesus as 

God’s word of “grace” to human beings and simultaneously as human beings’ response of 

“gratitude” to God.62 Both words resound from Jesus because they take on flesh in him. His 

embodiment of this relationship reveals God and human beings to be bound to one another 

forever.63 Jesus’ body is God’s refusal to let human beings live without God, and human beings’ 

refusal to try to live without God.64 

Second, Jesus not only embodies the entanglement of God and human beings in 

complex, intimate relationship, but this embodiment also takes place in the midst of a sin-

compromised world. With sin’s entrance into the world, human life has come to be determined 

by sinful structures and sin’s destructive effects to the extent that human beings cannot be 

conceived of apart from sin’s presence. There is no pure, sin-free humanity behind sin-

entrenched embodied human beings in this world to which we as human beings can gain access. 

What it means to be human is to participate in sin. Consequently, the incarnation of God in 

                                                        

61 Ibid., 313. 
62 Barth, Church Dogmatics, III/2, §44, 166–168; §47, 439–440; Barth, Church Dogmatics, IV/2, §64, 47; Barth, 
“The Humanity of God,” 47. 
63 Barth, Church Dogmatics, III/2, §44, 74. 
64 Barth, Church Dogmatics, IV/1, §58, 102–103; Barth, “The Humanity of God,” 50; Bonhoeffer, Discipleship, 4:213–
14. 
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Jesus does not join God to a non-existent, sin-free humanity. Rather, as Barth claims, God 

enters into sinful human flesh in Jesus.65 God did not choose to insulate Godself from human 

beings in the midst of their sinfulness but embraced all of human life, including its sinful 

situation. For Barth, for God to do otherwise would actually undermine what it means for God to 

be God. Nevertheless, insofar as sin is understood as the antithesis of divine-human 

relationship—a human “No!” to God, as Barth says, or a human “No!” to being human, as 

Bonhoeffer says66—such a union installs a paradox in the body of Jesus with no clear theological 

resolution. Sin somehow co-exists with divine-human relationship in Jesus; as Paul puts it in II 

Corinthians, “God made him who had no sin to be sin.”67 Under these circumstances, in which 

God gets entangled in a sin-wrought situation, the crucified body of Jesus can be perceived as 

authorizing two theologically contradictory stories: the story of God’s power, on the one hand, 

and the story of sin’s power, on the other. Barth characterizes this predicament poignantly in 

identifying Jesus’ struggle in Gethsemane as the moment in which the purposes of God and the 

purposes of evil appeared coaligned.68 

Third, this union is God with a particular human being living amid particular sin-

structured situations. Jesus did not embody humanity in general—nor a general divinity, for that 

matter—but lived as a particular human being at a particular time within a particular social and 

cultural landscape with its own particular complicities in sin. The body of Jesus was the union of 

the God of Israel to a first-century, lower-class, Jewish male human being living in Roman-

occupied Palestine.69 While his male identity may have meant higher social status than what was 

possible for lower-class Jewish women, the social position that he embodied indicated low 

status and little power. The relative powerlessness of his life only intensified in the shameful 
                                                        

65 Barth, Church Dogmatics, IV/1, §59, 158–159, 172, 174–176, 258–259. Bonhoeffer makes a similar statement about 
Jesus taking on sinful humanity, though simultaneously “without sin.” See Bonhoeffer, “Lectures on Christology 
(Student Notes),” 356–57. 
66 Barth, Church Dogmatics, IV/1, §58, 139–140; Bonhoeffer, Creation and Fall, 3:113, 115–20. 
67 II Cor 5:21. 
68 Barth, Church Dogmatics, IV/1, §59, 268–269. 
69 See ibid., §59, 166; Schüssler Fiorenza, Jesus, 89–96; Copeland, Enfleshing Freedom, 58–61. 
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humiliation of his death on a cross.70 Recalling Martin’s work, Jesus’ crucified body figured an 

antitype to the image of the Roman ruling class man. Unlike the strong, solid, masculinized 

bodies of Roman rulers, the crucified body of Jesus exudes economic, ethnic, and political 

weakness, brokenness and malleability, and thus feminization in his downward movement of 

imperial subjection in the cross. When this particularly marked human being and this particular 

social journey simultaneously reveal that God is God as well as the shape of the sinful situation 

in which he was entangled, his crucified body unites God to human powerlessness in the face of 

imperial domination and social subjection. As this Jewish man’s body is debased, cast by the 

Romans with the Jews, by Romans and Jews with criminals, by the living with the dead, by the 

human with the inhuman, the full humanity and divinity of the God of Israel becomes manifest. 

As Shawn Copeland says, the disempowering social dynamics of Jesus’ particular embodiment 

all the way to the cross serve to demonstrate all the more who God is. The particularities of his 

body, social context, and path toward a dehumanizing, ethnically and sexually humiliating death 

enable, rather than obstruct, God’s solidarity with human beings in him, particularly with those 

embodying similar situations of dehumanization and social oppression. God’s presence in his 

crucified body places God with all dehumanized, oppressed, violated, and executed bodies and 

thus deprives all social and political powers of the ability to reign over these bodies.71 

Fourth, this union goes all the way to death and resurrection. Because his crucified body 

was raised from death to new bodily life, the oppressive, terrorizing power of the cross did not 

have the last word over him.72 The triumph of sin and death over Jesus, God enfleshed, was 

overturned with his resurrection. He received new life that was not only fully embodied, but 

embodied with all the marks—and wounds—that had shaped his life and death. Resurrection did 

not eradicate all that his body endured in crucifixion; it redeemed his crucified body and filled 

                                                        

70 This statement is drawing primarily upon the Christ-hymn in Phil 2:5–11. 
71 See Copeland, Enfleshing Freedom, 79–80, 99, 124, 126. 
72 Ibid., 123–24; Cone, The Cross and the Lynching Tree, 1–2, 23, 156–62. 
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that body with new breath, wounds and all. Additionally, because Jesus embodied the union of 

God and human beings, his resurrection shows that God has forged an unbreakable bond with 

human beings that enables God and human beings to dwell with one another forever. Moreover, 

because Jesus demonstrated God’s solidarity in his cross with all who are oppressed, the 

resurrection of his crucified body reveals God’s “No!” to the oppression and dehumanization of 

all bodies and God’s promise to redeem and resurrect their bodies, wounds and all, for new life 

with God. 

Because Jesus’ physical, historical body embodied all of these particularities and 

situations, his body enables church members to participate bodily in his life. For Christians, his 

body is not just historically distant; it is part of who they are as church members because they 

are members of the body of Christ. His body is the body that church members form together 

because they have been gathered together and united to God and to one another by him.73 In this 

way, church members are nearer to his body than words can express. The distance and 

difference of his body as a concrete historical reality remains in place, and yet Christians cannot 

stand at a distance from him in order to attempt to reckon with his physical, historical body 

because their bodies somehow participate in his body. In other words, just as church members 

are always already bound to human perspectives shaped by diverse particularities and power 

dynamics, as well as always already caught up in the effects of a sin-entrenched world, they are 

also always already participating in the body of Jesus, living in the life, death, and resurrection 

of his flesh. Those who have been baptized into Christ have been united to who he is and what 

he did, so that all that he embodied lives in the bodies of his members, and all that they embody 

lives in him. 

                                                        

73 Bonhoeffer, Discipleship, 4:213–21; Bonhoeffer, “Life Together,” 29, 31–33. 
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New Testament scholar Morna Hooker describes this event as portrayed in Paul’s letters 

as an “interchange.”74 For Hooker, the relationship between Jesus and church members is not to 

be understood as an “exchange,” in which they simply switch places or identities. Instead, the 

life, death, and resurrection of Jesus are salvific by means of participation.75 Church members’ 

embodied lives are knit into his embodied life, so that their bodies—while nevertheless 

different—are made inseparable from his body. They do not receive new life apart from him but 

“become the righteousness of God in him,” as Hooker says, “sharing in the life of Christ” within 

their lives.76 

Bonhoeffer expresses the participatory shape of this transformation by identifying Jesus 

as the one who mediates human beings’ lives to themselves as well as to one another.77 His body 

becomes the one who now em-bodies church members, relating them to themselves and to one 

another by relating them to himself, to the life he lived, the death he died, and the new life he 

received beyond death. Their situation in sin, their particular marks of identity, their location in 

social dynamics of power, and their humanity can no longer take on flesh without his flesh as 

well.78 His body is thus closer to church members than they are to their own bodies. 

Therefore, if the bodily participation of church members in the body of Jesus is truly a 

fleshly reality—rather than just an imaginative figure of speech—then members of St. James 

lived into a simultaneous convergence and divergence between his body and their bodies. They 

could only embody their particular lives, and yet because his body lived in their flesh, they could 

simultaneously follow in his footsteps. However, because only Jesus and no other could embody 

the way to the cross, church members’ participation in the way that he embodied could only ever 

be the embodiment of a contradiction. They could follow in his footsteps, but those footsteps 
                                                        

74 Hooker, From Adam to Christ, 17. 
75 Ibid., 4, 9, 26–27. 
76 Ibid., 16–17. 
77 Bonhoeffer, “Lectures on Christology (Student Notes),” 324–25; Bonhoeffer, Discipleship, 4:170–72, 207–8; 
Bonhoeffer, “Life Together,” 32–33, 43–44. 
78 See Bonhoeffer, Discipleship, 4:284 for his description of Jesus’ wounded, resurrected body as the image that 
Christians are called to reflect. 
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remained his alone. The muscle memory that his body developed through his journey to the 

cross surged through church members’ legs and feet, but their bodies moved without knowing 

where they were going because that muscle memory belonged to his body alone. Insofar as the 

body of Jesus lived in the bodies of church members, and they lived in him, they could not but 

participate in the way that he embodied to the cross. Yet at the same time, their participation 

involved the full immersion of their bodies in a way that only he embodied and could ever 

embody. In following the crucified body of Jesus, therefore, church members enfleshed a bodily 

reality that was simultaneously a union and a duality, a form of participation that both united 

and differentiated church members’ bodies from the body of Jesus. 

In order to discern how this contradiction took shape in St. James’ Holy Week practices, 

I turn now to explore theologically members’ bodily performance of the church’s discursive and 

physical practices. 

4.2.2 Faithfulness in Unfaithfulness, Salvation in Sin in Holy Week 

The contradictory situation that constitutes Christians’ embodied life in Christ runs two 

risks that lead to different incarnations of unfaithfulness to him. On the one hand, Christians 

face the temptation to imitate Jesus in order to follow him. Union with him becomes 

misconstrued as a demand for complete homogeneity, which burdens church members with 

striving to be exactly like Jesus by copying his every move. However, not only is such imitation 

impossible, but attempting to follow Jesus by becoming Jesus suggests that his crucified body is 

insufficient if additional suffering saviors are needed.  

On the other hand, church members face the opposite temptation to construct their own 

path in the name of Jesus. Difference from him becomes misconstrued as freedom to define life 

in Christ on church members’ own terms in their own contexts. However, placing their 

subjective constructions at the center of their Christian lives suggests that his crucified body is 
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irrelevant if his actual life does not define how church members live in him. Both of these modes 

of embodiment work to erase the contradiction at the heart of participation in the body of Jesus. 

In contrast to either of these modes, church members’ embodiment of the Holy Week 

liturgies at St. James put the contradiction on full display. Through their discursive and physical 

practices, church members neither copied Jesus’ way to the cross nor set it aside. Instead, 

whether they realized it or not, they embraced the contradiction by embodying a journey in Holy 

Week marked primarily by identification with those who surrounded Jesus, even those who 

turned against Jesus all the way to his death. In the liturgies, rather than taking up the position 

of the crucified Jesus throughout Holy Week, they took up the positions of his friends, family 

members, enemies, and bystanders who all ultimately betrayed him, abandoned him, complied 

with his death, or stood at a distance while he hung on the cross and died. This liturgical 

performance did not valorize unfaithfulness to the crucified and risen Jesus, but enabled church 

members to live into their commitment to him as members of his body by being faithful to his 

story and to the way that he embodied to the cross. Church members thus performed a journey 

of unfaithfulness as a way of embodying faithfulness to Jesus. 

What is remarkable about this contradictory embodiment of simultaneous unfaithfulness 

and faithfulness is that the performance operates at a deeper theological level to put on display 

the truth about church members’ participation in Jesus’ body. By making their way through the 

positions and voices of unfaithfulness in their discursive and physical practices, church 

members embodied the only journey that they could take in relation to Jesus’ way to the cross. 

They could not make his way their way because it belonged to his physical, historical body alone. 

Yet they could not go their own way and remain faithful to him. The only spaces through which 

they could move in relation to his body and his way were spaces that reflected their situation in 

relation to him. They performed the truth of their own unfaithfulness by performing the 

positions of unfaithfulness in his story. This performance revolved not just around their 
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historical, physical difference from him, but also around their inevitable failure in living into his 

death and resurrection life amid their own particular sin-entrenched situations. Paradoxically, 

by performing the roles in his story that correlated with their own participation in sin, by 

moving liturgically in solidarity with the sinners, betrayers, and enemies of Jesus, church 

members demonstrated profound faithfulness to the crucified body of Jesus because they 

embodied their own recognition of their involvement in sin, their own dependence upon him for 

salvation, and their acceptance of the way of the cross as a way that belonged solely to his body, 

that they could never embody and must never attempt to embody.  

In Bonhoeffer’s theological framework, this performative confession of sin in this way 

accords with acceptance of God’s gift to human beings to be creatures rather than creators, to 

inhabit the limits of human life and embrace their dependence upon God for life. Instead of 

seeking self-justification, church members actually embodied a path that exhibited self-

condemnation, but in so doing, they embodied faithfulness to Jesus’ body as the only source of 

their salvation.79 In this way, by living into the contradiction liturgically, church members’ Holy 

Week journey revealed their bodies to be saved and sinful simultaneously insofar as they 

embodied faithfulness through unfaithfulness. 

In the Palm/Passion Sunday liturgies, first of all, church members entered into Jesus’ 

journey by taking up the position of the followers and crowds that celebrated his trek into 

Jerusalem. They waved palm branches and trekked through their own downtown neighborhood, 

moving through his story and their own bodily context simultaneously. As they shifted from 

palms to passion, church members moved into the positions demarcated by different voices in 

the passion narrative. The dramatic reading enabled members to give voice to everyone in 

                                                        

79 Bonhoeffer’s comments on Jesus’ prohibition against judging others in the Sermon on the Mount portray such 
judging as a form of self-justification that runs counter to life in Christ, in which love for sinners is the only way that 
sin is truly “condemn[ed].” Ibid., 4:171–72. In Life Together, he takes this notion of solidarity amid sin further by 
advocating that Christian communities “bear the sin of the individual believer” through confession so that sin loses its 
“power” over sinners. Bonhoeffer, “Life Together,” 110. 
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narrative in such a way that almost every member became the voices of betrayers, enemies, 

executioners, and bystanders. Their collective shout “Crucify him!” invoked the words of 

condemnation, torture, humiliation, and death upon Jesus and thus located church members 

with all who were unfaithful to him. The truth of his story resounded as their voices were 

refracted through the voices of all who turned against him. In the heteroglossia of their 

discursive performance, to employ Bakhtin’s term, their words prophetically proclaimed the 

truth of their own bodies in relation to his body, the story of their unfaithfulness through the 

story of others’ unfaithfulness to him. In the course of the Palm/Passion Sunday liturgies, 

therefore, church members had journeyed from faithful followers to unfaithful betrayers and 

bystanders and thereby enfleshed their faithfulness to Jesus and his story via unfaithfulness. 

The Maundy Thursday liturgy resituated church members with Jesus’ disciples prior to 

their betrayal and abandonment of him, so that they entered the church once more positioned 

with those who were faithful to Jesus. The footwashing rite effectively presented church 

members with the opportunity to succeed where Jesus’ disciples had failed by washing one 

another’s feet as he had instructed. Their participation in footwashing facilitated a bodily 

performance of faithfulness to Jesus through a sign of love and care for one another. Yet the 

progression of the liturgy through the stripping of the altar exposed their position of faithfulness 

to be transitory as signs of fellowship, feasting, and holiness were rent from the worship space 

and sounds lamenting violence rushed in. Hints of what was about to happen to the body of 

Jesus in the narrative altered the space, and as church members exited at the conclusion of the 

rite, their position of faithfulness also effectively hung in the balance. 

With the Stations of the Cross and Good Friday liturgies, church members’ journey of 

faithfulness through unfaithfulness reached its culmination. The Stations of the Cross rite 

positioned church members with various figures that encountered Jesus on his way to 

crucifixion. As they moved between these figures, they also trekked through their own 
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neighborhood along a way that made spaces of inequality and injustice visible to church 

members in conjunction with the cross. Their gathering around the cross at these spaces 

coupled with their journey with the cross between the sites of social disparity united their 

liturgical performance to the contradictory shape of their embodied life in Christ in their 

contemporary, sin-entrenched social context. Through this union, church members identified 

with the bystanders, executioners, and all who were powerless to stop his crucifixion and 

thereby displayed their own complicity and failure in sinful situations within their own social 

context, even within their own neighborhood. Their participation in the Stations of the Cross 

thus remained true to his story and his crucified body by embodying the unfaithfulness of those 

surrounding him in the narrative as well as their own unfaithfulness toward those surrounding 

them in their neighborhood. Their bodily confession of sin showed their faithfulness to him. 

Similarly, in the Good Friday liturgy, church members gave voice to the unfaithful voices 

in the passion narrative dramatization, again identifying with those who betrayed, denied, 

accused, condemned, and ridiculed him. They rehearsed the whole story in the key of 

unfaithfulness to Jesus all the way to his death and thereby displayed their faithfulness to him 

and his story. Additionally, in the discursive journey that constituted the Good Friday liturgy 

before and after the gospel reading, church members moved in and out of diverse perspectives 

in relation to the crucified body of Jesus. Rather than taking his place, church members 

navigated a series of meditations upon his bodily experiences, his rejection by both his people 

and his God, the grief of his mother, and their own relationship to him in his crucifixion. 

Although not every position within this discursive movement aligned church members with 

unfaithfulness, their confession became clear in the hymn “Ah, Holy Jesus” as they sang, “Twas 

I, Lord Jesus, I it was denied thee, I crucified thee.”80 By the end of Good Friday, therefore, 

church members embraced fully the contradiction of embodying faithfulness to Jesus through 

                                                        

80 Church and Music, The Hymnal, 1982, 158. 
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unfaithfulness in their liturgical performance. They not only let his body occupy the place that 

only he could claim, but also confessed their own entanglement in sin within their own context 

even as they were members of his body, participating in his life, his body, his way, his story.81 

Church members’ embodiment of the Holy Week liturgies, therefore, was not a play-

acting performance. It was a prophetic declaration of the contradictory truth that marked their 

life in Christ: They showed themselves to be saved and sinful bodies simultaneously, in whom 

faithfulness could only be embodied through unfaithfulness in the way of the cross. Through 

their particular physical and discursive practices in Holy Week, church members’ bodies 

enfleshed the way that Jesus embodied by exhibiting faithfulness to his body alongside their 

unfaithfulness to him. They followed in his footsteps, but they could not complete the journey 

because his body occupied the cross alone. They retold his story, but they identified with his 

betrayers, accusers, and executioners in the process. Through their liturgical practices, they let 

his body remain different, distant, and absent, while letting his body be nearer to them than they 

were to themselves. Church members thus embodied the way to the cross in the only way they 

could, as embodied human beings who could never be identical to the body of Jesus, and yet as 

embodied human beings joined to his body. 

4.2 Conclusion 

The prospect of embodying a journey in which sin and salvation are intertwined may be 

theologically unsettling. Sin and salvation are not supposed to co-exist; they would presumably 

jeopardize one another. Indeed, embracing such a contradictory form of embodiment could 

result in confusion among church members seeking to be faithful to Jesus. The questions Paul 

raises at the beginning of Romans 6 encapsulate the potential theological and ethical problems 

                                                        

81 As Robert Jenson says, “To the question ‘Who crucified Jesus?’ only the church is able to say, ‘We did’” (his 
emphasis). Jenson, Systematic Theology: The Triune God, 1:192. 
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with this situation: “Shall we continue in sin in order that grace may abound? May it not be! 

How shall we who died to sin still live in it?”82 

Although the danger of reifying sin by acting contrary to God in the name of faithfulness 

to Jesus must be taken seriously and such actions exposed for their self-justifying distortion, 

this contradictory mode of embodiment that members of St. James put on display in Holy Week 

was not a journey that they were able to determine or trek alone, and therein lies the grace of 

embodying sin and salvation simultaneously. Because Jesus embodied that contradiction first 

through the incarnation of God in sin-entrenched human flesh, members of his body do not 

inhabit the contradiction of sin and salvation apart from his presence in their contradictory 

journey. Participation in his body enables them to embody this contradiction and find it to be 

life-giving. Additionally, because the journey belongs solely to him, church members’ embrace of 

the contradiction does not allow them to justify themselves or their potentially sinful actions. 

They remain dependent upon him for salvation amid sin, as well as for justification from sin. 

Finally, not only do members of his body journey with him, but they also journey with one 

another in him. The contradiction is a communal mode of embodiment that church members 

enact together through their participation in Jesus’ body. Neither sin nor salvation is embodied 

in isolation; both concur in the journey that church members inhabit as a community, united to 

one another in his body. 

This social dimension of the shape of Holy Week embodiment, in fact, can be the greatest 

grace as well as the greatest source of confusion in navigating the contradiction of faithfulness 

through unfaithfulness. In order to gain a deeper understanding of the theological significance 

of how members of St. James embodied Holy Week, I want to turn attention to social dynamics 

at work in the practices that informed the church’s Holy Week journey. 

                                                        

82 Rom 6:1b-2. 
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4.3 The Power to Move: Race, Place, and the Holy Week Journey 

Holy Week at St. James drew church members into a journey that was embodied through 

relationships and interpersonal interactions as much as through physical and discursive 

movements. St. James engaged in the liturgical practices in ways that not only directed their 

attention toward the crucified body of Jesus, but also toward the bodies of fellow members of St. 

James, the bodies of members of nearby Christian communities, the bodies of those who 

inhabited the downtown neighborhood, and their own bodies. The journey that church members 

became was thus indelibly communal. 

I want to conclude this chapter, therefore, by reflecting on how this theological vision of 

embodiment intersects with dynamics of race within St. James’ particular social context. 

Although various dimensions of the church’s social situation could be explored here, I think a 

discussion of the possible racial implications of how St. James embodied Holy Week is especially 

fitting. First, because Jesus’ crucified body has been central to African-American responses of 

resistance to the violent oppression of black bodies, especially lynching, as James Cone’s work 

shows, a theological analysis concerned with the relationship between his crucified body and the 

bodies of church members in a contemporary American context needs to acknowledge the racial 

landscape in which this relationship takes place.83 Second, envisioning bodies as journeys 

involves not just the physical ability to move, but also the social power to move, and in 

contemporary American contexts, racial identity tends to affect such power substantially. Third, 

although the majority of St. James’ members would identify as white, the church was a multi-

racial community. Because some members were attuned to the racial dynamics of some Holy 

Week practices like footwashing, the racial complexities of how this community embodied Holy 

Week together deserve further consideration. 

                                                        

83 See Cone, The Cross and the Lynching Tree, 163–66. 
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To undertake this investigation, I begin with a discussion of Radhika Mohanram’s work 

in postcolonial theory on how race, place, bodies, and movement shape modern social reality in 

the wake of European colonization. Then I explore the racial dynamics at work in St. James’ 

Holy Week practices in light of Mohanram’s theory by turning specifically to the church’s 

processions through its downtown neighborhood and its footwashing rite. I conclude by offering 

a couple practical suggestions for navigating Holy Week liturgically within contemporary 

American racialized contexts. 

In Black Body, Radhika Mohanram examines portraits of blackness and whiteness 

within modern Western discourse in order to show how representations of black identity serve 

to secure white identity and Western imperial power.84 She approaches these discursive racial 

constructions by privileging place—rather than time—because power is always tied to places and 

the bodies that inhabit them.85 While Certeau defines place as a static location that freezes 

spaces, objects, and subjects,86 Mohanram understands place to be constituted by lived 

interactions between power, bodies, land, plants, and animals. Place grounds embodiment for 

Mohanram by connecting bodies, power, and a sense of identity to a particular soil, climate, and 

landscape.87 With the rise of Western ideologies of nationalism and imperialism, particularly in 

the 19th century, the imaginary political constructs of nations dissociated people’s sense of 

identity from the particularities of the places they inhabited. As bodies became bound to these 

imaginary places, they also underwent ideological reconstruction via racialization because, as 

Mohanram says, “notions of race are a part of nationalistic discourse.”88 Analyzing the 

relationship between places and bodies within modern Western discourse thus enables 

                                                        

84 Mohanram, Black Body, xiv. 
85 Ibid., xv. 
86 Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Life, 117. 
87 Mohanram, Black Body, 5. 
88 Ibid., 7. 
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Mohanram to expose race as an imperial construct that derives power from “displacement” in 

tandem with “disembodiment.”89 

According to Mohanram, the Western logic of race defines whiteness in opposition to 

blackness.90 Representations of black bodies in Western discourse function to set white 

European identity apart from black identity. Blackness operates like a shapeshifting point of 

reference for whiteness that stabilizes white identity by figuring its negative, so that whiteness 

can determine both white and black identity.91 Not only do Western discursive constructions of 

black bodies establish difference and distance between black bodies and white bodies, but the 

meaning of a black body can morph from defining embodiment as black in order to free white 

identity from embodiment, to designating a less-than-human body in order to enable white 

identity to define the ideal, human body.92 By objectifying and instrumentalizing blackness, 

Western discourse ascribes to whiteness self-determining power, which is manifest for 

Mohanram in its freedom to move from place to place and also claim any place, its freedom to 

center white identity as the unmarked norm, its freedom to be invisible and uncaptured by 

discourse, and its freedom to transcend places and embodiment as the universal identity. 

Within this racial logic, black bodies serve only to mediate white identity to itself. As 

Mohanram says, “Discourses on the marked body are ultimately about the dominant, 

hegemonic, white male body.”93 She draws upon Frantz Fanon’s work to argue that black bodies 

are denied subjectivity and agency, effectively rendered “invisible,” disembodied, and displaced 

by their “hypervisible,” all-too-fleshly, and fixed-in-place representations in Western imperial 

discourse.94 Subjected to discursive “incarceration” in the imperially constructed place and body 

of “native,” for example, black bodies are not allowed to define their own identity, bodies, or 
                                                        

89 See ibid., 3–4, 27, 52–53. 
90 Ibid., xiv–xvi, 15, 39. 
91 Ibid., 27. See also Jennings, The Christian Imagination, 24–25. 
92 Mohanram, Black Body, 3–4, 15–16, 31–39. 
93 Ibid., xvi. 
94 See ibid., 20–22, 26, 28, 54–55. She also focuses on gender in relation to race to discuss the problem of subjectivity 
and agency for female black embodiment in particular. See ibid., 57–60, 73, 78, 82–86. 
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places; the discourse keeps them from moving out of place—that is, out of the spaces and bodies 

in which Western imperialism has incarcerated them.95 

Mohanram’s critical analysis reveals that the Western ideology of racial identity gains 

power by inserting constructions of race—blackness and whiteness—in between bodies and the 

places in which they live. The colonization of black bodies that takes place in discourse reflects 

white Europeans’ prior imagined detachment from their own embodiment and places. By 

subscribing to this detachment for the sake of imperial dominance, modern Western discourse 

thus constructs white identity by imposing an analogous detachment upon non-European 

bodies in non-European places so that white European identity can presumably create and 

mediate black identity to colonized bodies and places. Disembodiment and displacement thus 

serve to found Western imperial formation of white and black identities.96  

Although Mohanram’s analysis primarily engages Western texts, her theory of how racial 

identities operate also stems from her attention to the ways in which colonization disrupted 

actual bodies and places. The representation of black bodies in Western discourse is an imperial 

performance, another mode of colonization, that goes hand-in-hand with how European 

colonizers brought their place, their sense of identity, with them to the Americas, Africa, and 

Asia. The soil, seeds, weeds, and microorganisms on their shoes and in the hooves of their cows 

and sheep introduced the colonizers’ place into non-European environments with the simple 

succession of footsteps.97 The Europeans further transformed the landscapes that they claimed 

for their nations with their bodily presence by spreading fatal foreign diseases among 

indigenous people as well as with their practices by deforesting, farming, cattle-raising, building, 

                                                        

95 Mohanram, Black Body, 11, 15. 
96 Ibid., 4–7. Jennings also makes this point, describing the process by saying, “The first point of uncoupling is the 
European himself.” Jennings, The Christian Imagination, 30. 
97 See William Cronon’s illuminating discussion of this powerful ecological dimension of European colonization of 
New England and the devastating impact it had upon people indigenous to those lands in Cronon, Changes in the 
Land, 82–107.  
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traveling, and trading.98 The deep relationship that Europeans’ bodies had to their own places 

came to expression when they displaced their bodies to places to which they did not belong as 

they deliberately and inadvertently remade the Americas, Africa, and Asia in the (negative) 

image and likeness of Europe.99 Indeed, imperial domination and its accompanying discourse 

derived their power from the vitality of the bond between bodies and places for the European 

colonizers as well as for indigenous people. 

While the racial logic that Mohanram traces has taken on flesh in various ways within 

different global contexts, her theory resonates with how racial identities operate in relation to 

bodies and places in the contemporary context of American white supremacy.100 Within this 

racial ideology, whiteness defines itself in opposition to blackness by mediating identity and 

value to bodies and the places they inhabit. In the context of the United States in particular, in 

which European colonization concurred with the forced displacement and enslavement of black 

bodies, constructions of race have not only kept white and black bodies in different 

geographical, economic, and anthropological places, but they have also rigorously regulated 

interactions between white and black bodies as well as their movements in relation to these 

places. White domination has worked to suppress embodiment grounded in place in favor of 

reconstructing every place, every body, and every interaction between them into instruments of 

white power. Within this hierarchical binary racial logic, white identity assumes the power to 

move from place to place by subscribing to its own disembodiment and displacement, and it 

anchors this exercise of power in imposing black identity upon bodies, thus fashioning them into 

objects that can be moved or immobilized, put in place or displaced. With race at the center of 

the relationship between bodies and places, enacting disembodiment and displacement through 
                                                        

98 Mohanram, Black Body, 14–15. 
99 Jennings, The Christian Imagination, 24–38. 
100 By “white supremacy,” I am drawing upon bell hooks’ use of the term to name “the ideology that most determines 
how white people in this society perceive and relate to black people and other people of color,” which involves 
assumptions and uses of white power in American society broadly to exploit and “control” people of color. My use of 
the term is thus wide in scope rather than meant to refer narrowly to overtly white supremacist groups. hooks, 
Talking Back, 112–14. 
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its white-black binary mediation of identity, bodies that journey in this particular Western 

context never exhibit a racially neutral performance. For white bodies, journeying is a freedom, 

even a presumed right; for black bodies, it is a risk.101 

In light of Mohanram’s analysis, I want to address the question: What did St. James’ 

embodiment of Holy Week effect in relation to the Western racial ideology shaping its context? 

The majority of church members could be identified as white, and they engaged in their Holy 

Week practices by moving between a place where most members did not reside that was marked 

by poverty and social vulnerability impacting bodies of diverse racial identities—the downtown 

neighborhood—and a place that had been defined historically by white bodies in both lay and 

ordained positions—the church building. At first glance, church members’ voluntary movement 

through and occupation of both places could thus be interpreted as an enactment of white power 

and privilege. 

However, such an interpretation does not allow the complexities of how this particular 

church embodied this particular journey in these particular places and practices to surface 

because it accedes to the racial ideology that it seeks to expose. Rather than letting white power 

overdetermine the racial landscape, I want to argue that the church’s Holy Week journey 

engendered a racially ambiguous form of embodiment with the potential to unmask and disrupt 

the racial ideology of American white supremacy as well as to occlude and perpetuate it, 

regardless of church members’ intentions. The journey alone could not resolve this ambiguity 

because it primarily facilitated interaction between racially heterogeneous bodies and places, 

creating a situation in which the racial ideology’s mediating role implicitly becomes a question. 

Nevertheless, within the ambiguity—potentially rife with contradiction—the churches’ 

                                                        

101 Jennings elaborates these connections between race, space, and place throughout his work. For images of 
journeying at the intersection of these connections, see, for example, Jennings’ characterization of the journey of 
“black flesh” to the slave ship as a “mock[ery]” and “demonic reversal” of Christian pilgrimage, as well as his 
interpretation of Valignano’s thought as “inscribing native bodies in the drama of redemption’s journey, a journey 
marked by easy paths (white bodies) and rough terrain (black bodies).” Jennings, The Christian Imagination, 174, 36. 
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processional practices enfleshed a prophetic theological and social performance, especially 

through the Stations of the Cross, in which the cross of the crucified body of Jesus was given 

space through members’ bodies to expose sites marked by injustice and indicate the end of the 

American racial ideology’s power. 

The ambiguity of the racial dynamics at work in the Holy Week journey stemmed, first of 

all, from the church’s multi-racial membership. White, black, and brown bodies came together 

in Holy Week to participate in the journey as members of one community, and this racial 

heterogeneity prevented the Holy Week journey from merely performing whiteness. Members 

embodying different racial marks trekked with one another through the downtown 

neighborhood on Palm Sunday and Good Friday and washed one another’s feet on Maundy 

Thursday. Their bodies did not stay in racially segregated places; instead, white, black, and 

brown bodies actually came into contact with one another through a rite of bodily care, occupied 

the same places together, and participated in the same movements through places together. 

Second, the journey that church members embodied within the church’s downtown 

neighborhood did not inherently display white power and privilege because the places that 

church members engaged were not merely passive and static, as Mohanram shows, but 

formative for embodiment. While the neighborhood in which the church was situated may not 

be where most church members’ homes were located, members of St. James nevertheless 

belonged to that neighborhood insofar as they belonged to the body of Christ that gathered in 

that particular place. By processing through that neighborhood twice in Holy Week, church 

members’ bodies were made journey within that place rather than apart from it. Their journey 

could thus be perceived as grounding church members’ bodies and the body they formed 

together in Christ within the downtown neighborhood in such a way that their sense of identity 

in Christ could develop from this connection to this place and to the bodies that already 

inhabited and moved through it. Although the transience of the Holy Week processions could 
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make this connection temporary, the processions flowed from those churches’ prior involvement 

in that neighborhood and served as another step in St. James’ particular long-standing 

relationship with the neighborhood community.102 These processions also had the potential to 

catalyze more interest in deepening connections and interactions between church members’ 

bodies and the neighborhood. The Holy Week treks through the place to which the church 

belonged, therefore, created conditions for the possibility of church members’ sustained 

embodied grounding in that neighborhood.103 

Third, the particular practices that placed St. James in its neighborhood involved 

liturgical performances whose purposes were different than exerting social power. The Liturgy 

of the Palms fostered connections between the churches in this neighborhood as members 

embodied the celebratory journey with one another to each of their places of worship and 

participated in prayers of blessing for one another’s communities. Members of these churches 

used the occasion of Jesus’ triumphal entry to turn toward one another and show care for one 

another by trekking and praying together.  

With the Stations of the Cross procession, their attention broadened to the neighborhood 

as a whole, and the social awareness that the liturgy sought to inspire gave the procession a 

confessional and reflexive quality. Church members did not march with the cross triumphantly 

through the neighborhood. They confessed their sin and their complicity with local injustice 

with their footsteps. They embodied the way of the cross, the way of Jesus’ disempowerment, 

and thus testified to the neighborhood as well as to one another their own communal failure in 

                                                        

102 As the rector mentioned during a sermon in the season after Epiphany, the non-profit center near St. James in the 
neighborhood that distributed food and clothing and provided shelter to people without housing began as a small 
ministry that a few members of St. James undertook by giving snacks to hungry people. Eventually that ministry 
turned into a non-profit organization that played a significant role in providing aid to city residents. 
103 During the Easter season, the clergy and staff announced that St. James would be hosting weekly community 
suppers outside in its garden during the summer, in which church members and neighborhood residents would have 
opportunities to eat together and get to know one another. These events were scheduled to take place after my study 
concluded, so I did not find out how they went, but they displayed St. James’ interest in deepening relationships with 
those who shared the neighborhood with the church. 
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“striv[ing] for justice and peace,” as the Episcopal baptismal covenant advocates, in that place 

marked by inequality.104  

Additionally, within this performative confession, church members’ journey also called 

attention to the inequalities and injustices in that place and placed the cross at the center of 

those power dynamics. Rather than ignoring or hiding them, the Stations of the Cross 

procession rendered them visible with the cross and with church members’ bodies—not only to 

church members, but also to the neighborhood, the wider city, and the mechanisms of injustice. 

In so doing, the procession enacted a prophetic performance that exposed the injustices that 

marked that place by placing the cross of the crucified body of Jesus there. Through the cross, 

church members’ performance put on display a resonance between the powers that crucified 

Jesus and those that maintained injustice in the neighborhood while also revealing the end of 

those powers precisely at the site of that cross and that crucified body. Through these dynamics 

of cultivating communal love, confessing sin, and bearing prophetic witness to the power of the 

cross of Jesus amid unjust power dynamics of race and class that shaped that neighborhood, St. 

James’ Holy Week journey exhibited trajectories that ran counter to social domination and 

division. 

The combination of these dimensions to St. James’ Holy Week journey points toward a 

complex racial performance at the heart of church members’ contradictory embodiment of 

salvation and sin. On the one hand, the way in which black, brown, and white bodies came 

together to trek through their communal neighborhood together and to wash one another’s feet 

in order to embody Jesus’ journey to the cross generated situations for interactions in which the 

determinative power of the racial ideology did not have to be taken for granted. That ideology 

could actually become a question and even be displaced by the refusal of racially marked bodies 

to stay in their assigned physical and social places.  

                                                        

104 BCP 1979, 305. 
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On the other hand, the possibilities that these situations opened up demonstrated the 

ambiguity of their racial significance in themselves. The liturgical practices, diverse racial 

identities of church members, and the social significance of Jesus’ crucified body did not 

inherently ensure that church members’ embodiment of Holy Week undermined the racial 

ideology of white power. Indeed, the mere unobstructed movement of these church 

communities, consisting of a majority of white members, through the city’s downtown prompts 

the question of whether three churches of predominantly African, African-American, or Latina 

and Latino members would have enjoyed a similarly unobstructed, unpoliced journey in the 

same place. Moreover, because of the short duration of Holy Week, discerning the telos of Holy 

Week’s racial trajectory requires attending to subsequent interactions between church members’ 

bodies, the bodies of neighborhood residents, and the places in which they interacted in the 

wake of Holy Week. 

Because the complexity of embodying Holy Week as racially marked members could lead 

one member to express thanksgiving for black, brown, and white bodies having the freedom to 

touch one another’s feet in church and another member to express concern that race may have 

factored into the delay in her foot being washed, I want to propose a few practical suggestions to 

aid churches, particularly those with a majority of white members, in discerning how race 

matters in their Holy Week journeys. First, church members need educational opportunities to 

discuss the social meaning of Jesus’ crucifixion within his own historical context and in relation 

to their contemporary contexts. By considering what Jesus’ death might mean with regard to 

racial identities and power dynamics, Christians can learn to perceive Holy Week as a journey 

that runs counter to white power and privilege. Second, church members need reflective 

opportunities to come to an awareness of the unspoken messages that they may communicate to 

one another through their racially marked bodies. By taking time to process racial dynamics of 

the interactions that members have with one another, churches can gain insight into how racial 
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ideologies operate in their particular contexts and thereby address how to interrupt them with 

their bodies and discourse. Finally, churches need to cultivate regular opportunities for 

connecting to the places in which they are located and the people that occupy and frequent those 

places. By learning about and being present to their neighborhoods and seeking authentic 

interpersonal relationships with the neighborhoods’ residents over the course of the whole 

church year, church members can discern best practices for Holy Week that flow from and 

sustain their embodied grounding in those places as the body of Christ. 

Conclusion 

Holy Week at St. James generated a theological portrait of the body as a journey marked 

by contradiction. Through the Holy Week liturgies, church members embodied faithfulness to 

Jesus’ journey to the cross by embodying unfaithfulness. Their contradictory mode of 

embodiment derived from their participation in the body of Jesus as well as from the particular 

ways in which they inhabited their liturgical practices together in their own context. As 

members of the body of the crucified and risen Jesus, they could not but enact a paradox of 

faithfulness and unfaithfulness simultaneously, but St. James effectively embraced this 

theological paradox by giving voice and flesh to those who betrayed, denied, abandoned, and 

crucified Jesus’ body through the Holy Week liturgies. By taking up the contradiction instead of 

suppressing it, church members’ embodiment of sin and salvation enabled interactions with one 

another as well as with the place and people that grounded and defined St. James. Though these 

interactions involved complex social dynamics that deserve further communal reflection and 

conversation, they also revealed that church members’ bodily engagement in Holy Week had the 

potential to interrupt social dynamics like an American racial ideology that would 

overdetermine bodies, places, and movement in their particular context. 

Just as the meaning of Jesus’ body-made-journey to the cross was not fully revealed until 

his resurrection, however, the full theological and social significance of church members’ 
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embodiment of Holy Week cannot be understood apart from the journey’s end in Easter. To 

address how Easter sheds light on bodies in Lent and Holy Week, I turn now to the role of 

members’ bodies in the Easter season.
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5. Sensing Transformation: Embodying Easter 
In an interview during the Easter season, the rector of St. James described Easter as the 

“epicenter of everything,” in which the resurrection of Jesus demonstrates “the unbreakable love 

of God and unconquerable bond that God has with us.” He said that Easter serves to remind 

people that God gives “life and liberation” even here and now in the midst of human suffering 

and struggle. After offering this interpretation of Easter’s meaning, the rector expressed concern 

that people may not fully grasp the significance of the life and liberation that God makes 

possible. He wondered aloud about the extent to which people live into not only the Easter 

season, but also the life of resurrection to which Easter points, because, as he said, “it’s around 

that that we’re called to wrap our lives.”1 

The rector’s question was understandable. Easter has a host of commercial cultural 

associations in the United States like bunnies, candy, and egg hunts, but it has no obvious 

distinctive Christian practices for church members to do in their personal lives of faith for the 

season. It is a time for celebration, but there seems to be no uniform Christian way to celebrate 

for the lengthy period of fifty days. Resurrection is an event full of mystery that can seem 

abstract and distant from people’s lives in the present. And, as the rector suggested, if people 

find it easier to focus on self-criticism, then embracing the Easter celebration after Lent could 

even feel awkward or wrong to some.  

However, St. James engaged in Easter liturgies and activities in ways that drew a number 

of church members into the theological power of the season. While egg hunts, ornate hats, and 

chocolate marked the church’s Easter observance, church members also tended to connect 

personally with the reality of Jesus’ resurrection. They perceived the presence of the risen Jesus 

as both world-changing and life-changing, and many members sought ways to experience and 

                                                        

1 Rector of St. James Episcopal Church, Easter interview, June 1, 2014. 
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enflesh the transformation to which Easter pointed throughout the season. The key to church 

members’ participation in the profound meaning of Easter was sensing. 

In this chapter, I discuss how St. James embodied Easter by focusing on the role of 

senses. I argue that Easter bodies were sensing bodies, and the sensory interactions that the 

Easter liturgies and activities facilitated actually enabled church members to relate more fully to 

God, to one another, and to the church’s neighborhood in the Easter season. Rather than 

detracting from church members’ engagement in Easter, sensing provided a means for 

embodying Easter all the more fully. Through the sensory possibilities that Easter provided, 

church members not only had distinctive visual, audible, tactile, olfactory, and gustatory 

experiences, but those experiences also could transform church members’ sensing processes by 

opening their eyes, ears, hands, noses, and tongues to perceive anew the presence of the risen 

Christ in their midst. This Easter mode of embodiment was theologically significant for how it 

enriched the meaning of Easter feasting to indicate full-bodied fellowship with God and with 

others. It was also socially significant insofar as Easter sensing at St. James intersected with 

dynamics of gender and economy and served to illuminate ways of redefining the relationships 

between gender, labor, food, and hunger. 

I begin by describing the role of senses in Easter at St. James, focusing on the sensory 

influences and experiences of church members at the Easter Vigil, Easter Day services, and 

Sunday liturgies for the rest of the fifty-day season. Then I offer an analysis of the sensing body 

in Easter by drawing upon the works of David Howes, Constance Classen, David Morgan, and 

Sarah Pink in sensory studies. I turn to discuss the theological significance of the sensing body 

through the work of Norman Wirzba by connecting Wirzba’s understanding of feasting to Easter 

sensing at St. James. Then I engage Shawn Copeland, Jürgen Moltmann, and Delores Williams 

to show how the mode of full-bodied sensory feasting that St. James’ members inhabited 

involved remembering the suffering of Jesus and of other people, anticipating the eschatological 
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resurrection and new creation, and perceiving signs and resources for new life where there was 

“no way,” as Williams says.2 I conclude by addressing the social dimensions of Easter 

embodiment at St. James by examining how the church’s food drive during the Easter season 

engaged members in a subversive feasting economy, as well as by attending to the importance of 

so-called women’s work that made much of the Easter sense-scape possible.  

5.1 Sensory Experiences of Easter 

Sensing was not uniquely meaningful for church members’ bodily participation in 

Easter. The significance of many Easter Day sensory experiences derived partly from their 

contrast to church members’ Lent and Holy Week experiences, particularly after the stripping of 

the altar. A number of the sensory influences present in the Easter Sunday liturgies and the 

subsequent Sunday liturgies of the season also occurred in many of the eucharistic services 

throughout the church year. Easter sensing thus had meaning in relation to how sensing 

mattered in other church seasons rather than apart from them. 

What made Easter distinct was the kind of effect the sensory influences had on many 

church members and the theological associations that these church members made with their 

sensory experiences. A number of the members that I interviewed were attuned to the sensory 

elements of the Easter liturgies, and these elements tended to evoke joy and hope, to engage 

members more deeply in the liturgies, and to direct members’ attention toward the risen Jesus. 

Although certain sensory elements were more meaningful or powerful to some members than to 

others, the way that these elements mattered for members’ embodied experiences of Easter was 

through their integration with one another, on the one hand, and their magnitude, on the other. 

Easter offered over-the-top sensory influences for members’ bodies to experience, and the vivid, 

bright sights, loud sounds, stronger aromas, abundant food, and variety of tactile elements 

together drew members into full-bodied celebration of Jesus’ resurrection from the dead. In 

                                                        

2 Williams, Sisters in the Wilderness, 5. 
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order to understand how sensing mattered for members’ embodiment of Easter, I turn now to 

describe salient sensory elements of St. James’ Easter Vigil, Easter Day, and Easter season 

liturgies based on my observations of the services and interviews with church members.  

5.1.1 Easter Vigil 

The Great Vigil of Easter took place in the evening on the Saturday before Easter Sunday. 

The Episcopal liturgy marks Christ’s transition from death to life and unites word, font, and 

table in the service. Although fewer people usually attend the Vigil than the Easter Sunday 

services in many Episcopal churches, it is nevertheless valued as the beginning of Easter and a 

personal favorite for some.3 Many people came to the service at St. James wearing clothing often 

associated with Easter Day in the U.S.: dresses, suits, and skirts with bright and pastel colors 

and flowery prints that were generally more formal than church members’ clothing tended to be 

during Lent and Holy Week. As one of the church members I interviewed at St. James said, 

missing the Vigil that year left him/her feeling like the resurrection happened without their 

family.4 

The liturgy began with a Service of Light designed to start in darkness.5 At St. James, the 

Vigil started just minutes after sunset as the sky was getting dark. Everyone gathered in the dim 

light on the stone pavement outside the front doors to the church. The ushers distributed unlit 

short white taper candles in plastic candleholders throughout the crowd, and the first act of the 

liturgy involved the rector and verger igniting a fire in a basin on the pavement near the church 

steps. The rector recited a prayer for God to “sanctify” the fire so that the people would “burn 

with heavenly desires” and “attain to the festival of everlasting light.”6 Then the liturgical 

ministers lit the Paschal candle, a 2–3-foot tall white candle bearing gold-colored symbols of a 

                                                        

3 See BCP 1979, 284. 
4 Kate and Alastair, Easter interview, May 27, 2014. Liza also said that she regretted missing the Vigil that year while 
she was visiting family for Easter. Liza, Easter interview, May 6, 2014. 
5 BCP 1979, 285. 
6 Ibid. 
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cross and Greek letters alpha and omega above and below it, and a cantor led the congregation 

in a call-and-response a cappella chant of thanksgiving for “the light of Christ,” which everyone 

sang three times with each repetition occurring one musical step higher than the last. The 

deacon carried the Paschal candle and led a procession into the dimly lit church with the 

acolytes, clergy, choir, and members of the congregation following. During the procession, the 

Paschal candle was used to initiate the lighting of the candles that people were holding. As 

people entered the church worship space, each flame gave light to the room until a soft, low glow 

filled the air just above the pews into which everyone filed, including clergy, acolytes, and choir. 

The use of darkness and light at the beginning of the Vigil did more than symbolize 

Christ’s new life out of death. It established a sensory landscape in which church members could 

feel their way through the liturgy and enter bodily into Easter. The combination of near-

darkness and dim candlelight created conditions that affected not only members’ vision, but 

several other sensory modes.  

First, the presence of light made visual perception possible for those able to see, but its 

low level made it more difficult to discern small or distant objects clearly, including the words of 

the liturgy printed on the bulletin. Second, with members’ capacities to see and read the words 

obscured by the dim candlelight, hearing became a key mode of access to the liturgical 

discourse. The low light effectively helped elevate the role of aurality for church members’ 

participation in the liturgy by shifting their sensory attention to what they could hear when they 

were less able to see. Third, the darkness and light had two tactile dimensions along with their 

visual dimension. On the one hand, for people able to see, the absence or removal of light from a 

space could also alter their sense of spatial orientation and give a palpability to darkness as 

something that they potentially felt—and not just something experienced visually. On the other 

hand, regardless of the ability to see, candlelight made the light tactile through the feeling of 

heat from the flames that members held not far from their bodies. By inaugurating the Vigil with 
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the manipulation of darkness and light, the church generated a situation that could stimulate 

several different modes of sensing by heightening senses other than sight and enabling a 

dynamic interplay between seeing, hearing, touching, and gaining one’s spatial bearings. 

Immersion in this sense-scape through the Service of Light thus began the process of church 

members’ Easter embodiment by recalibrating church members’ sensing in relation to the near-

darkness and dim, warm light.  

At the conclusion of the choir’s song, the Vigil shifted from the Service of Light to the 

Service of Lessons. Everyone sat down in the pews, and then two lay members stood at the 

lectern in turn and read aloud Old Testament scripture lessons that recounted “God’s saving 

deeds in history,” as the rector’s introductory preface to the readings indicated.7 The Book of 

Common Prayer requires a minimum of two lessons to be read, one of which must be the 

Exodus story of the Israelites crossing the Red Sea, but it offers the option of reading up to nine 

lessons from Genesis to the prophetic literature. The readings at St. James that evening included 

the Exodus account and the Isaiah passage with the divine invitation to the thirsty, hungry, and 

poor to “come to the waters, come, buy, and eat.”8 After each of these passages were read, the 

choir led the congregation in the first prescribed song, “The Song of Moses” from Exodus 15, and 

then sang the second, “The First Song of Isaiah” from Isaiah 12:2-6. The rector then prayed a 

collect following each song. 

Through the Service of Lessons, sound became a key sensory element, and it interacted 

with several modes of sensing as church members participated bodily in the liturgy. First, the 

low light sustained conditions in which church members’ sense of hearing could have mattered 

more than seeing for engaging in the scripture lessons and songs, especially when church 

members’ hands were holding burning candles while negotiating the paper bulletins where the 

lessons were printed. Second, human voices constituted the primary sound of the liturgy of the 
                                                        

7 BCP 1979, 288. 
8 Ex 14:10—15:1; Is 55:1–11. 
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word. The lay readers read the lessons against a backdrop of virtual silence, and the choir and 

congregation sang the songs accompanied only by a tambourine during the Song of Moses. The 

sounds of the liturgy thus emerged out of and entered into bodies. Third, the production and 

reception of vocal sound correlated with specific body postures. People who spoke or sang stood 

as they did so, and those who were supposed to listen rather than to speak or sing sat as others 

spoke or sang. By connecting aurality with sitting and orality with standing, sound gained a 

kinesthetic dimension during the liturgy. In these ways, the dynamics of sound in the Service of 

Lessons involved hearing as well as the visceral experiences of vocalizing words and changing 

body postures, so that sound could be felt by church members’ bodies in multiple modes of 

sensing. 

The sensory landscape that the Service of Lights and Service of Lessons constructed with 

the use of light and sound continued to shape the baptismal liturgy that followed. The rite began 

with the gathering of the eight baptism candidates and their sponsors in the aisle in front of the 

pews before the rector. He invited the candidates to be presented, and the sponsors took turns 

identifying aloud before the whole congregation the candidates they were accompanying to 

baptism. The rector then asked a series of questions about renouncing sin and evil and trusting 

in Jesus to the candidates and sponsors, who responded affirmatively in unison after each 

question. Then the rector asked the congregation “witness[ing] these vows” if they would 

“support” the candidates, and the congregation responded affirmatively as one voice. After these 

declarations, the rector led everyone in the baptismal covenant, which began with reciting the 

Apostles’ Creed in question-and-answer form and ended with vows to live in particular ways in 

accordance with this faith in the Triune God.9 With each response, the whole congregation spoke 

together in unison with enough collective volume and force to imbue their utterances with 

conviction. The deacon then led the congregation in several prayers for the candidates. 

                                                        

9 BCP 1979, 303–5. 
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After these vocal exchanges, the clergy, candidates, and sponsors proceeded toward the 

center aisle of the church where the baptismal font stood while the congregation sang a short 

hymn. The rector consecrated the water by praying over it as he poured it into the font’s 

reservoir and touched its surface with his hand. The sound of the water flowing into the font 

reverberated through the air with the prayer. Then the rector baptized each candidate in turn, 

pouring water over their heads with a shell-shaped silver dish three times while pronouncing 

their baptism in the name of the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. Then he dabbed his finger in oil 

and used it to mark the sign of the cross on the candidate’s forehead while proclaiming that the 

person was “sealed by the Holy Spirit.”10 After each baptism and anointing, the congregation 

responded with “Amen,” and the deacon lit a long white taper candle from the Paschal candle 

beside the font and handed it to the candidate or sponsor. Because most of the candidates were 

infants and toddlers, they tended to respond in unpredictable ways to the baptism experience. 

At least a couple of them cried when the water touched their heads, and faint chuckles emerged 

from members of the congregation in response. 

Speaking voices constituted the bulk of the baptismal liturgy’s sensoriality. Although the 

audible, tactile presence of water was necessary for the sacramental rite and candlelight was also 

incorporated into it, the baptismal liturgy depended upon church members’ use of their voices to 

present people for baptism, to initiate and confirm oral vows, to pray, to sing, and even to cry or 

laugh spontaneously during the baptisms. The production of sound with human voices was vital 

to the rite’s performance, and in this bodily activity, several sensory dimensions came into play. 

First, the way in which church members generated sounds with their voices, especially when 

singing and speaking, involved listening to one another’s sounds and silences as well as to their 

own sounds. Second, speaking in unison entailed improvising a shared rhythm together for 

breathing and phrasing. While the printed liturgy offered some potential visual cues like 

                                                        

10 BCP 1979, 308. 
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commas and periods for how the text could be recited, church members’ voices converged with 

one another in ways that visual cues alone could not effect. They emphasized similar words and 

syllables, paused at common places mid-sentence, and began responses to questions or prayers 

after a duration of silence at the same time nearly every time. This degree of unity reflected not 

only hearing but also feeling the sound and silence with one another. Third, feeling their way 

through the utterances together engaged church members’ entire bodies, not just their ears, 

vocal chords, and mouths. In addition to the visceral experiences and activities involved in 

breathing and speaking, church members stood as they were able when they were speaking and 

singing, just as they had done in the Service of Lessons. The rhythm of sound and silence that 

they produced together thus emerged from their whole bodies, from feet to head, inside and 

outside. Finally, hearing—rather than seeing—functioned as the primary sensory mode for 

witnessing, as the baptismal liturgy indicated,11 and the aurality, orality, and viscerality of 

church members’ voices functioned as the sensory instruments of professing faith. What church 

members heard and said among one another facilitated their participation in the sacramental 

rite. In these ways, the sounds and silences that church members generated and inhabited 

bodily forged a sensory unity between them that effectively echoed the spiritual unity to which 

the sacrament of baptism pointed. 

At the conclusion of the baptismal liturgy, the electric ceiling lights throughout the whole 

worship space were suddenly turned on to full light, and the rector proclaimed loudly, “Alleluia, 

Christ is risen,” with the congregation responding loudly, “The Lord is risen indeed, Alleluia.”12 

The organist began playing the organ at a loud volume, and everyone sang the celebratory hymn 

“Christ Is Alive” while the clergy, acolytes, and choir processed into the fully lit chancel area.13 

With the sanctuary full of light, people were able to take in the vibrant sights of the chancel area, 

                                                        

11 BCP 1979, 303. 
12 See BCP 1979, 294. 
13 Church and Music, The Hymnal, 1982, 182. 
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where the gold-colored liturgical objects shone brightly, freed of veils and returned to their 

proper places, a white lace linen adorned the altar, and a plethora of variously colored flowers 

cascaded along the wall behind the altar. Most people also blew out the candles they had been 

holding once the lights flooded the room and the hymn started, and acolytes began lighting the 

candles perched on the altar wall. The first eucharist of Easter thus got underway. 

The dramatic transformation of the sensory landscape catalyzed the Easter celebration 

by marking a perceptible moment of resurrection. The contrast between the character of light 

and sound in all that preceded and all that followed this moment in the liturgy was crucial to 

church members’ experiences. The relative fullness of the light and sound created a situation in 

which church members’ senses could be stimulated in abundance: colors could appear more 

vivid, reflective metals could appear shinier, white cloth could appear brighter, louder 

instruments and voices could sound richer and resonate more palpably through members’ 

bodies, textures could be more easily discerned, and spatial awareness in relation to others 

could be heightened. By filling members’ bodies and the worship space, the abundance of light 

and sound opened their bodies and the space to an abundance of sensory interactions. 

This moment of transformation encapsulated the Vigil for some of the church members I 

interviewed. Garrett, Daniel, Alastair, Kate, Marion, and Abby all identified the sudden change 

from darkness to full light as a climactic, powerful part of the service.14 For Marion and Abby, 

uttering the proclamation “Alleluia” after the lengthy Lenten season of not saying it also made 

that moment of the Vigil meaningful. Karen appreciated being able to see all the flowers in that 

moment.15 Kimberly and Daniel valued all of these different components together.16 And several 

                                                        

14 Garrett, Easter interview, June 4, 2014; Daniel, Easter interview, April 28, 2014; Alastair and Kate, Easter 
interview, May 27, 2014; Marion, Easter interview, June 2, 2014; Abby, Easter interview, June 10, 2014. 
15 Karen, Easter interview, May 24, 2014. 
16 Kimberly, Easter interview, April 24, 2014; Daniel, Easter interview, April 28, 2014. 
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members, including Marcos, Daniel, and Kate, had memories of previous Vigils in which this 

transformative moment had constituted an important, personally formative experience.17 

The sensory changes that accompanied the announcement of Jesus’ resurrection 

continued to saturate the eucharistic liturgy, and the addition of bread, wine, and incense only 

further enriched the sensory landscape. The room remained fully lit throughout the rest of the 

service, shining upon everything and everyone in the worship space. The pipe organ’s music 

swelled with each congregational song. The sound of “Alleluia” punctuated the songs and 

liturgical discourse, often in threefold repetitions, and church members’ voices reiterated the 

news of resurrection in the scripture lessons that a lay member and the deacon each read aloud, 

as well as in the hymns and prayers that the congregation sang and spoke. The service 

culminated in church members eating thin wafers of bread and drinking sips of wine as a 

community at eucharist and finally concluded with a procession of the clergy, choir, and 

liturgical ministers that was led by an acolyte bearing incense, which filled the room with a 

sweet, potent aroma. Sights, sounds, smells, tastes, and dimensions of touch thus all permeated 

the eucharistic liturgy. 

The dramatic evolution of the sensory landscape during the Easter Vigil gave the liturgy 

meaning at a corporeal level for church members. The power of the Vigil lay in how it interwove 

the theological focus on Jesus’ resurrection with sensory influences that could be experienced. 

These sensory elements not only worked together to evoke multiple modes of sensing 

simultaneously, but also created stark enough contrasts in the sensory landscape to generate 

strong affective and physical reactions to the sensory drama.  

What is more, the magnitude of the sensory components coupled with their synergy 

provoked joy and hope among church members to the extent that their bodies took it all in and 

responded by adding to the sensory landscape with emphatic “Alleluias,” songs, and prayers. 
                                                        

17 Marcos, Easter interview, May 13, 2014; Daniel, Easter interview, April 28, 2014; Kate, Lent interview, March 27, 
2014. 
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Church members did not shirk from sensing this first service of Easter; instead, they received 

the sights, sounds, smells, tastes, and tactile elements as fully as they were able and used their 

bodies to offer their own contributions to the sensoriality of the liturgy through their visible and 

tangible presence, vocal participation, and kinesthetic engagement.18 The Vigil thus inducted 

church members into the Easter season by drawing them into complex, palpable experiences 

able to fill their senses, permeate their whole bodies, and prompt them to use their whole bodies 

to make the sensory elements abound and reverberate in that worship space. 

5.1.2 Easter Day 

Easter Sunday at St. James began where the Vigil left off. The church had two services 

that morning in the sanctuary, and all of the sensory components that characterized the 

conclusion of the Vigil except for incense were present from the start at the Easter morning 

eucharistic services. The lights were fully lit. The sonorous pipe organ accompanied the 

congregational hymns. The plethora of multi-colored, fragrant flowers continued to adorn the 

altar walls, and the metallic crosses, candlesticks, vases, and lectern continued to shine brightly. 

These elements thus set the stage for the Sunday morning services to beckon members into the 

array of experiences with which the Vigil concluded the night before. 

A couple distinctive features of the Easter Sunday liturgies infused the sensory landscape 

with new influences with the potential to intensify church members’ experiences. First, two 

instruments whose sounds could be both heard and felt accompanied the congregational singing 

in addition to the organ: a trumpet and tympani. The use of the brass horn and rumbling drums 

increased the volume of the music with punctuating tones, accentuating the dynamics and 

rhythm of the hymns as church members sang. The intensity of the sound correlated with the 

                                                        

18 Abby said that she even performed a small impromptu dance at the altar rail when she went up to receive 
communion because she was enjoying the service. Abby, Easter interview, June 10, 2014. 
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central theological focus of the day, the power of Jesus’ resurrection, as if making the 

resurrection event audible and palpable to church members’ own bodies.  

Second, more people attended the Easter Sunday services than typically were present for 

Sunday eucharist, and the presence of more people than usual multiplied several sensory 

elements that shaped the liturgies. The congregation produced more sound with their voices 

together and required more time for everyone to participate in eucharist while navigating 

narrow aisles and pews as they moved to and from the altars. The temperature of the room rose 

with so many people sharing the worship space, and everyone’s clothing added to the colors, 

textures, and designs that could be seen. Additionally, the number of people who came to the 

11:00am service—the later of the two eucharistic liturgies—was so great that people were sitting 

so close to one another in the pews that their bodies were touching, and extra chairs were 

brought into the sanctuary to line empty spaces along the aisles, to fill the foyer area just outside 

the sanctuary, and even to give people places to sit on the stone pavement outside the church 

doors. In such close quarters, there was very little room to move around. Some small children 

were sitting on parents’ laps. People stood at the back of the side chapel area for the entire 

service. Everyone had to share hymnals with their neighbors, and there were not enough 

hymnals in the foyer and outside seating for everyone to follow along and participate. Just 

engaging in the ordinary activities of the liturgy like standing, sitting, singing, and praying 

involved heightened awareness of one’s body and the bodies of others in order to avoid bumping 

into one another or one another’s belongings. The sheer quantity of people created almost 

constant bodily contact between most church members throughout the 11:00am service, which 

added unique tactile and affective experiences particular to physical human touch to church 

members’ sensory engagement in the liturgy with one another. 

In addition to the sensory elements of the liturgies, the Easter Sunday sensory landscape 

also emerged from another event at St. James. Between the two eucharistic services, the church 
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served a free brunch to everyone who came. A team of members of the church cooked the food, 

replenished empty serving trays, poured drinks, and cleared away dirty dishes as people ate 

together in the fellowship hall. An abundance of food continually filled the buffet, which 

consisted of biscuits, butter and jam, a southwest-style egg scramble and a plain version of 

scrambled eggs, bacon and sausage, fruit salad, and frosted sugar cut-out cookies shaped as 

eggs, flowers, and chicks. Coffee, tea, juice, and water were all available to drink. As the brunch 

hour passed, more and more people arrived to eat, and some men set up more tables and chairs 

to accommodate the large crowd. The brunch served to fill Easter Sunday with diverse tastes and 

smells that church members could experience while socializing with one another. 

These features of the liturgies and activity at St. James combined to make Easter Sunday 

a day abounding with sensory influences. The church buildings swelled with people, movement, 

light, colors, flowers, food, conversation, music, and warmth to the point that they could not 

contain it all. The eucharistic liturgy took place at 11:00 with the church doors propped open 

and sensible indications of resurrection flowing in and out of the sanctuary. At the ringing of 

bells and sounding of the trumpet and organ, the strains of the classic Easter hymn “Jesus Christ 

Is Risen Today” resounded as far as the street, and the chorus of hundreds of voices rose to 

proclaim “Alleluias” and shout the refrain “The Lord is risen indeed” as the liturgy progressed.19 

At the priest’s invitation to receive eucharist, ushers escorted all the people occupying the foyer 

and outside pavement into the sanctuary to be among the first to eat the bread and drink the 

wine, which enabled everyone present to gather together in the same space to share communion 

with one another. Like the bright lights, plentiful flowers, and vibrant music, the presence and 

participation of so many people in the Easter celebration filled the liturgy and place with vitality. 

Their bodies not only sensed it all as they were able, but also became part of the sensory 
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landscape that they shared together and thus part of the proclamation of resurrection life that 

reverberated through that place. 

What is more, although some church members like Susan and Abby chose to attend the 

Vigil and then stay away from the fullness of Easter Day,20 the members I interviewed who 

attended one of the Easter Sunday services tended to appreciate the magnitude of it all. Church 

members characterized the liturgies and activities at St. James as “electric,” “joyful,” “beautiful,” 

and “amazing.”21 For Margaret, everything in the worship space truly appeared “brighter,” 

“shinier,” and more colorful than usual.22 While many expected a larger-than-normal crowd, 

they were surprised by how many people came to the 11:00 service, and members I interviewed 

who attended that service enjoyed participating in the liturgy with the large congregation. The 

abundance of the day evoked responses of joy, happiness, hope, excitement, and gratitude from 

members, and a couple members, Amanda and Sabina, said that they sang all the more loudly 

without inhibitions because it was the day of resurrection.23 

5.1.3 Easter Season 

Easter is a fifty-day season in the Episcopal Church, yet the sensoriality that defined 

Easter Day did not characterize the whole season. During subsequent Sundays in Easter, 

attendance did not continue to exceed the church’s capacity. The sound of tympani and 

trumpets did not thunder. The altar flowers were not as lavish. Breakfast banquets did not recur 

between services. The magnitude and multiplicity of sensory elements that made Easter Day so 

powerful, dramatic, and festive were not sustained or reproduced throughout the rest of the 

season. As Abby commented, the rest of the Sundays in Easter were more like Sundays in 

                                                        

20 Susan, Easter interview, April 22, 2014; Abby, Easter interview, June 10, 2014. 
21 Harry, Easter interview, June 1, 2014; Karen, Easter interview, May 24, 2014; Marion, Easter interview, June 2, 
2014; Garrett, Easter interview, June 4, 2014; Amanda, Easter interview, June 9, 2014; Amelia, Easter interview, July 
25, 2014; Chloe, Easter interview, May 6, 2014; Frances, Easter interview, April 29, 2014; Marcos, Easter interview, 
May 13, 2014; Jake, Easter interview, June 10, 2014. 
22 Margaret, Easter interview, May 8, 2014. 
23 Amanda, Easter interview, June 9, 2014; Sabina, Easter interview, May 26, 2014. 
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ordinary time than like Easter Sunday.24 Although certain signs of Easter remained—like white-

colored altar linens, all the liturgical objects unveiled and in their appropriate places near the 

altar, the presence of flowers, frequent acclamations of “Alleluia,” hymns centered on 

resurrection, and the celebration of eucharist—their sensory grandeur decreased. 

However, sensing remained significant for church members’ participation in Easter as a 

season. While the magnitude and number of sensory elements in the liturgies diminished, 

church members’ sensory engagement in the Easter season actually seemed to proliferate in 

certain ways through church practices as well as beyond church walls. Many members I 

interviewed did not seem to be interested in replicating their Easter Day experiences for fifty 

days. Instead, they relished the time of fifty days to process the meaning of Easter Day, and 

sensing played an integral role in how they lived into the season and interpreted its meaning. 

One of the main sites of sensory engagement during the Easter season was the reading of 

the gospel on the Sundays in Easter following Easter Day. A similar sequence of stories of Jesus’ 

post-resurrection appearances to his followers recurs every year in the lectionary during the first 

few weeks of the Easter season, and this sequence had shaped the communal memory at St. 

James enough that some members referred to the Sundays after Easter Day by the prescribed 

gospel lesson for each day: the second Sunday of Easter was “Doubting Thomas Sunday,” and 

the third and fourth were “Emmaus Sunday” and “Good Shepherd Sunday,” respectively. While 

the medium of these stories was discursive, sensible by hearing and seeing, the content of these 

particular stories revolved around multi-sensory interactions between the risen body of Jesus 

and his followers. As New Testament scholar Joel Green points out, the post-resurrection 

narratives underscore not just that Jesus’ resurrection was an actual event, but that it was a 

bodily reality.25 In order to demonstrate the physicality of Jesus’ resurrected body, the gospels 

highlight sensory experiences between Jesus and his followers: Jesus invites Thomas to touch 
                                                        

24 Abby, Easter interview, June 10, 2014. 
25 Green, Body, Soul, and Human Life, 166–70. 
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his wounded flesh; Jesus talks and walks and eats with his disciples; his followers spread the 

word that they have “seen” the Lord; and they recognize Jesus by seeing and hearing him repeat 

actions they had previously experienced with him, like blessing and breaking bread. The 

sensoriality of Jesus’ body provides proof to his disciples that he truly was raised to new life, that 

this is the same Jesus, and that he is present with them. They can see him, hear him, touch him, 

and eat with him.  

The sensory dimensions of stories like Doubting Thomas, Emmaus, and the Good 

Shepherd provided members of St. James ways of envisioning Christ’s new life and presence in 

the wake of the Easter Day event of resurrection. Several church members gravitated toward 

these stories during the Easter season as joyful, hopeful, and comforting portrayals of the risen 

Jesus with his companions.26 Although church members could not experience the resurrected 

body of Jesus in the same way as Mary, Thomas, Peter, John, or other disciples, these stories 

enabled some to perceive their own relationships with the risen Christ as equally real, true, and 

unbreakable by suffering and death. The sensorial textures of these stories effectively helped 

some church members make sense of Jesus’ resurrection in the Easter season. 

Another key component of Easter season sensing for church members was creation. 

Because Easter often coincides with spring and the transition to summer in the American South, 

church members associated the Easter season with the signs of new and renewed life that they 

could sense in their ecological surroundings. The feeling of warmer air and sun, sounds of 

chirping birds, sights of blooming flowers and green trees and grass, and tastes of fresh spring 

and summer produce displayed a renewal of creation after the apparent lifelessness of winter 

                                                        

26 Susan, Easter interview, April 22, 2014; Chloe, Easter interview, May 6, 2014; Harry, Easter interview, June 1, 
2014; Liza, Easter interview, May 6, 2014. Margaret appreciated the Acts readings that replaced the New Testament 
lessons during the Easter season because of the “moments of revealing” among the disciples in the wake of Jesus’ 
resurrection that the passages showed. Margaret, Easter interview, May 8, 2014. Marcos, Liza, and Alastair also 
appreciated hearing the Acts stories in Easter. Marcos, Easter interview, May 13, 2014; Liza, Easter interview, May 6, 
2014; Alastair, Easter interview, May 27, 2014. 
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that resonated with the Easter focus on Jesus’ resurrection life for some church members.27 

Their sensory experiences of these natural signs of life added a corollary outside of the church 

buildings to the proclamations of resurrection taking place inside the worship spaces, thereby 

enabling church members to make sense of God’s promise of new creation in Christ through 

creation being made new just beyond the church doors. 

A third way in which church members engaged in the Easter season through sensing was 

by seeking signs of the risen Christ’s presence in human situations. Some church members 

entered into this search deliberately, as if engaging in a spiritual practice for the season of 

becoming more attuned to God’s redemptive, life-giving actions in their midst. One woman, 

Susan, said that she intentionally tried to look for glimpses of God’s presence during the Easter 

season. While she believed that those manifestations appeared throughout the year—not just in 

Easter—she endeavored to pay more attention in Easter to the signs. For her, such signs were 

characterized by moments of hope, breakthrough, or love amid painful or desperate 

circumstances.28 For Marion, whose husband had an unexpected health crisis during Easter that 

year, the signs of Christ’s presence appeared without an intentional search on her part through 

the loving care and presence that other members of St. James showed her and her husband 

during that crisis.29 Although theological perception oriented this form of sensory engagement, 

the bodily sensory processes nevertheless grounded church members’ theological 

interpretations of what and how they were sensing. They were not interested in fabricating 

evidence of God’s resurrection power in their own lives or in the lives of others; they wanted 

what they sensed to indicate a real, concrete encounter with the God of resurrection. 

                                                        

27 Frances, Easter interview, April 29, 2014; Liza, Easter interview, May 6, 2014; Susan, Easter interview, April 22, 
2014; Paul, Easter interview, April 30, 2014; Margaret, Easter interview, May 8, 2014; Sabina, Easter interview, May 
26, 2014; Amanda, Easter interview, June 9, 2014; Garrett, Easter interview, June 4, 2014. 
28 Susan, Easter interview, April 22, 2014. 
29 Marion, Easter interview, June 2, 2014. Sabina also associated Easter with “having a new start” and said that 
almost every year around Easter, either she herself or a friend or family member was going through something new in 
life. She was not necessarily deliberately looking for those signs of new life within human life during Easter, but those 
situations resonated with Easter for her. Sabina, Easter interview, May 26, 2014. 
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A final site of church members’ sensory engagement in the Easter season was a food 

drive. Beginning on the second Sunday of Easter, church members brought donations for a local 

food pantry that needed to stock its shelves in preparation for summer, during which children of 

low-income families would not have access to free lunch at school. For each week of Easter, the 

parish suggested a different type of pantry item for church members to donate, and on the last 

week, the people leading the food drive planned to collect donations of fresh fruits and 

vegetables to take to the center. Participation in the food drive was voluntary, but members 

contributed enough food in one week to fill the shelves of the pantry. When the rector informed 

the congregation that the shelves had been depleted of staples like peanut butter within that 

week, church members responded by donating more food to help meet the needs of the 

neighborhood. While the food drive was not explicitly connected to Easter, its concurrence with 

the Easter season added another dimension to church members’ sensing in Easter. By donating 

food for hungry, low-income people in the city, church members effectively helped generate 

sensory experiences for others that were vital to sustaining their bodily lives. The food drive 

enabled church members to facilitate others’ sensing through a fundamental human need, and 

in so doing, church members’ tangible, sensible gifts potentially opened ways for others’ 

embodied lives to persist amid difficult circumstances. 

As Easter Day unfolded into a fifty-day season, sensing became a key way in which 

church members lived into the season, both personally and communally. Sensing was not a 

passive process that happened to church members’ bodies; it was an interactive mode of agency 

in which they actively took part, even if church members were not always consciously attending 

to their sensory engagement. They neither concocted sensory experiences ex nihilo, nor let the 

Easter season pass them by. Instead, they looked, listened, and opened themselves to signs of 

new life and of the risen Christ’s presence around them and near them. The stories of Jesus’ 

post-resurrection appearances, the rebirth of nature, the moments of love, hope, and 
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breakthrough within critical human situations, and the simple offerings of food to others all 

made resurrection sensible while also breathing new life into church members’ senses. Through 

these diverse sensory opportunities, church members connected with the reality and truth of 

Jesus’ resurrection and even helped create situations for others to experience renewal by means 

of their senses. 

5.1 Conclusion 

Church members’ sensory engagement served to define St. James’ Easter celebration. 

Although church members’ experiences were not identical or imbued with the same meaning, 

sensing constituted the way in which church members embodied the Easter season. Easter 

bodies were sensing bodies. The combinations of sights, sounds, smells, tastes, and feelings of 

the Vigil, Easter Day, subsequent liturgies and church activities, and life outside the church 

walls shaped how church members inhabited the news of Jesus’ resurrection. Sensing offered 

church members a means of connecting bodily with the power and reality of the risen Christ’s 

presence throughout the season, and it also became a life-giving gift that they shared with 

others. 

Grounding Easter embodiment in sensing, however, may sound sensationalist, even 

unspiritual, insofar as sensory experiences are associated with subjective human interpretations 

and not with the “immortal, invisible” God.30 In order to understand the significance of church 

members’ Easter sensing, a deeper examination of the role of the senses is needed. I turn now, 

therefore, to sensory studies within anthropology, history, and religion to gain insight into how 

sensing mattered in Easter at St. James. 

                                                        

30 See Church and Music, The Hymnal, 1982, 423. 
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5.2 The Sensing Body: A Philosophical Analysis 

Unlike conceiving of bodies as malleable or as journeys, sensing is a commonplace 

association with embodiment in contemporary American thought. We are accustomed to 

understanding bodies as sensing agents, and we take the fivefold sensory system of sight, smell, 

sound, taste, and touch to be normative, even “natural,” as Constance Classen points out,31 to 

the extent that blindness and deafness are treated as physical disabilities in American society 

and sensory deprivation has been used as a form of torture. However, these assumptions about 

the senses tend to remain abstracted from how we engage and value—or devalue—sensing in 

daily life. While American culture generally upholds sensing as fundamental to bodily life, many 

people do not intentionally give much conscious attention to the sundry sensory experiences 

their bodies encounter throughout the day. Sensing is supposed to be like background noise for 

presumably important activities like working, thinking, and communicating. Indulging the 

senses is often only valued as a means of entertainment (surround-sound, 3-D home theater 

systems, for example) or relaxation (aromatherapy and spa treatments).  

In light of this dissonance between conceiving of the senses as basic and yet generally 

superfluous to everyday life, I want to explore in greater depth the ways in which sensing 

matters in St. James’ context by turning to recent studies of senses in humanities and social 

science disciplines. The works of Constance Classen, David Howes, Sarah Pink, and David 

Morgan illuminate the cultural and material dimensions of sensing that often escape critical 

attention. Their insights serve to provide a helpful theoretical framework for situating the 

meaning of church members’ sensory experiences of Easter. 

5.2.1 Defining Sensing 

In the wake of the debates over reason and the senses in modern European 

epistemology, a distinction between sensing and thinking has generally characterized Western 
                                                        

31 Classen, Worlds of Sense, 1–2. 
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assumptions concerning the senses for human beings. Sensing is presumably the work of the 

body, even of specific body parts, while thinking is the work of the mind. However, David 

Howes’ and Constance Classen’s recent studies have posed a challenge to this dualistic 

assumption. Based on their comparative and historical investigations into sensory operations in 

several different cultural contexts, Howes and Classen argue that sensing is a way of thinking 

and knowing. According to Howes and Classen, sensing does more than facilitate humans’ 

experiences and interactions with their surroundings; sensory perception enables human beings 

to “make sense” of their surroundings.32 Sensing is thus not a passive occurrence that happens 

to the body, but a mode of knowing performed by the body. 

Howes’ and Classen’s rejection of a sensing-thinking dualism stems from their attention 

to the role of cultural location and formation in what and how people sense. Although sensing 

involves biological processes within bodies, it is by no means a natural activity that proceeds in 

the same manner for all people across time and space.33 Sensing is always already culturally 

defined.34 What counts as a sense, first of all, varies across cultures. The Western fivefold 

sensory system, for example, enjoyed debate among ancient and medieval philosophers, who 

proposed several different schemas ranging from the inclusion of more than five senses to 

identifying five senses other than sight, smell, sound, taste, and touch.35 Additionally, some non-

Western cultures have developed their own sensory systems that do not exhibit the modern 

Western fivefold system. Classen notes that Buddhist cultures include the mind as a sense 

alongside sight, smell, sound, taste, and touch, and Mallory Wober’s essay on sensotypes in a 

                                                        

32 Howes and Classen, Ways of Sensing, 13; Classen, Worlds of Sense, 1. 
33 Both Sarah Pink and David Morgan underscore this point. See Pink, Doing Sensory Ethnography, ???; Morgan, 
The Embodied Eye, 60. 
34 Howes and Classen, Ways of Sensing, 1–4. 
35 See Classen, Worlds of Sense, 2 for a summary of Plato’s six modes of perception and Philo’s seven. See also Milner, 
The Senses and the English Reformation, 29 for a description of how the voice was treated as a quasi-sense in late 
medieval European thought. Classen also mentions this in Worlds of Sense, 3. 
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volume edited by Howes indicates that proprioception is essentially equivalent to a sensory 

mode in some West African cultures.36  

Second, the ways in which senses are used and valued differs between people groups and 

often changes over time within a single cultural context.37 Classen’s comparative analysis of 

three non-European cultures, for instance, shows how each approaches fire, a fundamental 

material for all three groups, through a different privileged sensory mode. The Tzotzil of Mexico, 

who prioritize the experience of heat, focus on fire’s temperature. The Ongee of the Andaman 

Islands, who prioritize the sense of smell, focus on fire’s smoke. The Desana of Colombia, who 

prioritize multi-sensory experiences of colors (like the smell or sound associated with a color), 

focus on fire’s colors.38 Their contrasting values in how they sense effectively generate different 

sensory experiences and interpretations of the same material. Similarly, Classen’s attention to 

studies of several children who grew up “outside culture” underscores the difference that 

inculturation makes in sensory development. The children apparently cultivated heightened 

senses of hearing, seeing at night, and smell compared to most Europeans and Indians, the 

cultural contexts to which these children were eventually introduced, and as two of the children 

were integrated into life in Europe and the third into Indian society, they each underwent 

different processes of “sensory reconditioning.”39 

Moreover, while modern Western societies often elevate sight over other senses, its place 

of prominence was contested by hearing in the past.40 The sense of smell also had higher status 

in ancient and medieval Mediterranean and European regions—even higher than sight, 

according to philosophers like Diogenes—as a means of maintaining health, understanding 

morality and theology, and practicing hospitality.41 The gradual repression of smell in favor of 

                                                        

36 Classen, Worlds of Sense, 2; Wober, “The Sensotype Hypothesis,” 33–34. 
37 Howes and Classen, Ways of Sensing, 4. 
38 Classen, Worlds of Sense, 10. 
39 Ibid., 8. 
40 See Milner, The Senses and the English Reformation, 28; Classen, Worlds of Sense, 3. 
41 Classen, Worlds of Sense, 3, 15–36. 
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sight and sound in Western culture reveals that the values ascribed to sensory experiences are 

not only culturally determined, but can also evolve with a particular culture. 

Along with shaping both what counts as sensing and how members of a culture engage in 

sensing, cultural context contributes to how people distinguish and connect the senses. 

Although modern Western thinking often compartmentalizes the five senses as separate 

processes, Howes and Classen point to the pairings of audio and visual experiences that have 

become fundamental to modern and contemporary Western lived culture, in which television, 

film, and internet media are virtually omnipresent.42 Senses do not operate in isolation but 

relate to and interact with one another in diverse ways. As Howes and Classen say, “Sensations 

reinforce each other, play off each other, and, at times, contradict each other….They are part of 

an interactive web of experience.”43 Howes and Classen also point to cases of “synaesthesia,” the 

merging of the senses to generate an experience, to illuminate how “interconnected” supposedly 

separate sensory processes can be.44 While instances of synaesthesia like perceiving colors with 

certain sounds have historically been considered abnormal within Western science,45 the Desana 

people of Colombia privilege the unity of the senses rather than divisions in their sensory 

experiences, and the ways in which the sensory connections are made are crucial to social and 

moral life within their culture. According to Howes and Classen, “To combine sensations in the 

wrong order would be to ritually violate the Desana moral order.”46 The “cross-modal” sensory 

practices of this culture suggests that senses can interact with one another through their 

concurrent engagement, as well as converge with one another to give meaning to experiences in 

their unity rather than in their difference.47 
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43 Ibid., 5. 
44 Ibid., 154. 
45 Ibid., 153. 
46 Ibid., 158. 
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As ways of making sense of the world, sensory processes do more than transmit 

metaphysical information about situations. They often contribute to social order and formation 

within a particular cultural context. Despite the modern Western focus on sensing at the level of 

an individual human subject, sensing is a social activity, a “social practice,” to borrow David 

Morgan’s description.48 Certain sensory experiences are laden with social significance and 

provide ways of discerning and defining social status. Smell, for example, has frequently been 

used in Western contexts to distinguish privileged social positions from lower class people or 

cultural outsiders.49 Classen points out that Jews, people of African descent, and women have all 

been historically identified with potent, bad smells by the socially dominant—European gentiles, 

people of European descent, and men.50 As Howes and Classen note, olfactory associations can 

also induce cultural insiders or upper class people to believe they perceive a particular scent on 

the bodies of outsiders or poor people when no odor is actually present.51 

The ordering of the senses in Western thought has also historically been mapped onto 

the social order to maintain hierarchical social structures. By associating women as well as lower 

classes with the so-called lower senses of smell, taste, and touch, and men and members of the 

upper class with sight and sound, for example, Western cultural contexts effectively naturalized 

the social demarcation of gendered and socioeconomic spheres through their sensory system. As 

a result, the differing sensory abilities of women and men, poor and elite, served to define their 

place, work, and value in society, and their social location defined their sensory abilities.52 Even 

sight has been socially formed in Western cultural contexts. For instance, women were 

historically trained to “keep their eyes downcast,”53 and under Jim Crow in the U.S., as James 

                                                        

48 Morgan, The Embodied Eye, 68. 
49 Howes and Classen, Ways of Sensing, 7, 69. 
50 Classen, Worlds of Sense, 80, 87. 
51 Howes and Classen, Ways of Sensing, 7–8. 
52 Ibid., 67–68. 
53 Ibid., 6. 
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Cone says, “to look at white people in a manner regarded as disrespectful could get a black 

lynched.”54 

Additionally, as Morgan’s examination of seeing shows, sensory experiences can 

facilitate relationships between people, even across social boundaries. According to Morgan, 

seeing is neither monolithic nor individual; rather, people inhabit “ways of seeing” that are 

culturally and socially developed.55 Even within one cultural context like modern Western 

societies or within one social location in a modern Western context, there is no single way of 

seeing that people enact. Instead, people do things with the gaze that they adopt, and they use 

different modes of gazing in conjunction with particular situations.56 Morgan identifies four 

types of gazes that operate within modern Western contexts alone: unilateral, occlusive, 

reciprocal, and liminal.57 Each of these ways of seeing and “not-seeing,” as he says,58 

incorporates people into a different mode of relationship with one another, with their 

surroundings, and with realities considered sacred. These configurations of relationships can 

change as people shift from one way of seeing to another.59 Experiencing a sight with others or 

looking at the face of another person can thus forge solidarity, provoke desire, instill a sense of 

fear or vulnerability, induce shame, or call forth faith.60 Though Morgan focuses on seeing, 

similar experiences and responses can take place by means of sound, smell, taste, and touch as 

well. Sensing, therefore, can serve to locate and form people socially by enabling and prohibiting 

access to particular experiences, as well as by solidifying or disrupting the social boundaries that 

establish order. 

The social power attributed to sensing arguably stems from the fundamentally relational, 

embodied nature of sensory experiences. Sensing revolves around connections and interactions 
                                                        

54 Cone, The Cross and the Lynching Tree, 12. 
55 Morgan, The Embodied Eye, 67–68. 
56 Ibid., 69. 
57 See ibid., 70–82. 
58 Ibid., 81–82. 
59 Ibid., 80–81. 
60 Ibid., 3, 6, 68–69. 
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between bodies, as well as between bodies and their surroundings. While bodies are almost 

always already culturally situated and shaped, culture also always already begins and ends in 

bodies and the material places they inhabit. Cultural identity not only orients and forms sensing, 

but sensing also produces cultural identity as bodies and places interact with one another. As 

Howes and Classen point out, the bodily dimension of sensory experiences is vital to the cultural 

and social meaning attributed to sensing because such experiences enable people to make sense 

of their world through their bodies.61 Sensing can also evoke various affects from bodies, as 

Morgan indicates, which play a part in the cultural and social formation of belonging and 

relationship.62 Sensing connects bodies to one another as much as it can separate them, and the 

indelible physicality of that connection makes sensing so potent on so many levels. In this way, 

sensing can be understood to em-body. 

In addition to its corporeal grounding, sensing is inextricably tied to place. For 

ethnographer Sarah Pink, “emplacement” is a more all-encompassing way to understand 

sensing than even embodiment permits because sensing is a process of locating, of discerning 

where one is, and of embodiment in relation to a place.63 Sensing not only embodies, but also 

makes places insofar as it constitutes dynamic interaction between bodies, spaces, and 

materials. Drawing upon place theories across several disciplines, Pink defines place in terms of 

an event of convergence constituted by “processes,” or “trajectories,” that are open, fluid, and in 

motion.64 Similar to Certeau’s concept of space as a lived, practiced place and Mohanram’s 

appreciation of place, Pink’s understanding of place is an attempt to take account of the complex 

relationships between local and global, between materials and the ongoing construction of their 

meanings, and between the presence of human and nonhuman constituents “entangled” to form 

                                                        

61 See Howes and Classen, Ways of Sensing, 7–8. 
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a place.65 While this portrait of place runs the risk of abstraction from the materiality of where 

bodies dwell, travel, and orient their lives—that is, from particular terrain, waters, skies, 

structures, and plants, for example—it nevertheless is expansive enough to account for the lived, 

imagined, power-laden, and fluctuating dimensions of the locations and situations that ground 

embodiment. If sensing is a process of making sense, then place is both what is sensed and how 

sensing occurs. As an embodied, located, interactive engagement, sensing is a way of placing and 

of being placed. 

The works of Howes, Classen, Pink, and Morgan demonstrate that sensing is more 

important than contemporary Western societies may acknowledge because it draws together 

bodies, places, social reality, and culture. Sensing is how people discern where they are and who 

they are, as well as how they connect with and distance themselves from one another. Sensing 

also reveals how integrated embodiment and knowing are insofar as the indelible corporeality of 

sensory interactions is how people make sense of their cultural, social, and material reality. 

Sensing is fundamentally an interactive mode of relationship, and thus it is how bodies live in 

this world. Bodies need to sense; they cannot but sense. To be a body is to be a sensing body, 

and to be a sensing body is to be alive. 

5.2.2 Characteristics of Sensing Bodies in Easter 

The insights into the senses that Howes, Classen, Morgan, and Pink elucidate suggest 

four key ways of situating sensory experiences in Easter at St. James. First, the sensing in which 

members of St. James engaged in Easter both converged and diverged in certain ways from 

contemporary Western cultural assumptions about sensory experiences that Howes and Classen 

highlight. Like normative Western ordering of the five senses, sight and sound tended to 

dominate the Easter liturgies, and church members I interviewed seemed to appreciate the 

sights and sounds on Easter Day and throughout the season more than other sensory modes. 
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Members more often perceived the abundance of flowers in the church for the Vigil and Easter 

Sunday with their eyes than with their noses, for instance.66  

Unlike Western norms, however, the combination of sensory modes at the Vigil and on 

Easter Day generated meaningful experiences for church members. Although they may have 

been able to differentiate between sensory modalities at the moment the lights came on and the 

loud organ music started playing in the Easter Vigil, church members were not concerned with 

parsing their experiences according to the Western fivefold sensory system in order to engage in 

Easter. Rather, the convergence of different sensory elements in that moment was what imbued 

it with meaning. Church members’ experiences at the Vigil and on Easter Day especially aligned 

more with a form of cultural synaesthesia as described by Howes and Classen than with 

normative modern Western demarcations of boundaries between the senses.  

Additionally, sensory modes of touch, taste, and smell added significant dimensions to 

church members’ participation in Easter. While sight and sound were prominent modalities in 

the liturgical discourse and music, church members also valued tasting the first eucharist of 

Easter, smelling the incense at the conclusion of the Vigil, sitting and standing and singing with 

so many other people on Easter Sunday, eating brunch together between the services, and 

indulging in new spring and summer produce throughout the Easter season. They valued the 

full-bodied sensory engagement that Easter provided.  

Second, sensing was a social activity in Easter. Because the Easter liturgies were 

communal events, church members participated in a common sense-scape together and thus 

shared in sensory experiences together. As Morgan’s work shows, sensing can serve to forge 

unity between people who participate in a sensory practice like seeing with one another. A key 

component of the power and meaning that church members perceived in their sensory 

                                                        

66 One exception to this example could be found in the experiences of clergy and lay ministers who occupied the 
chancel area, where the smell of flowers was more likely to be perceived. One of the priests mentioned in an interview 
that she noticed the scent of the Easter flowers among other sensory perceptions. Assisting Priest, Easter interview, 
May 6, 2014. 
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engagement at the Vigil and on Easter Day was experiencing and contributing to the Easter 

sense-scape with other people—indeed, with a lot of other people in the case of Easter Sunday 

morning. Witnessing light flood the worship space at the Vigil, simultaneously hearing and 

proclaiming that Christ is risen with a chorus of voices speaking as one on Easter Day, and 

eating and drinking consecrated bread and wine with one another all drew church members 

together into a celebration of the most important event in Christian faith.  

Moreover, these sensory interactions facilitated shared experiences between church 

members that cut across social boundaries as people of different racial identities, genders, 

sexualities, and economic statuses participated in these Easter services and activities together. 

In addition to the Easter Vigil and Easter Day sensory engagements, the social character of 

sensing could also be seen in some church members’ interest in seeking out signs of the risen 

Christ’s presence in their midst. While they may have desired personal encounters with Christ or 

personal experiences of new life, they looked for Christ’s life-giving presence in the lives of 

friends, family members, fellow church members, and other people with whom they had 

relationships. They sought manifestations of the risen Christ in relational, and thus social, 

circumstances. Additionally, the way in which some church members responded to others’ needs 

during the Easter season by caring for ill members and donating food to hungry people in the 

city suggests that not only sensing, but also facilitating others’ sensing, was a means of social 

connection. In these ways, sensing tended to function socially to generate and deepen 

interpersonal relationships among church members in Easter, rather than to establish divisions 

between different groups. 

Third, the corporeality of sensing that Howes and Classen underscore was integral to 

Easter’s power at St. James for several reasons. First, the sensory elements of the Easter 

liturgies and activities engaged church members’ whole bodies in the celebration of resurrection. 

Because sensing was grounded in embodiment, it was an interactive way in which church 
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members could connect with resurrection as a reality in Christ, not just with their minds but 

with their entire bodies. The magnitude and multiplicity of sights, sounds, textures, feelings, 

tastes, and smells worked their way into and through members’ bodies, so that they could be 

fully engaged, inside and out, in remembering and rejoicing in the resurrection of Jesus’ body 

from the dead. Second, embodiment also enabled church members to participate in the Easter 

celebration with one another by experiencing the sensoriality of Easter together. Sensing 

facilitated social connections because sensory engagement was grounded in members’ bodies. 

Their sensory engagement in Easter was thus meaningful as a profoundly full-bodied form of 

participation that was communal. Third, as church members sought after perceptible signs of 

new life during the Easter season, their eyes, ears, hands, and feet became attentive to 

recognizing the work of the risen Christ around them. Their interest in material and fleshly signs 

of resurrection shows that the physicality of sensing mattered, and by living into the Easter 

season through this sensory spiritual practice, these church members performed sensing as a 

mode of bodily agency and discernment. Ultimately, from a theological perspective, sensing 

mattered throughout Easter because the reality of resurrection that Easter illuminated was a 

bodily reality. 

Fourth, Pink’s work serves to shed light on the dynamic interactions with place that 

sensing engendered during Easter. Insofar as sensing emplaced, church members’ sensory 

experiences in Easter connected their bodies to the places they occupied. Darkness and light, 

silence and sounds, candles, flowers, shiny metallic crosses, loud instruments, water, bread and 

wine, brunch, and incense all helped orient church members to the church spaces, as well as to 

make the spaces places for celebrating Jesus’ resurrection. The sensory transformation that took 

place at the Vigil, for example, redefined the worship space so that the place church members 

exited at the conclusion of the service was effectively different from the place they entered. 

Garrett even described the dramatic change at the Vigil in terms of place by saying that going 
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through the service was “like leaving a Food Lion”—a discount grocery store—“and walking into 

a Whole Foods.”67 Place also mattered on Easter Sunday as the church spaces were too small to 

contain the number of people that showed up for the eucharistic liturgy. By welcoming so many 

people into the church spaces that the doors had to remain open and people were seated and 

standing beyond the doors in the foyer and on the stone pavement outside, St. James remade its 

worship space, extending it through the bodies of all who were present, so that the place of the 

Easter celebration was open, bringing the inside outside and the outside inside. Finally, church 

members’ sensory engagement in the rest of the Easter season also exhibited a dynamic 

relationship with place because their search for signs of resurrection in nature not only was 

inextricably grounded in their particular geographical, ecological context, but also made a place 

for resurrection within their ecological and social surroundings. 

Through these dimensions of culture, social reality, embodiment, and emplacement, 

sensing gave church members ways to make sense of resurrection in its mysterious embodied 

reality in Christ and their own participation in it in him. Their sensory engagements incarnated 

ways of knowing that coincided with certain aspects of their cultural and social formation while 

countering others. Sensing was also a way of doing, an array of practices that embodied and 

emplaced church members by establishing connections between their bodies, their surroundings 

inside and outside the church buildings, the bodies of others, and the risen Christ. What is more, 

through these sensory interactions, church members allowed Easter to alter their sensory 

practices so that their seeing, hearing, smelling, tasting, and feeling could inculcate a 

hermeneutic of resurrection life, joy, and hope. As a way of knowing, doing, and relating, 

therefore, Easter sensing was a way of living for members of St. James. 

                                                        

67 Garrett, Easter interview, June 4, 2014. 
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5.2 Conclusion 

Sensory experiences have more meaning than contemporary Western thought tends to 

admit. As the works of Howes, Classen, Morgan, and Pink demonstrate, sensing is fundamental 

to lived embodiment, cultural identity, and social formation. Human beings not only think 

through their senses, but also relate to one another and to their surroundings through sensing. 

Whether or not we consciously attend to what and how we are sensing, our sensory 

engagements ground our deepest values, beliefs, desires, and fears. Sensing matters in ways that 

not even words can always express. 

Consequently, the sensory dimensions of Easter for members of St. James were vital not 

only to church members’ experiences of the season, but also to how they embodied Easter in the 

middle of their particular cultural, social, ecological, and material contexts. Church members’ 

Easter sensing intersected in complex ways with modern Western cultural and social norms, 

reproducing the centering of sight and sound, for instance, while joining people together across 

social divisions. Sensing also served to direct members’ whole bodies toward the reality of Jesus’ 

resurrection and the possibilities of new life in and with him. Although this reality lay beyond 

their senses insofar as they could not physically see, hear, or touch the historical body of Jesus 

raised to life, church members did not dismiss their sensory engagement in Easter as unspiritual 

or futile. Instead, sensing mattered theologically to church members. They used their senses to 

practice hope, to embody joy, to show love to others, and to live into abundant Easter life. 

Sensing was thus how church members enfleshed, and thereby made sense of, Easter. 

In order to grapple further with the theological character of church members’ 

embodiment of sensing in Easter, I shift now to analyze theologically what it means for Easter 

bodies to be sensing bodies. 
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5.3 Sensing Salvation as Feasting Bodies: A Theological Analysis 

Salvation is not typically understood as a sensory affair in contemporary Western 

Christian thought. Sensory experiences may offer windows to spiritual realities like grace and 

salvation or evidence that God was at work, but they are not usually thought of as constitutive of 

salvation. Eternal life with and in God, in fact, would seem to transcend human senses. 

However, sensory discourse frequently creeps into the language that Christians use to 

describe God’s redemptive activity in their lives. The hymn “Amazing Grace” characterizes the 

change that the “sweet sound” of grace effected like previously being “blind” but now being able 

to “see.”68 John Wesley described his experience of assurance of faith in 1738 as a feeling of his 

heart being “strangely warmed.”69 In II Corinthians, the apostle Paul refers to the community 

and himself as “the aroma of Christ.”70 The “beatific vision” is how Thomas Aquinas framed 

eschatological life in relation to God.71 At least at the level of metaphor, there is a look, sound, 

smell, feeling, and taste to being saved. 

Yet sensing is more than a metaphor for salvation. What St. James’ embodiment of 

Easter reveals is that saved bodies are sensing bodies. If salvation revolves around life with and 

in God, then sensory engagement was the way in which church members inhabited full-bodied 

fellowship with God and others in Easter. By connecting the embodiment of salvation with 

sensing, I am not claiming that every sensation that church members experienced in Easter was 

salvific, nor that members with vision or hearing impairments, for example, would be unable to 

embody salvation in Easter. I am arguing that sensing as the fundamental shape of lived 

embodiment in this world becomes the fundamental shape of saved embodiment in this world 

insofar as sensory interactions end in and flow from loving, life-giving fellowship with God and 

with other people. 

                                                        

68 Church and Music, The Hymnal, 1982, 671. 
69 Wesley, Journals and Diaries, 18:249–50. 
70 II Cor 2:15. 
71 Thomas Aquinas, Summa Theologiæ Suppl., 92, 1. 
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In this section, I explore the theological significance of Easter sensing as the 

embodiment of salvation by appealing to the theme of feasting to portray the saved, sensing 

body in Easter. Because feasting evokes both bodily associations with celebratory eating and the 

liturgical characterization of Easter as the Paschal feast of Christ, it is a helpful way to 

understand the convergence of bodies, sensing, salvation, and Easter at St. James. Feasting 

during Easter entailed more than consuming food. Easter at St. James was a sensory feast for 

church members’ whole bodies that took shape not by gluttony—simply filling the body up—but 

by generating relationships and shared life in communion with God and with others. This 

generative character of Easter feasting involved remembering that enabled re-membering, 

eschatological hope that enabled openness in the present, and the transformation of church 

members’ senses so that they could perceive new ways “where there was no way.”72 

To develop this theological vision of feasting, I begin by discussing Norman Wirzba’s 

theology of food, in which he offers a constructive reflection on feasting that not only 

distinguishes it from gluttony, but also underscores the simultaneous physicality and spirituality 

of Christian feasting. Then I turn to the work of Shawn Copeland and Jürgen Moltmann to 

address the role of remembering and hope in Easter feasting at St. James. Finally, I engage 

Delores Williams’ theological interpretation of the Hagar stories in Genesis to illuminate the 

transformation of sensing that Easter feasting engendered at St. James. 

5.3.1 Feasting as Full-Bodied Fellowship 

In Food and Faith: A Theology of Eating, Norman Wirzba draws upon the doctrine of 

the Trinity to come to terms with what it means for human beings to eat.73 He argues that 

understanding food properly requires attending to God’s care, provision, and renewal of 

creation as the establishment of divine “communion” with the earth and all that lives. According 

                                                        

72 cite Williams’ Sisters in the Wilderness. 
73 Wirzba, Food and Faith, xi–xii. 
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to Wirzba, food is “God’s love made nurture for us” as creatures dependent upon the edible gifts 

of the earth to survive.74 Although human beings can eat without recognizing food as a divine 

“invitation” for communion, Wirzba sees such misrecognition as a root of disordered, 

destructive relationship with food akin to Adam and Eve’s “eating transgression.”75 He instead 

advocates alternative approaches to eating by discussing God’s role as Creator through the 

practice of gardening, connecting eucharist to social practices of hospitality and reconciliation as 

well as to bodily activities of chewing and swallowing, and rethinking new creation as an 

eschatological banquet of bodies raised to eat anew with the Triune God.76 

Although Wirzba critiques contemporary industrialized food production and 

consumption in the United States, he does not cast aside the notion of feasting. Instead of 

reducing feasting to mere overconsumption from which Christians should abstain, Wirzba 

affirms feasting as a practice that can facilitate delightful fellowship with God and with other 

people. In this way, he differentiates his view of feasting from gluttony, which revolves around 

“desire for food…focused on self-satisfaction” at a personal level and around status or “wealth” 

at a social level.77 In contrast, feasting for Wirzba involves “self-offering,” “sharing,” and 

“celebration of the good of others” as well as of “God’s grace.”78 It flows from God’s own self-

offering to God’s creatures, which calls them to offer themselves in turn to God through love and 

through caring for God’s earth and creatures. Feasting is thus nothing less than the incarnation 

of human beings’ intimate union and participation in God’s life. 

What is remarkable about Wirzba’s discussion of feasting is how he keeps his theological 

reflections on this form of communion with God grounded in embodiment. Mouths and 

stomachs, aromas and flavors, distinct textures and sounds of foods and drinks, the presence of 

                                                        

74 Ibid., xiii–xiv. 
75 Ibid., 75–79. 
76 See ibid., 35–70, 144–78, 211–34. 
77 Ibid., 138–39. 
78 Ibid., 137. 
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particular bodies, the labor of growing and preparing the food at the table, the course of 

conversation, the feel of the place where everyone has gathered to eat and drink together, and 

even the pile of dishes needing to be cleaned afterward all matter for feasting.79 The bodily, 

material, and sensorial dimensions of a feast are integral to celebratory fellowship with God. For 

Wirzba, they serve to constitute human beings’ act of worship to God in feasting because they 

are the ways in which human beings enjoy God’s physical demonstrations of love with gratitude 

and proclaim God’s love for all creation.80 As he says, “People should feast so they do not forget 

the grace and the blessing of the world.”81 

By drawing together communion between God and creatures and the physicality of 

bodies and food in his concept of feasting, Wirzba provides a helpful way of envisioning saved 

bodies as sensing bodies in Easter at St. James. Easter was a feast defined by celebrating God’s 

salvific action in raising Jesus from the dead, and members perceived this celebration as a way 

to connect with God and with others. With the risen Jesus at the center, Easter feasting 

facilitated church members’ bodily participation in God’s salvation. Moreover, feasting in Easter 

was indelibly physical as well as theological. Although eating and drinking were part of Easter 

feasting at St. James, the liturgies and activities of the day and season engaged all the senses in 

such a way that the feast went beyond alimentary experiences. Church members’ eyes, ears, 

noses, mouths, hands, feet, lungs, and stomachs all shared in the feast by sensing the diverse 

material signs of resurrection and new life in Christ present across the worship space, through 

the liturgies, within nature, and in the lives of people in need. By fostering full-bodied 

relationship with God, with creation, and with other people, the sensory feast of Easter made 

salvation visible, audible, aromatic, edible, and tangible for members of St. James. Easter 

                                                        

79 See, for example, the vivid scene with which he opens the book of a meal at a community garden, which he deems “a 
foretaste of heaven.” Ibid., xi. 
80 Ibid., 138. 
81 Ibid., 137. 
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feasting, in other words, was soteriological because it was sensorial—not in spite of its 

sensoriality. 

While Wirzba’s theology of feasting offers a fruitful foundation for attending to the 

soteriological significance of sensing bodies in Easter, I want to refine further the theological 

shape that Easter feasting took at St. James. Church members’ Easter sensing had several 

important characteristics that contribute to its theological meaning: remembering, hoping, and 

transformation of the senses. To explore these features, I turn now to the work of Shawn 

Copeland, Jürgen Moltmann, and Delores Williams. 

5.3.2 Re-membering, Hoping, and Sensing a Way Where There Was No Way 

Characterizing Easter sensing as a feast can sound like a romanticization of church 

members’ bodily participation. However, the joy and celebration of the day and season were not 

a form of escapism that church members constructed. Their feast throughout the fifty days was 

marked by remembering the realities of suffering and death.  

The first major site of this remembering was the crucifixion of Jesus. The scriptures, 

hymns, and prayers of the liturgies for Easter continued to underscore the cross, suffering, and 

death of Jesus. Of course there was no resurrection without Jesus’ death, but remarkably the 

texts of the liturgy continually placed church members before this undeniable reality. The 

remembrance of Jesus’ crucifixion occurred especially around the reception of eucharist, with 

emphasis on Jesus as both sacrificial lamb and victorious priest and redeemer.  

Alongside these liturgical memories, several church members that I interviewed 

connected Jesus’ resurrection with situations of suffering and injustice in the world and believed 

that his resurrection meant that there was hope for people experiencing such situations. Instead 

of treating Easter as a time to ignore suffering, pain, tragedy, or injustice in their own lives and 

in the lives of others, these members paid attention to these circumstances during Easter. They 

remembered these realities and even treated Easter as the premier time to remember. 
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By holding together the memory of Jesus’ crucifixion and awareness of human suffering 

around them during their Easter celebration, church members incorporated remembering into 

Easter sensing in a way that resonates with Shawn Copeland’s understanding of remembering in 

Enfleshing Freedom. Drawing upon Johann Baptist Metz’s idea of “dangerous memory,”82 

Copeland describes remembering as a liberative practice in the context of oppressive, violent 

histories.83 Remembering involves affirming the humanity of people that have been victimized, 

“despised,” “abuse[d],” and left to be forgotten by the powerful.84 The practice requires the living 

to turn toward “repressed” events in order to acknowledge the reality of oppression that people 

have endured at the hands of others, as well as to refuse to allow the dehumanizing work of 

oppression, victimization, and violence to have the last word over human bodies.85 Recognizing 

the humanity of victimized people, like enslaved and lynched black women, serves not only to 

free them from historical accounts that would maintain their dehumanization, but also to 

transform the relationship that the living have with them. Memories of these people “make 

demands on us,” as Copeland says, by calling the living to practice “solidarity” with them in the 

present.86 In addition to holding on to memories of them, solidarity entails standing with those 

dead and living who continue to be despised and abused to struggle with them for liberation. 

Copeland characterizes solidarity as “confront[ing] and address[ing] [the] oppressive cause [of 

the suffering of the other] and shoulder[ing] the other’s suffering.”87 It is a practice of love 

insofar as solidarity establishes a relationship of “openness” and “receptivity” that honors 

difference rather than seeking “domination” or assimilation. 

At the center of Copeland’s concept of remembering is the body. Remembering is not a 

disembodied mental activity for Copeland, but a mode of embodiment that can “re-member” 

                                                        

82 Metz, Faith in History and Society, 105. 
83 Copeland, Enfleshing Freedom, 3. 
84 Ibid., 53, 50, 28–29. 
85 Ibid., 28. 
86 Ibid., 28, 52–53. 
87 Ibid., 94. 
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bodies that have been broken, violated, and forgotten. After discussing the multiple ways in 

which enslaved black women were dehumanized and yet resisted and fought against their abuse, 

Copeland appeals to a scene in Toni Morrison’s Beloved as a portrait of re-membering, in which 

Baby Suggs exhorts enslaved women, men, and children gathered together in the woods to “love 

[their] flesh” that the slaveholders “despise.”88 For Copeland, Baby Suggs’ prophetic message 

breathes new life into “broken bodies” by “nam[ing] each bruised and tortured body part,” as if 

knitting their bodies back together and re-membering them to one another as family members 

and friends—as relational human beings. She describes this scene as a “liturgy of Spirit” that 

reflects how Jesus remembers “poor, dark, and despised bodies” and re-members all people by 

uniting their flesh with his flesh through his life, death, and resurrection.89  

His solidarity with dehumanized bodies not only restores their humanity, but also 

enables all who are members of his body to practice solidarity with those who have been 

oppressed, victimized, violated, and broken. In Christ, remembering dehumanized bodies, dead 

or living, can be a way in which their bodies are re-membered, healed, humanized by being 

joined to Christ’s body and to the bodies of his members through love. For Copeland, the 

“eucharistic banquet” of Jesus is the site of such remembering and re-membering, where Jesus 

performs this work in the embodied lives of all who are joined to him and where members of his 

body receive the call to embody solidarity by participating actively in remembering and re-

membering broken, dehumanized bodies.90 

By connecting Christian feasting to an imperative to remember situations of oppression 

and those who have suffered within those situations, Copeland’s work outlines a constructive 

way of interpreting the role of remembering in St. James’ Easter feasting. The liturgical 

remembering of Jesus’ crucifixion during the Easter celebration did not undermine his 

                                                        

88 Ibid., 52. 
89 Ibid., 52–53. 
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resurrection; it was crucial for church members’ participation in the reality of his new life during 

the season because remembering helped deny the dehumanizing work of the cross the final word 

over Jesus’ body. God’s remembering and re-membering of his body in raising him to new life, 

in fact, enabled the liturgical remembering of his death to evoke joy and hope for church 

members instead of despair. 

Additionally, some church members’ attention to the fractured relationships, broken 

bodies, and painful circumstances of others during the Easter season began the work of 

establishing solidarity between these members and the people they remembered. Insofar as 

embodying solidarity starts with such “dangerous memories,” as Copeland says, church 

members’ remembering of others rather than ignoring suffering, oppressed people created 

conditions in which re-membering could take place: these church members could recognize and 

affirm the humanity of the suffering and oppressed, while also recognizing and affirming the 

imperative in Christ to join suffering and oppressed people in their struggles. 

Finally, church members’ contributions to the food drive during the Easter season served 

as a tangible remembering of poor and hungry people in their neighborhood with the potential 

to re-member. The food donations were concrete, edible affirmations of the humanity of the 

poor, hungry people who went to the local food pantry and shelter for the food. Insofar as that 

food helped sustain the bodily lives of people, it facilitated a re-membering of those people’s 

bodies. 

In addition to remembering shaping Easter feasting at St. James, hope also defined 

church members’ participation in the Easter feast throughout the season. The hymns, scriptures, 

and prayers of Easter depicted the past event of Jesus’ resurrection as inaugurating and 

foreshadowing a new eschatological reality yet to come. While the promise of eschatological life 

free from evil, sin, and death certainly evoked hope for the future for church members, they also 

approached Easter as a time in which that promise mattered for the present. Easter illuminated 
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connections between the present and eschatological future through the resurrection of Jesus by 

highlighting church members’ participation in Jesus’ new life in baptism. Insofar as Jesus’ 

resurrection knit these times together, Easter hope drew church members into the intersection 

between eschatological reality and their present reality so that they could celebrate the presence 

of eschatological new life in this world and in their lives now, even if not yet fully realized. 

Although hope and sensing may seem like antithetical operations, I believe that sensing 

was a mode of hope during Easter at St. James. Church members’ sensory engagements in 

Easter facilitated embodied interactions and relationships with people, places, and objects, and 

in so doing, they opened space and time for church members to live into by opening their bodies 

toward eschatological life. Because eschatological reality was already part of church members’ 

life together in Christ in the present, Easter sensing was a way of entering into that promise of 

new life. Lights, sounds, colors, foods, aromas, and textures not only filled members’ senses, but 

generated new interactions, experiences, and relationships that were simultaneously future and 

present, eschatological and yet emplaced and embodied. Like fresh air for suffocating lungs or 

water on parched soil, Easter sensoriality effectively made hope for eschatological life incarnate 

in church members’ present reality by connecting them bodily with the future they had been 

given in Christ. Through sensory engagement in Easter, church members’ whole bodies could 

interact with that eschatological life, inside and out. 

Understanding sensing as an enactment of eschatological hope accords with Jurgen 

Moltmann’s reflections on human beings’ eschatological participation in the glory of God in The 

Coming of God. As he addresses this final topic in his discussion of eschatology, Moltmann 

turns to aesthetic language to describe eternal life in God’s presence. For Moltmann, God’s glory 

is the “fullness of life” in which all of creation will dwell eternally, and the image from scripture 

that best approximates this indwelling is a celebratory “feast.”91 Although he does not mention 
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foods, drinks, aromas, or tactile experiences to characterize this feast, Moltmann does portray it 

as a full-bodied fellowship with and in God’s unbridled life-giving presence comparable to 

brilliant, colorful light, music, poetry, and dancing.92 The aesthetic interaction to which he 

alludes more than once to express the shape of this “feast of eternal joy” is singing. As he says, 

“Lived life itself becomes a song of praise” sung by “all created beings and the whole community 

of God’s creation.”93 Not only does the music of God’s life, if you will, permeate all creation, 

filling it with nothing less than the very life of God, but it also evokes songs of joy that relish in 

God’s life and offer worship to God from every creature. Such a scene of creation singing with 

and to God suggests an intimate communion between Creator and creatures that is not just 

aural and oral, but breathed, felt, and reverberating throughout every fiber of creaturely being. 

What is more, Moltmann argues that this eschatological life that begins and ends in the 

glory of God pervades the present while also remaining a reality to come. Because the 

resurrection of Jesus demonstrates the life-giving power of God over death, his risen body 

manifests God’s glory, and those who live in him and thus participate in his resurrection life 

even now also inhabit God’s glory in this world. As he says, “The life we live here and now is 

already transfigured and becomes a festive life, life in celebration….Even in pain and fear, 

community with the crucified Christ brings into life sparks of trust and candles of hope.”94 While 

the Easter celebration offers human beings a mere soundbite of the divine joy in which all 

creation will participate eternally, it nevertheless draws all who are in Christ into God’s very life 

to share in God’s profound love and delight for the life of all God has created, redeemed, and 

made new.  

In light of Moltmann’s reflections, then, church members’ participation in the Easter 

celebration at St. James enabled them to experience a prelude of the joyful, full-bodied 
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celebration of divine life in and with creation yet to come. Easter sensing served to open them 

bodily to their future with God by making space for that eschatological future to kiss the present. 

Additionally, church members’ contributions to the sensoriality of Easter with their bodily 

presence and voices effectively incorporated them into the eschatological cosmic chorus of 

praise to God. By illuminating the intersection between eschatological life and the present in 

church members’ embodiment and emplacement, Easter’s sensory fullness was an occasion for 

hopeful anticipation. 

A third feature of church members’ sensory feast in Easter was transformation of 

sensing. In addition to filling church members’ senses and instigating new interactions with 

people, places, and materials, Easter was a season in which several church members attended to 

Jesus’ post-resurrection appearance stories in the gospels and searched for signs of the risen 

Christ’s presence around them. Their focus on encountering Christ and perceiving his life-giving 

activity in nature as well as in situations of human suffering suggests that the season of Easter 

changed how they sensed and made sense of the world. Flowers blooming, baby birds chirping, 

and fruits and vegetables ripening served as signs of resurrection life, not just of spring, and 

glimmers of hope and love amid bleak situations pointed to the presence of the risen Christ in 

people’s lives for church members. Their participation in the celebration of Easter effectively 

gave them sensibilities to discern new life in both expected and unexpected places. 

This change to what and how church members perceived in Easter resonates with the 

way in which Delores Williams interprets the encounter between Hagar and God in Genesis. In 

Sisters in the Wilderness, Williams turns to the stories of Hagar in order to develop a womanist 

approach to theology because of the formative role that these stories have traditionally played in 

Christian African-American women’s lives of faith.95 As an enslaved African woman, Hagar has 

been a particularly significant biblical figure for African-American women, according to 

                                                        

95 Williams, Sisters in the Wilderness, 2–6. 
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Williams, because her situation of enslavement, exploitation, sexual violation, and motherhood 

is analogous to oppressive experiences that many black women have endured in the United 

States both during and after slavery.96 Although Hagar’s interactions with God did not lead to 

her liberation from slavery, God did respond by enabling “survival” and a relative “quality of 

life” for herself and her child.97 As Williams says, when Hagar fled from Abram and Sarai into 

the wilderness, she experienced an intimate encounter with God, who sent her back to her 

oppressors but only after establishing a covenant with Hagar and her son. When she had to go 

into the wilderness again with her child and found herself without any way to survive, God spoke 

to her and opened her eyes “to see survival resources where she saw none before”98 and 

reaffirmed God’s covenant to her. For Williams, these scenes show a divine empowerment of 

Hagar insofar as her advocacy for herself and her son induces God’s covenant, and she has the 

unique opportunity when she first meets God to name God, whom she calls the one “who sees 

me.”99 In her commentary on this initial wilderness scene, Williams says, “This experience holds 

in solution a woman’s self-initiated liberation event, woman’s alienation and isolation, economic 

deprivation, pregnancy and a radical encounter with God, which empowers the female slave of 

African descent to hope and to act.”100 

What is striking about Williams’ interpretation of the Hagar narratives is the role of 

seeing in God’s relationship with Hagar. On the one hand, Hagar identifies God as seeing her, 

which suggests that this divine gaze functions to establish connection with Hagar. God does not 

ignore or overlook Hagar, but notices her and does not let her die in the wilderness. God’s seeing 

expresses care for Hagar and thus gives life to her and her son. On the other hand, Hagar’s 

encounter with God results in a transformation of Hagar’s sight so that she can see resources for 

                                                        

96 Ibid., 5, 15–74. 
97 Ibid., 4–5. 
98 Ibid., 27–30. 
99 Ibid., 21–22. 
100 Ibid., 24. 
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survival that her eyes had not perceived until then. Seeing new resources amid a desert, a “way 

where there was no way,”101 Hagar’s senses enable her to survive and provide a certain quality of 

life for her son and herself because they were transformed by her interactions with a God who 

senses her. In this way, to see for Hagar is not only to enter into personal, meaningful 

relationship with God and her son, but also to live in the face of death because God’s life-giving 

seeing changes her vision, her resources, and thus her future.102 

The transformation of Hagar’s sensing through God’s sensory involvement in her 

situation serves to illustrate how Easter at St. James created conditions for church members’ 

senses to be transformed so that they, like Hagar, could perceive new possibilities for life in the 

wake of tragedy, suffering, or hopeless situations. The Easter celebration of the resurrection of 

Jesus to new life did not leave church members’ senses untouched, but instead altered how they 

saw, heard, felt, smelled, and tasted their surroundings. Resurrection life in the present became 

sensible for them and attuned their senses to its reality. Although these members did not all 

occupy Hagar’s position as those in need of resources for survival, a few did experience Easter as 

revealing a way forward through tragedy in their own lives. For other members, transformations 

of sense-scapes in the lives of friends, family members, and colleagues—the appearance of a way 

out of no way for surviving and thriving with a relative quality of life amid broken relationships, 

limited resources, or suffering—enabled their own sensing to change during Easter, so that they 

made sense of these waymaking moments as the work of the God of resurrection and the 

presence of the risen Christ. Church members’ attention to signs of new life in Easter thus 

exhibited a mode of sensing formed and transformed by Jesus’ resurrection. 

                                                        

101 See ibid., 5. 
102 Williams also discusses the significance of seeing in how creation is portrayed in an Egyptian myth about the God 
Ra, in which the divine eye’s tears end up creating human beings. She suggests that this myth may have some bearing 
upon Hagar’s name for God in the Genesis story in light of her Egyptian ancestry. See ibid., 22–24. 
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5.3 Conclusion 

The Easter celebration at St. James was not a conventional American banquet of 

overconsumption, hedonism, or socio-economic elitism. In fact, in light of the particular 

components that defined St. James’ Easter Vigil, Day, and season, “feast” may seem like an odd 

designation for how church members embodied Easter. Although a large quantity of food was 

served at the Easter Day brunch, the Paschal feast consisted of a modest meal in which members 

each consumed a light, thin unseasoned wafer of bread and a small sip of red wine at the 

eucharistic liturgies throughout the season. While some church members may have donned 

dressier or newer clothes for the occasion, Easter was not a black-tie affair; everyone who 

attended the liturgies could participate regardless of the style, condition, or value of their 

clothing. Although celebratory music filled the worship space at the Easter liturgies, church 

members generally did not dance to it, and the lyrics of song after song focused on suffering and 

death in tandem with resurrection. And while flowers, lights, and special linens decorated the 

worship space, they concurred with crosses and images of Jesus’ body undergoing the Passion 

adorning the walls. 

Moreover, Easter feasting involved several communal and personal practices that do not 

tend to connote festivity. Church members’ engagement in Easter included remembering the 

suffering, humiliation, and death that Jesus’ body endured before he was raised to new life, as 

well as remembering those who suffer in church members’ own contexts. Remembering even 

became tangible and edible through church members’ donations of food for hungry, poor people 

in St. James’ neighborhood. The Easter feast also generated eschatological hope among church 

members for the promise of resurrection life with God yet to come. The festive elements of 

Easter were not ends in themselves but signs of church members’ future with and in God already 

permeating the present. Finally, Easter changed what and how church members sensed by 

directing their attention to new life not only in the liturgies, but also in natural and human 
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situations in which new life appeared unlikely, if not impossible. Through the Easter feast, 

church members perceived ways where there were no ways for survival, healing, reconciliation, 

and a relative quality of life in their own lives as well as in the lives of others. These ways, these 

moments, that might otherwise appear small, go unnoticed, or seem antithetical to the grandeur 

of feasting revealed Easter to be an unconventional feast in which small breakthroughs, making 

it through a wilderness, sustenance for another day, and the fierce perseverance of love amid 

overwhelming obstacles became privileged sites for glimpsing the God of resurrection at work 

and inhabiting the life God gave throughout the season. 

These peculiar features of the Easter feast did not lessen the celebration or joy at St. 

James. On the contrary, they enriched the feast by enabling church members to experience full-

bodied communion with God and with one another in a way that overconsumption, hedonism, 

and elitism could not facilitate. Easter feasting was life-giving for church members because it 

served to foster relationship with the risen Christ and to unite church members to one another 

through their bodily participation together in the sensoriality of the Easter liturgies and 

activities. 

In this way, as the mode of Easter feasting, sensing defined saved embodiment during 

the season at St. James. Rather than correlating salvation with filling bodies up or shoring up 

the power of the powerful and denigrating the vulnerable, church members embodied salvation 

by engaging in the paradoxical sensory feast, by celebrating the new life that only God can give 

in Christ through powerful and subtle sensory interactions, and by allowing their participation 

in Jesus’ resurrection life to redirect their senses to perceive the life-giving presence of God in 

expected and unexpected situations. Insofar as sensing meant life rather than death, 

relationships rather than isolation, church members’ sensing bodies gave flesh to salvation as a 

fully incarnate, relational reality dwelling in interactions between members, between bodies and 

places, between remembering and re-membering, between the eschatological future and the 
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present, and between all of these dimensions of church members’ sensing and a sensing God. 

Saved bodies in Easter at St. James were sensing bodies, and the ways in which church members 

sensed and made sense of Easter made the season a feast like no other. 

5.4 The Power of a Feasting Economy: Implications for Hunger and Gendered 
Labor 

Sensing as the shape of saved embodiment in Easter is socially significant in a number of 

ways. When senses are correlated with ability and disability, as the chapters on Lent point out, 

this theological understanding of bodies can implicitly prop up ableist ideologies. While these 

concerns deserve critical attention, I want to address another power dynamic that intersects 

more directly with the broad characterization of sensing that I have employed in analyzing St. 

James’ embodiment of Easter. Insofar as sensory engagement is vital to surviving and thriving, 

to being bodies, making places, and relating to others, sensing is inextricably linked to economy, 

both materially and socially. Not only can certain sensory experiences demarcate economic 

status within a particular culture, but economic lack or poverty can mean life-threatening 

sensory deprivation or obstruction when bodies do not have access to food, water, shelter, or 

other needs. In light of these connections between sensing and economy, I want to reflect in this 

final section on the kind of economy at work in how St. James inhabited the Easter feast, 

particularly in relation to the global capitalist economic context in which the church was 

situated. 

The concrete shape of St. James’ Easter feasting enabled church members’ sensory 

engagement to enflesh an economy of materials and relationships that countered capitalistic 

economic structures in several ways. First, the sensoriality of Easter did not operate according to 

a logic of scarcity or commodification, in which certain members’ participation in the feast came 

at the expense of others. Instead, the Easter feast was meant to be shared and enjoyed together. 

Members’ bodies were even incorporated into the sensoriality of the Easter Vigil and Easter Day 
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services without thereby being exploited by one another or in competition with one another. 

Their bodily presence and voices were dynamic contributors to one another’s sensory 

engagements in the Easter liturgies, which gave constructive meaning to their shared 

experiences and created conditions for members to gain a sense of unity with one another. The 

interactive mutuality that church members’ bodies enacted together thus implicitly posed a 

challenge to capitalistic consumerism and commodification. 

Second, the Easter feast at St. James was characterized by attending to situations of 

suffering and brokenness during the season rather than by distancing the Easter celebration 

from such situations. By remembering Jesus’ crucifixion in the Easter liturgies and the suffering 

and oppression of other people past and present, church members enacted an economic 

trajectory of downward mobility instead of ascendancy. Insofar as a capitalist ideology entails 

gaining wealth, status, and thus distance from those of lower status and the poor, church 

members’ re-membering of suffering and oppressed people as an integral part of inhabiting the 

Easter feast thus ran counter to capitalist classism. 

Finally, the food drive that St. James held during the Easter season generated a material 

economy of food that stood in contrast with an economy of feasting centered on hoarding or 

aggrandizement. Members’ personal and communal donations of food for hungry people during 

a season of celebration that also coincided with a season of increased lack of access to food for 

numerous people in the city made Easter into a feast of sharing and giving. They provided 

resources for a way for people needing food to survive where there might not otherwise be a 

way. Giving food for people in need effectively opened sensory possibilities for the recipients of 

the food, which could otherwise be cut off by not having enough to eat. In this way, the sensory 

feast of Easter at St. James reached its culmination in engendering opportunities for life-giving 

sensing for other bodies rather than in a feasting economy of gluttonous hoarding. 
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Amid this alternative economy that shaped St. James’ Easter feasting, two components 

of the sensoriality of Easter could be interpreted as reinforcing inadvertently a capitalist 

dynamic of power. First of all, while church members’ participation in the food drive mattered 

for the livelihood of hungry people insofar as the sheer presence of available food gave them 

sustenance, the food drive did not put an end to the structures that produced economic disparity 

in the city in the first place. The food drive may have opened space for an alternative economy of 

relations and materials to emerge between St. James and its surrounding neighborhood, but it 

could not sustain such interactions alone. Because food donations did not—and could not—

address the structures of capitalism that impoverished so many to secure the wealth of so few, 

the food drive displayed ambivalent ramifications in relation to the power of capitalism. 

The other structural feature of Easter sensing at St. James that had the potential to prop 

up a capitalist economy was the value of the behind-the-scenes labor of the altar and flower 

guilds in facilitating church members’ sensory experiences in the Easter liturgies. In Episcopal 

churches, the altar and flower guild duties have traditionally been women’s work. Members of 

these guilds are charged with setting and decorating the eucharistic table, so to speak, before the 

liturgy begins and then cleaning up the altar area, sacramental vessels, and linens at the 

conclusion of the eucharistic liturgy. They labor behind the scenes to prepare the worship space 

for church services.  

During Holy Week, the altar and flower guilds at St. James gave more time than usual to 

constructing and then deconstructing the sanctuary so that the linens, lights, liturgical objects, 

and flora were arranged appropriately for all of the different services that took place. What is 

more, every available member of the altar guild showed up on a Saturday before the Easter Vigil 

to perform a deep clean and polish of the worship space. Additionally, one of the flower guild 

members spent all day at the church before the Maundy Thursday service and again on Holy 

Saturday before the Easter Vigil in order to put together the elaborate flower arrangements in 
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the Garden of Repose and along the altar walls for Easter. All of their hard work served to 

heighten the sensory drama at the Vigil and on Easter Day so that the metallic crosses, 

candleholders, and lecterns shone brighter, the flowers bestowed more fragrance and color, the 

linens gleamed white, and every liturgical object reoccupied its appropriate place after the 

stripping of the altar. The labor that the members of the altar and flower guilds gave to the 

church worship space was crucial to the liturgical drama and communal experience of Easter. 

Were it not for these women and men, the parish community would not have been able to 

participate in the full-bodied fellowship that Easter’s sensoriality helped facilitate.  

However, the traditional gendering of this labor, coupled with its behind-the-scenes 

character, created conditions in which this so-called “women’s work” could go unacknowledged 

by church members who only perceived and experienced the fruits of guild members’ labor. 

Although Episcopal churches often deem these guilds lay ministries, they may not perceive the 

full theological significance of the work that the altar and flower guilds perform for the life of 

their parishes, particularly in Easter. The work of the altar and flower guilds at St. James was 

substantially different from housecleaning or interior decorating; they testified through their 

work to the good news of resurrection. By filling the church with the hopeful, festive signs that 

announced to the entire community that Jesus has risen and lives, they effectively became the 

first witnesses of Easter for the church, like the women at Jesus’ tomb in the gospels, as they 

arranged the worship space for a communal encounter with this risen Lord and a celebration of 

his triumph over the power of sin, evil, and death. Their prophetic, evangelistic labor thus made 

them collaborators with God in generating an Easter economy of feasting within St. James. 

Insofar as the theological and economic dimensions of these guilds’ work remain 

unrecognized, not simply among individual church members but at an institutional level in the 

Episcopal Church, the power of their labor runs the risk of being overdetermined by the gender 

ideologies that undergird capitalism. As numerous feminist and liberation thinkers have pointed 
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out, the unpaid, underpaid, and undervalued modes of production and reproduction that 

women have performed have been vital to capitalism’s thriving.103 The binary gendering of labor 

in tandem with the economic privileging of men’s bodies as more valuable than women’s bodies 

has made capitalist competition, exchange, and profit possible. Were it not for the exploitation 

of women and so-called women’s work, global capitalism could not subsist. In light of how 

gender and labor intersect within capitalist ideology and economy, therefore, the work of the 

altar and flower guilds could be perceived as fueling the engine of capitalism within the 

Episcopal Church when the theological import of that work and its challenge to a capitalist 

economy do not come into view. 

In light of these disparate possible economic implications of church members’ sensory 

engagement in Easter, I want to propose two practical ways of sustaining an Easter economy of 

relationships and materials that could undercut capitalism’s potential power in St. James as well 

as in other churches. First, additional interactions between church members and low-income 

and poor people in the church’s neighborhood could generate deeper relationships of solidarity 

during the Easter season than a food drive alone could. Although several members of St. James 

regularly volunteered to serve food at the nearby food pantry and shelter and thereby came face-

to-face with some of the people who would have received the church’s food donations, the 

church as a community might be able to integrate the food drive more deeply into its Easter 

feasting in several ways. The Easter brunch could be refashioned as a neighborhood meal, for 

example. The season could also deliberately include other opportunities for church members 

and neighborhood residents to spend time eating together.104 St. James could even focus some 

of its discipleship conversations in Easter around learning how the church might be able to 

                                                        

103 See, to name a few, Aquino, Our Cry for Life; Copeland, Enfleshing Freedom; hooks, Ain’t I a Woman; Collins, 
Black Feminist Thought; Okin, Justice, Gender, and the Family. 
104 The church’s plans for the summer included offering such weekly community meals outside in St. James’ garden 
area. My recommendation would simply be to start those meals during the Easter season so that the feasting and 
celebration of Easter would be manifest in sharing meals with the church’s neighbors. 
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advocate for the neighborhood residents in relation to economic structures within the city and 

state. Such activities could enrich the Easter feast as an occasion for transforming the senses not 

only of the Hagars in the city stuck between a life-threatening wilderness and oppressive 

mistreatment within capitalist economic structures, but also of church members who may not 

otherwise perceive that the economy of salvation that the risen Christ inaugurated is an 

economy of solidarity with others across economic divisions. 

Second, churches like St. James need ongoing opportunities for conversation about the 

theological significance of the different lay and ordained ministries of the church and about how 

gender matters in these ministries. Aside from the narrow issue of budgeting, church members 

may not readily think of the life of the church as an economy of labor, relationships, and 

materials in which theological and social presuppositions intersect. In order to get a better grasp 

of both the richness and potential problems of how this economy operates, church members 

need time to discern with one another the vital roles that behind-the-scenes ministries like the 

altar and flowers guilds play in the community’s relationship with God. By acknowledging the 

immeasurable value and gift that these ministries offer, churches can gain a deeper appreciation 

for the diverse gifts of the Spirit informing their members’ participation in the body of Christ. 

They will thus be better equipped to empower all members to recognize the importance of their 

belonging within the community and to challenge gendering of labor within churches that 

diminishes so-called women’s work as well as women’s contributions. 

Conclusion 

The celebratory season of Easter at St. James was full of sensory interactions. Through 

the church’s liturgies and activities and the ways church members personally inhabited the 

season, Easter revolved around the sensoriality of bodies. Both the magnitude of sensory 

elements in the Vigil and on Easter Sunday as well as the subtler signs of new and renewed life 

throughout the Easter season gave meaning to church members’ participation in Easter. Sensing 
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enabled church members to enjoy full-bodied fellowship in and with the God of resurrection 

while also creating conditions for relationships of solidarity with others amid suffering, 

oppression, and death-dealing circumstances. In this way, sensing bodies became the shape of 

saved embodiment in Easter at St. James. Although aspects of the sensory feast that church 

members embodied during Easter may have inadvertently reinforced capitalist structures of 

power in relation to poverty and gendered labor, Easter at St. James nevertheless had the 

makings of an economy of relationships and materials that countered exploitative, classist, and 

patriarchal capitalist economics. 

With the conclusion of the fifty days of feasting, the church’s progression through Lent, 

Holy Week, and Easter came to an end. The people that entered into Pentecost in the wake of 

this liturgical drama did not look much different than they had appeared at the church’s 

threshold on Ash Wednesday, nor radically different from people throughout their social and 

cultural milieu. Yet all that they had embodied over the course of Lent, Holy Week, and Easter 

worked through their flesh, beckoning church members to become bodies unlike any other that 

their contemporary cultural context could manufacture. The task of the conclusion that follows 

is to sketch this theological construction of bodies that St. James developed in its Lenten and 

Easter practices.
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Conclusion 
St. James Episcopal Church navigated Lent, Holy Week, and Easter in 2014 in a way that 

generated three portraits of the body. Church members began Lent with a conception of bodies 

as malleable. Participation in Lent depended upon the possibility of molding the body as a 

dynamic, formable reality. Through personal disciplines and communal liturgies, church 

members observed the forty-day season by molding their bodies in ways that would produce a 

marked change in their lives. The kind of change at which their personal and communal 

practices aimed was actually a deepening of the malleability of their bodies. Rather than working 

to lessen or obstruct their bodies’ malleability, church members’ engagement in Lent showed 

responsivity to be their goal. The purpose of challenging themselves in personal disciplines and 

participating in penitential and austere liturgies was to become more responsive to God, to other 

people, to themselves, and even to the rest of creation. Church members’ Lenten life thus 

revolved around a vision of saved bodies as relational, interdependent, open, and attentive 

agents, for which sin takes the form of unresponsive, closed, independent bodies. 

When Lent shifted to Holy Week, a related, but distinct, conception of the body entered 

the foreground at St. James. In this week concentrated on the passion, execution, and burial of 

Jesus’ body, the church’s liturgical practices inculcated members’ bodies into a journey so 

intricately that their bodies became the journey they traversed. Participation in Holy Week 

depended upon the possibility of bodies interacting with various spaces—horizontal and vertical, 

inside and outside, geographical and discursive, holy and unholy, privileged and marginalized—

while moving through the stories of Jesus’ crucifixion and death. Body formation grounded 

these interactions as well, but rather than repeating a discipline or penitential liturgy over and 

over in order to mold themselves into the bodies that church members desired to be, they 

enacted different liturgies each day in Holy Week in order to follow the footsteps of Jesus along 

the way to his cross. Church members’ relationship to the crucified body of Jesus determined 
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the journey, which entailed navigating a contradiction of difference between church members’ 

bodies and Jesus’ body and simultaneous participation of church members’ bodies in Jesus’ 

body. The difference between church members’ bodies and Jesus’ historical body meant that 

they could never embody the way of the cross that he embodied, yet their union to his body 

meant that the way of his cross was their way, too. As a result, embodying the Holy Week 

journey at St. James entailed embodying the contradiction of becoming a journey that was not 

church members’ journey to embody and yet a journey that they had to embody as members of 

the body of Jesus.  

Remarkably, St. James accomplished this by enacting the only path available for those 

seeking to be faithful to the crucified body of Jesus: Church members embodied unfaithfulness 

to Jesus in their Holy Week journey, occupying the positions of the bystanders and betrayers at 

the crucifixion, and thereby embodied faithfulness to his body. They shouted “Crucify him” and 

placed his cross at sites of injustice in their own neighborhood in order to inhabit his story, his 

journey, and his body in Holy Week. Rather than working to erase the contradiction that the 

cross inscribed into their relationship to Jesus’ body, church members’ enactment of Holy Week 

persisted in the contradiction. Holy Week at St. James thus revolved around bodies that 

exhibited the way of salvation and the way of sin simultaneously in their performance of 

faithfulness to the crucified body of Jesus through performing their unfaithfulness to him. 

With the dramatic shift to Easter, the unresolved journey that church members 

enfleshed was eclipsed by a new mode of embodiment facilitated by the senses. Easter was a full-

bodied sensory affair for members of St. James. Participation in the season depended on bodies 

as sensing flesh through which church members made sense of the resurrected body of Jesus. 

Sensing was not treated as an obstacle to participating in Jesus’ resurrection life; instead, it was 

the means by which church members’ bodies inhabited the reality of Jesus’ resurrection and 

discerned his presence in their contexts. Through the full-bodied sensory feast that took place 
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throughout Easter at St. James in varying intensities and forms, church members lived into the 

joy and hope of resurrection life without adopting escapism. Their Easter feasting involved 

remembering rather than ignoring situations of suffering and injustice, as well as perceiving—

and even participating in—God’s waymaking in the lives of people in need. Easter at St. James 

thus revolved around visions of saved bodies as sensing bodies—that is to say, interactive and 

alive through the openness and dynamic movement between inside and outside the body, not 

only between members’ bodies, but also between their bodies and their places. Sin, then, 

corresponded with bodies that were closed, detached, and disengaged from other bodies as well 

as from their emplacement.  

What is striking about these portraits of bodies that St. James generated through Lent, 

Holy Week, and Easter is their incongruity with modern Western ideals of bodies. Although the 

theoretical analysis throughout this dissertation has shown that bodily molding, journeying, and 

sensing ground contemporary Western understandings of embodiment, these qualities of bodies 

tend to be treated as antithetical to what bodies ideally should be: solid, whole, closed, 

independent, individual, and self-controlling entities. Characteristics like malleability, 

relationality, emplacement, and sensory interactions function best as means toward achieving 

these ideals within this Western body ideology.  

In contrast, St. James’ practices tended generally to affirm these dimensions of 

embodiment as theologically constructive ends rather than as means to solidifying, closing, 

separating, and individualizing bodies. The ideals at which the church’s modes of inhabiting 

Lent, Holy Week, and Easter aimed only drew members more completely into bodies as 

malleable, journeying, and sensorially interactive by prioritizing responsivity, embodying the 

contradictory way of the cross, and full-bodied fellowship with God, one another, and creation 

that merged joy and hope with remembering and seeking after those in situations of suffering or 

oppression. St. James’ embrace of these visions of bodies, therefore, entailed incorporating 
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characteristics into its visions that run counter to Western ideals and thus redefine the shape of 

embodiment. 

Another striking dimension of these portraits of embodiment is that they were primarily 

the result of a variety of small-scale, fairly ordinary practices and experiences. Members of St. 

James did not dramatically transform their entire lives by participating in personal or 

communal practices during Lent, Holy Week, and Easter. The changes that they made, the 

experiences to which they paid attention, and the activities in which they engaged were 

relatively small, minor, transitory, and even mundane. Yet these otherwise insignificant 

elements were charged with theological and social meaning for how church members lived into 

their faith during these seasons. Abstaining from meat, a smudge of ash on the forehead, 

omitting a single word from liturgies, taking an hour to trek through the neighborhood, touching 

and washing another person’s feet, witnessing light flooding a room, and donating a food item 

made all the difference in how church members related to God, participated in the community, 

and came to terms with the bodies they were—even if only for a brief time. 

Indeed, these small-scale, fleeting body experiences and activities gave rise to 

conceptions of sin and salvation that pose a helpful challenge to how many contemporary 

Christians tend to approach these doctrines. On the one hand, for Christians who emphasize the 

personal character of sin and salvation, the recasting of the body as relational and 

interdependent rather than clearly bounded and individualized renders sin and salvation as 

interpersonal, social, and thus ambiguous realities, which problematizes individualistic 

definitions of sin and salvation that neglect their social shape. On the other hand, for Christians 

who focus on the social, structural dimensions of sin and salvation, the grounding of social, 

structural realities in bodies and their concrete interactions within particular contexts renders 

sin and salvation fleshly realities, which problematizes broadly social definitions of sin and 

salvation that neglect how those realities permeate and gain vitality through people’s bodies. 
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Although turning to sites of small-scale, ordinary, transitory modes of embodiment in order to 

develop understandings of sin and salvation entails more complexity and ambiguity than 

Christians of both persuasions would likely prefer, these sites are where wounding and healing, 

contempt and care, and unfaithfulness and faithfulness take place and take on flesh. They are 

thus the places at which authentic accounts of sin and salvation for embodied people can—and 

must—arise. 

Additionally, because of how complex and ambiguous these sites can be as theological 

beliefs and practices intersect with social dynamics of power, they are not devoid of potentially 

problematic implications for particular bodies and contexts. As the critical social reflections in 

the preceding chapters has shown, the portraits of saved bodies can suggest multiple, even 

conflicting, meanings for socially located bodies at the same time, and no single theological 

vision of the body is safeguarded from the possibility of resulting in harmful ramifications for 

particular bodies and particular contexts. Malleability can produce problematic implications in 

relation to gender as well as ability and disability. Journeying can correlate with problematic 

dynamics of racial divisions and hierarchies. And sensing cast as feasting can result in 

problematic economic implications in terms of class and gender distinctions. Although St. 

James’ particular ways of enfleshing Lent, Holy Week, and Easter included features with the 

power to disrupt these harmful social dynamics of power, certain elements of the liturgical 

discourse and practices also had the potential to lend themselves toward these applications of 

the three portraits of embodiment, regardless of church members’ intentions or cognizance. 

Because the church’s practices were entangled in these ambivalent possibilities, the normative 

theological constructions of bodies as responsive, embodying the contradictory way of the cross, 

and in full fellowship with God and others need further definition, reflection, and revision to 

flesh out how these theological norms may intersect with unjust, harmful social norms, not only 

within St. James’ particular context but also in other ecclesial contexts. 
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Nevertheless, the portraits of bodies that St. James’ Lenten, Holy Week, and Easter life 

enfleshed offer a fruitful starting point for theologians and Christians to think through what it 

means to be bodies in relation to God, sin, and salvation. They provide a glimpse into the social 

and material complexities at work in the theological and liturgical formation of bodies. They also 

expose some of the theological anthropologies and soteriologies that enter, dwell in, and emerge 

from people’s flesh through postures, gestures, movements, sensory experiences, spatial 

engagements, and interpersonal interactions. And because so many of these components of 

embodiment often go unrecognized by the very people embodying them, these portraits 

illuminate for Christians a way of coming to terms with the bodies they have become and the 

bodies they long to be. 

St. James Episcopal Church did not embody Lent, Holy Week, and Easter perfectly. 

Church members undoubtedly made mistakes along the way, missed out on opportunities to be 

more faithful to God and one another, adopted contrasting conclusions about the same 

practices, and did not always pay attention to the grace of their own bodies or the bodies of 

others. However, they lived into the seasons of Lent and Easter by staying with the body, by 

allowing its ambiguities, conflicts, and vulnerabilities to inform how they related to God, to 

others, and to the rest of creation. Whether they realized it or not, they gave flesh to a theology 

of bodies that is truly for bodies marked by diverse particularities, situated in various contexts, 

and loved fiercely by God. By engaging the story of their bodies, hopefully members of St. James 

as well as other Christians may perceive new ways of facing their flesh before the God of all 

flesh. 
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